
AUTOGRAPHS, COINS, LITERATURE

AUTOGRAPHS

BASEBALL CARDS  Interesting grouping
of Baseball Cards and more. Displayed are
some of the "W" series of cards from
before 1920 with early Hall of Famers like
Rogers Hornsby, Eddie Collins, Zack
Wheat, Hack Wilson, Tris Speaker, and
Grover Alexander. These cards would
make great fillers and conversation pieces
for any card collector. Also included are
several Nolan Ryan cards, a rookie card of
both Robin Yount, Tony Perez and Keith
Hernandez, two 1969-70 Topps Basketball
cards (commons to this popular set, and
more. Early cards range from poor to fine.
Later cards are VERY FINE, or better.

1

CV 0.00

UNITED STATES

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

(1), VERY FINE, no gum2 CV 2,400.00*

(1), blue cancel, EXTREMELY FINE3 CV 440.000

(1), red cancel, VERY FINE4 CV 400.000

(1), red cancel, F-VF5 CV 400.000

(1c), neat red cancel, EXTREMELY FINE6 CV 9,500.000

(2), red cancel, SUPERB7 CV 925.000

(2), blue cancel, EXTREMELY FINE8 CV 900.000

(2), red cancel, EXTREMELY FINE9 CV 925.000

(2), red cancel, VERY FINE10 CV 925.000

(7, 9), nine stamps, F-VF11 CV 925.000

(7), VERY FINE, og12 CV 1,050.00*

(8A), F-VF, og13 CV 6,000.00*

(8A), VERY FINE14 CV 850.000

(10), EXTREMELY FINE, no gum15 CV 1,500.00*

(11), VERY FINE, og16 CV 275.00*

(11A), F-VF, og17 CV 275.00*

(12), EXTREMELY FINE18 CV 700.000

(12), EXTREMELY FINE19 CV 700.000

(12), PAID cancel, EXTREMELY FINE20 CV 900.000

(12), red cancel, VERY FINE21 CV 850.000

(14), VERY FINE, toned og22 CV 5,000.00*

(15), EXTREMELY FINE, no gum23 CV 1,800.00*

(17), EXTREMELY FINE, og24 CV 6,250.00*

(17), F-VF, og25 CV 6,250.00*

(17), F, og26 CV 6,250.00*

(17), pair, EXTREMELY FINE27 CV 575.000

(17), pair, VERY FINE28 CV 575.000

(18 & 22) tied on cover. VERY FINE29 CV 1,200.00CV

(18), VERY FINE, no gum30 CV 800.00*

(20), light crease, VERY FINE, og (PF
Cert)

31
CV 900.00

*

(20), EXTREMELY FINE32 CV 275.000

(22), FINE, og33 CV 2,400.00*

(22), VERY FINE34 CV 500.000

(23), VERY FINE, regummed35 CV 4,250.00*

(23), F-VF36 CV 900.000

(24, 26, 26A), VERY FINE, og37 CV 805.00*

(25), VERY FINE, partial og (PF Cert)38 CV 2,750.00*

(28), VERY FINE39 CV 1,050.000

(29), "unused, sweated original gum, hinge
remnants and pencil notation, genuine,
soiled.", F-VF (APS Cert)

40

CV 5,500.00

*

(30), EXTREMELY FINE, og (Alan Miller
Cert)

41
CV 1,250.00

*

(30A), VERY FINE, og (PF Cert)42 CV 2,200.00*

(30A), VERY FINE, no gum43 CV 825.00*

(30A, 32, 33), VERY FINE44 CV 700.000

(34), VERY FINE, og45 CV 1,900.00*

(35), EXTREMELY FINE, og46 CV 225.00*

(36-38), VERY FINE47 CV 1,175.000

(36-37), VERY FINE48 CV 750.000

(36), EXTREMELY FINE, og49 CV 1,900.00*

(36), FINE, og50 CV 1,900.00*

(37), VERY FINE, slightly disturbed og
(PSE Cert)

51
CV 1,500.00

*

(37), EXTREMELY FINE52 CV 400.000

(37), red cancel, VERY FINE53 CV 465.000

(38), VERY FINE, og54 CV 2,150.00*

(39), VERY FINE, og55 CV 3,000.00*

(39), F-VF, og56 CV 3,000.00*

(39), repaired, F-VF (PF certificate copy
included)

57
CV 11,000.00

0

(40), VERY FINE, ungummed as issued58 CV 575.00*

(41), VERY FINE, ungummed as issued59 CV 3,000.00*

(47), VERY FINE, ungummed as issued60 CV 4,000.00*

(64) PSE certificate reads "genuine mint og
with a few perforation faults at the top" very
rare mint stamp

61

CV 14,000.00

*

(64b), F-VF, og62 CV 600.00*

(65E15h), formerly #56, VERY FINE, og63 CV 550.00PR

(66TC6a), VERY FINE, og (PF certificate)64 CV 1,850.00*

(66TC6), og (PSE Cert)65 CV 2,000.00PR

(67), VERY FINE66 CV 850.000

(68-72), VERY FINE67 CV 1,250.000

(68-71), VERY FINE68 CV 650.000

(68-69), FINE, regummed69 CV 1,100.00*

(68), VERY FINE, og70 CV 1,000.00*

(69), VERY FINE, og71 CV 1,800.00*

(69), VERY FINE, regummed72 CV 725.00*

(69), blue cancel, VERY FINE73 CV 880.000

(70, 78), 10 stamps, F-VF74 CV 3,000.000

(70, 78), mostly different shades, including
better shades, overall catalogued at $300
or $350 for #70 or #78, F-VF

75

CV 5,200.00

0

(70), straight edge, EXTREMELY FINE,
regummed

76
CV 1,150.00

*

(70), red & black cancel, EXTREMELY
FINE

77
CV 340.00

0

(70b), VERY FINE, no gum78 CV 6,250.00*

(70b), EXTREMELY FINE79 CV 850.000

(70b), F-VF80 CV 850.000

(71), FINE, og81 CV 2,750.00*
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(72), VERY FINE, no gum82 CV 1,300.00*

(72), EXTREMELY FINE83 CV 600.000

(72), VERY FINE84 CV 600.000

(73, 75-77), VERY FINE85 CV 815.000

(73), eight unused stamps, F-VF, a few
regummed but all valued as no gum

86
CV 1,120.00

*

(73), green cancel, VERY FINE87 CV 665.000

(73), 23 stamps, a few have grills, F-VF88 CV 1,500.000

(74TC6a), single, catalogue value as half of
a pair, EXTREMELY FINE

89
CV 2,000.00

PR

(75), tiny thin & small corner crease, F-VF,
og (PF Cert)

90
CV 5,750.00

*

(76-78), EXTREMELY FINE91 CV 650.000

(76a), EXTREMELY FINE, no gum92 CV 850.00*

(77), F-VF, og93 CV 4,750.00*

(77), straight edge, FINE, og94 CV 4,750.00*

(78), VERY FINE, og95 CV 2,750.00*

(78b), VERY FINE, no gum96 CV 1,000.00*

(78c), small faults, F-VF (PSE certificate)97 CV 20,000.000

(85), VERY FINE98 CV 1,050.000

(85B), minor perf pulls, F-VF, (PSE Cert)99 CV 1,200.000

(85C), straight edge, FINE100 CV 3,500.000

(86-90), F-VF101 CV 1,427.000

(86-90), F-VF102 CV 1,427.000

(86-87), F-VF, no gum103 CV 1,850.00*

(86), EXTREMELY FINE104 CV 450.000

(86), VERY FINE105 CV 450.000

(88), FINE, og106 CV 1,000.00*

(89), light tones, VERY FINE, og107 CV 5,250.00*

(89), F-VF, regummed108 CV 2,100.00*

(89), EXTREMELY FINE109 CV 350.000

(90), VERY FINE, no gum110 CV 1,900.00*

(90), small faults, F-VF, og111 CV 4,750.00*

(91), FINE, full og, VERY RARE MINT
STAMP

112
CV 12,500.00

*

(92-98), F-VF113 CV 2,205.000

(92), FINE, og114 CV 3,000.00*

(92), blue cancel, VERY FINE115 CV 470.000

(93), VERY FINE, og116 CV 450.00*

(94), VERY FINE, og117 CV 350.00*

(95), F-VF, og118 CV 3,500.00*

(95), FINE, og119 CV 3,500.00*

(95), FINE, og120 CV 3,500.00*

(95), VERY FINE121 CV 900.000

(96), VERY FINE, og122 CV 2,750.00*

(96), on cover, VERY FINE123 CV 300.00CV

(97), VERY FINE, regummed124 CV 1,100.00*

(97), VERY FINE, no gum125 CV 1,100.00*

(98), small thin, VERY FINE, og126 CV 4,250.00*

(99), F-VF, og127 CV 8,500.00*

(99), red cancel, VERY FINE128 CV 1,800.000

(99), VERY FINE129 CV 1,600.000

(99), red cancel, FINE130 CV 1,800.000

(99), small thin, VERY FINE131 CV 1,600.000

(100), small tear, F-VF, og132 CV 8,500.00*

(100), F-VF133 CV 950.000

(101), repaired corner, F-VF, og134 CV 14,500.00*

(101), VERY FINE135 CV 2,250.000

(101), VERY FINE136 CV 2,250.000

(101), block of four, FINE, a rare find137 CV 25,000.000

(102), EXTREMELY FINE, og138 CV 800.00*

(102), EXTREMELY FINE, og139 CV 800.00*

(102), F-VF, og140 CV 800.00*

(112-117, 119), VERY FINE141 CV 937.000

(112), VERY FINE, og142 CV 650.00*

(112), blue cancel, EXTREMELY FINE143 CV 175.000

(113-114, 115 (2), 116-117, 120), included
four shaved proofs (not counted). Gen.
VERY FINE

144

CV 1,452.00

0

(113), VERY FINE, og (PSE Cert)145 CV 550.00*

(114), VERY FINE, og146 CV 250.00*

(115-116), F-VF, regummed147 CV 1,700.00*

(115), VERY FINE, og148 CV 2,750.00*

(115), FINE, og149 CV 2,750.00*

(115), tiny natural inclusion, VERY FINE,
og

150
CV 2,750.00

*

(115), red cancel, EXTREMELY FINE151 CV 300.000

(116), VERY FINE, og152 CV 2,000.00*

(117-118), VERY FINE153 CV 975.000

(117), VERY FINE, og154 CV 1,900.00*

(117), F-VF, og, NH, Scott value for hinged155 CV 1,900.00*

(118), VERY FINE, no gum156 CV 3,250.00*

(118), FINE, og157 CV 9,500.00*

(118), EXTREMELY FINE158 CV 850.000

(118), EXTREMELY FINE159 CV 850.000

(118), VERY FINE160 CV 850.000

(118), VERY FINE161 CV 850.000

(118), VERY FINE162 CV 850.000

(119), VERY FINE, no gum163 CV 1,150.00*

(119), VERY FINE, og164 CV 3,250.00*

(120), F-VF, og, (PF Cert)165 CV 8,000.00*

(120), F-VF, og166 CV 8,000.00*

(120), a few pulled perf tips, F-VF, partial
og (PSE Cert)

167
CV 8,000.00

*

(120), red cancel, VERY FINE168 CV 1,450.000

(120), VERY FINE169 CV 650.000

(120), VERY FINE170 CV 650.000

(120), VERY FINE171 CV 650.000

(121), minor perf tip toning, F-VF, og (PSE
Cert)

172
CV 5,000.00

*

(121), VERY FINE173 CV 450.000

(122), FINE, regummed174 CV 4,000.00*

(122), VERY FINE175 CV 1,900.000

(122), VERY FINE176 CV 1,900.000

(122), VERY FINE177 CV 1,900.000

(122), F-VF178 CV 1,900.000

(123), VERY FINE, og179 CV 550.00*

(124), EXTREMELY FINE, og180 CV 650.00*

(126), F-VF, og181 CV 1,750.00*
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(127), F-VF, og182 CV 1,650.00*

(134-138), VERY FINE183 CV 1,312.000

(134/229) WONDERFUL SPECIALIZED
COLLECTION including stamps mostly
complete, some mint, better covers and
specialty items. Very high quality

184

SB 3,000.00

*0

(134), VERY FINE, partial og185 CV 2,000.00*

(135), VERY FINE, og186 CV 1,000.00*

(136), FINE, og187 CV 575.00*

(143), nice stamp, F-VF188 CV 4,000.000

(145-155), VERY FINE189 CV 1,527.000

(145-155), VERY FINE190 CV 1,527.000

(145-147), VERY FINE, og191 CV 1,225.00*

(145-149, 153), F-VF, no gum192 CV 2,540.00*

(146), F-VF, og, NH (Scott value for
hinged)

193
CV 325.00

*

(148-151), VERY FINE, no gum194 CV 2,590.00*

(150), VERY FINE, og, NH (Scott value for
hinged)

195
CV 2,250.00

*

(151-153, 155), VERY FINE196 CV 970.000

(151), vertical pair, Scott value for two
hinged singles, VERY FINE, og, bottom
stamp NH

197

CV 6,000.00

*

(151), FINE, og198 CV 2,750.00*

(152), VERY FINE, no gum199 CV 1,300.00*

(153), F-VF, og200 CV 1,800.00*

(153), F-VF, og201 CV 1,800.00*

(154), VERY FINE, no gum202 CV 2,750.00*

(154), F-VF, og203 CV 7,500.00*

(154), FINE, og204 CV 7,500.00*

(154), F-VF, regummed205 CV 2,750.00*

(155), VERY FINE, og, PF Cert206 CV 5,000.00*

(155), F-VF, og207 CV 5,000.00*

(155), F-VF, og208 CV 5,000.00*

(156-161), F-VF, all no gum or regummed209 CV 1,045.00*

(156-163, 165-166), VERY FINE210 CV 914.000

(156), VERY FINE, og211 CV 225.00*

(157-163, 165-166), VERY FINE212 CV 908.000

(159), VERY FINE, og213 CV 400.00*

(159b), VERY FINE, og (APS Cert)214 CV 1,800.00*

(160), VERY FINE, og (Alan Miller Cert)215 CV 1,150.00*

(162), VERY FINE, og (PF Cert)216 CV 2,400.00*

(163), F-VF, og217 CV 2,250.00*

(165), VERY FINE, og218 CV 4,000.00*

(165), VERY FINE, og219 CV 4,000.00*

(165), F-VF, og220 CV 4,000.00*

(165), straight edge, FINE, disturbed og221 CV 4,000.00*

(166), VERY FINE, og222 CV 2,250.00*

(166), F-VF, og223 CV 2,250.00*

(166), EXTREMELY FINE224 CV 300.000

(178-179), F-VF, og225 CV 1,050.00*

(178), EXTREMELY FINE, og226 CV 350.00*

(179), VERY FINE, og227 CV 700.00*

(187), VERY FINE, og228 CV 3,250.00*

(188), F-VF, og229 CV 1,800.00*

(188), reperfed at left, EXTREMELY FINE,
og (PF Cert)

230
CV 1,800.00

*

(189), FINE, og, NH231 CV 675.00*

(191), VERY FINE, regummed232 CV 650.00*

(191P5), pair, right stamp repaired,
EXTREMELY FINE, no gum (Philatelic
Foundation Certificate)

233

CV 2,500.00

PR

(205), block of 4, F-VF, og234 CV 2,040.00*

(207), block of nine, VERY FINE, og, NH235 CV 2,025.00*

(207), block of 17, VERY FINE, og, NH236 CV 3,825.00*

(207), two pairs and a single, VERY FINE,
og, NH

237
CV 1,125.00

*

(208a), F-VF, og, NH238 CV 1,600.00*

(211), F-VF, og, NH239 CV 900.00*

(211), 20 examples, F-VF or better240 CV 550.000

(213), imprint block of four, VERY FINE,
og, NH (Scott for four singles)

241
CV 480.00

*

(218), VERY FINE, og242 CV 900.00*

(218), FINE, og, NH243 CV 2,750.00*

(218P1), EXTREMELY FINE244 CV 1,100.00PR

(219-229), with 220a, & 220c (used), VERY
FINE, og

245
CV 2,460.00

*

(219-223), VERY FINE, og, #219-221/223
NH

246
CV 780.00

*

(230-240), F-VF247 CV 465.000

(220-222), VERY FINE, og, NH248 CV 525.00*

(225-228), VERY FINE, og249 CV 725.00*

(225-228), VERY FINE, og, #225 is NH250 CV 825.00*

(229), EXTREMELY FINE, og (PF Cert)251 CV 475.00*

(229), F-VF, og, NH252 CV 1,450.00*

(230-240), F-VF, og253 CV 1,348.00*

(230-240) High quality stock with many
complete sets. Mostly VERY FINE

254
CV 7,900.00

0

(230-240), F-VF255 CV 465.000

(230-240), F-VF256 CV 465.000

(230-240), F-VF257 CV 465.000

(230-240), F-VF258 CV 465.000

(230-240), F-VF259 CV 465.000

(230-240), F-VF260 CV 465.000

(230-240), F-VF261 CV 465.000

(230-237, 239-240), F-VF262 CV 382.000

(236), Imprint & Plate # Strip of 4, VERY
FINE, og, NH

263
CV 640.00

*

(237-238), VERY FINE, og264 CV 325.00*

(237), VERY FINE, og, NH265 CV 285.00*

(239), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH266 CV 725.00*

(239), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH267 CV 725.00*

(239), F-VF, og, NH268 CV 725.00*

(240), VERY FINE, og269 CV 500.00*

(240), VERY FINE, og (PSE Cert)270 CV 500.00*

(240), F-VF, og271 CV 500.00*

(240), light crinkle, VERY FINE, og, NH272 CV 1,450.00*

(241), VERY FINE, og, NH273 CV 3,750.00*

(241), VERY FINE, og, NH274 CV 3,750.00*

(241), VERY FINE, og275 CV 1,100.00*

(241), F-VF, og (PSE Cert)276 CV 1,100.00*
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(241), F-VF, og, NH277 CV 3,750.00*

(241), VERY FINE278 CV 600.000

(242), F-VF, og279 CV 1,150.00*

(242), VERY FINE280 CV 600.000

(242), VERY FINE281 CV 600.000

(242), small thins, VERY FINE282 CV 600.000

(242), straight edge, VERY FINE283 CV 600.000

(243), VERY FINE, og284 CV 1,500.00*

(243), straight edge,  EXTREMELY FINE,
og

285
CV 1,500.00

*

(243), heavy hinge remnant, VERY FINE286 CV 825.000

(243), F-VF287 CV 825.000

(243), F-VF288 CV 825.000

(244), plate # single, VERY FINE, og289 CV 2,000.00*

(244), F-VF290 CV 1,050.000

(245), VERY FINE, og, NH291 CV 10,000.00*

(245), VERY FINE, og292 CV 2,400.00*

(245), F-VF, og293 CV 2,400.00*

(245), FINE, og294 CV 2,400.00*

(245), small thin, VERY FINE, og295 CV 2,400.00*

(245), light bend, F-VF, og296 CV 2,400.00*

(246-261), very high quality. VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE

297
CV 764.00

0

(246-259), plus #260 (used). F-VF, og298 CV 2,085.00*

(246-254), VERY FINE, og299 CV 1,105.00*

(246-250), VERY FINE, og, #247 NH300 CV 430.00*

(248-252), VERY FINE, og, #248-249 are
NH

301
CV 1,070.00

*

(251), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH302 CV 1,100.00*

(251), VERY FINE, og303 CV 1,100.00*

(252), imprint & plate # strip of 3, VERY
FINE, og, NH

304
CV 1,300.00

*

(255), VERY FINE, og, NH305 CV 325.00*

(258), VERY FINE, og, NH306 CV 850.00*

(259-260), VERY FINE, og307 CV 775.00*

(260), F-VF, og308 CV 500.00*

(261), VERY FINE, og (PF Cert)309 CV 1,000.00*

(261), EXTREMELY FINE310 CV 375.000

(261), VERY FINE311 CV 375.000

(261A), VERY FINE, og (PF Cert)312 CV 2,100.00*

(261A), VERY FINE, og313 CV 2,100.00*

(261A), FINE, og, NH314 CV 6,500.00*

(261A), VERY FINE315 CV 825.000

(261A), VERY FINE316 CV 825.000

(262), toned perf, FINE, og317 CV 2,750.00*

(262), VERY FINE318 CV 1,250.000

(263), FINE, og319 CV 4,500.00*

(263), VERY FINE320 CV 2,750.000

(263), reperfed right side, VERY FINE321 CV 2,750.000

(263), small thin, VERY FINE322 CV 2,750.000

(263), small thin, VERY FINE323 CV 2,750.000

(264-276A) Very high quality. VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE set

324
CV 400.00

0

(264-273, 275), F-VF, og, 3¢ used325 CV 694.00*

(267), VERY FINE, og326 CV 1,000.00*

(276, 276A), F-VF327 CV 310.000

(276), FINE, og328 CV 600.00*

(276), crease, VERY FINE, og329 CV 600.00*

(276), huge straight edge, jumbo,
EXTREMELY FINE

330
CV 100.00

0

(276A), VERY FINE, og, NH331 CV 3,750.00*

(276A), VERY FINE, og332 CV 1,250.00*

(276A), perf tear, FINE, og333 CV 1,250.00*

(277), VERY FINE, og334 CV 900.00*

(277), VERY FINE, og335 CV 900.00*

(277), F-VF336 CV 425.000

(278), VERY FINE, og337 CV 2,000.00*

(278), VERY FINE, og338 CV 2,000.00*

(278), small thin and tone, VERY FINE, og339 CV 2,000.00*

(278), VERY FINE340 CV 625.000

(278), VERY FINE341 CV 625.000

(278), VERY FINE342 CV 625.000

(278), VERY FINE343 CV 625.000

(278), tied to piece, VERY FINE344 CV 625.00OP

(279-284), VERY FINE, og, NH345 CV 1,815.00*

(279c), pair, VERY FINE, og, NH346 CV 1,700.00*

(280-282, 283-284), VERY FINE, og347 CV 402.00*

(283), Imprint & Plate # Strip of 3, VERY
FINE, og, NH

348
CV 1,500.00

*

(285-291) High quality used selection
including at least 10 complete sets. F-VF

349
CV 6,000.00

0

(285-290), VERY FINE, og, NH350 CV 1,560.00*

(285-290), F-VF, og, (2¢, 4¢, & 5¢ NH)351 CV 967.00*

(285-286), imprint & plate # pair, all stamps
EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

352
CV 320.00

*

(286) two plate number and imprint stamps
of three. VERY FINE, og, NH

353
CV 520.00

*

(289), imprint & plate # strip of 3, VERY
FINE, og, NH, (Scott for three singles)

354
CV 1,275.00

*

(291), EXTREMELY FINE, og355 CV 600.00*

(291), VERY FINE, og, NH356 CV 1,800.00*

(291), VERY FINE, og357 CV 600.00*

(291), VERY FINE, og358 CV 600.00*

(291), VERY FINE, og359 CV 600.00*

(291), VERY FINE, og, NH360 CV 1,800.00*

(291), F-VF, og, NH361 CV 1,800.00*

(292), VERY FINE, og362 CV 1,400.00*

(292), VERY FINE, og (PF Cert)363 CV 1,400.00*

(292), VERY FINE, og364 CV 1,400.00*

(292), VERY FINE, og365 CV 1,400.00*

(292), F-VF366 CV 725.000

(292), F-VF367 CV 725.000

(292), small hinge thin, VERY FINE368 CV 725.000

(292), tiny tear, VERY FINE369 CV 725.000

(292), on piece, VERY FINE370 CV 725.00OP

(293), imprint single, VERY FINE, og371 CV 1,900.00*

(293), VERY FINE, og, (PF Cert)372 CV 1,900.00*

(293), VERY FINE, og373 CV 1,900.00*

(293), F-VF, og374 CV 1,900.00*

(293), F-VF, og375 CV 1,900.00*
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(297), block of 4, F-VF, og, NH376 CV 720.00*

(298), block of four, VERY FINE, og, two
stamps are NH

377
CV 640.00

*

(298), three examples, VERY FINE, og, NH378 CV 690.00*

(300-308), VERY FINE, og379 CV 391.00*

(302), pair, (looks og, NH), EXTREMELY
FINE, regummed

380
CV 260.00

*

(304), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH, (PSE
Cert)

381
CV 150.00

*

(305, 308-310), VERY FINE, og, #305 NH382 CV 745.00*

(309), VERY FINE, og, NH383 CV 475.00*

(310), EXTREMELY FINE, og, (PF Cert)384 CV 375.00*

(311), EXTREMELY FINE, og, (PF Cert)385 CV 600.00*

(311), EXTREMELY FINE, og386 CV 600.00*

(311), VERY FINE, og387 CV 600.00*

(311), VERY FINE, og, (PSE Cert)388 CV 600.00*

(312), F-VF, og (PSE Cert)389 CV 825.00*

(313), VERY FINE, og390 CV 2,100.00*

(313), VERY FINE391 CV 700.000

(319g), four (of eight) panes in an
unexploded booklet, VERY FINE, og, NH

392
CV 960.00

*

(323-327, 328-330), VERY FINE, og393 CV 487.00*

(323-327), VERY FINE, og, #323-325 NH394 CV 520.00*

(323-327), VERY FINE, og, all NH except
3¢

395
CV 730.00

*

(323-325), block of 4, VERY FINE, og, NH396 CV 1,260.00*

(325), imprint & plate # pair, VERY FINE,
og, NH, (Scott for 2 singles)

397
CV 370.00

*

(325), imprint & plate # strip of 4, VERY
FINE, og, NH

398
CV 1,050.00

*

(325), pair, VERY FINE, og, NH399 CV 370.00*

(327), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH400 CV 310.00*

(327), block of 4, VERY FINE, og, NH401 CV 1,240.00*

(327), imprint & plate # strip of 3, VERY
FINE, og, NH

402
CV 1,450.00

*

(328-330), VERY FINE, og, NH403 CV 405.00*

(329), plate # block, EXTREMELY FINE,
og, NH

404
CV 900.00

*

(329), Plate # Block of 10, choice.
EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

405
CV 1,180.00

*

(334-339), VERY FINE, og, NH406 CV 717.00*

(335-341), VERY FINE, og407 CV 630.00*

(341), VERY FINE, og (PF Cert)408 CV 300.00*

(341), VERY FINE, og409 CV 300.00*

(342), EXTREMELY FINE, og, (PSE Cert)410 CV 475.00*

(342), VERY FINE, og, NH411 CV 1,100.00*

(348), line pair, F-VF, og, NH412 CV 600.00*

(348), line pair, F-VF, og, NH413 CV 600.00*

(348), line pair, inclusion on the bottom
stamp, F-VF, og, NH

414
CV 600.00

*

(348), line pair, FINE, og, NH415 CV 600.00*

(349), line pair, VERY FINE, og, NH, (PF
Cert)

416
CV 1,350.00

*

(349), line pair, F-VF, og, NH417 CV 1,350.00*

(351), pair, F-VF, og, NH418 CV 850.00*

(353), line pair, nick at bottom-right corner,
VERY FINE, og, (PSE Cert)

419
CV 750.00

*

(354), line pair, F-VF, og420 CV 1,400.00*

(356), F-VF, og, (APS Cert for pair from
which this stamp came)

421
CV 3,250.00

*

(359), slight short perf, VERY FINE, og,
(PSAG Cert)

422
CV 1,800.00

*

(362), VERY FINE, regummed, (PSE Cert)423 CV 1,250.00*

(362), F-VF, partial og, (PF Cert)424 CV 1,250.00*

(364), FINE, og, (photocopy of PF cert for
block of 4 from which this stamp came)

425
CV 1,600.00

*

(366), F-VF, og426 CV 1,250.00*

(367/373) Very nice mostly mint selection.
All VERY FINE, og, many NH

427
CV 1,900.00

*

(369), block of 4, EXTREMELY FINE, og,
NH

428
CV 1,280.00

*

(374-382), VERY FINE, og, 3¢, 5¢, 8¢ &
10¢ NH

429
CV 768.00

*

(386), partially separated line pair, F-VF,
og, NH

430
CV 3,500.00

*

(388), FINE, og, NH, (APS Cert)431 CV 3,100.00*

(397-403), VERY FINE, og, #400A is NH432 CV 879.00*

(397-400A), EXTREMELY FINE, og433 CV 404.00*

(397-400), blocks of 4, VERY FINE, og, 2
#397's, 2 #398's, & 4 #399's NH

434
CV 1,349.00

*

(400), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH, (PSE
Cert)

435
CV 270.00

*

(400A), block of 4, VERY FINE, og, NH436 CV 1,600.00*

(401-403), blocks of 4, F-VF, og, all but
#402 NH

437
CV 2,100.00

*

(403), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH, (PF
Cert)

438
CV 390.00

*

(404), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH439 CV 1,700.00*

(404), VERY FINE, og, NH440 CV 1,700.00*

(404), VERY FINE, og441 CV 700.00*

(404), F-VF, og, NH442 CV 1,700.00*

(414-418, 420), VERY FINE, og443 CV 380.00*

(419), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH, (PF
Cert)

444
CV 400.00

*

(421), VERY FINE, og445 CV 350.00*

(422-423), F-VF, og446 CV 700.00*

(422), VERY FINE, og, NH447 CV 500.00*

(423), EXTREMELY FINE, og448 CV 475.00*

(423), VERY FINE, og449 CV 475.00*

(424-435), VERY FINE, og, 4c & 10c are
NH

450
CV 403.00

*

(437), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH451 CV 280.00*

(438), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH452 CV 430.00*

(438), VERY FINE, og, NH453 CV 430.00*

(439), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH454 CV 500.00*

(440), VERY FINE, og, NH455 CV 1,050.00*

(444), line pair, VERY FINE, og, NH456 CV 650.00*

(445), VERY FINE, og, NH457 CV 500.00*

(445), line pair, VERY FINE458 CV 2,750.000

(446), line pair, VERY FINE, og (PF Cert)459 CV 700.00*

(447), line pair, F-VF, og, NH460 CV 525.00*

(453-458), VERY FINE, og, NH461 CV 1,068.00*

(460), reperfed at bottom, light crease,
VERY FINE, og, NH

462
CV 1,450.00

*
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(461), "...traces of extraneous black ink in
the top perforation holes", EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH, (PF Cert)

463

CV 325.00

*

(463-466, 468-476), choice pristine set!
VERY FINE, og, NH

464
CV 2,505.00

*

(467), VERY FINE, og, NH465 CV 850.00*

(477), plate # single, FINE, og466 CV 900.00*

(478), VERY FINE, og, NH467 CV 1,450.00*

(480), VERY FINE, og, NH468 CV 375.00*

(480), F-VF, og, NH469 CV 375.00*

(492-494), line pairs, VERY FINE, og, NH470 CV 505.00*

(498-504, 506-518), VERY FINE, og, some
NH

471
CV 887.00

*

(498-504, 506-518), VERY FINE, og, many
NH including [\#500]

472
CV 975.00

*

(498-504, 506-519), VERY FINE, og, a few
NH

473
CV 1,125.00

*

(505), in block of 9, EXTREMELY FINE,
og, NH

474
CV 1,000.00

*

(505), in block of 9, EXTREMELY FINE, og475 CV 650.00*

(505), in block of 9, VERY FINE, og, NH476 CV 1,000.00*

(505), VERY FINE, og, NH477 CV 625.00*

(505), in a pair with #499, on cover, VERY
FINE (Sismondo Certificate)

478
CV 2,250.00

CV

(516), block of 4, EXTREMELY FINE, og,
NH

479
CV 280.00

*

(523), VERY FINE, og480 CV 525.00*

(523), F-VF, og, NH481 CV 1,150.00*

(524, 547), EXTREMELY FINE, og482 CV 295.00*

(524), EXTREMELY FINE, og483 CV 170.00*

(524), VERY FINE, og484 CV 170.00*

(524), VERY FINE, og, NH485 CV 360.000

(526), Plate # Block, VERY FINE, og, NH486 CV 450.00*

(532), Plate # block of six, VERY FINE, og,
NH

487
CV 625.00

*

(547), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH488 CV 270.00*

(547a), "XF, 90 mint OG, nh", (PSE Cert)489 CV 700.00*

(548-549), plate # block, VERY FINE, og,
NH

490
CV 235.00

*

(548/629), Mostly complete VERY FINE, og491 CV 760.00*

(551-571, 622-623, 725-777, 831) plate #
blocks, mostly VERY VINE, og, a few NH

492
CV 5,540.00

*

(571), block of four, VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

493
CV 320.00

*

(573), VERY FINE, og, NH494 CV 190.00*

(573a), VERY FINE, og, NH495 CV 350.00*

(578-579), plate # blocks with star, VERY
FINE, og

496
CV 1,650.00

*

(578), block of 4, VERY FINE, og, bottom 2
stamps NH

497
CV 470.00

*

(579), block of 4, EXTREMELY FINE, og,
three stamps are NH

498
CV 520.00

*

(579), block of 4, VERY FINE, og, bottom 2
stamps NH

499
CV 440.00

*

(579), plate # block of 6, VERY FINE, og,
NH

500
CV 1,200.00

*

(579), plate # block of 6, VERY FINE, og,
NH

501
CV 1,200.00

*

(579), plate # block of 8, F-VF, og, NH502 CV 1,500.00*

(579), plate # block of 4 with star, F-VF, og,
NH

503
CV 900.00

*

(581-591), total of 3 complete sets, though
most are blocks of 4. VERY FINE, og

504
CV 1,510.00

*

(581-591) plate # blocks. F-VF, og505 CV 2,580.00*

(595), VERY FINE, og, NH506 CV 475.00*

(595), VERY FINE, og, NH507 CV 475.00*

(595), block of 4, VERY FINE, og508 CV 1,050.00*

(599A), line pair, VERY FINE, og, NH509 CV 1,350.00*

(599A), line pair, pencil notation on gum,
VERY FINE, og, NH

510
CV 1,150.00

*

(599A), pair, inclusion of the left stamp,
VERY FINE, og, NH

511
CV 425.00

*

(599A), line pair, partial plate # at top,
F-VF, og

512
CV 1,350.00

*

(612), plate # block, EXTREMELY FINE,
og

513
CV 300.00

*

(616-619), plate # block, VERY FINE, og514 CV 300.00*

(617-619), plate # blocks, EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

515
CV 457.00

*

(620-621), eleven sets, VERY FINE, og,
NH

516
CV 291.00

*

(630 var), "Snowball" variety, F-VF, og, NH517 CV 650.00*

(630), VERY FINE, og, NH518 CV 600.00*

(630), VERY FINE, og, NH519 CV 600.00*

(630), VERY FINE, og, NH520 CV 600.00*

(630), VERY FINE, og, NH521 CV 600.00*

(630), VERY FINE, og522 CV 350.00*

(647-648), plate # blocks, VERY FINE, og,
NH

523
CV 650.00

*

(648), block of 12, VERY FINE, og, NH524 CV 252.00*

(658-668) plate # blocks. Mostly VERY
FINE, og (10c is a block of 4)

525
CV 2,940.00

*

(658-668), blocks of 4, VERY FINE, og, NH526 CV 1,726.00*

(661), plate block, VERY FINE, og, NH527 CV 350.00*

(662), plate block, VERY FINE, og, NH528 CV 325.00*

(669-679), blocks of 4, VERY FINE, og, NH529 CV 2,150.00*

(670-679), blocks of 4, VERY FINE, og,
bottom two stamps of each block NH

530
CV 1,591.00

*

High Quality All Mint Selection With
Nebraska Overprints Including #673 (NH),
677-678 (NH), 679, and more on stock
pages. High quality and generally VERY
FINE, og, most NH

531

CV 2,575.00

*0

(672), plate block, VERY FINE, og, NH532 CV 360.00*

(673), plate block, VERY FINE, og, NH533 CV 400.00*

(692-701), blocks of 4, VERY FINE, og, NH534 CV 565.00*

(704-715), First Day Covers, contained is a
full set of singles with a Carla Rose cachet
and a set of twelve Rice cacheted FDCs,
with either a picture of Wakefield or Mount
Vernon, with each cover having a block of
four and the same addressee. These are
Rice's First Cachets. Gen. VERY FINE, all
are addressed

535

CV 0.00

FD

(750), 17 examples on stock pages, VERY
FINE, og, NH

536
CV 595.00

*

(756-765), two sets of plate blocks, VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, ungummed as
issued

537

CV 548.00

*
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(803-834), blocks of 4, VERY FINE, og, NH538 CV 573.00*

(803/831), blocks, booklet panes, and
singles, VERY FINE, og, NH

539
CA 875.00

*

(2870), Two Recalled sheets,
EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

540
CV 440.00

*

(3252/3252c), with #3252 (three panes of
20), 3252c (five booklet sheets), and
BK270 (one booklet). Gen. VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

541

CV 352.00

*

(BK279), ten unexploded booklet, VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

542
CV 430.00

*

(3535), eight souvenir sheets, VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

543
CV 480.00

*

AIRMAILS

(C1-C3), blocks of 4, VERY FINE, og, NH544 CV 1,560.00*

(C1), center line block of four, thin, VERY
FINE, og

545
CV 275.00

*

(C13), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH546 CV 275.00*

(C13), EXTREMELY FINE, og547 CV 180.00*

(C13), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH548 CV 275.00*

(C13), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH549 CV 275.00*

(C14), EXTREMELY FINE, og550 CV 400.00*

(C15), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH551 CV 975.00*

(C15), on a 'Round The World' flight cover,
VERY FINE

552
CV 650.00

CV

(C18), block of four, VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

553
CV 360.00

*

(C18), block of 4, VERY FINE, og, NH554 CV 360.00*

(C22), sheet of 50, with separations, VERY
FINE, og, NH

555
CV 550.00

*

SPECIAL DELIVERIES

(E1), VERY FINE, og, NH556 CV 1,250.00*

(E3), VERY FINE, og, NH557 CV 675.00*

(E3), VERY FINE, og, NH558 CV 675.00*

(E3), F-VF, og, NH559 CV 675.00*

(E3), some separations and gum bends,
F-VF, og, NH (Scott value for singles)

560
CV 4,050.00

*

(E4), VERY FINE, og561 CV 900.00*

(E5-E9), VERY FINE, og562 CV 805.00*

(E5-E8), VERY FINE, og, #E5-E7 NH563 CV 1,275.00*

(E6), imprint plate # block, FINE, og, NH564 CV 4,750.00*

(E6), imprint plate # block, FINE, og, NH565 CV 4,750.00*

(E7), block of 4, VERY FINE, og, NH566 CV 560.00*

(E7), small stock with five mint, two of
which are NH and ten used. VERY FINE,
mint og, some NH

567

CV 925.00

*0

(E12), block of 4, VERY FINE, og, 1 stamp
NH

568
CV 230.00

*

(E13), block of 4 with initials, VERY FINE,
og, NH

569
CV 300.00

*

SPECIAL DELIVERY AND
REGISTRATION STAMPS - Very nice
specialized collection with value in covers
and better singles

570

SB 850.00

*0

POSTAGE DUES

(J20), VERY FINE, og, NH571 CV 500.00*

572 * (J32, J34-J35), small faults on nice looking

mint blocks of 4, F-VF CV 3,140.00

(J37), VERY FINE, og, NH573 CV 4,250.00*

(J37), F-VF, og574 CV 1,800.00*

(J43), VERY FINE, og575 CV 600.00*

(J58), VERY FINE576 CV 1,600.000

(J60), plate # single, EXTREMELY FINE,
og

577
CV 225.00

*

POSTAGE DUES - VERY HIGH QUALITY
All mint collection on Scott Specialty pages
and varieties. VERY FINE, og

578

CO 5,000.00

POSTAGE DUES Group of early mint and
used Dues, arranged on a stock page.
Included are better like mint #J3, J6 (no
gum), J13 (PF cert), J20, J22 (3), J25, J27,
J28 (regummed), J32, J63-J65 (NH), used
#J7, J19, J26, J43, and more. Gen. VERY
FINE, mint og

579

CV 2,455.00

*0

OFFICES IN CHINA

(K1-K18, K8a, K11a), very choice set,
EXTREMELY FINE, og, (#K10 & K14 NH)

580
CV 2,685.00

*

(K1-K18), VERY FINE, og (NH as marked
on page)

581
CV 3,965.00

*

(K1-K14), VERY FINE, #K2-K3 mint & og582 CV 2,320.00*0

(K1-K2, K5-K7, K10, K18), #K1 (NH pair),
#K2 (NH), K6 (NH), K18 (NH), all F-VF, og

583
CV 812.00

*

(K7), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH584 CV 225.00*

(K8a), EXTREMELY FINE585 CV 140.000

(K12-K14), EXTREMELY FINE, og586 CV 337.00*

OFFICIALS

(O45), VERY FINE, og587 CV 1,050.00*

(O45), VERY FINE, no gum588 CV 450.00*

(O47-O56), VERY FINE, og589 CV 1,115.00*

(O94), VERY FINE, ungummed as issued590 CV 6,000.00*

(O112), F-VF, og591 CV 2,400.00*

(O113), FINE, no gum592 CV 3,000.00*

OFFICIALS - VERY HIGH QUALITY,
HIGHLY COMPLETE COLLECTION with
specialty items. VERY FINE

593

SB 4,000.00

*0

NEWSPAPERS

(PR5-PR8), #PR8 slight thin center bottom,
VERY FINE

594
CV 1,425.00

*

(PR33-PR34), F-VF, ungummed as issued595 CV 1,300.00*

(PR37), VERY FINE, ungummed as issued596 CV 975.00*

(PR39), straight edge, VERY FINE,
ungummed as issued

597
CV 1,400.00

*

(PR41), VERY FINE, ungummed as issued598 CV 2,100.00*

(PR43), VERY FINE, ungummed as issued599 CV 4,000.00*

(PR44), VERY FINE, ungummed as issued600 CV 5,250.00*

(PR45), VERY FINE, ungummed as issued601 CV 4,500.00*

(PR47), FINE, ungummed as issued602 CV 8,500.00*

(PR78), VERY FINE, og603 CV 900.00*

(PR80), VERY FINE, ungummed as
issued, signed W.H.C (Warren H. Colson,
prominent c.1900 stamp dealer)

604

CV 1,700.00

*

(PR89), reperfed at bottom, VERY FINE,
og

605
CV 750.00

*

(PR90-PR92), F-VF, og606 CV 1,525.00*
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(PR90), VERY FINE, og (Philatelic
Foundation Certificate)

607
CV 425.00

*

(PR92), EXTREMELY FINE (2009 Weiss
Certificate)

608
CV 1,400.00

*

(PR94), VERY FINE, og609 CV 1,250.00*

NEWSPAPER STAMPS  Interesting array
of mainly mint issues, arranged on a stock
page. Included are better like #PR57 (8, 3
with gum), PR58 (3, 2 with gum), PR60-62,
PR63 (regummed), PR71-75 (no gum),
PR78 (2 no gum), PR79 (no gum), PR81
(5, 2 with gum), PR84 (2, one with gum),
PR85 (no gum), PR87 (2 no gum), PR89
(no gum), PR121 (2), PR123, and more.
Also included are some proofs. Gen. F-VF
or better, some mint og

610

SB 2,000.00

*0

PARCEL POSTS

(Q4-Q10), F-VF, og, NH611 CV 1,462.00*

(Q10), VERY FINE, og, NH612 CV 600.00*

(JQ4), plate # block, VERY FINE, og613 CV 7,500.00*

(JQ4), plate # block, 2016 PSAG Certificate
reads "it is genuine unused, og hinged left
side Plate Block of 6, left side selvage
partially reinforced", F-VF, og

614

CV 7,500.00

*

CUT SQUARES

U.S. CUT SQUARES - HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION OF HUNDREDS of different
cut squares. The selection features loads
of exciting premium squares, including mint
#U13, U17, U38, W47, W53, U62, U74,
W81, U128, W235, U318, UO15, and used
#U2, U3, U4, U6, U11, U14, U16, U24,
W81, W112, U218, U266, U271, U278a,
U265-U266, U310, UO8 (faults), UO20,
UO22, UO23, UO57, UO61, and much
more. We put a selection from the overall
group on a stock page and scanned it in
order to illustrate the overall group.
Generally VERY FINE

615

CA 10,375.00

*0

(U3), VERY FINE616 CV 950.000

(U7), full corner, VERY FINE617 CV 6,250.00*

(U8), full corner, EXTREMELY FINE618 CV 10,300.00*

(U32), VERY FINE619 CV 1,250.00

(U36), Letter Sheet, entire, F-VF620 CV 500.00CV

(U43), VERY FINE621 CV 250.000

(U74/U99), mint and used showing of cut
squares and entires from 1870-71, on a
stock page. Noted are better like mint #U74
(full corner), U75, W77 (cut square & six
entires), U78, W81 (2), U85, U86a, U87a,
U88 (2), U94-95, U97, U99, and a few
others. Gen. VERY FINE

622

CV 1,685.00

*0

(U89), VERY FINE623 CV 700.00*

(U227/W269), mint collection of Cut
Squares from 1883 to 1886, arranged on
stock pages. Included are better like
#U236-39, U250-59, U260-W264, and
others. Gen. VERY FINE

624

CV 500.00

*

(U249), VERY FINE625 CV 1,100.00*

(U373), VERY FINE626 CV 1,100.000

(U436h), 16 unused entires, VERY FINE627 CV 880.00CV

(U454b), EXTREMELY FINE628 CV 500.00*

(U455), VERY FINE629 CV 1,250.00*

(U474-U475), U475 is a full corner, VERY
FINE

630 *

CV 531.00

(U476), two examples, both with full
corners, VERY FINE

631
CV 562.00

*

(U477-U478, U479), U477-78 both are full
corners, VERY FINE

632
CV 746.00

*

(U480), full corner, very rare, EXTREMELY
FINE

633
CV 6,250.00

*

(U481b), five unused entires, VERY FINE634 CV 550.00CV

(U503), entire, VERY FINE-EXTREMELY
FINE

635
CV 500.00

*

(UO29), VERY FINE636 CV 250.00*

(UO66), full corner, VERY FINE637 CV 656.00*

(UO66), VERY FINE638 CV 525.00*

(UO68), VERY FINE639 CV 600.00*

(UX13), mint and used postal card, VERY
FINE

640
CV 335.00

*0

(UZ1), EXTREMELY FINE641 CV 800.00*

(UZ1), VERY FINE642 CV 550.000

POSTAL STATIONERY

STAMPED ENVELOPES Grouping of
around 300 stamped envelopes, running to
the 1960s, running amok in a box. Among
the more notable are mint #U218, U219,
W235, U257-58, U238-39, U348-51, U374,
U393-94, U419 (4), U509, U529-31, used
#U218, U266, U270, etc. Gen. VERY FINE

643

SB 850.00

CV

CUT SQUARES - FANCY CANCELS 
Group of over 120 mainly Cut Squares, all
bearing interesting cancels. Going through
the stock pages displaying these items one
can see Circles, Stars, Snowflakes,
Flowers, a Rabbit, varied Crosses and
Grids, and more, with some standout items
like #U27, W77, and more. Gen. VERY
FINE, some full corners

644

SB 400.00

0

REVENUES

HIGH QUALITY REVENUE SELECTION
WITH SPECIALIZATION of Battleship
documentaries and proprieties. stored in a
binder on stock pages. The selection
includes mint #R171, RV17, RV19, RV21,
RI18a, used #RK12, RK14, RK20, RK21,
and more. Well worth a perusal. Typically
VERY FINE, mint og, some NH

645

SB 1,750.00

*0

HIGH QUALITY REVENUE COLLECTION
stored on Scott album pages. This
extensive specialized collection of first
issue stamps is loaded with many of the
best revenues. With virtually no duplication
or cut cancels this very desirable group is
packed with better items such as #Q1-Q12, 
QE1-QE4 (NH), R1a, R2b, R2c, R3b, R4a,
R6b, R8c, R9b, R10b, R11b, R13b, R14c,
R18b, R22b, R28c, R32b, R33b, R34b,
R36a, R37a, R37b, R41c R43a, R47b,
R48b, R50c, R51c, R56b, R58b, R60b,
R61a, R61b, R63a, R66a, R66c,  R67a,
R68a, R69b, R70a, R73a, R73c, R74c,
R76c, R77a, R77c, R78a, R79a, R80a,
R81b, R82a, R83c, R84a, R85a, R85d,
R86c, R87a, R91c, R92c, R93c, R95c,
R97c, R98a, R98c, R100c and a few
issues from The Confederate States #6,
11a, 12c, 13. Catalog value $66700.00 if all
imperfs and part perf are genuine

646

SB 10,000.00

0

647 0 (R1a/R101a), high quality collection of
imperf First Issue revenue stamps, typically
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F-VF CV 7,891.00

(R1b/R69b), highly complete, high quality
collection of many partial perf issues,
typically F-VF

648

CA 7,165.00

0

(R2a, pair), bottom margin added and parts
of design drawn in, VERY FINE (PSE
Certificate)

649

CV 7,250.00

0

(R2b), F-VF650 CV 2,250.000

(R4a), F-VF651 CV 800.000

(R16b), VERY FINE652 CV 2,500.000

(R16d), EXTREMELY FINE653 CV 2,500.000

(R21c), F-VF654 CV 800.000

(R22d, pair), creased top right & bottom,
F-VF (Philatelic Foundation Certificate)

655
CV 600.00

0

(R33b), F-VF656 CV 950.000

(R34b, pair), FINE657 CV 1,500.000

(R37a), VERY FINE658 CV 1,100.000

(R47b, pair), VERY FINE659 CV 2,500.000

(R53d, pair), F-VF (Philatelic Foundation
Certificate)

660
CV 1,200.00

0

(R93a), tiny tear on the top margin outside
of the stamp design, VERY FINE

661
CV 900.00

0

(R97c, R98c), VERY FINE662 CV 425.000

(R99c), rare stamp, FINE663 CV 3,000.000

(R100a), F-VF664 CV 2,700.000

(R103-R125, R127-R128), $1.30, $1.60, &
1.90 denominations cut cancels, F-VF

665
CV 2,265.00

0

(R115b), F-VF666 CV 1,150.000

(R118a), VERY FINE667 CV 5,000.000

(R122), F-VF668 CV 550.000

(R126), F-VF669 CV 500.000

(R129), F-VF670 CV 1,150.000

(R130), F-VF671 CV 1,100.000

(R131), F-VF672 CV 1,400.000

(R151a), F-VF673 CV 750.000

(R151a), FINE674 CV 750.000

(R159-R160), F-VF675 CV 465.000

(R189), F-VF676 CV 575.000

(R306A), uncut!, VERY FINE677 CV 10,000.000

(RB8b), repaired corner, F-VF678 CV 850.000

(RD31), block of 50, VERY FINE, og, NH679 CV 2,250.00*

(RD79-RD85), EXTREMELY FINE,
ungummed as issued

680
CV 1,100.00

*

(RD91), imperf with complete receipt tab,
VERY FINE

681
CV 3,750.00

*

(RF12), VERY FINE682 CV 400.000

(RJA58b), VERY FINE, og, NH683 CV 250.00*

(RJM1-RJM3), VERY FINE, og, NH684 CV 1,300.00*

(RJM4), EXTREMELY FINE, ungummed
as issued

685
CV 750.00

*

(RJM5-RJM7), VERY FINE, og, NH686 CV 1,275.00*

(RJM5-RJM7), VERY FINE, og, NH687 CV 1,275.00*

(RJM8), VERY FINE, og, NH688 CV 1,400.00*

(RK1-RK7), F-VF689 CV 473.000

(RK8-RK13), VERY FINE690 CV 1,727.000

(RK14-RK21), VERY FINE691 CV 475.000

(RK22-RK26), VERY FINE692 CV 1,065.000

(RK27-RK40), F-VF693 CV 1,031.000

(RN-D4), Montana Territory, 1874 check on
the First National Bank of Helena. Gen.
VERY FINE

694

CV 0.00

0

(RN-G1), Montana Territory, 1879 check on
the Banking House of L. H. Hershfield &
Bro. of Helena, Montana. Gen. VERY FINE

695

CV 0.00

0

(RN-X7), Arizona Territory, 1901 check on
The Prescott National Bank of Prescott,
Arizona. Gen. VERY FINE

696

CV 0.00

0

(RO88e), pulled corner, VERY FINE697 CV 400.000

(RO112u),  top perfs cut off, thins, large
tear, VERY FINE

698
CV 375.00

0

(RO113b), cut off at top by reperfing,
damage at left, FINE

699
CV 1,650.00

0

(RO141u), cut corner, toning, VERY FINE700 CV 950.000

(RS25b), repaired, VERY FINE701 CV 500.000

(RS31a), pulled perfs, VERY FINE702 CV 325.000

(RS41a), defective at top and left703 CV 550.000

(RS55b), repairs and missing perfs, VERY
FINE

704
CV 300.00

0

(RS110c), repaired tear, VERY FINE705 CV 500.000

(RS267e), VERY FINE706 CV 300.000

(RT16c), thin, VERY FINE707 CV 450.000

(RT21b),  thin, corner pulled, VERY FINE708 CV 180.000

(RT24b), F-VF709 CV 125.000

(RT25b), pulled perfs, piece missing from
top, VERY FINE

710
CV 140.00

0

(RT30d), pair, VERY FINE711 CV 190.000

(RV1-RV11), VERY FINE, og (RV8 is
used)

712
CV 387.00

*

(RV12-RV23), VERY FINE, og, all but one
is NH

713
CV 688.00

*

(RV24-RV35), VERY FINE, og, all but one
is NH

714
CV 787.00

*

(RV36-RV53), VERY FINE, og715 CV 774.000

(RX28/RX46), mostly complete, many
punch cancelled, F-VF

716
CV 420.00

0

1936 10c, 40c, $1 & $4 Social Security Tax
Essays, coil pairs, VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH (Pinchot
Cert)

717

CV 0.00

*

1936 40c, $1 & $4 Social Security Tax
Essays, coil pairs, VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH (Pinchot
Cert)

718

CV 0.00

*

US - REVENUES - LOVELY COLLECTION
OF MANY HUNDREDS in a pristine Scott
Specialty album (with slipcase). The
collection begins with very nice First Issue
Revenues with many $50 and up stamps,
excellent later Revenues, dated
Documentaries, Wine stamps, strong Duck
stamps, and much more. Including
Confederate States and other deep
back-of-the-book. This collection, in the
beautiful album it is in, is perfect for further
expansion as well as easy resale

719

SB 3,000.00

*0

720 * ALL-MINT U.S. REVENUE COLLECTION -
UNLISTED ISSUES, including Cigarette
Stamps, Cigar Stamps, Small Cigar,
Tobacco Stamps, Wine Stamps, Rectified
Spirits, Process Butter, and Oleomargarine
Stamps. High quality throughout this
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interesting collection, stored in a Heritage
album and generally VERY FINE, og, some
NH SB 1,250.00

FIRST & SECOND ISSUE REVENUES
Worthy group of Revenues, shown on
stock pages. Among the better are #R2c
(2), R7c, R8c, R9b, R17c, R19b, R28c (2),
R45c (block of four), R54a (pair), R56b,
R58b, R60a (pair), R72c, R86c, R90a,
R93c (2), R95c, R106, R113, R117,
R124-25, and others. Gen. VERY FINE

721

CV 2,610.00

0

FIRST, SECOND & THIRD ISSUE
REVENUES - Interesting assembly of
issues from 1862 to 1872, arranged on
stock pages. Most notable are #R11b,
R14c (3), R17c (on photo), R29c, R65a,
R57a, R73a, R81a, R85a, R105, R106,
R114, R136, R143 (2), R145 (2), along with
#R30P3, R38P3, and others. Gen. VERY
FINE

722

CV 2,430.00

0

HIGH QUALITY FIRST ISSUE REVENUE
COLLECTION stored neatly on Scott
Specialty pages. The collection features
beautiful imperf, partial perf, and fully
perforated variants and excellent premium
material like #R19a, R32a, R33a, R43a,
R57b, R67a, R94c, R96c, R98c, and
#R101c, all lovely quality and generally
VERY FINE

723

CA 1,850.00

*0

PROPRIETARY STAMPS - Collection of
mint and used issues from 1898 to 1919,
arranged on stock pages. Included are
better like mint #RB23p (2), RB26p (2),
RB29p, RB30p (3), RB31p (3), RB37,
RB39-41, RB59-64, among others. Gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, a couple are NH

724

CV 1,600.00

*0

PROPRIETARY STAMPS - Selection of
issues from 1871 to 1881, arranged on a
stock page. Among the better are #RB2b
(2), RB3a (3), RB3b, RB4b (3), RB6b,
RB12c, RB16b, RB17a (2), and more.
Some are F-VF, many are VERY FINE

725

CV 1,200.00

0

REVENUES Collection of First, Second
and Third Issue Revenues on pages.
Included are standouts like #R4c, R11b,
R14c, R17c, R29c, R49a, R54a, R84c (3),
R105, and others. Gen. VERY FINE

726

CV 1,027.00

0

WINE STAMPS  Interesting group of issues
from 1941 forward, arranged on stock
pages. Noted are better like mint #RE152,
RE154, RE181, RE185, RE188, RE201,
among others. Gen. VERY FINE

727

CV 445.00

*0

DUCKS

(RW2-RW56) complete mint , all
EXTREMELY FINE, og, most NH. Many
with graded cards

728

SB 1,500.00

*

(RW1-RW60), complete, VERY FINE729 CV 1,259.000

(RW1, RW3-RW4), VERY FINE, og730 CV 645.00*

(RW1), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH731 CV 700.00*

(RW1), EXTREMELY FINE, og732 CV 350.00*

(RW2), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH733 CV 700.00*

(RW2), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH734 CV 700.00*

(RW2), light gum disturbance, VERY FINE,
og

735
CV 350.00

*

(RW2), VERY FINE, og, NH736 CV 700.00*

(RW3-RW42) Choice set! VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

737
CV 4,043.00

*

(RW4), VERY FINE, og, NH738 CV 300.00*

(RW30-RW54) EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH739 CV 1,008.00*

U.S. DUCK STAMPS - HIGH QUALITY
COLLECTION, stored neatly on album
pages and stock pages. The collection
includes a wonderful variety of better duck
stamps including mint #RW1-RW2,
followed by mint and used examples up to
the 1980's. High quality throughout and
generally VERY FINE, mint og, some NH

740

SB 1,750.00

*0

DUCKS Virtually all mint (except one
stamp) selection of over 50 Duck stamps
with minimal duplication covering the
period from 1935 to 1989. The selection
includes great number of high value items
including individual standouts like mint
#RW3, RW4, RW5 (no gum), RW6, RW10,
RW11, RW19, RW21, RW22 (2), RW23
(2), RW24 (2), RW25 (2), RW26 (3), RW28
(2), RW29 (3 no gum), RW30 (2 + strip of
3), RW31 (2), RW32, RW34, RW35, RW36
(3), RW38 (2), RW39, used #RW2, among
them and more, gen. VERY FINE, most
mint og, some NH

741

CA 4,450.00

*0

DUCKS - Mainly mint flock of Federal
Ducks, going mostly through the 1960s,
although there are a couple who migrated
later, arranged on stock pages. Most
notable are #RW3-4 (NH), RW7 (no gum),
RW8 (2), RW9 (crease, NH), RW10 (2, one
is NH), RW11 (3, two are NH), RW12 (2),
RW13 (2 NH), RW20-22, RW26, RW29-30,
RW66, with others. Gen. VERY FINE, most
mint og, many are NH

742

CV 2,585.00

*0

DUCKS  Collection of mostly mint Federal
and State Ducks, neatly arranged on stock
pages. Among the better are #RW2 (no
gum), RW8, RW12, RW16 (NH), RW18-20
(NH), RW23 (NH), RW25-26 (NH), RW33
(NH), RW38 (NH), RW43 (plate block),
RW76, used #RW7, RW9, and others. Also
found are State Ducks like Minnesota
#1-14, South Carolina #1, etc. Gen. VERY
FINE, mint og, many are NH

743

CV 1,685.00

*0

STATE DUCK STAMPS

STATE DUCKS - Interesting collection of
State Ducks, mainly from 1987 to 1990,
arranged on stock pages. Better includes
Rhode Island #1a, South Carolina #7-8,
and more. Best showing is from
Massachusetts with most of the singles
from 1975 to 1989, along with multiples like
#7 (block of four), 9 (block of four), 10 (pair
& two blocks of four), 11 (two blocks of 12),
12 (pair & block of eight), 15 (three gutter
pairs, block of nine, sheet of 24), 16 (strip
of three, sheet of 24). Gen. VERY FINE, or
better, og, NH

744

CV 2,800.00

*

U.S. STATE DUCK COLLECTION, stored
nicely on hingeless Scott Album pages
without duplication. The collection includes
wonderful and valuable material, including
highlights like mint California #1, 3-5, 6-17,
Indiana #1-12,  Kentucky #1-3, Maine #1-3,
Maryland #1-13, Massachusetts #1-14,
Minnesota #1-11, Nevada #1-8, North
Carolina #1-4, North Dakota #32, 35, 38,
41, 44, Ohio #1-5, Oklahoma #1-6, Oregon
#1-3, Pennsylvania #1-5, South Carolina
#1-7, and South Dakota #3-5, all wonderful
quality and generally VERY FINE, og, NH

745

CA 2,600.00

*

SAVINGS STAMPS

(S2c), VERY FINE, og, NH746 CV 800.00*
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(WS6), light gum bend, VERY FINE, og,
NH

747
CV 9,000.00

*

POSTAL CURRENCY

(PC1, PC2, PC5), VERY FINE748 CV 435.00

SANITARY FAIR STAMPS

(WV1-WV2), VERY FINE, og749 CV 825.00*

(WV8), VERY FINE, og750 CV 350.00*

CANAL ZONE

(1), pair, bottom stamp with "P NAMA"
error, Scott value for singles, VERY FINE,
no gum

751

CV 1,350.00

*

(J12), block of 4, VERY FINE, og752 CV 475.00*

CANAL ZONE -  A COLLECTION, neatly
stored on hingeless album pages without
duplication and including good
Back-of-the-book and better stamps like
mint #4, 10-14, 19, 21-24, 35, C1-C3,
C6-C14, C15-C20, C21-C31, and used #2,
5, 27-30, J1-J3, and more. A real zinger.
High quality all-around and generally VERY
FINE, mint og, some NH

753

SB 1,500.00

*0

CANAL ZONE - NEARLY COMPLETE
COLLECTION PACKED WITH BETTER
sets and singles beginning with first issues
and providing strong coverage through the
period of issuance, including
Back-of-the-book. The collection is stored
well in a nice White Ace Specialty Album,
and includes exceptionally impressive
premium material like mint #4-8, 11-13,
18-19, 20, 21-22, 29-30, 35, 42-45,
120-135, C1-C3, used #2-3, 46-48, 49-51,
55-57, 58-59, 60-66, 67, J1-J10, J12-J14,
plus highly complete entire envelopes and
much more. High quality throughout and
generally VERY FINE or better, mint og

754

CA 4,500.00

*0

DANISH WEST INDIES

(3-4), VERY FINE755 CV 750.000

(5-11, 13), VERY FINE756 CV 684.000

(12), EXTREMELY FINE757 CV 1,250.000

(31-39), VERY FINE758 CV 416.000

HAWAII

(23), crease, VERY FINE759 CV 2,500.000

HAWAII - ENVELOPES & POSTAL
CARDS Very attractive high quality
selection of a dozen of 19th century Postal
Cards, including Paid Reply Postal cards
and Special Delivery Envelope. Individually
some of the highlights include #UE1,
UX1-UX4, UX5, UX6, UX9, UY1, UY2 and
others, VERY FINE

760

CV 1,410.00

CV

PALAU

PALAU Mint collection, with some
duplication, running to 2003, in four Lindner
T albums. Noted are many of the high
values, going from $10 up, unexploded
booklets, souvenir sheets and more. Gen.
VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

761

FACE 1,595.00

*

PHILIPPINES U.S. ADMIN.

(277a), VERY FINE, og762 CV 750.00*

RYUKYU ISLANDS

(1a-7a), VERY FINE, og, NH763 CV 550.00*

(2), sheet of 100, separation between three
stamps, otherwise intact, VERY FINE, og,
NH

764

CV 577.00

*

1961-64 Mihons (91S, 118S-119S), VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

765
CV 950.00

SP

1964-65 Mihons (120aS/139S), VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

766
CV 1,190.00

SP

(R1-R8), VERY FINE, og, nearly all are NH767 CV 715.00*

(R16), VERY FINE, ungummed as issued768 CV 450.00*

(R17-R28), VERY FINE, og, most are NH769 CV 1,286.00*

1964-65 Postal Cards, Mihons
(UX26S-UC29S). VERY FINE

770
CV 1,275.00

SP

RYUKYU ISLANDS - HIGHLY
COMPLETE, ALL MINT NH MINI SHEET
SELECTION, typically of 20 to 50 stamps
each and generally duplicated five times.
The selection is stored in a set of 19 nice
clean mint sheet files, organized by date of
issue and begins in 1957 with strong
coverage to 1970, including extremely
impressive Airmails. The selection features
many valuable sheets, including highlights
such as #123 (sheets of 20), 195-199
(sheets of 20), 103 (sheets of 20), 104
(sheets of 20), 105 (sheets of 50), 72-73
(sheets of 20), C19-C23 (partial sheets of
36 with imprint blocks), and more, generally
VERY FINE, og, NH

771

CA 11,500.00

*

RYUKYU ISLANDS - HIGH QUALITY ALL
MINT NH IMPRINT BLOCKS AND
MINI-SHEET COLLECTION, stored neatly
on stock pages and in 13 mint sheet files
with light duplication. Includes #195a-199a,
202 (sheets of 20), 203 (sheets of 20), 206
(sheets of 20), and much more, covering
from Ryukyu #100 to the last issues by the
U.S. administration. A wonderful group
from a highly desirable area, generally
VERY FINE, og, NH

772

CV 3,850.00

*

RYUKYU ISLANDS - HIGH QUALITY
STATIONERY COLLECTION, stored well
in a binder on album pages without
duplication. The collection includes
numerous premium cards including
highlights like #U1, UX2, UX4b, UX5, UX6,
and more. A fascinating, high quality
collection typically VERY FINE or better

773

CA 2,450.00

*0

RYUKYU ISLANDS - Mainly mint collection
of sets, singles and more, housed in a Joe
Bush Specialty album. Among the more
notable issues are #8-13, 14, 15, 18,
19-26, 44-53, 58.62, 195a-99a, C1-3,
C9-13, C14-18, E1, and more. Gen. VERY
FINE, mint og, some NH

774

CV 1,020.00

*0

U.S. POSSESSIONS

US POSSESSIONS - FANTASTIC
COLLECTION of Canal Zone, Guam and
Philippines loaded with rarities (in the case
of Philippines both US and Spanish issues)
in a clean Scott Specialty album

775

SB 10,000.00

*

US POSSESSIONS - EXCELLENT
SPECIALIST'S SELECTION WITH
BETTER including Canal Zone booklet
panes.

776

SB 850.00

*0

777 *0 US POSSESSIONS - ATTRACTIVE HIGH
QUALITY COLLECTION of hundreds in a
pristine set of Scott Specialty pages.
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Excellent Canal Zone, highly complete mint
Danish West Indies and more. Excellent
quality thoughtful SB 850.00

U.S. POSSESSIONS Nice mint modern
collection covering the US possessions of
Marshall Islands, Palau, and Micronesia
housed in five White Ace albums covering
the 1980s and 90s. Marshall Islands would
certainly account for bulk of the total postal
face value of $2,850 as besides two
dedicated albums the lot also includes
scores of complete miniature sheets
commemorating WWII as well as complete
booklets, VERY FINE, og, NH

778

FACE 2,852.00

*

UNITED NATIONS

(37PI), proof, pair, VERY FINE, og, NH779 CV 325.00PR

HUGE, HIGH QUALITY U.N.
COLLECTION, carefully assembled by a
dedicated collector and stored in two large
cartons, containing 10 volumes on White
Ace album pages, most in White Ace
albums with slip cases, two nice Lindner
albums with covers and postcards, a nearly
complete group of prestige booklets and
several unopened year sets. High quality
throughout and generally VERY FINE,og
NH. Collector spnt over $10,000 as a UN
New Issue subscriber so there is an
enormous amount of postage value here

780

SB 1,500.00

*0

UNITED NATIONS - NEARLY COMPLETE
2 VOLUME COLLECTION FROM 1960 to
2000 stored in a pair of nice Scott Specialty
Albums with slip cases. This all-mint
collection features no duplication and
highly complete Back-of-the-book,
including Stationery. High quality
throughout and generally VERY FINE, mint
og, many NH

781

SB 750.00

*

UNITED NATIONS - Often messy
collection of mint issues, some in singles
and some in panes of ten, in binders,
except for a slipcased White Ace album.
Included is a #38, along with coverage of
all three Offices, up to 1980. Gen. VERY
FINE, mint og, NH all in a large carton

782

SB 600.00

*0

UNITED NATIONS  Collection of sets and
single and more, in a carton. Included are
three slipcased White Ace albums, with
pages to the mid 1990s and a mint #38.
Also noted are numerous glassines with
Flag Sheets, some earlier full sheets,
blocks, souvenir folders and more. Gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, most are NH

783

SB 500.00

*0

UNITED NATIONS -  Accumulation of
multiples and First Day Covers from the
1960's and the 1970's, in a box. Most
multiples are in blocks of eight or ten. Also
found is a mint collection in an album. Gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, NH, FDC's are
cacheted and unaddressed

784

SB 250.00

*

U.S. COLLECTIONS & ACCUMULATIONS

[THE CONCORDIA STOCK of thousands
of premium stamps on stockpages put
together over a period of decades and
carefully culled from better collections and
individual auction purchases. Catalog value
in the mid six figures. Enjoy the scans!

785

SB 60,000.00

*0

786 * U.S. PLATE BLOCK COLLECTION - TWO
VOLUMES, ALL-MINT & HIGHLY
COMPLETE, including Back-of-the-book
with virtually no duplication. The collection

begins with a lovely mint #230 (plate #
block of 6), followed by a tenacious
philatelic voyage through the 20th century,
including premium highlights like #247
(plate # block of 6), 319 (plate # block of 6),
323-324 (plate # blocks of 6), 328-329
(plate # block of 6), 343 (plate # block of 6),
344-345 (plate # blocks of 6), 368 (plate #
block of 6), 371 (plate # block of 6), 379
(plate # block of 6), 431 (plate # block of 6),
470 (plate # block of 6), C1 (NH Plate #
block of 6), C3 (NH plate # block of 12, two
P#'s, arrow & two "TOP"), C4 (plate # block
of 6), C6 (plate # block of 6), C7-C9 (plate
# block of 6), C10 (plate # block of 6), E12
(NH plate # block of 6), J72 (plate # block
of 6), Q1 (NH plate # block of 6), QE4
(plate # block of 6), and much more. High
quality throughout and generally VERY
FINE, og, many NH SB 30,000.00

HIGH QUALITY SELECTION OF A
COUPLE HUNDRED better stamps

787
SB 15,000.00

*0

WONDERFUL PREMIUM MINT USED
STOCK from a dealer who put this away 25
years ago, loaded with VERY FINE $50 &
up stamps, thousands of stamps in all.
High quality. A great lot

788

SB 12,500.00

*0

VERY NICE HIGH QUALITY MOSTLY
DIFFERENT SELECTION TO 1900 loaded
with better mint, often og. Also includes
some specialty items. Very nice lot. F-VF

789

SB 11,000.00

*0

HIGH QUALITY U.S. COLLECTION FROM
1847 TO 1990, stored in a very nice Scott
National Album. The collection begins with
impressive first issues followed by good
coverage through the 19th century and into
the 20th, and nearly complete until 1990.
The collection features wonderful premium
material throughout, including extensive
Bank Notes, mint Columbians up to $1.00,
used #1 (on cover), 17 (pair), complete
mint NH Kansas & Nebraska overprint
sets, and much more. We scanned to
1940. High quality throughout and
generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

790

SB 8,500.00

*0

HIGHLY SPECIALIZED MINT
COLLECTION 1900-1960 loaded with
better mint singles blocks and plate #
blocks. Includes an interesting misperfed
#309 and many Freaks & errors as well as
better individual stamps. VERY FINE, og,
many NH

791

SB 7,500.00

*

MAINLY MINT SPECIALIZED
COLLECTION 1910-1930. Various printing
varieties, duplicates, varieties and very
high quality

792

SB 7,500.00

*

MINT SPECIALIZED
WASHINGTON/FRANKLIN COLLECTION.
Many better stamps. VERY FINE, og

793

SB 7,500.00

*

MINT SPECIALIZED COLLECTION
1890-1920. Look carefully, many cool
varieties and high quality mint

794

SB 5,000.00

*

VERY HIGH QUALITY COLLECTION TO
1980 in a pristine Scott Specialty album
with Regulars and Commems to 1980 and
then Airs, Special Deliveries, Cut Squares
and other better Back-of-the-Book (look
carefully at all of the scans), begins with #1
and then highly complete throughout and
very high quality. Worth a careful look

795

SB 5,000.00

*0

796 *0 VIRTUALLY ALL-MINT TWO VOLUME
COLLECTION IN A MATCHING SET of
two like-new Lighthouse Hingeless
Specialty Albums. The first album consists
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of very good coverage of the 20th century,
including wonderful premium sets and
singles like mint #348 (line pair, NH), 630
(NH), 551-573 (NH), 658-668, 669-679,
followed by the second album dedicated to
Back-of-the-book, including #C1-C6 and
other premium items. High quality
throughout, nearly all mint and generally
VERY FINE, og, most NH SB 5,000.00

SPECIALIZED MINT COLLECTION
1890-1910. Many better stamps. V-VF, og,
some NH

797

SB 4,000.00

*

DUPLICATED COLLECTION with many
better stamps - fairly defective pre-1870
and pretty nice after that. Huge catalogue
value

798

SB 4,000.00

0

WONDERFUL SPECIALIZED MINT
COLLECTION 1923-1930 with many better
and varieties. Worth a careful look.
Includes a mint #C14. VERY FINE, og

799

SB 3,500.00

*

US - MINT & USED SELECTION Massive
mostly mint stock accumulation of well in
excess of 30,000 stamps primarily covering
the 20th century contained in three large
cartons. The core of the lot is an extensive
stock accumulation of almost exclusively
mint material organized in Scott numbered
glassines and envelopes (roughly 2/3 of an
entire lot) then the selection is bolstered by
an inclusion of separate volumes like two
volumes dedicated to Washington 2c
issues and number other more specialist
groups, like separate folder with plate
number blocks of Famous Americans and
much more. Position plate blocks in
general have their own two volumes
allocated to them. Overall this is a very
comprehensive 20th century lot that should
appeal to collectors and dealers alike,
VERY FINE, mint og

800

SB 3,500.00

*0

NICE MINT SELECTION 1918-1930, loads
of better specialty items. VERY FINE, og,
many NH

801

SB 3,000.00

*

PREMIUM MINT SELECTION Nearly all
better and quite a few very good stamps,
VERY FINE, og

802

SB 3,000.00

*

HIGH QUALITY COLLECTION Very
attractive high quality collection of some
2,000 different issues from the very early
stamps of 19th century going all the way to
the early 1990s housed in Harris album.
The collection includes such individual
standouts like #9, 10, 24, 25, 35, 36, 63,
68, 69, 70, 70b, 70c, 71, 72, 73, 75, 76, 77,
78a, 86, 87, 89, 90, 91, 92, 96, 97, 98, 100,
112, 113, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 121,
134, 136, 145-155, 156-166, 190, 208, 214,
217, 229, 246-261, 275, 289, 294-299 and
this is only the 19th century then the
collection moves into some 90 years and
well over 1,500 different stamps covering
the period to the 1990s. Very nice
collection with great number of grill
varieties, shades and other minor
variances, F-VF (We scanned early section
to 1930 only)

803

SB 3,000.00

0

804 * HIGH QUALITY MINT COLLECTION Very
nice all mint collection of some 2,000
different issues organized in hingeless
mounts and housed in a Harris album
starting deep in the 19th century and going
well into the late 1990s. The collection
includes great number of premium
standouts generally starting in the 1870s,
Columbian Exposition, Pan American

Exposition, and highly complete collection
from 1920s to 1990s with numerous
souvenir sheets and complete sheet of
10-20. Very impressive group, gen. VERY
FINE, og, many NH (we scanned the first
50 pages only) SB 2,500.00

VERY HIGH QUALITY SELECTION - Very
impressive stock selection of several
hundred mint and used issues, including
some premium standouts on cover,
primarily focused on the back-of-the-book
section. Selection adds up to just under
$10,000 in catalog value and includes
strong subsections of Parcel Post stamps,
Officials, Special Deliveries, Newspaper
Stamps and others. Individual standouts
include highlights like mint #E1 (no gum),
J23 (3), J25, J26, J33, O18, O108, PR9,
PR11, PR57, PR59-PR60, PR123,
PR119-PR120, PR63 (no gum), and used
#C1 (on postcard), PR11, E2 (10), E3 (7),
E10 (2), J2 (3), J4 (3), J5 (2), J17, J19, J26
(3), J29, J30 (4), J35, O39, Q1-Q12, and
more. Overall very nice group with
moderate, well controlled duplication VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH

805

SB 2,500.00

*0

EXCELLENT MOSTLY PREMIUM
STOCKBOOK SELECTION of a couple
thousand stamps

806

SB 2,500.00

0

HIGH QUALITY PLATE NUMBER
BLOCKS Very attractive all mint never
hinged collection of some 300 different
plate number blocks from the late 1920s
going all the way to the early 2000s neatly
mounted in hingeless mounts in an album.
The collection includes great number of key
issues from the commemoratives of the
late 1920s, to Washington Bicentennials,
National Parks issues, Presidential issues
of 1938, Famous Americans, high value
airmails and much more. Beautiful high
catalog value collection that should appeal
to all enthusiasts of American philately,
VERY FINE, og, NH

807

SB 2,000.00

*

MINT 20TH CENTURY COLLECTION An
attractive collection of close to 600 different
issues starting with Columbian Exposition
issues, but really focused on the 20th
century going to the late 1960s housed in a
Scott National album with slipcase. The
collection includes early 20th century
standouts like #323, 324, 325, 326,
328-330, 334, 335, 343-347, 377, 378, 379,
429, 464, 465, 466, 468, 470, 473, 474,
517, 518, 548-550 just from the first two
decades and many others including never
hinged #630 Presidential Issue of 1938,
Famous Americans, early Airmails #C1-C3,
C4-C6, and more, VERY FINE, og, many
NH

808

SB 2,000.00

*

AN INTERESTING GROUP OF
CLASSICS, nearly filling both sides of a
stock page. Among the more notable are
mint #9, used #14 (2), 24 (6), 35, 38 (on
piece), 63, 68 (2), 71, 73, 76 (3), 77, 100,
112, 113 (4), 144, and more. The last two
rows on the first page are comprised of
shaved proofs. Gen. VERY FINE

809

SB 2,000.00

*0

810 *0 HIGH QUALITY ASSORTED SELECTION
IN A STOCKBOOK, including Duck
Stamps, Cut Squares, Premium singles
including Bank Note issues and mint #234,
blocks of Kansas overprint issues,
Confederate, First Issues Revenues, and
more in a stockbook on stock pages and
album pages. Worth examination, typically
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VERY FINE, mint og, some NH SB 2,000.00

1851 TO 1990 - HIGH QUALITY
COLLECTION stored in a nice Scott
National Album. The collection begins with
better quality 19th century material,
including good Banknotes, Columbians,
Trans-Mississippi and Pan-Americans,
followed by good coverage through the
20th century to 1990 without duplication
and packed with premium like used #10,
24, 73, 77, 112-114, and mint #136, 147,
231, 233-236, and much more. A solid
collection worth the time to explore.
Generally VERY FINE, mint og

811

SB 2,000.00

*0

HIGH QUALITY TWO VOLUME
COLLECTION IN A PAIR OF beautiful
Lighthouse Hingeless Specialty albums.
The collection begins with some better 19th
century material followed by good coverage
of the 20th century up to about 1980,
including Airmails and premium items like
used Columbians to the 10¢,
Trans-Mississippi to the 10¢, definitives,
commemoratives, Line Pairs and more. We
scanned the first volume, from there the
collection is virtually complete. High quality
throughout and generally VERY FINE, mint
og, many NH

812

SB 2,000.00

*0

OLD TYME COLLECTION of mint and
used issues, with some going to the 1910s,
on pages from an early Scott album. Noted
are better like mint #63, 112, 215, 228, E3,
J16 (2), J22 used #1-2, 24 (2), 35, 63 (2),
73 (2), 77, 87, 112, 115 (2), 118, 166, E1-3,
J4-6, and more. Gen. F-VF for the earliest,
later approach VERY FINE

813

SB 2,000.00

*0

ALL MINT, MOSTLY NH COLLECTION,
stored in a lovely Scott National album. The
collection begins in 1909 and provides
coverage to about 1975 without duplication,
including good Back-of-the-book and
premium material like #548-550, C1-C3,
C4-C5, and more. High quality throughout
and generally VERY FINE, og, most NH

814

SB 1,500.00

*

US - POSTAGE DUES - HIGHLY
COMPLETE HIGH quality specialized
collection loaded with better items and
specialty pieces including partially
separated blocks of 4 of #J27 (unpriced in
Scott). F-VF

815

SB 1,500.00

*0

COLLECTIONS, MOSTLY and more, all in
two cartons. Noted are five Scott National
albums with coverage to the late 1990s and
better like mint #750, 859-93, used #24,
three Harris Plate Block albums plus two
stock books with issues running from 1928
to 1980 and better like #645-46 (NH), 680
(NH), 682 (NH), 748-49 (NH), 909-21
(name blocks), some messy
Back-of-the-book with standouts like used
#R64c, R177 (cut cancel), R183,
R195-205, R206-16, and much more. Gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, many later NH

816

SB 1,500.00

*0

PREMIUM SELECTION OF A COUPLE
HUNDRED BETTER stamps. VERY FINE,
og

817

SB 1,500.00

*0

VERY NICE PREMIUM MOSTLY MINT
SELECTION. VERY FINE, og

818
SB 1,500.00

*0

819 *0 BANKNOTES  Group of mint and used
Banknotes on a stock page. Among the
better are mint #150 (no gum), 151
(regummed, repaired, not counted), 210 (2
NH), used #134, 151, 152-53, 161, 166,
188, 211, 214, 215, 217, and more. Gen.

F-VF, or better, most mint og, a few are NH SB 1,250.00

CARTON SIZED SELECTION OF MANY
THOUSANDS WITH BOTH US &
FOREIGN including numerous premium
and US mint sets, extensive range of US
mint and US foreign cancels, many
hundreds of dollars of Canadian, US and
New Zealand postage, premium items and
more. Very nice lot

820

SB 1,250.00

*0

MOSTLY UNITED STATES LARGE
CARTON ACCUMULATION COMPRISED
OF 8 LARGE VOLUMES including a US
collection in a Lighthouse Hingeless
Specialty album, a nice mostly mint
Canada stock in a large stockbook, a US
used stock in a stockbook, a small US
collection in a Scott album, a better US
collection with a few Transatlantic
stampless covers & then better mint
including #367-373, a nice Australia & Area
collection in a Scott Specialty album, a
Worldwide collection and more

821

SB 1,250.00

*0

FREAKS & ERRORS - Mint collection of a
couple hundred. VERY FINE, og, NH

822
SB 1,000.00

*

11 LARGE VOLUMES IN A LARGE
CARTON comprising many thousands of
stamps and covers, a nice US collection in
a Scott volume, a very nice collection of
thousands in a Scott International album, a
collection of Antarctic covers, 2 Scott
volumes of US back-of-the-book, a volume
of Foreign Revenues and more

823

SB 1,000.00

*0

ABOUT 60 BETTER STAMPS824 SB 1,000.00*0

EXCELLENT STOCK IN AN ALBUM
FROM 1920-1940, many better. VERY
FINE

825

SB 1,000.00

*0

MINT & USED COLLECTION of several
hundred different issues covering the
regular section starting well within the 19th
century and going into the 1960s, including
Columbian Exposition Issue to 50c as well
as Trans-Mississippi Exposition Issue to
50c and number of other individual
standouts. The collection also includes
better back-of-the-book standouts like mint
#C18, used #C1-C3, C4-C6 and others.
The collection is housed in a Scott National
album, gen. VERY FINE, mint og

826

SB 1,000.00

*0

HIGH QUALITY REGULAR ISSUE
COLLECTION -1910-1930 with many
better VERY FINE, og stamps

827

SB 1,000.00

*0

MINT & USED FIRST HALF OF THE 20TH
CENTURY Nice group of close to 800
different US stamps with a firm focus upon
the the first half half of the 20th century
housed in a pair of Scott National albums,
with one album dedicated to
back-of-the-book section. While the
collection includes some 19th century
issues, as well as some stamps from the
late 1960s, stamps from the first half of the
20th century most certainly form the core of
the lot - be it President Issues of 1938,
Famous Americans, or Parcel Post stamps
from 1912. The lot also includes the third
album, containing Canadian collection,
which is covering the same time period all
the way up to the mid 1970s, gen. VERY
FINE, mint og (We scanned only a sample
selection of pages)

828

SB 1,000.00

*0

HUGE USED STOCK SELECTION of tens
of thousands of issues, usually sorted by
Scott number into envelopes. Gen. VERY
FINE

829 0
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SB 900.00

BETTER MINT 1920-1950 SELECTION.
Generally VERY FINE, og, NH

830
SB 850.00

*0

COMMEMORATIVES - HIGHLY
COMPLETE COLLECTION TO 1970 in a
Lindner Hingeless Specialty album
including #230-241, 285-290 and virtually
complete from there. High quality. VERY
FINE

831

SB 850.00

*0

HUGE STOCKS with many thousands of
mint and used issues, usually sorted into
glassines. Included is an extensive used
stock of commemoratives and regulars,
from the 1940s forward, extensive
coverage of the 1940 Famous Americans,
the 1944 Overrun Countries, some
National Parks, perf and imperf, a range of
mostly commemorative plate blocks, some
in blocks of four and some in panels of 12
to 20, along with some regulars, like
Prexies and more. Other standouts include
mint #368 (NH, pair), 487 (pair with PF
cert), 704-15 (4), 740-49 (plate blocks),
QE1a-2a (plate blocks), used #E1, and
many others. Gen. VERY FINE, mint og,
many are NH

832

SB 850.00

*0

US - CUT SQUARES AND
BACK-OF-THE-BOOK - Excellent high
quality collection of many hundreds in a
pristine Scott Specialty album (with slip
case). Including some Coils & Airs as well.
hundreds of stamps, many of which are
premium which will be apparent from the
scans. A wonderful collection in a perfect
album

833

SB 850.00

*0

BLOCKS & PLATE BLOCKS   Collection of
plate blocks, blocks of four and others, with
coverage running from the 1940s to 1988,
in seven binders of White Ace/Minkus
album pages. Noted are mostly
commemoratives, with some airmails like
mint #C10a, a volume of regular issues
and more. Also noted are two Scott albums
for singles of B-O-B and Possessions, both
of which are relatively empty. Gen. VERY
FINE, mint og, much is NH

834

SB 650.00

*0

MINT & USED ACCUMULATION An
extensive mint and used selection of
thousands of US stamps with hundreds of
album pages as well as Scott International
Junior Postage Stamp album. The
selection also includes some 300 US First
Day Covers mostly from the 1970s or 80s,
as well as countless hundreds of entire
envelopes and other philatelic peculiarity
objects. Overall this is a massive collateral
accumulation that lifetime collectors tend to
accumulate with numerous airmails, parcel
post stamps and other back-of-the-book
issues, but mainly 20th century US
philately in an expanded definition.

835

SB 600.00

*

WONDERFUL PREMIUM STOCK
SELECTION loaded with $50 and up VERY
FINE stamps. Carefully cataloged by us
and mostly VERY FINE

836

CV 60,000.00

0

837 * VIRTUALLY ALL-MINT PREMIUM
SELECTION, arranged nicely on clean
black stock pages. The selection is packed
with very valuable, highly desirable
premium mint stamps from first issues to
about 1930 without duplication, including
lovely examples of mint #9, 63 (no gum),
65 (no gum), 73, 98 (no gum), 156-158,
161, 178, 133, 182 (NH), 183-185, 188,
190-191 (no gum), 206, 210-211 (NH), 218,

230-236, 246-247 (NH), 253-258, 275,
297-298, 323-327, 328-330, 348-350,
352-354, 357-358, 385-386, 387-388,
400A, 545-547, 548-550, and used
#119-120 (#120 with cert), 211B (no gum,
with cert), and more. Generally VERY FINE
or better, og, many NH CA 23,300.00

HIGH QUALITY U.S. SELECTION FROM
1901 TO 1945, stored very neatly on a
group of stock pages. Includes an entire
page with sets of #294-299, and much
more high quality premium material
throughout, including #323-327, 328-330,
397-400A, 401-404. Generally VERY FINE

838

CA 8,150.00

0

IMPRESSIVE U.S. PREMIUM
SELECTION, stored on stock pages and
featuring an lovely array of premium
material including used #70, 71, 78, 96,
112-117, 119, 135-136, 163, 190, 239, 327,
421, and mint #231 (NH), 279B (NH plate #
strip of 3), 281 (NH), 287, 333 (NH), 376
(NH imprint pair), 397-398 (NH), 510 (NH
plate # pair), and more. Typically F-VF or
better, mint og, many NH

839

CV 7,600.00

*0

AIRMAILS & BACK-OF-THE-BOOK

IMPRESSIVE BACK-OF-THE-BOOK
COLLECTION, stored in a new Heritage
Album and beginning with Special
Deliveries, including mint #E1-E3, followed
by Postage Dues including used #J1-J7
and #J15-J20, complete nearly all mint
Parcel Posts and Special Handling,
Confederates, Officials, excellent Duck
Stamps including mint #RW1-RW21 and
complete nearly all-mint 2010, very good
Hawaii including mint #9, 11, 30-34, and
more, Guam, mint U.S. Offices in China
#K1-K16, K17-K18, Cuba, Canal Zone and
more. An extremely impressive collection
worth exploring. Generally VERY FINE,
mint og, many NH

840

SB 17,500.00

*0

U.S. COVERS & POSTAL HISTORY

TERRITORIAL COVERS - DAKOTA -
Selection of 33 covers, from prior to 1889,
on stock pages.  Included are numerous
stamped envelopes, a few postal cards, a
revenue stamped check, and more.  Gen.
VERY FINE

841

SB 2,000.00

CV

COVERS - FANTASTIC SELECTION OF
OVER 150 from better stampless,
Transatlantic, US #1 (2 covers, one with
pair), a #9X1 cover and a large number of
$200 & up covers. From a dealer, last
active about 1990. VERY FINE

842

SB 12,500.00

CV

COVERS - Vast array of about 5700
covers, in albums, binders and loose,
housed in four cartons. Notable are
numerous First Day Covers, with many
cacheted covers from the 1940s forward
with makers like Fleetwood, Art Craft, Ioor,
Cachet Craft, Anderson, Farnam and more,
plus a number uncacheted FDCs. Postal
cards are throughout the lot, with unused
recent material, 19th used cards, some
unsevered Paid Reply cards, plus a stack
of Aerograms. Also noted are some
Special Event items, such as
Inaugurations, and commercial mail. So
much to go through. Gen. VERY FINE

843

SB 5,500.00

CV

844 CV COVERS GALORE - Vast array of more
than 6400 covers, postal cards, stamped
envelopes and others, loose and in
binders, in five cartons. Most noted are
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FDCs by cachet makers such as  Art Craft,
Farnam, Fleetwood, Jackson-Chickering,
etc., and better items like  #1610 (2 singles,
one plate block), 1611 (2), 1612 (2 singles,
one plate block), 1909 (4), 1909a, 2195
(plate block), 2419 (9), O132-33 (plate
blocks), and others. Also found are
Inauguration covers, going from Ike to
Obama; Space covers, some with Colorano
cachets; World Series, Olympic, and Super
Bowl covers; numerous ppcs with a Disney
“It's a Small World” folder and a 1962 card
of Mickey and Minnie costumed
employees, a bunch from around 1914 for
a rodeo in Idaho and a flood of the Erie
Canal, along with scenic Salt Lake City,
Florida and more. Other collections include
extensive postal stationery with postal
cards like used #UX1, along with piles of
unused modern stationery, four wooden
boxes of Maximum cards, four volumes of
covers with mint US stamps as cachets,
the usual volumes of State Birds and State
Flowers, and much more. Gen. VERY
FINE, or better. SB 6,000.00

COVERS & POSTAL HISTORY - Large
accumulation of more than 5000 covers
and examples of postal stationery, in four
cartons. Included are several series of
Topical covers with five volumes of Artcraft
Bicentennial covers, three volumes of
Fleetwood Bicentennial covers, two
volumes of Signers of the Constitution, a
volume of Signers of the Declaration of
Independence, a volume of Songbirds, etc.
Also noted are numerous loose items with
First Day Covers, about half of which are
cacheted by makers like Grimsland,
Anderson, Artcraft, and others, Special
Event material with a stock of covers from
the 1960s for the Civil War, varied Space
covers, Mother Drexel covers, and more.
Lastly, there is commercial covers,
advertising covers, and more. Gen. VERY
FINE

845

SB 4,000.00

CV

HUGE GROUP of at least 6000 covers,
housed in six cartons. Included is a large
presence of First Day Covers, running to
the 2000s. Most are cacheted with
showings of Art Craft, Fleetwood, Marq,
Paramount, some earlier items by
Anderson, Cachet Craft, Fluegel, Farnam,
and others. Also noted is some commercial
mail, a good amount of postal cards,
stamped envelopes, wrappers and
aerograms, some Flag and Machine
cancels, Topical groups for American
Presidents, Norman Rockwell, Birds, and
others, and so much more. Gen. VERY
FINE, many of the FDCs are unaddressed.

846

SB 4,000.00

CV

CIVIL WAR - Very attractive selection of
close to 50 articles in one way or another
related to American Civil War including
including Confederate war bonds, but most
importantly such individual standouts like
#1, 5 (2), 6 (2), 7 all on cover. Overall this
is a fascinating group with scores of
stampless and patriotic Union covers, most
from an actual Civil War period, and very
few post war.

847

SB 3,000.00

CV

848 CV COVERS & POSTAL HISTORY Vast array
of at least 3700 covers and examples of
postal stationery, with some material going
through the 1990s, in four cartons. Most
numerous are FDCs, with cachets made by
Art Craft, Farnam, Fleetwood, CC Cachets,
Anderson, about 40 Melissa Fox hand

drawn & colored FDCs, along with some
early items like Prexies with Rice cachets,
a full set of 1940 Famous Americans with
Art Craft cachets, and more; large group of
Machine covers from 1902-13, some
Antarctica covers, Pacific Flight covers with
a number of Clipper Covers, ppcs, some
Stampless covers, along with some late
19th century covers, topicals, and more.
Also found is a large supply of postal cards,
both early used items and later mint cards,
still in their wrappers. Gen. VERY FINE,
much to see SB 3,000.00

POSTAL CARDS & POSTAL REPLY
CARDS - VERY NICE SELECTION of a
couple hundred used classic cards and all
selected for scarcity, destination, and
specialty appeal including [\#UX13 (4
different used to Europe),] numerous
#UX1's, UX4 (authenticated by Charles
Fricke), and much more. All Selected
specialty appeal and scarcity

849

SB 1,500.00

CV

POSTAL CARDS & POST PAID REPLY
CARD - Exceptional selection of several
hundred cards. All premium and selected
for intrinsic scarcity or better usages. Well
worth a look

850

SB 850.00

*

OBERLIN POSTAL HISTORY Very
impressive collection of some 50 covers
starting with stampless covers in 1830s
and going to late 19th century with
Columbian Exposition stamps on them.
This is a fantastic collection put together by
a very dedicated collector with ample
annotations, explanations, illustrations and
should appeal to collectors interested in
Oberlin or specialized US postal history in
general.

851

SB 900.00

CV

U.S. COVERS Massive lot sprawling
through four large cartons and holding
close to 4,000 U.S. covers within primarily
from the middle of the 20th century, but
going couple of decades both ways as one
can encounter covers from the 1930s as
well as 70s. The lot includes two albums
with some 600 first day covers mostly from
the late 1930s and 40, many WWII patriotic
covers, with most cashes by Stephen
Anderson. Overall this is a massive, huge
lot that should appeal only to serious and
most studious collectors of US covers.

852

SB 900.00

CV

19TH CENTURY COVERS Very attractive
group of three dozen 19th century covers
(few from early 1900s) with number of them
sporting a rare/premium cancellations,
cancelled Christmas seals, and even
revenue stamps used for postage illegally.

853

SB 750.00

CV

MODERN US FIRST DAY COVERS An
extensive collection of close to 700 first day
covers, all mounted on commemorative
pages and housed in six volumes. The
collection covers the period from 1960s to
2000s, but last couple of decades of the
20th century would certainly form the core
of the lot, VERY FINE

854

SB 750.00

CV

SELECTION OF 68 COVERS855 SB 600.00CV

856 CV EARLY 20TH CENTURY COVERS Very
interesting group of well over 100 covers,
primarily from the very early portion of the
20th century with a variety of irregular size
envelopes, many still containing the
original message included within. Since
bulk of the addresses are from around East
Coast and Philadelphia in particular this
group represents a great piece of energy,
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VERY FINE SB 550.00

EARLY 20TH CENTURY POSTCARDS An
amusing group of some 300 postcards
from a variety  of locations primarily from
around U.S., but also includes foreign
location primarily from around British
Empire sent to American addresses. The
selection is primarily from the early 20th
century and roughly 3/4 of the lot would
have US stamps on them, with a variety of
postal marks including flag cancels and
machine cancellations, VERY FINE

857

SB 550.00

CV

TERRITORIAL COVERS - Group of 24
covers. Included are 20 covers from
Oklahoma, dated 1904, with two from Lock
Ridge and the remaining 18 from Cashion.
The other four covers are from Alaska, with
the towns of Sand Point, Pilot Point, Steel
Creek and Unga. Gen. VERY FINE

858

SB 400.00

CV

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH

GREAT BRITAIN

(1), VERY FINE859 CV 320.000

(1), VERY FINE860 CV 320.000

(1), VERY FINE861 CV 320.000

(1), on piece, VERY FINE862 CV 320.00OP

(1), on cover with well centered Red
Maltese cancel, VERY FINE

863
CV 640.00

CV

(1), on folded letter, VERY FINE864 CV 640.00CV

(2), VERY FINE865 CV 700.000

(4), two used stamps with black Maltese
crosses on a folded letter, VERY FINE

866
CV 550.00

CV

(5), EXTREMELY FINE867 CV 900.000

(5), EXTREMELY FINE868 CV 900.000

(5), VERY FINE869 CV 900.000

(5), VERY FINE870 CV 900.000

(6), VERY FINE871 CV 1,500.000

(6), VERY FINE872 CV 1,500.000

(14), scarce mint stamp, F-VF, og873 CV 2,000.00*

(19), VERY FINE874 CV 375.000

(26), F-VF, og875 CV 1,750.00*

(27-28), VERY FINE876 CV 400.000

(27c), VERY FINE877 CV 950.000

(29), plate 7, FINE, og878 CV 1,600.00*

(29), plate #12, FINE, og879 CV 3,000.00*

(34, 37-42), VERY FINE880 CV 1,140.000

(37), F-VF, og881 CV 2,500.00*

(37a), VERY FINE882 CV 525.000

(39), F-VF, og883 CV 2,250.00*

(39), gum tones, FINE-VERY FINE884 CV 2,250.00*

(40), F-VF, og885 CV 3,900.00*

(52), VERY FINE, og886 CV 2,400.00*

(52, pair), F-VF887 CV 600.000

(53), F-VF, og888 CV 3,500.00*

(53), reperfed, FINE, og889 CV 3,500.00*

(53), F-VF890 CV 350.000

(55), FINE, og891 CV 3,750.00*

(56), F-VF892 CV 3,750.000

(62), VERY FINE, og893 CV 500.00*

(66a), F-VF, og894 CV 900.00*

(66a), plate 2, FINE895 CV 1,500.000

(67), VERY FINE, og896 CV 500.00*

(69-70),  each with thin & light toning,
FINE-VERY FINE, og

897
CV 4,100.00

*

(69-71, 73), VERY FINE898 CV 1,675.000

(79 {221}), partial plating (221), F-VF899 CV 2,762.000

(83), VERY FINE, og, NH (Scott price for
hinged)

900
CV 500.00

*

(87), VERY FINE, og901 CV 700.00*

(87), F-VF, og (Pinchot certificate)902 CV 700.00*

(90), VERY FINE903 CV 5,000.000

(90), VERY FINE904 CV 5,000.000

(90), VERY FINE905 CV 5,000.000

(94-95), VERY FINE, og906 CV 1,300.00*

(96, 96a, 98-107, 108-109), VERY FINE907 CV 6,377.000

(96), VERY FINE, og908 CV 625.00*

(96), three examples, VERY FINE909 CV 495.000

(96a), VERY FINE910 CV 3,750.000

(101-102), VERY FINE, og911 CV 365.00*

(101 {238}), partial plating, VERY FINE912 CV 4,104.000

(103 (32), 104 (36),) F-VF913 CV 14,490.000

(108), EXTREMELY FINE, og914 CV 1,100.00*

(108a), small tear at top, VERY FINE915 CV 4,000.000

(108a), F-VF916 CV 4,000.000

(109), VERY FINE917 CV 550.000

(109), VERY FINE (Scott certificate)918 CV 550.000

(110), VERY FINE919 CV 3,000.000

(111-122), VERY FINE, og (Scott
certificate)

920
CV 653.00

*

(127-138), VERY FINE, og921 CV 631.00*

(127-138), F-VF, og (Scott certificate)922 CV 631.00*

(127/148), nice used selection, F-VF923 CV 8,680.000

(139), four examples, VERY FINE924 CV 600.000

(140), two examples, VERY FINE925 CV 450.000

(142), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH926 CV 3,250.00*

(179), 92 copies, VERY FINE927 CV 6,900.000

(222-223), EXTREMELY FINE, og, #222
NH

928
CV 325.00

*

929 *0 GREAT BRITAIN Classic philately
emphasized the study of minute varieties
on classic stamps and the early stamps of
Great Britain are among the most
specialized in the world. Nearly every one
of the thousands of stamps in this
wonderful 83 volume (!) collection (in five
large cartons) is identified by the Stanley
Gibbons Victoria specialized catalog
number, along with identifying
characteristics (the vast majority of the
stamps are different Gibbons varieties, not
just quantities of the same stamp). The
quality is excellent and the collector spent
thousands of hours researching, mounting
and neatly annotating this collection (and
he spent over $100,000 on it as well).
Neatly cataloged by the 2006-2008
Gibbons catalog, the collection has a
Gibbons value  L585,000= $790,000). We
flat scanned one volume just as a taste of
what you get (remember the collection is
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83 volumes). One of the nicest, specialized
Great Britain collections in existence
offered completely intact, at a very
attractive price.  This is a specialist's
collection. The collector spent a loving
lifetime on his stamps selecting thousands
of stamps from Penny Reds to early
twentieth century highly specialized by
Gibbons plate numbers, shades, "Black
Plates" on Penny Reds and all sorts of
more arcane GB items. Included are some
stamps that catalog up to $2500 each but
expect the real value of the collection to be
a student's rendering of what highly
specialized nineteenth and early twentieth
century GB philately can look like.
Everything is neatly annotated and
mounted and can be easily broken down by
volume (SG catalog value over 590,000
pounds=  $800,000) SB 60,000.00

GREAT BRITAIN - WONDERFUL
DUPLICATED COLLECTION TO 1967 in a
Lighthouse Hingeless Specialty album
beginning with 7 #1's, loaded with better
stamps and 19th century by plate number.
Huge catalogue value. VERY FINE

930

SB 8,500.00

*0

GREAT BRITAIN - VERY IMPRESSIVE
COLLECTION FROM 1840 ONWARDS,
stored neatly within a Scott Specialty
Album in very nice condition. The collection
begins with all the standbys a specialist in
this area would hope to find, including used
#1-2, 3-4, 5, 6, 7, a highly complete plating
of #33, highly complete Postage Dues and
much more, with coverage extending to
2000 mostly without duplication. Generally
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

931

SB 8,500.00

*0

GREAT BRITAIN - LOVELY
COLLECTION, HIGH QUALITY AND
STORED IN A MATCHED TRIO of
beautiful like-new Ka-Be Hingeless
Specialty Albums. The collection begins
with high quality examples of much of the
wonderful 19th century material the British
specialist might hope to find in a collection
of this caliber, including #1 and some large
denominations issues like the 1891 £1
issue. From there the collection is highly
complete to about 2000, without duplication
aside from a partial plating of #33. We
scanned the first volume. High quality
throughout and generally VERY FINE, mint
og, many NH

932

SB 6,000.00

*0

GREAT BRITAIN - HIGH QUALITY
COLLECTION Very attractive mint and
used collection covering British philately
from Black Penny (both issues from 1840
have beautiful Maltese cross cancellations)
to the mid 1970s housed in a pristine Scott
Hingeless Specialty album. Overall the
collection would add up to over $30,000 in
catalog value and just the 19th century
standouts include great number of early
period premium standouts like mint #96,
used #1-2, 3-4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 13, 16-17, 18, 23,
24-25, 26, 27-28, 32, 37-42, 43, 44, 45, 46,
48, 49-56, 57, 59-60, 61-62, 64-65, 66,
67-68, 70, 73, 78-87, 88-89, 90, 94-95,
98-107, 108-109, 111-122 and many more
from the 20th century. Exceptional
collection, gen. VERY FINE, mint og

933

SB 5,000.00

*0

934 *0 GREAT BRITAIN - PREMIUM MODERN
COLLECTION Very impressive collection
covering the last half a century long period
from the late 1970s all the way to 2015
housed in a pair of Scott Specialty albums
(retail value for the albums alone would be

in the region of $400!). The collection
includes hundreds of 1st Class forever
stamps in pairs, strips, complete booklets
as well as numerous stamps with postal
face value exceeding £1, in total adding up
to £2,665 ($3,620 US) in postal face value
within the lot. Considering that by far the
bulk of the value comes from the last two
decades of the 21st century and that the
duplication levels are very low, this lot
would appeal to collectors and those
looking for straight forward postage lot,
VERY FINE, og, NH SB 4,000.00

GREAT BRITAIN - HUGE, HIGH QUALITY
COLLECTION stored in a very
well-organized binder, on Scott Specialty
and quadrille album pages. The collection
begins with a very impressive display of
Victorian philately, including much of the
most desirable material issued by Great
Britain in the 19th century, including used
#1, 3-4, 5, 6, 7, 8-10, 11-12, 14, 22, a nice
group of plated #33's, 96, 108-109, 140,
U1, and much more at a high level of
completion to decimalization of the
currency, at which point the collection holds
an impressive face value of over £810.00,
generally VERY FINE, mint og, NH

935

SB 3,000.00

*0

GREAT BRITAIN - Very attractive and
comprehensive collection of some 1,500
different issues covering British philately
from the Black Penny with a beautiful red
Maltese cross all the way to the mid 1980s
housed in a Minkus album dedicated to
British Europe. The collection includes very
strong early period with individual
standouts like mint #133, 138, 171,
203-204, 267-68, 275, 287, 288, 317-33,
371-74, used #1-2 (both with red Maltese
Cross cancels), 4 (3), 8 (2), 11, 15, 19, 25,
26, 27-28, 34, 37-42, 43, 48, 53, 54, 59, 61,
62, 67, 80, 81, 82, 84, 85, 86, 96, 99, 100,
102, 103, 104, 107, 108, 108b, 117, 120,
121, 122, 136, 137, 139, 173-75, & many
others. And then virtually complete
coverage of modern British stamps,
regional issues including Channel Islands
in hingeless mounts. However by far the
bulk of the value comes from the
sub-section covering the turn of the 20th
including some duplication only to
showcase different plate number of the late
19th century stamps, most VERY FINE,
mint og, many NH

936

SB 2,500.00

*0

GREAT BRITAIN Selection of mint and
used issues, going only to 1972, in a box.
Among the more notable are mint #159-72,
J18-25, used #25, 26 (3), 27, 42 (p4), 43
(p6-7, 14), 70 (2p16), 108, 139, and more.
Gen. VERY FINE, mint og, some NH

937

SB 450.00

*0

GREAT BRITAIN - WONDERFUL
DUPLICATED COLLECTION loaded with
better. F-VF

938

CV 45,000.00

*0

939 *0 GREAT BRITAIN Interesting study of
hundreds of mint and used issues, ranging
from Queen Victoria to Queen Elizabeth II,
on stock pages, in a binder. Just a
sampling of better includes mint #80, 126,
309-12, used #4c, 7, 26 (7), 27 (5), 28, 34
(2), 39 (3), 40a, 42a, 43 (p9, 4p10, 2p11,
2p14), 43a (2p7), 45 (3p5), 49 (p8), 50a
(p6), 51 (4p8, p9), 53 (p1), 54 (2p4, p5-7),
57, 57a, 60 (2p12), 61 (p15), 62 (p15,
2p16), 64 (3p12, p13), 67/68 (varied
plates), 71 (p17), 80 (3), 81 (4), 84 (3), 85
(8), 86, 87 (p14), 95, 96 (7), 100 (2), 102
(4), 103 (6), 104 (7), 106, 107 (2), 108 (4),
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109 (2), 121 (5), 122 (8), 127-38, 138a, 139
(7), 140 (2), 174-75, 179-81, 209 (filler,
tear), 268 (2), 309-12 (2), not to mention
plate studies of #29, 30, & 33, some
Offices and more. Gen. F-VF or better, mint
og CA 44,000.00

GREAT BRITAIN - Very nice old time
collection on album pages.  Many better
stamps including better mint. Worth a
careful look

940

CV 30,000.00

*0

VERY NICE BRITISH COMMONWEALTH
COLLECTION in a Volume I Gibbons
British album of A-L countries, many loads
of stamps. The album and the stamps are
all VERY FINE

941

CA 20,000.00

GREAT BRITAIN - PREMIUM SELECTION
Very impressive selection of some 300
mint and used stamps from a very early
period starting with the Penny Black and
going all the way to the mid 1930s and
Silver Jubilee issues. The selection
includes great number of premium sets and
singles where duplication generally
represents different plate variety or minor
varieties listed in Stanley Gibbons. Overall
the lot adds up to well in excess of $16,000
in total and the list of premium standouts
seems like it came right out of the Horn of
Amalthea and boasts highlights like mint
#33 (2, plate 203), 43, 58, 125-126, 130,
133, 134, 136, 137, 137a, 144-145, 149,
183, 185-186 (NH), 187-200, 203-204
(NH), 210-220 (2), 213b,] used [\#1, 3a, 4
(pair), 4, 8, 8a, 29a, 30, 32, 37, 39b, 40, 42,
43, 44, 48, 49, 50, 51, 55, 59, 59a, 61, 62
(P#14 & 17), 66, 67 (4), 68, 69, 70, 73, 80
(2), 81, 82 (5), 84 (2), 85 (2), 86, 87, 94-95,
96 (2), 98-107, 99, 100, 108-117 (2), 109,
111-122, 120 (3), 121 (2), 122, 136, 138,
139, 140 (2), 159-172, 179-181, 181 (5),
187-200, 205a, 206a, 207a, 222-224 (2),
and many others, F-VF, mint og

942

CV 16,680.00

*0

GREAT BRITAIN - HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION OF THOUSANDS of different
stamps beginning with very nice, high
quality Victorian issues followed by
excellent coverage of the early 20th
century and highly complete to 1980, with
light duplication of some items throughout.
The selection is stored and organized
neatly on dealer's stock cards including
wonderful and fascinating highlights such
as used #4, 26, 27, 32, 34 (2), 43, 51, 51c,
54, 61, 61a, 62, 64, 66, 67, 68, 80, 81, 82,
98 (block of 6), 99, 100, 102, 103, 104,
105, 107 (3), 117 (7), 118a, 120, 121 (3),
122 (7), 126, 131 (strip of 3), 133, 136 (6),
137A, 138 (2), 138a, 173A, 179, 180,
222-224, 268, mint #268 (NH), and much
more. We put a selection of mostly better
material on stock pages and scanned it to
show you the quality you can expect to find
throughout the selection. Generally VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH

943

CA 12,250.00

*0

GREAT BRITAIN - EXCELLENT HIGH
QUALITY SIX VOLUME COLLECTION of
thousands including Great Britain Proper,
Channel Islands, Offices Abroad and more.
Very comprehensive to about 2000, mostly
used to about 1950 and hundreds of mint
sets in the modern period

944

CV 8,500.00

*0

945 *0 GREAT BRITAIN - IMPRESSIVE
SELECTION OF THOUSANDS each
stored neatly and individually within Scott
numbered dealer's stock cards. The
selection begins with very good Victorian

issues of the 1840's and strong coverage
thereafter, including excellent early 20th
century up to about 1950. Light duplication
throughout and loaded with premium,
including highlights like used #2, 26, 30,
32, 39, 43, 43a, 48, 50, 51a, 54, 58 (plate
#4), 61, 64, 66-67, 86-87, 95, 99, 100, 105,
107, 120, 129-130, 133, 136, 156-158, 179,
187-200, 223, and much more. We put a
selection from the overall group on a stock
page and scanned it in order to illustrate
the overall group. Generally VERY FINE,
mint og, many NH CA 8,250.00

GREAT BRITAIN - QUEEN ELIZABETH II -
An extensive mint and used selection of
several thousand stamps covering period
from 1940s and half way into the 60s
organized in Scott numbered glassines and
stock cards. The lot includes duplication,
but the levels are generally controlled and
in most cases sets have 2-5 duplicates.
Individually some of the most notable
standouts include mint #292-308 (2),
309-312, 353c-360a, 356cp-360ap,
371-374, used #292-308, 309-312 (3), and
others. Another portion of the lot is made
up of booklets from the same period
accounting for roughly 1/3 of the catalog
value of the lot booklets, including
individual better like #BK43 (2), BK79 (2),
BK 79a, BK107, BK144 (2), and others,
VERY FINE, mint og, most NH

946

CA 3,000.00

*0

GREAT BRITAIN - PRESTIGE BOOKLETS
Very nice selection of 21 prestige booklets
mostly from the late 1980s and 90s. The
selection includes two examples of 1972
£1 Wedgwood booklets and then a whole
list of other premium more modern
booklets like Christian Heritage, The
Times, British Rail and many others, VERY
FINE, og, NH

947

CV 949.00

*

GREAT BRITAIN-GUERNSEY

GREAT BRITAIN - GUERNSEY Dealer's
lot with some 2,500 booklet panes of one
duplicated hundreds of times in a very
uniform manned. The selection includes
#13a, 14a, 28a, all neatly packed and
organized in a glassines in groups of 100,
VERY FINE, og, NH

948

CV 2,500.00

*

GREAT BRITAIN-JERSEY

GREAT BRITAIN - JERSEY - DEALER'S
LOT Mint never hinged accumulation of
some 6,000 booklet panes in total (#8a &
11a) both heavily duplicated and neatly
organized in glassines, VERY FINE, og,
NH

949

CV 3,007.00

*

CHANNEL ISLANDS

950 * CHANNEL ISLANDS - Very nice mint
collection of couple thousands of mint
stamps covering all the Channel Islands
housed in six Stanley Gibbons albums. The
collection is a very nice representation of
philately in Channel Islands with hundreds
of high value stamps and total postal face
value of £1,470 ($2,027 US). Within the
collection Isle of Man (£462) and Jersey
(£375) stands out as largest sub-sections
presented in individual albums, while also
featured in two volumes containing all the
Channel Islands as well. This collection
should appeal to collectors interested in the
late 20th century period in particular since
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by far the bulk of the value is from the last
couple of decades, VERY FINE, og, NH SB 1,250.00

AITUTAKI

(288-292), Progressive Proofs, with singles
and souvenir sheets, shown in various
stages of printing.  Included are single
color, several in black, others in dual or tri
color, and more.  Gen. EXTREMELY FINE

951

SB 2,000.00

PR

ANTIGUA

(1), F-VF952 CV 600.000

(1), FINE953 CV 600.000

(8), VERY FINE, og954 CV 250.00*

(21-41), VERY FINE, og (#21 is used)955 CV 641.00*

(42-76) VERY FINE, og (2 low values
used)

956
CV 825.00

*

ANTIGUA - 19TH CENTURY SELECTION
Nice mint and used 19th century selection
with some notable individual standouts like
#1, 2-4, 5,6, 8, 13 (2), 17 among them,
F-VF, mint og

957

CV 3,880.00

*0

ANTIGUA - HIGHLY COMPLETE
COLLECTION TO 1980 on a clean set of
Scott Specialty pages loaded with better
sets. Generally VERY FINE, og

958

CV 2,440.00

*0

NEW SOUTH WALES

(26), VERY FINE959 CV 800.000

QUEENSLAND

(78), VERY FINE, og, NH (Scott value for
hinged)

960
CV 650.00

*

(126-127), VERY FINE, og961 CV 670.00*

(130-144), VERY FINE, og962 CV 1,049.00*

QUEENSLAND - Mint collection of issues,
on Scott album pages. Included are many
better like #40, 49, 52, 54, 57, 60-61,
66-70, 75-78, 79-83, 86, 89-96, 98-100,
109-10, 112-22, 125, 125a (pair), and
more. Gen. F-VF, with later VERY FINE,
most og

963

CA 4,000.00

*

VICTORIA

(150a), VERY FINE964 CV 1,250.000

VICTORIA - COVERS - 60 BETTER
COVERS

965
SB 750.00

CV

VICTORIA - TPO'S Specialized collection
of Travelling Post Office cancels

966
SB 350.00

0

AUSTRALIA

(2-11), VERY FINE967 CV 1,340.00*

(Stanley Gibbons #14s-16s), overprinted
'SPECIMEN', VERY FINE, (SG £600)

968
CV 813.00

SP

(31a, 48a, 292-303 (2), 314-331 (2),
374-379, 394-417, 508), VERY FINE, og

969
CV 935.00

*

(218-221), VERY FINE, og, NH970 CV 278.00*

971 *0 AUSTRALIA, STATES & DEPENDENCIES
- HIGH QUALITY, HIGHLY COMPLETE
COLLECTION stored in a lovely, like new
Scott Specialty album. The collection
begins with nice first issues from Australia,
including mint #1-3, and used #4-10,
followed by excellent coverage of the early
20th century up to about 1980, including

good Back-of-the-book followed by
Antarctic Territory, Christmas Island, Cocos
Islands, New Guinea, Norfolk Island, and
excellent State issues, including highlights
like used New South Wales #28, 35, 38,
44, and much more throughout the
collection. Generally VERY FINE, mint og SB 2,500.00

AUSTRALIA - HIGH QUALITY
COLLECTION WITH PREMIUM, stored
neatly in a Scott Specialty Album in nice
condition. The collection begins with good
Kangaroo-related material and other good
issues of the early 20th century, followed
by a strong run to about 1990 without
duplication and including Back-of-the-book
and premium items like used #1-11 (#3
mint), 18, and more. High quality
throughout and generally VERY FINE, mint
of, some NH

972

SB 1,500.00

*0

AUSTRALIA - KOALA RESEARCH 
Complete collection of Koala Research
souvenir sheets, from 1986 to 1997, on
stock pages. Included are several marked
"Specimen", a few with artist's signature,
and the Phone Card Combo for 1994 &
1995. Gen. EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

973

SB 300.00

*

AUSTRALIA - DUCKS  Nearly complete
collection of Duck stamps, going to 1997,
displayed on stock pages. Noted is the
1991 $8 overprint, the 1992-93 Souvenir
Sheet, a couple of Specimens, some
covers, often with the artist's signature, and
more. Gen. VERY FINE, og, NH

974

SB 250.00

*

AUSTRALIA - MOSTLY COMPLETE MINT
COLLECTION to 1960 in a clean set of
Scott Specialty pages. VERY FINE, og

975

CV 3,200.00

*

AUSTRALIA Nice mint and used collection
of some 400 different issues from the
earliest issues of Australia in 1913 and
going all the way to the 1970 and change
of currency to dollars. The collection
includes number of complete premium sets
and numerous high value singles
organized on Scott pages with catalog
value in total close to $1,700, VERY FINE,
mint og

976

CA 1,700.00

*0

AUSTRALIA & STATES

AUSTRALIA & STATES - HIGH QUALITY
COLLECTION STORED IN A NICE Scott
Specialty album, beginning with good but
scattered State issues, followed by highly
complete coverage of Australia, including
used #1-8, 10, and much more premium
throughout. No duplication, good
Back-of-the-book and generally VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH

977

SB 1,000.00

*0

BAHAMAS

(37-43), VERY FINE, og978 CV 501.00*

BAHAMAS - HIGH QUALITY SELECTION
stored and organized neatly in a Scott
numbered stockbook. The selection
features wonderful material from all eras,
particularly high quality 19th century and
early 20th century. The selection features
many premium sets and singles including
mint #11, 13, 14, 16, 45, 47, 103 (plate #
block of 4), 100-113, 204-218, and used
#2-3, 9, 11, 14, 31, 33-34, 50, 83, and
more. Very high quality throughout and
generally VERY FINE, mint og, some NH

979

CV 5,600.00

*0

980 *0 BAHAMAS - WONDERFUL HIGHLY
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COMPLETE COLLECTION on Scott
Specialty pages to 1980 loaded with better
sets and singles. All VERY FINE, og CV 5,325.00

BAHAMAS - HIGH QUALITY SELECTION
WITH PREMIUM, stored neatly on Scott
numbered stock cards. Most of the
selection consists of premium sets and
singles, including highlights like mint
#185-200, 204-218, 313-330 and much
more. High quality all-around and generally
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

981

CA 1,250.00

*0

BARBADOS

BARBADOS & BARBUDA - WONDERFUL
HIGHLY COMPLETE collection to 1980 on
a pristine set of Scott Specialty pages. Very
high quality throughout and virtually
complete

982

CV 7,950.00

*0

BARBADOS - HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION, MOSTLY PREMIUM and
stored nicely on Scott numbered stock
cards. The selection features highlights like
#9, 102-108, 140-149, 191-201A, 216-227,
235-247, 267a-280B, 331a-343a, 396-411,
495-511, used #4, 48, 79, all high quality
and generally VERY FINE or better, og,
some NH

983

CA 1,500.00

*0

BERMUDA

(4), F-VF, og984 CV 2,300.00*

(6), adhere, VERY FINE, og985 CV 450.00*

(128a), VERY FINE, og986 CV 300.00*

BERMUDA - HIGHLY COMPLETE HIGH
QUALITY collection on a pristine set of
Scott Specialty pages to 1986. All VERY
FINE, og

987

CV 5,100.00

*0

BERMUDA - HIGH QUALITY SELECTION
WITH PREMIUM SETS and singles
abound, including highlights like mint #9,
31-39, 92-93, 100-103 (NH), 105-114, 134,
143-162, and used #96, and others, all high
quality and generally VERY FINE, mint og,
some NH

988

CA 1,100.00

*0

BRITISH ANTARCTIC TERRITORY

BRITISH ANTARCTIC TERRITORY - ALL
MINT ALL NH SHEETS AND BLOCKS,
stored and neatly organized in a set of
three mint sheet files. Includes #72-75
(blocks of 6 with gutter and more), 76-81
(blocks of 8 with gutter), 82-85 (sheets of
50), 86-91 (sheets of 50), 121-124 (35),
141-144 (25), 46-58 (20 sets in blocks of 5
gutter pairs each), 62-63 (blocks of 10), 71
(15), 129-132 (30), all very high quality. We
scanned a random five sheets. generally
VERY FINE, og, NH

989

CA 2,300.00

*

BRITISH GUIANA

(23), VERY FINE, og990 CV 925.00*

(171), F-VF991 CV 500.000

BRITISH GUIANA & GUYANA -
WONDERFUL HIGHLY COMPLETE and
comprehensive collection to 1980 in a
pristine set of Scott Specialty pages. Well
worth a look at these many VERY FINE,
SCARCE STAMPS

992

CV 8,900.00

*0

BRITISH HONDURAS

(62-71), VERY FINE, og993 CV 639.00*

BURMA

BURMA - SELECTION ON STOCK
PAGES includes better such as mint
#51-65, O12, O28-O42, 1N33, 1N39,
2N33a, mint and used #2N55. VERY FINE

994

CV 1,200.00

*0

BR. COLUMBIA & VANCOUVER IS.

(16), F-VF, og995 CV 1,100.00*

NEW BRUNSWICK

(3), small faults, VERY FINE (Vincent
Graves Greene Philatelic research
Foundation certificate)

996

CV 7,000.00

0

NEWFOUNDLAND

(12), VERY FINE997 CV 1,350.000

(40), EXTREMELY FINE, og998 CV 275.00*

(47), inscription strip of 4, VERY FINE, og999 CV 480.00*

(C2a), VERY FINE1000 CV 275.000

(C3b), on cover, VERY FINE1001 CV 225.00CV

NEWFOUNDLAND AND CANADIAN
PROVINCES  Wonderful collection loaded
with $500 and up stamps in a clean set of
Scott Specialty pages. Very high catalogue
value

1002

SB 6,000.00

*0

NEWFOUNDLAND - BEAUTIFUL
COLLECTION, NEARLY COMPLETE
FROM 1861 ON, nearly all-mint and stored
in a binder on album pages. The collection
features exceptionally impressive premium
material including highlights like mint #1,
11A, 12A, 17-18, 21-23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 30,
32, 32A, 33, 42-46, 48, 53, 56-59, 60, 60a,
61-74, 75, 78-85, 86, 87-97, 98-103,
104-114, 115-126, 131-144, 145-159,
163-171, 183-199, 212-225, C6-C8,
C9-C11, C13-C17, J1-J7, and used #25,
37-40, and more. High quality throughout
and generally VERY FINE, og, many NH

1003

CA 6,500.00

*0

NEWFOUNDLAND Mostly mint collection
of some 200 different issues covering
primarily the regular section of
Newfoundland's postal issues organized in
a White Ace album. The collection features
many premium standouts among which
some of the most notable would be mint
#29, 32, 48, 56-59, 67, 72, 89, 90, 92, 92A,
93, 94, 95, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 104-114,
124, 125, 128-129, 144, 198, 212-225,
233-243, C7, C15, used #27, 30, 31, 32A,
34, 37-40, and others. The collection also
includes small subsections of New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia, F-VF, mint og,
some NH

1004

CA 4,200.00

*0

NEWFOUNDLAND - HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION, stored neatly on stock cards.
The selection features a wonderful variety
of material including regular issues and
Airmails, and excellent premium sets and
singles like mint #145-159 (3), 163-171,
183-199, 212-225 (2), 233-243 (3),
C9-C11, C13-C17, J1-J6, all lovely quality
and generally VERY FINE, og

1005

CA 1,500.00

*0

(115-126), VERY FINE, og1006 CV 275.00*

NOVA SCOTIA

(3a, 4), tied on small cover, VERY FINE1007 CV 6,100.00CV
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PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND

(3), VERY FINE, og1008 CV 2,750.00*

(2), VERY FINE, og1009 CV 2,250.00*

CANADIAN PROVINCES

CANADIAN PROVINCES Mint and used
collection of issues from several Canadian
Provinces, arranged on stock pages.
Among the more notable are
Newfoundland mint #15A (3), 106-07,
131-44, used #27, 32, 34, Nova Scotia #3,
New Brunswick #9-10, and more. Gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, a few are NH

1010

SB 800.00

*0

NOVA SCOTIA, NEW BRUNSWICK &
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND -
WONDERFUL SELECTION on stock
pages and album pages in a binder, and in
dealer stock cards. The collection features
many valuable stamps including highlights
such as mint Nova Scotia #8 (partial sheet
of 50), 11 (partial sheet of 25), 13, mint
New Brunswick #6-11, mint Prince Edward
Island #7, 8, 10, 12, and used #10, and
much more. High quality throughout and
generally VERY FINE, mint og

1011

CV 5,000.00

*0

CANADIAN PROVINCES Mint and used
stock of issues on a pair of stock pages.
Included are New Brunswick mint #10, 18
(3), 18a (2), used #8 (2), 8b (3), 9 (5), 11,
British Columbia & Vancouver Island used
#2, some Nova Scotia and Prince Edward
Island. Gen. F-VF or better, many mint og

1012

CA 2,995.00

*0

CANADA

(2), VERY FINE1013 CV 1,750.000

(4), five stamps, VERY FINE1014 CV 1,125.000

(4), pair, VERY FINE1015 CV 450.000

(5, 7, 8 {pair}), all damaged space fillers,
FINE

1016
CV 4,350.00

0

(5), F-VF1017 CV 1,500.000

(7), VERY FINE1018 CV 1,750.000

(7), tied on small cover to Ireland, VERY
FINE

1019
CV 3,250.00

CV

(14-15, 17-19, 20), VERY FINE1020 CV 907.000

(16), VERY FINE1021 CV 6,500.000

(21-30),  #21 & 22 are unused, VERY FINE1022 CV 1,645.000

(21-30), VERY FINE1023 CV 1,225.000

(21-28), VERY FINE, #28 mint no gum1024 CV 1,920.000

(24-28), EXTREMELY FINE1025 CV 630.000

(42), pair, VERY FINE, og, one is NH1026 CV 730.00*

(43), pair, VERY FINE, og, one is NH1027 CV 765.00*

(44), pair, F-VF, og, one is NH1028 CV 810.00*

(44c), VERY FINE, og1029 CV 300.00*

(45), VERY FINE, og1030 CV 725.00*

(45), F-VF, og1031 CV 725.00*

(45), F-VF, og, NH1032 CV 1,400.00*

(46), pair, VERY FINE, og, one is NH1033 CV 1,425.00*

(47), VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og1034 CV 425.00*

(51), block of 15, F-VF, og, a dozen are NH1035 CV 990.00*

(56-59), EXTREMELY FINE, og1036 CV 257.00*

(57/95), high quality mostly mint selection.
VERY FINE, og

1037
CV 2,950.00

*

(59-60), VERY FINE, og1038 CV 650.00*

(60), EXTREMELY FINE, og1039 CV 375.00*

(60), VERY FINE, og, NH1040 CV 775.00*

(61), roller cancel, tiny thin, EXTREMELY
FINE

1041
CV 700.00

0

(62), EXTREMELY FINE1042 CV 600.000

(63), VERY FINE1043 CV 1,100.000

(66-73), VERY FINE, og (#66 - #68 NH)1044 CV 2,290.00*

(68-69), VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE,
og, NH

1045
CV 325.00

*

(71), F-VF, og, NH1046 CV 350.00*

(72), corner margin single, VERY FINE, og,
NH

1047
CV 800.00

*

(73), FINE, og, NH1048 CV 1,500.00*

(84), F-VF1049 CV 650.00*

(85-88), VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE,
og, NH

1050
CV 327.00

*

(85) block of six, VERY FINE, og, NH1051 CV 600.00*

(85), block of eight, VERY FINE, og, NH1052 CV 800.00*

(85), block of six, VERY FINE, og, NH1053 CV 600.00*

(86) block of six, VERY FINE, og, NH1054 CV 600.00*

(86), block of nine, F-VF, og, NH1055 CV 900.00*

(86), block of four, F-VF, og, NH1056 CV 400.00*

(89, 91-95), F-VF, og1057 CV 2,740.00*

(91), F-VF, og, NH1058 CV 625.00*

(91), F-VF, og, NH1059 CV 625.00*

(93), EXTREMELY FINE, og1060 CV 425.00*

(94), VERY FINE, og1061 CV 800.00*

(94), VERY FINE, og1062 CV 800.00*

(96-103), VERY FINE, og1063 CV 998.00*

(96-103), VERY FINE, og, #102 NH1064 CV 1,323.00*

(102), VERY FINE, og, NH1065 CV 550.00*

(104-122), choice set, EXTREMELY FINE,
og, NH

1066
CV 2,920.00

*

(104-122), VERY FINE, og1067 CV 1,200.00*

(104-122, 106c, 107a, 108b, 110d, 117a),
VERY FINE, og, NH (#107, 111 & 116
hinged)

1068

CV 2,576.00

*

(104-122), F-VF, og1069 CV 1,180.00*

(104-122, 120a), F-VF, og1070 CV 1,480.00*

(104, 106, 111, 113, 116, 119, 120, ) VERY
FINE

1071
CV 755.00

*

(104-117, 119-122), VERY FINE, og1072 CV 1,140.00*

(104/122), missing #112 & 115, VERY
FINE, og

1073
CV 1,102.00

*

(104-110, 112-114, 114b, 117-122,
131-134, 137-138), VERY FINE, og, #109,
114-115, 117, 131, 137 & 134 NH

1074

CV 1,206.00

*

(110, 110b, 110c), VERY FINE, og, #110 &
#110c both NH

1075
CV 445.00

*

(111a), VERY FINE, og1076 CV 350.00*

(116), VERY FINE, og1077 CV 275.00*

(119, 119c-119d), VERY FINE, og, NH1078 CV 925.00*

(120a), VERY FINE, og1079 CV 300.00*

(125-130), pairs, VERY FINE, all og, NH
except #125 & #128

1080
CV 688.00

*

(125-130), VERY FINE, og, NH1081 CV 405.00*
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(149-159), VERY FINE, og, #151-152 NH1082 CV 791.00*

(149-159), VERY FINE, og, only the 1c, 5c,
50c and $1 are hinged, the rest are NH

1083
CV 923.00

*

(149-159), VERY FINE, og, NH1084 CV 1,477.00*

(158-159), VERY FINE, og, NH1085 CV 1,050.00*

(158), EXTREMELY FINE, og1086 CV 225.00*

(158), VERY FINE, og, NH1087 CV 450.00*

(159), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH1088 CV 600.00*

(176-177), VERY FINE, og, NH1089 CV 700.00*

(176), three examples, VERY FINE, og,
lightly hinged

1090
CV 525.00

*

(176), VERY FINE, og, NH1091 CV 350.00*

(177), VERY FINE, og, NH1092 CV 350.00*

(192-194), blocks of ten, VERY FINE, og,
six of each block are NH

1093
CV 292.00

*

(195-201), VERY FINE, og, NH1094 CV 306.00*

(244), block of four, VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

1095
CV 220.00

*

(262), plate # block of 4, EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH, (Unitrade C$900)

1096
CV 700.00

*

(268-273), plate blocks, VERY FINE, og 
(Unitrade C$535)

1097
CV 425.00

*

(321), plate blocks, plate 1 & 2, all four
corners, VERY FINE, og, NH (Unitrade
C$400)

1098

CV 320.00

*

(334), plate blocks, plate 1 & 2, all four
corners, including plate 1 LL variety, VERY
FINE, og, NH (Unitrade C$374)

1099

CV 300.00

*

(Unitrade #465Biii), sheet of 50, VERY
FINE, og, NH (Unitrade C$612.50)

1100
CV 490.00

*

(1362c, 1394a), #1362c in block of six
counted as three pairs, creases, VERY
FINE, og, NH

1101

CV 1,680.00

*

(C2), block of 4, EXTREMELY FINE, og,
NH

1102
CV 480.00

*

(C2), block of 4, EXTREMELY FINE, og,
NH

1103
CV 480.00

*

(C2), block of 4, VERY FINE-EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

1104
CV 500.00

*

(CL13), two blocks of 4 from broken sheet
of 8 including margins, VERY FINE, og, NH
with gum disturbances

1105

CV 520.00

*

(E1-E11, E2a), VERY FINE, og,#E1 & E2a
NH

1106
CV 1,034.00

*

(E1-E11), with #E2-3 (NH), E4 (pair), E5
(NH), E8 (NH), etc. Gen. VERY FINE, mint
og, some NH

1107

CV 766.00

*0

(E5), block of 4, VERY FINE, og1108 CV 460.00*

(MR6), pair, F-VF, og1109 CV 300.00*

(MR7, MR7a), paste up pairs, VERY FINE1110 CV 625.00*

(O1-O4,O6-O10), gum skips, VERY FINE,
og, NH

1111
CV 310.00

*

(O23), plate blocks, two each from plates 1
& 2, each UR & LR, VERY FINE, og, NH 
(Unitrade C$800)

1112

CV 645.00

*

(O38), plate blocks, plated 1 & 2, all four
corners, VERY FINE, og, NH  (Unitrade
C$520)

1113

CV 420.00

*

(O241-O245), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH1114 CV 435.00*

(O273), two examples, VERY FINE, og, NH1115 CV 300.00*

1116 * (OX1, OX2, OX4), #OX1 (no gum), VERY

FINE CV 1,300.00

CANADA - REVENUES

(BLC38, van Dam), sheet of 25,
EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH (C$375 van
Dam)

1117

CV 300.00

*

(van Dam #FB7a), VERY FINE, og (van
Dam C$450)

1118
CV 360.00

0

(van Dam #FB17), pair, F-VF, og, NH (van
Dam C$480)

1119
CV 380.00

*

(van Dam #FB36), straight edge, VERY
FINE, og  (van Dam C$525)

1120
CV 420.00

*

van Dam #FCF1, stains, strip of 2, VERY
FINE, og, NH (van Dam C$1250)

1121
CV 950.00

*

(van Dam #FSC12), VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE (van Dam
C$475)

1122

CV 380.00

0

(van Dam #FSC12), VERY FINE (van Dam
C$475)

1123
CV 380.00

0

(van Dam #FSC13), VERY FINE (van Dam
C$1000)

1124
CV 800.00

0

(van Dam #FSC14), VERY FINE, og1125 CV 480.00*

(van Dam #FSC18, FSC21, FSC21a),
blocks of 4, #FSC21 punch cancel,
EXTREMELY FINE, #FSC18 & #FSC21a
og, NH, (van Dam C$286)

1126

CV 230.00

*0

(Van Dam #FWH3b), complete sheet of 16,
EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH (Van Dam
C$375)

1127

CV 300.00

*

(van Dam #FWS6b), VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH  (van
Dam C$487.50)

1128

CV 390.00

*

(van Dam #FWT1-FWT3), VERY FINE, og
(van Dam C$725)

1129
CV 590.00

*

(van Dam #FWT1-FWT3), VERY FINE, og
(van Dam C$725)

1130
CV 590.00

*

(van Dam #FWT1), VERY FINE, og, NH 
(van Dam C$750)

1131
CV 610.00

*

(van Dam #NSB12a), VERY FINE (van
Dam C$375)

1132
CV 300.00

0

(van Dam #NSB12a), VERY FINE (van
Dam C$375)

1133
CV 300.00

0

(van Dam #NSB18), VERY FINE (van Dam
C$650)

1134
CV 520.00

0

(van Dam #SE27), VERY FINE, og, NH,
(van Dam C$3750)

1135
CV 3,000.00

*

(van Dam #SL10), VERY FINE  (van Dam
C$750)

1136
CV 600.00

0

(van Dam #SL10), VERY FINE  (van Dam
C$750)

1137
CV 600.00

0

(van Dam #SL11), on piece, VERY FINE 
(van Dam C$650)

1138
CV 520.00

OP

(van Dam #SL12), VERY FINE  (van Dam
C$650)

1139
CV 520.00

0

(van Dam #SL68-SL78), five sets,
EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH  (van Dam
C$600)

1140

CV 480.00

*

1141 *0 CANADA - REVENUES - QUEBEC -
Excellent array of better mint and used
Revenues from Quebec, outlined on stock
pages. Highlights are numerous with mint
(van Dam) #QL7, QL14, QL70-72 (NH),
QL73-81 (NH), QL86 (NH block of 10),
QL98 (2 NH), QL99 (NH), QL116 (2 NH),
QL117, QL118-20, QR1a, QR27, QR28,
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QR30-36, used #QL4, QL6, QL12-13,
QL29, QL54-55, QL72, QR4, QR10a,
QR27, QR28, QA9, QA11, QA17, QST5,
QST17-18, QP5, and some others. Gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, many are NH  (van
Dam C$4330) CV 3,500.00

CANADA - REVENUES - EXCISE TAX -
Group of better issues, predominately the
1934-48 Three Leaf issues, in singles,
blocks and panes, on stock pages. Better
singles include mint (van Dam) #FX26
(NH), FX33 (2, 1 NH), FX38a, FX46b (NH),
FX63 (3), FX64a, FX90 (NH), FX119a,
FX129, used #FX37, FX74, FX75 (4),
FX136 (3), along with mint NH blocks of
four like #FX103 (2 NH), FX110-11 (3 NH),
FX114 (3 NH), FX134 (4 NH), FX135 (NH),
FX137 (7), and others. Gen. VERY FINE,
mint og, many NH  (van Dam C$2895)

1142

CV 2,345.00

*0

CANADA - REVENUES - WAR TAX -
Small group of mint and used War Tax
overprints and others, on a stock page.
Contained is mint (van Dam) #FWT1-3 (2),
FWT4 (2), FWT2, FWT11 (NH block of
four), and used #FWT1-3, FWT4 (5),
FWT5, FWT10a. Gen. VERY FINE, some
with small faults, mint og  (van Dam
C$2849)

1143

CV 2,305.00

*0

CANADA - REVENUES -
SASKATCHEWAN ELECTRICAL
INSPECTION STAMPS - Unusual group of
issues from 1929 to 1947, on stock pages.
Included are better like mint (van Dam)
#SE27 (26 singles, 7 pairs, 4 blocks of four,
nearly all NH), SE27a (2), SE28-30, used
#SE10a, SE11a, SE16a, SE18c, SE22a,
and a few others. Gen. VERY FINE, mint
og, most are NH  (van Dam C$2118)

1144

CV 1,715.00

*0

CANADA - REVENUES - KING GEORGE
VI SUPREME COURT STAMPS Mint and
used study of 19 Supreme Court issues in
blocks of 4, on stock pages. Among the
more prominent are mint (van Dam)
#FSC21 (3), FSC21a, FSC21b, FSC22,
FSC24 (3), FSC25 (2), used #FSC21b,
FSC22, FSC24 (2), FSC25a, and others.
Gen. VERY FINE, or better, mint og, most
are NH  (van Dam C$1734)

1145

CV 1,380.00

*0

CANADA - REVENUES - QUEEN
VICTORIA SUPREME COURT STAMPS -
Group of 13 mostly used Supreme Court
stamps from 1876 to 1897, on a stock
page. Noted are mint (van Dam) #FSC2
(NH), FSC7a, used #FSC1 (3), FSC4 (2),
FSC5-6, FSC7, FSC8 (2), & FSC11. Gen.
VERY FINE, mint og  (van Dam C$1725)

1146

CV 1,375.00

*0

NOVA SCOTIA REVENUES - Selection of
mainly Bill Stamps, arranged on a stock
page. Better includes mint (van Dam)
#NSC17 (NH block of 4), used #NSB8 (4),
NSB9, NSB14 (2), NSB15 (3), NSB16,
NSB18a, NSH2a, NSH5, among others.
Gen. VERY FINE, mint og  (van Dam
C$1511)

1147

CV 1,215.00

*0

CANADA - REVENUES - KING GEORGE
V SUPREME COURT STAMPS Group of
17 Supreme Court issues from 1915 to
1935, on a stock page. Included are better
like mint (van Dam) #FSC18 (two singles,
block of four), used #FSC15 (2), FSC16,
FSC17, FSC17a, and a few others. Gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, most NH  (van Dam
C$1319)

1148

CV 1,050.00

*0

CANADA

CANADA - BEAUTIFUL COLLECTION
PACKED WITH PREMIUM, stored neatly in
a Harris album, highly complete to 1990
without duplication. The collection begins
with a nice array of better quality 19th
century material, including noted premium
items like used #4, 8, 11, 14-15, 17-19, 20,
21-30, 50-63 (#51 mint), 65, 104-122, and
much more. A very high quality collection
with value throughout, generally VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH

1149

SB 6,000.00

*0

CANADA - MOSTLY MINT, HIGH
QUALITY, PACKED WITH PREMIUM and
stored neatly in a Scott Hingeless Specialty
Album. The collection begins better quality
19th century material like used #4, 8, 15,
22-30, mint #50-52, 54-55, 60, very good
Back-of-the-book, and more. High quality
throughout and generally VERY FINE, mint
og, many NH

1150

SB 4,000.00

*0

CANADA - BEAUTIFUL ALL MINT
COLLECTION OF MANY HUNDREDS of
stamps. Highly complete to 2010 in 3
matched pristine Schaubek Hingeless
Specialty albums (with slipcases). Retail for
the albums alone over $800. Loaded with
better sets and singles to about 1930 and
then virtually complete mint 1930-2005. All
VERY FINE, og, NH. A wonderful collection
in a trio of beautiful albums

1151

SB 3,000.00

*

CANADA - LIGHTLY DUPLICATED HIGH
QUALITY stock selection of hundreds. All
better VERY FINE stamps (catalogue value
over $7500).

1152

SB 1,500.00

*0

CANADA - TWO VERY DIFFERENT
VOLUMES - First a very high quality
Specialized used collection with some very
compelling large and small Queens. Next is
a mint stockbook with several hundred
dollars postage

1153

SB 1,000.00

*0

BEAUTIFUL ALL MINT NH POSTAGE
COLLECTION IN A FOUR VOLUME SET
of  Lindner Hingeless Specialty albums,
which alone would retail over $1,000. The
collection consists of over C$850 in
modern, easily useable postage issued
from about 1975 to about 2007, including
booklets and mini-sheets. Beautiful quality
albums (1 with broken spine) and
collection. Generally VERY FINE, og, NH

1154

SB 1,000.00

*0

CANADA Nice group of hundreds of mint
issues mostly from the first half of the 20th
century primarily in the form of blocks of
four stamps housed in two volumes (the
second volume goes all the way to 1970s),
as well as number of stamps from the late
19th century added in glassines. Numerous
issues from the first volume are never
hinged and total catalog value would easily
exceed $3,500 in catalog value in total.
Whereas individual standouts include
highlights like #52 (NH block of 4), 89-90
(strips of 3), 241-245 (blocks of 4), 261 (NH
block of 4), 262 (NH block of 4), 268-273
(blocks of 4), 302 (block of 4) and many
others, VERY FINE, og, most NH (We
scanned only the first volume)

1155

SB 750.00

*

1156 * CANADA - SPECIALIST PLATE BLOCK
STUDY Very particular, highly specialized
study of some 300 Canadian plate blocks
from the 1950s and 60s put together by a
dedicated collector. In numerous cases the
same plate numbers are included in all four
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corner positions. Very nice collection for
anyone interested in elevating their
Canadian collection a step above. The
collection essentially includes an in depth
study of only but a few issues like
#337-342, O30 (P1-2, all four corners),
O31 (p1-2, all four corners), O32 (p1, UR),
O39 (p1-4, all four corners), O40-44
(extensive study) among them and more in
total adding up to over C$2,000 in catalog
value as listed in Unitrade catalog, VERY
FINE, og, NH SB 500.00

CANADA Comprehensive mint and used
collection with a strong focus on the early
period including individual standouts like
mint #24, 25, 27, 28, 41, 51, 52, 53, 54, 56,
88, 104, 105, 106, 112, 113, 203,  used
#14, 15, 18, 22, 23, 24, 25, 29, 30, 45, 46,
47, 66-73, 82, 83, 89-95, 99, 102, 149-159,
162-177 and others housed in a dedicated
album. The collection goes on well into the
mid 1970s, but by far the bulk of the
catalog value comes from high value
standouts form the late 19th century, F-VF,
most mint og

1157

CA 12,000.00

*0

CANADA - EXTREMELY HIGH QUALITY
COLLECTION of beautiful material stored
neatly on Scott Specialty pages. The
collection begins with very nice,
well-preserved singles from the 1850's,
followed by other very good 19th century
material and excellent early 20th century,
and equally good Back-of-the-book.
Loaded with premium, including stand-outs
like used #14, 15, 17 (2), 18, 29, 30, 46,
47, 54, 59, 73, 84, and mint #35-37, 40 (no
gum), 44, 50, 52, 53, 56, 57, 58, 66-68,
71-72, 74-77, 81, 85-86, 87-88, 89-90, 90A,
96-103, 113, 120, 125-130, 135, 136-138,
139-140, 160-161, 175-176, 198, 200, 201,
203, 205-207, 209, 211-216, 217-226,
228-230, 241-245, 249-262, C1-C4, E2,
E3, E7-E8, J1-J5, J6-J10, and more. A very
high quality collection, generally VERY
FINE, mint og

1158

CA 9,500.00

*0

CANADA - HIGH QUALITY COLLECTION
WITH PREMIUMS, stored neatly on Scott
numbered Harris Specialty album pages
without duplication. The collection begins
with very impressive, high quality 19th
century issues of Canada followed by
excellent coverage of the 20th century up
to 1975, including extremely impressive
Back-of-the-book and very good premium
sets and singles including highlights like
used #14-15, 17, 18, 20, 21-30, 37d, 39b,
34-40, 50, 54, 57-58, 60, 80-84, 90-95,
99-103, F1d, and mint #42, 41-47, 51-53,
56, 59, 70-71, 73, 76-77, 89, 90A, 96-98,
129 (pair), E4, E8, EO1-EO2, and much
more. High quality throughout and
generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1159

CA 9,500.00

*0

CANADA & BRITISH NORTH AMERICA -
BEAUTIFUL HIGHLY COMPLETE high
quality collection to about 1980 in a clean
set of Scott Specialty pages. Highly
complete high quality VERY FINE Canada
and very nice Maritime Province. All VERY
FINE

1160

CV 9,250.00

*0

1161 *0 CANADA Very attractive high quality
collection primarily focussed on the first
half of the 20th century with some 300
different issues and high ratio of never
hinged stamps. The collection includes
great number of premium minor varieties,
booklet panes, and complete sets among
notable standouts like mint #35 pair, 50, 51

(NH), 52 (NH), 53 (NH), 56, 57, 67, 68, 76
(NH), 85-86 (NH), 87-88, 89 (NH), 90 (NH),
96-103, 104a (2 NH), 105a (NH), 105b
(NH), 106a (NH), 128a (NH), 131-134, 135
(NH), 138 (block of 4, NH), 139-140,
141-145, 146-148 (NH), 149b, 160-161
(NH), 155 (NH), 156 (NH), 157 (NH), 159,
166c (NH), 178-183 (NH), 192-194 (NH),
195-201 (NH), 195b (NH), 203 (NH),
205-207 (NH), 209 (NH), 211-216 (NH),
217-227 (NH), 228-230 (NH), 241-245
(NH), 249-262 (NH), 268-273, 278-281,
302, used #15, 15c, 25, 30, 30b, 37b, 38,
39, 40, 40a, 40b, 45, 45a, 45b, 46, 47, 80,
82, 83, 84, 94, 95, 123-124, 136-138, 158
and many others, gen. VERY FINE, mint
og, many NH CA 9,200.00

CANADA - HIGH QUALITY COLLECTION
WITH WONDERFUL PREMIUM sets and
singles throughout, beginning with very
good 19th century followed by excellent
early 20th with coverage to about 1980. No
duplication, and includes Back-of-the-book.
Some highlights of the collection include
mint #21, 38, 54, 56, 99, 101-103, 116, C4,
J1, used #14, 15, 17, 18, 23, 24, 25, 26,
29, 29b, 30, 39, 45, 46-47, 57, 66-73,
74-84, 89-95, 100, and more. High quality
throughout and generally VERY FINE, mint
og

1162

CA 5,800.00

*0

CANADA - Small selection of mint and
used sets, singles and more, with some
issues going to 1951, arranged on a couple
of stock pages. Among the better are mint
#35-37, 42-43, 45a (reperfed), 85-86,
87-88, 104-15, 117-19, 122, 135, 136,
149-54, 155-56 (3), 157 (2), 158, 174-75,
177, 198, 201, 217-27, 268-73, 302, E2,
MR1-2, MR4, used #47, 96-103, 137, 159,
and others. Gen. VERY FINE, mint og

1163

CV 4,870.00

*0

CANADA - EXTREMELY IMPRESSIVE
STOCKBOOK SELECTION stored in a
very nice hardcover King stock book. The
lot begins with very good 19th century
material followed by excellent coverage to
about 1950 with light to moderate
duplication of most items, including high
quality examples of premium stamps like
used #15, 38 (2), 39 (2), 47, 54, 158 (2),
159, 177, and more. A wonderful selection
for the specialist or dealer at a fraction of
catalogue value. Generally VERY FINE

1164

CA 3,850.00

0

CANADA - HIGH QUALITY TWO VOLUME
COLLECTION in a pair of binders holding
many thousands of stamps on album
pages and stock pages, including good
19th century, Back-of-the-book and
moderate duplication of some items. The
collection features good premium material
scattered throughout including highlights
like mint #51-52, C4, used #15, 18,
37a-37b, 38 (5+), 104-122,  and more.
High quality material throughout and
generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1165

CA 3,750.00

*0

1166 *0 CANADA - WONDERFUL SELECTION ON
STOCK CARDS, beginning with a few
premium sets and booklets followed by a
nice assortment of plate numbered blocks
of four, and a few premium revenue sets.
Noted highlights include mint #104a
(complete booklet with 4 panes of 6), 106a
(complete booklet with 2 panes of 6, NH),
204 (plate # block of 4), 211-216 (NH), 244
(plate # block of 4), 272-273 (plate # blocks
of 4), 294 (plate # block of 4), 321 (plate #
block of 4), O24 (plate # block of 4), O32
(plate # block of 4), and more. High quality
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throughout and generally VERY FINE, mint
og, many NH CA 3,700.00

CANADA Mint and used collection of
several hundreds issues tracing Canadian
postal issues from well within the 19th
century and going all the way past the
middle of the 20th century organized in a
White Ace album on hingeless mounts.
Individual standouts include better like mint
#21, 52, 53, 85-86, 135, 141-145, 146-148,
198 (NH), 203, 211-216, 268-273, used
#14, 17, 18, 22, 23, 24, 25, 29, 38, 39, 40,
45, 56, 71, 99, 100,  and more, gen. VERY
FINE, mint og, some NH

1167

CA 3,400.00

*0

CANADA - BOOKLET PANES  Stock
selection of three different booklet panes.
Contained are #106a (26), 249a (32), &
251a (150). Gen. VERY FINE, or better,
og, NH  (Scanned one of each)

1168

CV 3,295.00

*

CANADA - MOSTLY EARLY 20TH
CENTURY IN A STOCKBOOK, including
very good premium material like mint #85,
135, used #14, 15, 18, 24, 26, 27, 28, 29,
38, 39, 47, good Airmails and more. Nice
quality throughout and generally VERY
FINE, mint og, some NH

1169

CV 2,290.00

*0

CANADA - SPECIALIST COLLECTION -
Very attractive and highly specialized group
of some 80 covering the early period up to
the late 1930s all bearing Registered
Cancellations - R in an oval. Individually
some of the standouts include #39, 45-46,
54, 58-59, 70-72, 80-84, 91-95, 99, 102-03,
159, 176-77 and others. The selection
would surely appeal to specialty collectors
venturing beyond standard listings, VERY
FINE

1170

CV 1,960.00

0

CANADA - MINT MODERN COLLECTION
An appealing mint collection of hundreds of
blocks of four primarily from the last couple
decades of the 20th century housed in five
volumes. The collection combines wide
variety of stamps from the point of view of
postal face value as it would range from 8c
to $5 in total adding up to 1,350 CAD
($1,048 US). Considering that the lot is
essentially a collection of commemorative
plate blocks, it should appeal to collectors
of modern Canadian issues, however high
postal face value would also appeal to
those looking for a straight forward postage
lot, VERY FINE, og, NH

1171

FACE 1,048.00

*

CANADA - BOOKLETS  Selection of
unexploded booklets. Included are
(Unitrade) #BK32d English (12), BK34a
French (4), BK34b French (one), BK34c
French (2), & BK49b (32). Gen. VERY
FINE, og, NH  (Scanned three booklets,
Unitrade C$538)

1172

CV 420.00

*

CANADA & PROVINCES

CANADA, NEWFOUNDLAND AND
CANADIAN PROVINCES - Very nice stock
selection of a couple thousand stamps in
Scott order on stockpages. Many better
and largely F-VF including about $2000 of
Canada proper

1173

CO 18,000.00

*0

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE

(1, 2a), VERY FINE1174 CV 770.000

(1/15) Nice quality selection1175 CV 8,125.000

(3-6), #5 unused, VERY FINE1176 CV 1,910.000

(5b), VERY FINE, partial og1177 CV 5,000.00*

(7), FINE1178 CV 2,750.000

(20), VERY FINE, og1179 CV 550.00*

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE - Group of 16
used issues on a stock page. Gen. F-VF,
some better.

1180

SB 1,000.00

0

CAYMAN ISLANDS

(21-28, 29-30), VERY FINE, og1181 CV 488.00*

CAYMAN ISLANDS - HIGHLY COMPLETE
ALL MINT COLLECTION on a clean set of
Scott Specialty pages to 1995. VERY
FINE, og

1182

CV 2,865.00

*

CEYLON

(38), VERY FINE, og1183 CV 260.00*

CYPRUS

(6), VERY FINE, og1184 CV 900.00*

(13), VERY FINE, og1185 CV 525.00*

EAST AFRICA & UGANDA PROT.

(30A), Scott value for postal use, VERY
FINE

1186
CV 4,250.00

0

FALKLAND ISLANDS

(14), FINE, og1187 CV 275.00*

(14), FINE, og1188 CV 275.00*

(39-40), VERY FINE1189 CV 860.000

(40), EXTREMELY FINE1190 CV 600.00*

(68-73), EXTREMELY FINE, og1191 CV 494.00*

(68-73), EXTREMELY FINE, og1192 CV 494.00*

(76), EXTREMELY FINE, og (APS Cert)1193 CV 2,500.00*

GHANA

GHANA - SPECIALIST SELECTION - Very
attractive selection of some 800 imperf
stamps mostly from the 1960s. The
selection contains practically every
conceivable combination as one
encounters complete sets in pairs, strips,
and blocks. Dominant themes would be the
main sporting events in the 1960s like
Olympic Games and The World Cup.
These modern imperf varieties are
generally very scarce, even being priced
3-5 times higher in Stanley Gibbons
catalog doesn't really reflect the level of
scarcity. This is a true specialist collection
and should appeal to most avid collectors
of post colonial African philately, VERY
FINE, og, NH

1194

SB 1,000.00

*

GHANA - IMPERF - SPECIALIZED
SELECTION - Very nice selection of over
400 imperf varieties presented mostly in
blocks of six. An attractive feature of the
selection is also that practically all the
blocks include some sort of labels making
an even more of a specialty items, VERY
FINE, og, NH

1195

SB 550.00

*

1196 * GHANA - ALL MINT ALL NH 1950'S TO
1970'S SELECTION stored in glassines.
This group of hundreds of stamps is highly
complete from the first issues in 1957 to
the 1970s, and also features a highly
complete Back-of-the-book section. Some
of the better items includes #250a (8), 263a
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(21), 268a (8), 277-284 and many others.
We scanned a small portion of examples
included. Gen VERY FINE, og, NH CV 4,150.00

GRIQUALAND WEST

(16), VERY FINE, og1197 CV 800.00*

HONG KONG

(85), VERY FINE1198 CV 475.000

(151-153), blocks of 6, EXTREMELY FINE,
og, NH

1199
CV 240.00

*

(178-179), VERY FINE, og1200 CV 275.00*

(203-217), VERY FINE, og, NH1201 CV 266.00*

(314-327), VERY FINE, og1202 CV 338.00*

HONG KONG - HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION stored neatly on Scott
numbered dealer's stock cards. The
selection carries very little duplication and
begins with nice, high quality 19th century
material followed by excellent early 20th
with good coverage to about 1980,
including premium highlights like mint
#151-153 (NH), 219-220 (NH), 245-246
(NH), 262-264, and used #47a, 213-217.
We put a selection from the overall group
on a stock page and scanned it in order to
clearly illustrate the high quality found
throughout the group. Generally VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH

1203

CA 1,250.00

*0

INDIA

INDIA - EXCELLENT ALL MINT PREMIUM
SELECTION. All better VERY FINE, og
stamps

1204

SB 3,000.00

*

INDIA & STATES - VERY NICE AND
COMPREHENSIVE COLLECTION of many
hundreds to about 1960 in a clean Scott
Specialty album. Strong earlies including
[\#8,] better later including mint Gandhi set
and more

1205

SB 2,000.00

*0

INDIA - TELEGRAPHS - Collection of
hundreds of used Telegraph forms. VERY
FINE

1206

SB 2,000.00

CV

INDIA - REVENUES - COLLECTION OF
BETTER REVENUES

1207
SB 600.00

*0

INDIA - Stock selection of many hundreds
of mint and used Revenues, organized on
stock pages. Included are Share Transfers,
Special Adhesives, Broker's Notes, Foreign
Bills, Court Fees, National Savings from
the 25 np to the 1 rupee, and more. Gen.
VERY FINE

1208

SB 200.00

*0

INDIA - HIGH QUALITY COLLECTION
stored in a large binder, beginning with
album and quadrille pages that include
coverage of the late 19th and early 20th
century up to about 1950, including States,
followed by nicely arranged stockpages
holding full sets including lovely mint
examples of #207-222, 254-271, 275-288,
and specialty material including better
covers, blocks, and souvenir sheets. Good
back of the book, light duplication and high
quality throughout, generally VERY FINE,
mint og, many NH

1209

CV 2,500.00

*0

INDIA & STATES

INDIA & STATES - VERY NICE
COLLECTION of many hundreds of stamps
in 3 clean Scott Specialty albums. F-VF

1210

SB 750.00

INDIA-JIND

(155-164), VERY FINE, og, NH1211 CV 510.00*

INDIA-IDAR

INDIA & STATES - COVERS An attractive
selection of over fifty covers primarily from
around a number of Indian military bases
mostly from WWII, but some go into the
1960s. Really interesting group for
enthusiasts of philately as well as military
history alike.

1212

SB 550.00

CV

IRELAND

1907-16 Sinn Fein Propaganda Labels,
forerunners, F-VF

1213
CV 0.00

*

(23-35, 57, 65-76), VERY FINE, og1214 CV 556.000

(96-98), VERY FINE, og1215 CV 290.00*

IRELAND - VIRTUALLY COMPLETE
COLLECTION TO 2000 in a pair of pristine
Schaubek Hingeless Specialty albums
(with slipcases). All of the early Seahorses
are here and the collection is missing,
perhaps, 10 stamps for completion. All
VERY FINE, og, most NH

1216

SB 4,000.00

*

IRELAND - BEAUTIFUL COLLECTION OF
HIGH QUALITY MATERIAL stored neatly
in a Scott Specialty Album in very nice
condition. The collection begins with a nice
variety of Overprint issues, including mint
#1-9, 11, followed by strong coverage of
the 20th century to 2000, without
duplication. High quality throughout and
generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1217

SB 850.00

*0

IRELAND - ALL-MINT COLLECTION,
HIGH QUALITY AND stored neatly in a
lovely Lighthouse Hingeless Specialty
Album. The collection begins with some
better Overprint issues and continues
through the 20th century with a respectable
coverage, including premium material like
mint #12-14, 16-18, 19-22a, 65-76,
106-117, and more. A nice collection in a
like-new Lighthouse album, generally
VERY FINE, og, most NH

1218

SB 600.00

*

IRELAND - NICE COLLECTION WITH
1922 OVERPRINTS, stored with care on
specialized album pages in a clean binder.
The collection begins with a nice
assortment of better Overprint issues
including premium highlights like used #1-8
(plus a block of 15 NH #2's), 9-10, 11,
15-18, 19-20, 22, 22a, 23-35, 39-42,
44-53/55, 56, 59-62, followed by a nice run
through the rest of the 20th century at a
respectable level of completion and without
duplication to 2000, including
Back-of-the-book and other better items
like used #65-76, 77-78, 93-94, 96, 98,
106-117, 118-119, 142-144, C1-C7, J1-J4,
all very attractive and generally VERY
FINE

1219

SB 500.00

0

1220 *0 IRELAND - WONDERFUL HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION stored and organized neatly
within individually Scott numbered dealer's
stock cards. The selection begins with very
good earlier 20th century material and
provides strong coverage to the
introduction of the Euro, with light
duplication throughout. Includes mint #72
(NH), 80-82 (2), 99-100 (blocks of 4),
101-102 (blocks of 4), 121-123, 142-144,
147-148, 153-154, 196-197, 204-205,
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561-562, 592-593, J2-J3, used #81-82,
150, 162, and more. We put some of the
better material on a stock page and
scanned it in order to clearly illustrate the
high level of quality found throughout the
selection. Generally VERY FINE, mint og,
many NH CA 2,025.00

KUWAIT

(291-298), blocks of 9, VERY FINE, og, NH1221 CV 427.00*

LEEWARD ISLANDS

(115a), VERY FINE, og, NH1222 CV 375.00*

LEEWARD ISLANDS - Very nice all mint
selection of close to 100 different issues
including individual premium standouts like
mint #1-8, 12, 20-28, 41-45, 43a, 46-57,
62a, 76a, 81, 82, 96-99, 103-115, 115b,
115c among them and more, gen. VERY
FINE, og

1223

CV 1,630.00

*

MALAYA-KELANTAN

(42), VERY FINE, og1224 CV 250.00*

MALTA

MALTA  Mainly mint collection of sets,
singles and more, running to 1997, in a
Scott Specialty album. Among the better
are #3, 11, 18, 113, 160-66, 177-83,
184-87, 191-205, 208-22, 223-24, 246-62,
454-68, J11-20, used #13, along with a
nice run of later issues. Gen. VERY FINE,
mint og

1225

SB 750.00

*0

MALTA -  Nicely organized mint and used
stock selection of well over 1,000 mint and
used stamps covering the period from
Victorian issues and going all the way to
the 1980s. The selection includes
numerous individual premium standouts
like mint #3, 3a, 7, 11 (2), 14, 15, 31, 59b,
113, 181, 208-222, and used #59, 148-166
and others. The selection is very well
organized with all the duplicates neatly
grouped together, while later more modern
period includes many more souvenir and
miniature sheets, VERY FINE, mint og,
many NH

1226

CA 3,800.00

*0

MAURITIUS

(6g), VERY FINE1227 CV 1,050.000

(14), FINE1228 CV 3,250.000

(14B),  F-VF1229 CV 2,900.000

(36), VERY FINE, og1230 CV 425.00*

MAURITIUS - VERY NICE SELECTION
OF MANY HUNDREDS of largely premium
stamps. VERY FINE

1231

SB 600.00

*0

MESOPOTAMIA

(N11), block of 4, one stamp rounded
corner, Scott value for 4 singles, VERY
FINE

1232

CV 8,000.00

0

NATAL

NATAL Mint and used group of well over
300 issues in total with varied duplication
throughout covering the regular issues and
revenues of Natal organized on stock
pages, F-VF, mint og

1233

SB 300.00

*0

NAURU

(436a), 28 sheets of four, EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

1234
CV 1,008.00

*

NEW HEBRIDES (BRITISH)

(50-61), VERY FINE, og1235 CV 363.00*

NEW ZEALAND

(4), VERY FINE1236 CV 2,150.000

NEW ZEALAND - HIGH QUALITY
COLLECTION STARTING WITH
IMPRESSIVE PREMIUM singles like used
#7-8, 14-15, and more, followed by good
coverage of the 20th century up to about
1980 with virtually no duplication and good
Back-of-the-book. The collection is stored
in a nice Scott Specialty Album, high
quality throughout and generally VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH

1237

SB 1,500.00

*0

NEW ZEALAND - LOVELY COLLECTION
IN A BEAUTIFUL ALBUM, beginning with
nice, but scattered 19th century material
and providing strong coverage of the 20th
century, including Back-of-the-book,
without duplication. The collection is stored
in a beautiful Ka-Be Hingeless Specialty
Album, and includes premium highlights
like used #P1 and more. High quality
throughout and generally VERY FINE, mint
og, many NH

1238

SB 750.00

*0

NEW ZEALAND CHALON HEADS - Nice
collection of early issues. F-VF

1239
CV 6,600.00

0

NEW ZEALAND - NEARLY ALL-PREMIUM
SELECTION, stored neatly on stock cards.
The selection begins with a few nice 19th
century issues followed by beautiful
premium sets of the early 20th century,
including mint #58, 77a, 79, 82, 106a,
165-170, 179-181, 181, 229-241, 288-301,
320, C2, B3-B4, O56, OY29-OY36, P1,
L5-L8, used #14, 124, 130-139, 181, 183,
OY5, OY17, and much more. High quality
throughout, includes excellent
Back-of-the-book and generally VERY
FINE, mint og, some NH

1240

CA 3,750.00

*0

NEW ZEALAND - Very nice almost entirely
mint selection of a couple hundred different
issues tracing the philately of New Zealand
from late 19th century all the way into the
second half of the 20th century organized
in Scott numbered cards and glassines.
The selection includes minimal and very
well controlled duplication adding up in
total to just under $2,000 in catalog value
and includes such individual standouts like
mint #101, 122, 132, 137, 165-170, 170,
179-181, 182-183, 199-201 (NH), 333-352,
382-404, used #35, 36, 37a, 54, 61-67, 69,
97, 134, and others. The selection includes
some strong early period singles and a
very re-presentable middle of the 20th
century section, gen. VERY FINE, mint og,
most NH (We only scanned a sample of
the better/more valuable sets)

1241

CA 1,920.00

*0

1242 * NEW ZEALAND - MINT POSTAGE Very
nice mint accumulation of several hundred
mint postage stamps covering primarily the
period from 1980 to early 2000s housed in
a pair of albums (including Scott Specialty)
a and a stockbook. In total the postal face
value adds up to 1,476 NZD ($1,044 US)
and should appeal to those looking for
straight forward postage or modern New
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Zealand collectors since duplication is not
high, VERY FINE, og, NH FACE 1,044.00

NEW ZEALAND - MINT MODERN LOT
Nice mint group of stamps primarily from
the last decades of the 20th century with
many stamps in excess of 40c postal face
value, in total adding up to some 1,130
NZD ($824 US). The lot includes very low
duplication, so should appeal to collectors
of modern of modern New Zealand, while
at the same time even though stamps are
mostly individual, not in sheets, inclusion of
many higher value stamps would make a
good postage lot, VERY FINE, og, NH

1243

FACE 400.00

*

NEW ZEALAND & DEPENDENCIES

NEW ZEALAND & SAMOA Very collection
of close to 1,000 different mint & used
issues covering the period from the late
19th century all the way to the 1990s
housed in a pair of albums (Scott Specialty
and DAVO). The collection does includes
some 19th century material, but by far the
bulk of the contents are from the 1920s
onwards with scores of complete mint sets
from New Zealand and Samoa, VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH (Samoa housed in
hingeless mounts)

1244

SB 1,000.00

*0

NIGERIA

NIGERIA - BIAFRIA - DEALER'S
SELECTION - An extensive, yet very well
organized, dealer's lot of thousands of
stamps on complete sheets. Overall
selection adds up to roughly $60,000 in
catalog value and includes individual sets
and singles like #17-21 (100 sets), 22-25
(1100 sets), 27-30 (100 sets), 30a (600).
The lot would surely appeal to dealers
looking to spice up their modern Nigerian
selections, as it offers great breakdown and
resale potential, VERY FINE, og, NH

1245

CA 60,000.00

*

NIGERIA - BIAFRA - Heavily duplicated
selection of 1,100 souvenir sheets from
Biafra with a whopping catalog value of
$47,750 in total neatly packed in glassines.
The selection includes #26 (150 imperf
sheets), all with serial numbers on the
back, as sheets without numbers are
presentation proofs. Another group within
the lot is a selection of #31-31a
(overprinted 'Christmas 1969...'), duplicated
950 times in total containing magenta
background and plum, footnoted in Scott
catalog. This is an overwhelming lot due to
scope of duplication and overall catalog
value, and would most certainly be geared
towards dealers looking to bolster their
modern Nigerian collections with these rare
souvenir sheets, VERY FINE, og, NH (We
only scanned samples of souvenir sheets
included)

1246

CV 47,750.00

*

OMAN

(190C), short perfs, VERY FINE, VERY
RARE

1247
CV 2,250.00

0

ORANGE RIVER COLONY

(13), F-VF, og1248 CV 450.00*

RHODESIA

(138), EXTREMELY FINE, og1249 CV 450.00*

ST. HELENA

(110), VERY FINE, og1250 CV 300.00*

ST. HELENA - BEAUTIFUL, HIGH
QUALITY COLLECTION, stored well on
quality album pages. The collection begins
with better quality first issues followed by
strong coverage to 1950 without
duplication, including highlights like mint
#6, 11, 14, 24, 18, 30-31, 40-46, 50-55,
61-70, 71-74, 75-77, 79-93, 95-98,
101-110, 111-114, 118-127, 140-152, used
#1, 13, 16, 19, and more. High quality
throughout and generally VERY FINE, mint
og, some NH

1251

CA 4,075.00

*0

ST. LUCIA

ST. LUCIA - DEALER'S SELECTION An
extensive selection of thousands of mint
never hinged stamps mostly in complete
sheets. The selection primarily covers the
1960s and 70s with duplication levels
associated with lots containing full sheets.
Attractively the selection includes some
complete sets in sheets among issues like
#215-225 (complete sheets of 100, some
partial), 277a (sheets of 10 triptychs each),
C1 (17 sheets of 50), C1 (imperf, 36 partial
sheets of 25) all neatly housed in a mint
sheet file, VERY FINE, og, NH

1252

CA 13,000.00

*

ST. VINCENT

(6, 8, 13, 38), F-VF, og1253 CV 790.00*

ST. VINCENT - LOVELY COLLECTION
ON SCOTT PAGES, beginning with strong
better quality coverage of the 19th century
and excellent 20th to 1980 without
duplication, including Back-of-the-book.
The collection includes a wide array of
premium sets and singles, including noted
highlights like mint #2, 5, 31, 39, 48, 51, 54,
62-70 (#70 used), 71-79, 82-88, 90-94,
98-103, 104-116 (#109 used), 118-131,
141-151, 154-155, 156-169, 186-197, used
#6-10 (including 8A), 13-14, 14A-15, 16,
20-23, 35-36, 38, 46, and more. Beautiful
quality throughout and generally VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH

1254

CA 5,775.00

*0

SAMOA

(1-8), F-VF, og1255 CV 3,750.00*

SIERRA LEONE

(138), F-VF, og1256 CV 850.00*

SOUTH AFRICA

SOUTH AFRICA Nice group of well over
200 mint and used issues from British
colonial period organized on stock pages,
F-VF, mint og

1257

SB 300.00

*0

TANZANIA

TANZANIA - MINT DEALER'S
SELECTION An attractive selection of
several hundred souvenir and miniature
sheets from the late 1980s including
individual sheets like #269a (70), 274a
(20), 306 (73 sheets of eight), 309a (94),
322a (74), & 336a (126), VERY FINE, og,
NH

1258

CA 900.00

*
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TONGA

(36-37), F-VF, og, NH1259 CV 597.00*

TONGA - VIRTUALLY COMPLETE,
ALL-MINT COLLECTION stored in a binder
on Minkus album pages without
duplication, and including
Back-of-the-book. The collection begins
with extremely impressive first issues,
virtually complete including highlights like
mint #1-5, 6-7, 8-9, 10-14, 15-20, 21-24,
25-28, 29-32, 33-35, 38-52, 53, 54-62,
63-69, 70-72, 73-81, and nearly complete
from there to 2000. An extremely
impressive collection at a level of
completion not often seen. High quality and
typically VERY FINE, og, most NH

1260

CA 3,200.00

*

TRANSVAAL

(23), VERY FINE1261 CV 750.000

TRINIDAD

(20a), VERY FINE, og1262 CV 3,500.00*

TRINIDAD - HIGH QUALITY MOSTLY
PREMIUM COLLECTION, stored on Scott
Specialty pages. Includes mint #2-3, 7, 15,
17, 87, 101, O1, O4, O7, and used #1, 1a,
4, 6, 16, 27, 36, 39-42, 43, 45, 48-55, 56,
57, 89, 90, J1-J9, O2-O3, O5-O6, all high
quality and generally VERY FINE, mint og

1263

CA 4,450.00

*0

TURKS ISLANDS

(34), VERY FINE, og1264 CV 400.00*

BRITISH EMPIRE

BRITISH EMPIRE - An extensive mint and
used stock accumulation of close to 5,000
issues form all over the vast British empire
housed in a two stock books separated by
country. The lot covers a very diverse
geographical area from Australia to
Uganda. generally the duplication levels
are low to moderate and since all the
duplicates are neatly grouped together the
numbers are very manageable. While
geographically this is a very diverse lot time
wise the lot is strongly focused on the 19th
century and goes only couple of decades
into the 20th century. This is a very diverse
lot with prominent sections from Hong
Kong, British Honduras and India (with
individual states) just to mention a few,
gen. VERY FINE, mint og (We scanned
only one volume roughly half of the lot to
give you a better idea of the lot)

1265

SB 5,000.00

*0

BRITISH EMPIRE - HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION Very attractive selection of
thousands of stamps mostly covering
British colonial subjects and
Commonwealth issues in mint complete
sets, VERY FINE, og, NH

1266

SB 3,000.00

*

1267 *0 WORTHWHILE MESS of hundreds of mint
and used sets and singles, mostly in
glassines, in a box. Included are numerous
better items like mint Ascension #19, 30
(2), 31, Bahamas #252-66 (blocks of four),
British Guiana #191-201, Cayman Islands
#69-77, Christmas Island #1-10, Falkland
Islands #18, 48, Ireland #142-44, 149-50,
159-60 (blocks of four), 161-62, J1, J14
(10),  Jamaica #11, 159-74, Mauritius
#251-65, Togo #66-75, Tonga #347-51,
C164-68 & CO93-95, Canada #57, 158,

183 (NH pair), 205 (NH line pair), 228
(pair), 230 (pair), BK5F (Unitrade C$125),
used #4, 17b, early Ceylon and New
Zealand Chalon Heads, many of which are
fillers, good groups of Barbados, Sierra
Leone, Trinidad, the Rhodesias, and many
others. Gen. VERY FINE, mint og, some
scattered NH SB 3,000.00

BRITISH EMPIRE - HIGH QUALITY
COLLECTION WITH PREMIUM, from
places like Cyprus, Fiji, Gibraltar, Malta and
more. The collection is stored in a Scott
Specialty Album in lovely condition and
includes a wonderful variety of premium
sets and singles, including noted highlights
such as used Cyprus #1, and mint #4,
136-139, used Fiji #16-17, and much more.
High quality throughout, typically VERY
FINE, mint og, some NH

1268

SB 2,500.00

*0

BRITISH PACIFIC - HIGH QUALITY
COLLECTION, in a nice Scott Specialty
Album. The collection features very good
Straits Settlements and Malaya, and
including a wonderful array of premium
sets and singles like mint North Borneo #1,
35-43, mint Papua New Guinea #1-4,
19-20, 29, 50-57, 60/73 (missing #71), and
much more. A wonderful collection with
very good material from several desirable
areas, typically VERY FINE, mint og, some
NH

1269

SB 2,500.00

*0

BRITISH EMPIRE - SOUVENIR SHEETS - 
Very impressive selection of some 900
large Scott numbered glassines from all
over the vast world of British
Commonwealth covering souvenir and
miniature sheets with practically no
duplication. The lot is primarily focused on
the second half of the 20th century and
includes great number of modern high
value sheets like semi-postal miniature
sheets of New Zealand or souvenir sheets
from Mauritius like #472a with catalog
value at $110. Overall estimated catalog
value would be roughly in the region of
$7,000 and considering minimal duplication
levels, it should certainly appeal to any
collector of modern Commonwealth, VERY
FINE, og, NH

1270

SB 1,500.00

*

BRITISH OCEANIA  Five volume collection
of mint and used sets, singles and so forth,
with items going to the late 1990s, in
Minkus albums (probable retail is in the
neighborhood of $$1000). Best value is
found in the oldest album, which runs to the
1970s, and includes Australia mint #178,
314-31, used #179, 378, Cook Islands #36,
mint #38, 91-97, 112-14, 131-40, 148-58,
199-220, Fiji #68, 260-76, Gilbert & Ellice
Islands #40-51, 61-72, New Hebrides (Br.)
#24, 66-76, J6-10, J11-15, Norfolk Islands
#13-18, 29-41, 126-40, Pitcairn Islands
#1-8, 39-51, Solomon Islands #128-42,
180-94, Tonga #51, New Zealand #138,
165-70, B59a-60a, used #95, 97, B1, C3,
Papua New Guinea #C15, mint #5, 209-20,
265-79, and more. The other four volume,
which are slipcased, contain only one or
two countries each, instead of the range of
the first volume. Gen. VERY FINE or
better, mint og

1271

SB 1,500.00

*0

1272 * BRITISH OCEANIA   Mint collections of
sets, singles and souvenir sheets, ranging
to 1999, found, unevenly, in six pristine
KA-BE hingeless albums, each with a
matching slipcase (retail about $1200 for
the group). Noted is a smattering of better
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items like Gilbert & Ellice Islands #173-87,
244a, Gilbert Islands #253-66, Kiribati
#384-99, Nauru #165-81, Pitcairn Islands
#39-51, 72-84, 97-109, Tuvalu #1-15,
96-113, O1-19, Vanuatu #280a-92a,
323-36, 442-56, and more. Gen. VERY
FINE, or better, og, NH SB 1,250.00

BRITISH EMPIRE - PREMIUM
SELECTION Very high quality selection of
some 500 different mostly mint issues with
high percentage of premium content
covering number of individual Malayan
States, number of high values from Silver
Wedding omnibus issues, British Africa,
and number of others. Period wise most of
the material is from the 1930s and 40s,
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1273

SB 1,000.00

*0

BRITISH EMPIRE - MINT SHEETS An
interesting lot of hundreds of mint complete
sheets from Ghana, Biafra, Nigeria,
Swaziland and others neatly organized in a
mint sheet file. The selection is essentially
made up of complete sets presented in
complete sheets, in many cases duplicated
10-12 times including such individual
standouts like Ghana #179-185 (sheets of
30 each, imperf), 236-239 (imperf sheets of
30 each), Nigeria #143-144 (sheets of 12),
Biafra #27-30 (sheets of 50), and
Swaziland #142a (sheets of 5 strips each)
and others, in total adding up to over
$5,000 in catalog value, VERY FINE, og,
NH

1274

SB 900.00

*

BRITISH EMPIRE - EARLY 20TH
CENTURY COVERS Very interesting
group of some 250 covers from all over the
vast British Empire primarily from the late
19th and early 20th century. The selection
represents very comprehensive coverage
of philatelic interests like stampless letter
from 19th century England, Censor opened
letters from war time, POW mail, and much
more. This is a fascinating group for
anyone seriously interested in the subject
as numerous covers are presented in a
form of letters still attached to the
envelope, F-VF

1275

SB 850.00

CV

BRITISH ASIA - HIGH QUALITY
COLLECTION stored in a nice Scott
Specialty Album, including issues from
places Aden, Bahrain including mint #7 and
used #9, Burma including mint #1-15,
18a-31, Ceylon including mint #278-289,
Hong Kong including mint #55 and much
more. High quality throughout and
generally VERY FINE, mint og, some NH

1276

SB 600.00

*0

ZULULAND & AUSTRALIAN STATES
Over 200 mint and used issues covering
the Australian States organized on stock
pages with much smaller addition of
Zululand stamps, F-VF, mint og

1277

SB 300.00

*0

1278 *0 BRITISH CARRIBEAN - HIGH QUALITY
SIX VOLUME COLLECTION, stored in a
set of six carefully assembled binders on
custom specialized album pages without
duplication. The collection is most strong in
Bahamas, Jamaica, and Bermuda, which
all-together form the large majority of value
in the collection. Includes numerous
premium highlights like used Bermuda (all
Stanley Gibbons) #3, 4, 5b, 8, 16, 30,
34-42, 88, 98-106, 116a, 119e, 120a, 120e,
121, 121c, 121e, and mint #93 (no gum),
mint Cayman Islands #165-179, followed
by a nearly complete run to 2001, mint
Bahamas #1 (reprint on thick paper), 2, 20,

21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 30, 31, 32,
36, 39, 39b, 41, 42, 47-57, 58-61, 62-70
(missing #69), 71-74, 75-80, 75 (block of
4), 81-89, 91-95, 111-114, 115-125,
126-130, 131a, 155a, 156, 156a, 156c,
157, 157a, 157b, 178-193, 194-195,
201-216, 228-243, and used #3, 4, 5, 6, 6a,
10, 15, 18, 19a, 29, 38, 45, mint Jamaica
#43, 48, 67a, and used #1c, 2, 2a, 3, 4, 5a,
5b, 6b, 15, 26, 33a, 34a, 37a, 43, 45, 48,
49, 55, F1, F2, F4, F5, and much more. We
scanned the two volumes with the most
value. All high quality and generally VERY
FINE, mint og CV 42,450.00

BRITISH EMPIRE - HUGE, HIGH
QUALITY SELECTION PACKED WITH
PREMIUM sets and singles from around
the British World, virtually all from the first
half of the 20th century, including noted
highlights such as mint Antigua #31-37,
67-74 (NH), 77-80 (NH), 107-121 (2),
167-182 (2), 241-257 (3), and used #13,
mint British Guiana #24, 230-241, 253-267,
mint British Honduras #115-126, 144-155,
mint Cayman Islands #15, 50-60, 69-77,
95, 100-111, 331-345, mint Dominica
#97-110, 133-136, 142-156, 157-160,
164-180, used Jamaica #2, 3, 6, 36, 49,
and mint #15, 41, 45, 100, B1-B3, used
Leeward islands #1-6, 9, and mint #96-99
(NH), 133-147, mint Grenada #91-110,
294-309, mint Montserrat #43-53, 54-74,
128-142, 231-243A, mint Trinidad &
Tobago #64-75, 72-83, 89-102, mint St.
Lucia #50-56, 135-148, used St. Vincent
#7, mint Virgin Islands #25, and much
more, including excellent British Africa and
British Europe. High quality throughout and
generally VERY FINE, mint og, some NH

1279

CA 15,000.00

*0

BRITISH EMPIRE - HIGH QUALITY
GLOBAL SELECTION of British
Commonwealth issues stored and
organized neatly within individually Scott
numbered dealer's stock cards, with light
duplication of some material. including
used Great Britain #42, 43, 49, 51, 61, 62,
67, 82, 84, 117, 120, 125-126, 136, 137,
138, 175, 275, 286-289, O3, O36, mint
Cayman Islands #85-93, 135-145, 452-462,
and mint #249, mint Ceylon #65, and used
#23, 26, 142, mint Christmas Island
#162-173, mint Cocos Islands #1-6, 87-102
(gutter pairs), mint Aitutaki #34-47, mint
Cook Islands #406-407, 1095-1106,
O32-O40, mint Cyprus #244-246, 262-264,
and used #11, mint Dominica #15, 18, 67,
mint Hong Kong #36D, 168-173, 231-233,
and used #47, 52, 166, 166A, 166A (block
of 4), 217, 284-288, 325-326, 402 (pair),
403, 504, mint Ireland #767-793, mint
Ascension #924-935, 1067-1078, used
Bermuda #128, and mint #128b, mint
Canada #104 (NH), and used #37b, 47,
used Australia\#18, and mint #141, 149,
117 (NH pair), 179, and more. We put a
selection of the material on a stock page
and scanned it in order to accurately
illustrate the high quality found throughout
the overall group. Mostly mint. Generally
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1280

CA 10,350.00

*0

1281 *0 BRITISH EMPIRE - HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION WITH BEAUTIFUL
PREMIUM MATERIAL throughout, stored
and organized nicely in Scott numbered
glassines and on stock cards with light
duplication of many items. The selection
features many excellent better sets and
singles from all around the Empire,
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including highlights like used Great Britain
#2, 4, 8-9, 32, 34, 48, 49, 53, 55, 58 (plate
#9), 59, 60, 65, 67, 69, 70, 73, 83, 100-101,
105, 108, 109, 122, and mint #127-138,
used Hong Kong #52, mint Dominican
Republic #163F, used Bechuanaland
Protectorate #67, 68-72, 124-133, used
Sarawak #1, used British Guiana #25, used
British Honduras #13-15, used Canada
#29, 51-54, mint Natal #16, and used
#38-39, 47, mint Niger Coast #2-5, used
Tonga #6-7, CA 9,950.00

BRITISH EMPIRE - HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION OF THOUSANDS of different
stamps from throughout the Empire, stored
neatly on Scott numbered dealer's stock
cards with light duplication of some items.
The selection features excellent material
from Colonies and Great Britain proper,
including premium sets and singles like
mint Aden #8, 29-40, mint Antigua
#167-182, and used #13, mint Ascension
#48-49, and used 13-14, 34, mint Bahrain
#96-98 (NH), mint Barbados #216-227,
245-246, and used #15, 17, 52-53, mint
Barbuda #12-28, 113-129/128a, 170-187,
mint Bechuanaland Protectorate #165
(NH), mint British Honduras #58, mint
Cayman Islands #26, used Ceylon #56,
and mint #142, mint Cook Islands #1-2,
and used #91-37, mint Gibraltar #109,
110a, 111a, mint Jamaica #26 (block of 4),
52, 90-96, and used #87, mint New
Zealand #133, used Hong Kong #214-217,
288, 504, and much more. We put a
selection from the overall group on stock
pages and scanned them in order to
illustrate the wonderful quality and variety
found throughout the group. Generally
VERY FINE, mint og, most mint NH

1282

CA 7,500.00

*0

HIGH QUALITY BRITISH
COMMONWEALTH SELECTION, stored
and organized neatly on individually Scott
numbered dealer's stock cards. The
selection features Commonwealth nations
from around the world, generally beginning
with some of the first issues and
proceeding with coverage to about 1980.
The selection features a good, diverse
array of premium sets and singles including
highlights like used India #206, used
Ireland #60-61, 65-76 (missing #69), 74,
87, 91, 105, 106-117, 118-119, 142-144,
147-148, 149-150, 161-162, mint Leeward
Islands #103-111, mint Malaysia - Sabah
#1-16, mint Malta #3, mint Mauritius #10,
used New Zealand #39, 206b, and mint
#343-352, mint Nigeria #63c, used St.
Helena #14, 57, used St. Lucia #39, used
#682-684a, used Straits Settlements #121,
195a, used Swaziland #4, and mint #49,
93-107, and more. We put a selection from
the overall group on a stock page and
scanned it in order to illustrate the general
composition of the group as a whole.
Generally VERY FINE, mint og, some NH

1283

CA 4,400.00

*0

1284 *0 BRITISH EMPIRE - HIGH QUALITY,
MOSTLY PREMIUM SELECTION stored
neatly on Scott numbered stock cards with
virtually no duplication. The selection
features wonderful premium sets from
throughout the Commonwealth including
highlights like mint Rhodesia #104, 106,
used Malta #191-205, 208-222, 246-262,
mint Norfolk Island #1-12/23-24, 18, mint
South Australia #53, mint Newfoundland
#131-144, used Gibraltar #35, 38, 122,
mint Falkland Islands #100, and used

#94-95, used Bahamas #129, mint Papua
#C10-C15, mint Aitutaki #1-5, mint
Christmas Island #1-10, 22-33, mint Cocos
Islands #1-6, mint Cook Islands #2-3, mint
Penrhyn Island #25-30, mint Pitcairn
Islands #1-8, 13-16, 20-29, mint Samoa
#136-141, 155a, and more. A wonderful
selection of desirable material, generally
VERY FINE, mint og, some NH CA 3,650.00

BRITISH EMPIRE - HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION SPANNING THE WORLD
WITH PREMIUM including mint South
Georgia #17-30, mint New Zealand #74,
85a, L5-L8, and used #80-81, 192, used
Nigeria #30, used new South Wales #40,
mint Barbados #15a, mint Lebanon
#C148-C149, mint St. Lucia #J11-J12
(NH), mint Australia #J61, mint Bermuda
#668-684, mint Great Britain #130, 135
(block of 4), and used #39, 66, mint Ireland
#175-176, and used #147-148, 149-150,
mint Montserrat #231-243, mint St. Vincent
#279-294, and much more. Most of the
group is stored within individually Scott
numbered dealer's stock cards, but we put
a selection from the group on stock pages
and scanned them in order to illustrate the
quality found throughout the group. Most
areas featured in this selection begin with
good early 20th century material followed
by good coverage to about 1980. Generally
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1285

CA 3,300.00

*0

GENERAL FOREIGN

AFGHANISTAN

AFGHANISTAN Mint stock selection of
some 200 different issues primarily from
the 1960s and 70s all in Scott numbered
glassines and with moderate, but controlled
duplication where most sets have close to
20 duplicates. The selection includes
premium standouts like #622-23 (12 imperf
sets) and others over all adding up to well
over $2,500 in catalog value, VERY FINE,
og, NH

1286

CV 2,700.00

*

AJMAN

AJMAN - THOUSANDS OF IMPERFS &
mint singles & sets. Huge catalogue value.
EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

1287

SB 1,500.00

*

ALBANIA

(200var, perf 11; MI 154B), €50 perf stamp,
sheet of 100 (€5,000), VERY FINE, og, NH

1288
CV 6,250.00

*

(200var, perf 11; MI 154B), €50 perf stamp,
sheet of 100 (€5,000), VERY FINE, og, NH

1289
CV 6,250.00

*

(630-633), First Day Covers for perf and
imperf sets, along with perf & imperf
souvenir sheets, VERY FINE (cv for used
is about $250)

1290

CV 0.00

FD

1291 * ALBANIA - Very attractive specialty lot of
some 60 complete mint sheets covering
the first three decades of Albanian
philately, mostly the overprinted varieties
including airmails. While the lot is
duplicated specialist collectors would
certainly benefit from side by side
comparison of same overprint shifting
relative to stamps design and in total the
selection adds up to roughly $14,000 in
catalog value! The selection also includes
some overprinted 20 sheets from South
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Russia from Russian Civil War period.
Altogether this lot should appeal to
specialty collectors and dealers alike,
VERY FINE, og, NH SB 1,500.00

ALBANIA - DEALER'S LOT - An expansive
lot of thousands of stamps primarily from
the 1960s organized by issue housed in
glassines. The selection essentially
represent a group of stamps from the
1960s in large blocks or even complete
sheets of 50, in total adding up to well over
$4,000 in catalog value. Sheer scope and
catalog value would make this lot more
appealing to dealers than collectors, VERY
FINE.

1292

SB 500.00

0

ALBANIA - HIGH COMPREHENSIVE,
ALL-MINT SELECTION neatly stored and
identified in Michel numbered glassines
with light duplication throughout. The
selection begins with high quality examples
of some of the first issues followed by
nearly complete coverage to 1980,
including excellent Back-of-the-book and
most of the best premium material of the
area, including highlights like mint #4, 7
(strip of 4), 21-26, 27b, 27d, 31c, 35-40, 42,
91-97, 98-104, 106-112, 122, 123, 124,
129-134, 135-140, 158-162, B1-B4, B5-B8,
C1-C7, C8-C14, C8a (2 pairs), and much
more. We put a selection from the overall
group on a stock page and scanned it in
order to clearly illustrate the high level of
quality found throughout the group. This is
a very comprehensive, high quality
selection of all-mint material, generally
VERY FINE, og, most NH

1293

CV 26,000.00

*0

ALBANIA - ALL MINT, NEARLY ALL NH
SELECTION, EXTREMELY HIGH
QUALITY and neatly organized and
individually identified within glassines. The
selection begins with fascinating first issues
from 1913, and from there provides a high
level of coverage to about 1980 with
moderate duplication of most items in the
form of neatly stored partial sheets and
large blocks. The selection features very
good Back-of-the book and loads of
premium, often found with Diena
signatures, including notable highlights like
mint #20, 31b, 31c, 48a, 52b, 94, C8a, C9b
(including a lock of 6), C15a, C22-C25, 
C36a, and much more. This is a fantastic
group with sure appeal to the specialist or
the dealer, typically VERY FINE, og, NH

1294

CA 10,500.00

*

ARGENTINA

(128P), Proof, block of four, thin, vertically
laid paper, EXTREMELY FINE, ungummed
as issued

1295

CV 0.00

PR

AUSTRIA

(1/33) Specialist's selection. VERY FINE1296 CV 1,200.00*0

(565-567), interesting study of items
surrounding the 1949 UPU Anniversary
issues. Included are two covers bearing the
set, one of which is a First Day Cover,
three examples of the air letter using all
three issues printed on the front (one is
used), two different unused mailing labels
and one of the labels used on cover. Gen.
VERY FINE

1297

CV 0.00

CV

(704), proof in Brownish Olive and Black
Brown (Michel #1129PUII), EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH (MI €380)

1298

CV 465.00

PR

(708 var), imperf at left (Michel #1133UI),
EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH  (MI €2500)

1299
CV 3,075.00

*

(B87-B92), on Rotary International
Convention cover, folded, VERY FINE (MI
€600)

1300

CV 735.00

CV

(B87-B92), on two covers, VERY FINE (MI
€600)

1301
CV 715.00

CV

(B87-B92), on cover, VERY FINE (MI
€600)

1302
CV 715.00

CV

(B106-B109), on cover, VERY FINE  (MI
€400)

1303
CV 475.00

CV

(B110, B110a), EXTREMELY FINE, og1304 CV 475.00*

(B110, B110a, B111), all tied on one cover,
light tones. VERY FINE

1305
CV 5,000.00

CV

(B185-B188), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH1306 CV 2,000.00*

(B260-B263), blocks of four, EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

1307
CV 256.00

*

(C54-C60), VERY FINE-EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

1308
CV 332.00

*

(C57), on cover with SAS Address Label
featuring #C54 & C56, VERY FINE (MI
€245)

1309

CV 300.00

CV

AUSTRIA - Impressive collection of mint
and uses issues, with some items going to
2001, in two albums and a few loose
pages. Volume one of the collection holds
the best value and is, therefore, mostly
scanned with premiums like mint #2, 34c,
63, 70-85, 97-100, 128-44, 167, 303-24,
378-79, 496-99, 520-56, 599-603,  B57-65,
B66-70, B87-92, B93-98, B100-05,
B106-09, B118-21, B128-31, B138-41
(NH), B245-51, B260-63, B264-67,
B269-71, B273-76, B277, B278, C12-31,
C32-46, N10, used #2, 7, 8 (2), 12 (2),
17-21 (2), 33, 33a, 34-40, 34a-35a, 34c,
37a-38a, 40a, 51-65, B264-67, C54-60, P7,
along with some Offices like Crete mint
[\#9a,] used [\#5,] and more. The second
volume continues the collection, but also
includes several stock pages of mint sets
and singles with #565-67 (14), B57-65,
B66-70, B156-64, B245-51, B264-67 (9),
and more. The collection appears to
catalog close to $18,000. Gen. VERY
FINE, mint og

1310

SB 8,500.00

*0

AUSTRIA - EXTENSIVE COLLECTION
PACKED WITH PREMIUM, stored in a
nice Scott Specialty Album. The collection
begins with a fascinating array of
Austro-Hungarian Empire issues followed
by strong coverage of the 20th century to
about 1980. The collection features exciting
premium material throughout, including
highlights like used #1-5, 6-11, 12-16,
17-21, 27-33 and many more. High quality,
huge catalogue value and generally VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH

1311

SB 4,000.00

*0

AUSTRIA - BEAUTIFUL TWO VOLUME
COLLECTION, HIGH QUALITY AND
packed with premium throughout. The
collection is stored in a pair of Lighthouse
Hingeless Specialty albums, both in
excellent condition, and begins with very
impressive better 19th century followed by
strong coverage of the 20th century to
about 1980 without duplication. At a
glance, premium material includes notable
highlights like mint #86a-104a, used #46,
127, and much more. High quality
throughout, worth examining the scans and
generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1312

SB 2,500.00

*0
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AUSTRIA - BEAUTIFUL ALL MINT
COLLECTION OF A COUPLE
THOUSAND different stamps in three
pristine matched Schaubek Hingeless
Specialty albums (the retail for the albums
alone are over $750), better sets and
singles abound. All VERY FINE, og, much
NH. We scanned only volume one of the
three

1313

SB 1,500.00

*

AUSTRIA - LOVELY ALL MINT
COLLECTION TO 1985 IN A CLEAN
SCOTT SPECIALTY ALBUM. Hundreds of
VERY FINE, NH stamps with lots of
premium

1314

SB 1,250.00

*

AUSTRIA - BEAUTIFUL HIGH QUALITY
NEARLY ALL MINT COLLECTION FROM
1860 TO 1970, housed within a lovely,
pristine Scott Specialty album with a slip
case, that alone would retail over $250.
The collection features excellent, high
quality 19th century material followed very
good early and mid-20th century, and very
good Back-of-the-book without duplication.
Includes many wonderful premium sets and
singles like mint #128-141, used #12-13,
and more. We scanned a selection to
illustrate the wonderful quality throughout.
Generally VERY FINE, mint og, some NH

1315

SB 1,250.00

*0

AUSTRIA - CLASSICS - VERY NICE
SPECIALIZED selection. VERY FINE

1316
SB 850.00

0

AUSTRIA-COVERS - Showing of more
than 1400 covers, loose and in binders,
with some going to 1994, in a box. Included
are eight volumes of cacheted and
unaddressed First Day covers, running
between 1973 and 1994. Loose covers
contain some better items, such as
#599-603, B71-76 (2), B112-17, B118-21,
B128-31, B132-37, B167-70, B265-67
(FDC), B269-71 (FDC), C1-3, C57, a
couple of Balloon post covers, and many
others. Gen. VERY FINE

1317

SB 800.00

CV

AUSTRIA  Two-volume collection of mint
and used sets and singles, running to
1990, in a pair of DAVO hingeless albums.
Among the better are #520-56, 599-603,
B260-63, B264-67, B269-71,B273-76,
B277, B278, used #428-30, C57-59,
among others, all the way to a 1990 Year
Set. Gen. VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1318

SB 700.00

*0

AUSTRIA  Conglomeration of sheets,
blocks, singles, First Day Covers and much
more, mostly from the 1960s and the
1970s, in a carton. Best value is found in
sheets with standouts like #719-24 (sheets
of 50), 871-76 (sheets of 50), 982-84
(sheets of 50), 969 (block of 50), 971-73
(block of 50), 1004-05 (sheets of 50),
among others. FDCs are cacheted and
unaddressed.

1319

SB 650.00

*

AUSTRIA - HIGH QUALITY COLLECTION
OF THOUSANDS IN A lovely Lighthouse
Hingeless Specialty Album. The collection
begins with a few assorted stockpages
followed by nice 19th century material,
including mint #32-33, used #70-85, and
more followed by decent coverage of the
early 20th century to about 1970 without
duplication. High quality throughout and
generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1320

SB 650.00

*0

1321 *0 AUSTRIA  Mint collection of sets and
singles, going to 1966, in a Scott Specialty
album, plus some extra items in glassines.
In spite of its spartan coverage, there are
quite a few better items like #378-79 (NH),

556, 599-603, B245-51, B260-63, B264-67,
B277, B278, C32-46, C54-60, J114-31
(NH), and more. Gen. VERY FINE, mint og,
much is NH SB 500.00

AUSTRIA - HIGH QUALITY, HIGHLY
COMPREHENSIVE SELECTION OF
THOUSANDS, ALL MINT and virtually all
NH. The selection is neatly stored and
organized in Michel numbered glassines.
The selection is highly complete from the
turn of the century through to about 1980
with light to moderate duplication mostly in
the form of blocks, including fantastic
Back-of-the-book and beautiful all-mint
premium items like #336-337, 352-353,
B87-B88, B87-B89, B92, B100-B101,
B107-B109, B115, B121, B122-B127,
B131, B132-B137, B138-B141, C1-C3,
C29, C46, C54-C57/C59-C60, C60 (plate #
block of 4), and much more, including
extensive occupations and Michel-listed
specialty material. High quality throughout,
exemplified on a stock page of some of the
earlier material which we scanned.
Typically VERY FINE, og, NH

1322

CO 20,000.00

*

AUSTRIA - Nice mint and used selection of
thousands of stamps covering over a
century long period from the middle of the
19th century going all the way to the 1980s.
The selection includes high quality issues
from number of different time period, but
the early 20th century certainly includes the
highest concentration of premium content.
Individually some of the most notable
standouts include mint #32, 82, 143, 144,
used #1 (2), 2 (2), 1d-5e, 6, 7, 12, 13, 17,
18, 32b, 33, 46, 64-65, 160-163, 164-167
and many others. Generally the duplication
levels are very manageable and the
selection should appeal to collectors of
Austrian/German/European postal issues,
F-VF, mint og, many NH

1323

CA 5,000.00

*0

AUSTRIA - EXTREMELY HIGH QUALITY
MOSTLY BACK-OF-THE-BOOK
SELECTION stored and organized neatly
in a well organized pair of Scott numbered
stockbooks. The first stockbook provides
coverage of Austria's regular issues from
about 1985 to 1995, but the real value is in
the second volume, which contains all
phases of Austrian Back-of-the-book, high
quality and generally duplicated about ten
times. Excellent Semi-postals, Airmails,
Postage Dues, Newspaper Stamps, Offices
Abroad and more. Includes a huge amount
of better material including highlights such
as mint\#B140, C59, and used #B50-B56,
B66-B70, B87-B90, B131, C57 (2), C59 (4),
J9, P1 (3), P6, P14a, and more. We
scanned the second volume to give you a
clear picture of the high value found within.
Generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1324

CV 4,200.00

*0

AUSTRIA - PREMIUM SELECTION Very
nice mint never hinged selection of some
two hundred issues from the early 1950s
presented in strips and blocks mostly to
satisfy the most demanding specialty
collectors, VERY FINE, og, NH

1325

CV 2,750.00

*

1326 *0 AUSTRIA - HIGH QUALITY MOSTLY
MINT SELECTION beginning with lovely
early 20th century material followed by
strong coverage to about 2000. Each item
in the selection is housed within individually
Scott numbered dealer's stock cards, and
the selection includes excellent premium
sets and singles like mint #101a, 104a,
499, 536, 595, 599-603, B50-B56, B57-B65
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(2), B264-B267, ]and used [\#64, and more.
Very high quality throughout with light
duplication and generally VERY FINE, mint
og, most NH CA 2,160.00

AUSTRIA - TELEGRAPH STAMPS  Small
stock of mint and used 1874 Telegraph
stamps. Most notable is used Michel #12
(2), 15 (2), 16 (2), 17, etc., along with some
Specimens and more. Gen. VERY FINE,
some mint og (MI €557)

1327

CV 680.00

*0

AUSTRIA - Accumulation of many
hundreds of mostly used issues, some in
stock quantities, with some going to 2007,
in glassines and a binder.  Included are
regulars and commemoratives, some
semi-postals and others, with the two 1949
UPU labels for Airmail and Aerogram
(Michel €50 each), and the 2007 100 Year
Boy Scout Anniversary souvenir sheet. 
Gen. VERY FINE, mint og, some are NH

1328

CV 550.00

*0

AUSTRIA & AREA

AUSTRIA & AREA  Interesting group of
mint and used issues for Austria proper
and varied Offices, arranged on stock
pages. Noted are better like Austria mint
#354-73 (NH), 568-71, B245-51, B273-76,
used #P6, along with used Offices in
Turkey #24-25, 29, 31, Lombardy-Venetia
#21-24, and others. Gen. VERY FINE, mint
og, some later NH

1329

SB 700.00

*0

AUSTRIA & LOMBARDY-VENETIA, HIGH
QUALITY SELECTION WITH very good
premium material throughout, stored neatly
on Scott numbered and organized stock
cards. The selection features high quality
19th century material and excellent early
20th century, including very impressive
Back-of-the-book. The selection features
many notable premium highlights including
mint Austria #13-16, 18, 326-329/331-339,
B57-B65, B245-B251, C23-C31, C32-C45,
used #2, C58 (2), C59, and used Lombardy
Venetia #4c, 4f, 5, and #6a. We put a
selection from the overall group on a stock
page and scanned it to give you an idea of
the selection at large. High quality
throughout, generally VERY FINE, mint og

1330

CA 2,550.00

*0

AUSTRIA LOMBARDY-VENETIA

(PR2), VERY FINE, og1331 CV 500.00*

AUSTRIA LOMBARDY-VENETIA - Mainly
used collection of issues, mounted on
pages. Highlights include #1 (APS Cert),
1c, 3 (2), 5, 5b (2), 6b (2), 7-9, 10a, 11a, 12
(3), 13-14, 15-19, 21, 24 (2), PR2, among
others. Gen. VERY FINE

1332

CV 3,685.00

*0

BELGIUM

(435-445, B514 & B662a), First Day
Covers, with #435-445 & B514 on one
cover (uncacheted and unaddressed),
along with #B662 (two covers, both
cacheted and unaddressed). VERY FINE 
(Officiel €620)

1333

CV 735.00

FD

(B465A-B465B) VERY FINE, og, NH1334 CV 400.00*

(Q82-Q102), VERY FINE, og1335 CV 881.00*

1336 *0 BELGIUM - HIGH QUALITY, HIGHLY
COMPLETE COLLECTION WITH very
good premium sets and singles throughout,
stored nicely in a nearly-new Scott
Specialty Album. The collection is highly
complete from first issues to about 1980,

including Semi-postals without duplication
and including very impressive highlights
like used #1-2, 3-4, 6-8, 9-12, 18-22, and
much more. Generally VERY FINE, mint
og, many NH SB 5,000.00

BELGIUM - ALL-MINT, NH SELECTION
OF THOUSANDS OF DIFFERENT stamps
with premium throughout, stored and
chronologically organized in glassines. The
selection consists of blocks, partial sheets
and singles typically duplicated up to about
forty times each, including particularly
excellent Back-of-the-book and premium
material starting with #B214-B220 (NH),
B304 (NH), B482a (NH), C5 (NH, 4), E3-E5
(NH), J1-J2 (NH), Q1 (2 NH), Q205 (NH),
Q206 (NH), Q207 (NH), and more. A
wonderful selection containing much of the
most desirable material found in Belgian
philately, generally VERY FINE, og, NH

1337

SB 1,400.00

*

BELGIUM - SPECIALIST 19TH CENTURY
SELECTION of roughly 150 imperf stamps
from the 1850s and 60s with very
meticulous annotations by a very dedicated
collector including better like #6 (six pairs),
7 (strip of three), 8 (8), 9 (3), 10 (three
pairs), 11 (three pairs), 12 (19), mint #9 (2
no gum), 10 (3 no gum), and more. This is
a dual collection that also represents an
insightful cancellation study with numeric
cancellations associated with town that
would use them. This is the type of
collection that would surely elevate 19th
century Belgian collection to a specialist
level. Estimated catalog value would close
to $7,000 in total, gen. VERY FINE

1338

SB 1,000.00

0

BELGIUM Grouping of mint sets, singles
and souvenir sheets, running to the early
1970s, in glassines. Among the more
noticeable are #13, 236, B64-68, B78-83,
B426-31, B442-46, B480-84, B482a,
B544-46, and others. Gen. VERY FINE, og,
some scattered NH

1339

SB 400.00

*

BELGIUM - HUGE, ALL-MINT
SELECTION OF MANY THOUSANDS of
different issues, beginning with nice quality
material from the early 20th century
followed by very strong coverage to about
1980. The selection is mostly light to
moderately duplicated throughout,
including Back-of-the-book and extensive
premium material like mint #92-101,
B25-B27, B28-B30, B31-B33, 108-122,
B34-B44, and much more. Many stamps
found with good expertization marks. We
put a selection from the overall group on
stock pages in order to clearly illustrate the
impressive quality of the selection overall.
Huge catalogue value, generally VERY
FINE, og, many NH

1340

CO 20,000.00

*

BELGIUM - ALL HIGH QUALITY MINT
CLASSICS, MOSTLY PREMIUM and
stored and identified in chronologically
ordered glassines with light duplication
throughout. The selection begins with
beautiful examples of the issues of 1858
followed by very strong coverage to just
after 1910, including some Semi-postals
and fantastic all-mint premium material like
#9, 10, 13, 18, 20, 23, 24a, 28-34, 37, 38
(pair), 45-46, 48, 51, 54, 59, 70, 72, 73, 86,
88-91, B9, and more. A selection
consisting of material at this level of quality
from this era is an uncommon find. We
scanned a selection of the first issues from
the main group on a stock page. Typically
VERY FINE, og, nearly all NH

1341 *
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CO 10,000.00

BELGIUM - PARCEL POST & RAILWAY
STAMP SELECTION, ALL-MINT, stored
and organized neatly in Michel numbered
glassines with light duplication throughout.
Much of the selection consists of premium
material, including highlights such as #Q1
(including a block of 4), Q7-Q11, Q16-Q20,
Q22, Q24, Q25-Q28, Q51, Q61-Q80,
Q103-Q130, Q132-Q138, Q161, Q171,
Q176-Q179, Q180, Q181-Q183,
Q184-Q203, Q211-Q215, Q239-Q262,
Q327, Q337, and more. We put a selection
from the overall group on stock pages and
scanned them in order to clearly illustrate
the high quality found throughout. A
beautiful assortment of the most desirable
Belgian issues, all-mint and generally
VERY FINE, og, some NH

1342

CA 6,000.00

*

BELGIUM - PRIVATE ISSUES - Interesting
selection of privately overprinted issues
from 1931 to 1953, arranged on stock
pages. Included are UNESCO overprints,
and more. Gen. VERY FINE, og, most are
NH  (Officiel €286)

1343

CV 340.00

*

BURUNDI

BURUNDI - MINT DEALER'S SELECTION
- Very attractive never hinged selection of
close to 8,000 stamps in total primarily from
the 1960s. Overall catalog value would
exceed $5,000 and the selection includes
an attractive ratio of highly prized imperf
varieties among notable standouts like
#25-33 (Imperf, 50), 45-46 (50), 47-50
(Imperf, 50), 101-110 (400), 101-110
(Imperf, 50), 134-140 (50), & others. Most
of the lot is very uniformly duplicated and
such uniformity should appeal to dealers
looking for breakdown and resale potential,
VERY FINE, og, NH

1344

SB 750.00

*

BURUNDI - Very nice mostly mint selection
of hundreds of different issues with light
duplication organized in a stockbook. The
selection features some very eye-catching
semi-postal issues, airmails including
individual standouts like mint #C1-C7,
C8-C16, C17-25 and scores of beautiful
souvenir sheets. Overall high quality lot,
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1345

CA 800.00

*0

CONGO

THE EX-FRENCH CONGO - HIGH
QUALITY THREE VOLUME SELECTION
WITH EXCELLENT coverage from the
ex-French Democratic Republic and the
People's Republic of the Congo. The
selection is stored well in a neatly
organized, Scott numbered stockbook, and
most issues are duplicated between five
and fifteen times. The selection features
many wonderful, aesthetically beautiful
premium sets and singles, particularly
Airmails including highlights such as mint
People's Republic of the Congo #C2-C4,
C36 (4), C36 (imperf, 2), Democratic
Republic of the Congo\#428 (imperf sheet),
451/454 (imperf souvenir sheet of three),
and more. High quality throughout, mostly
mint and generally VERY FINE, mint og,
many NH

1346

CV 1,700.00

*0

BELGIUM & COLONIES

1347 *0 BELGIUM - BACK-OF-THE-BOOK &
COLONIES - LOVELY COLLECTION

WITH TRAINS, stored in a nice Scott
Specialty Album without duplication. The
collection Begins with Belgian
Back-of-the-book issues, including good
Parcel Posts like used #Q1-Q6, Q7-Q15,
Q61-Q80, Q82-Q102, Q103-Q131, and
many others, plus lovely material from
places like Belgian Congo, German East
Africa under Belgian occupation,
Ruanda-Urundi and more. High quality
throughout and generally VERY FINE, mint
og, many NH SB 800.00

BHUTAN

BHUTAN - MINT DEALER'S SELECTION
High quality selection of couple hundred
mint issues primarily covering the period
from 1960 to mid 80s neatly organized in
Scott numbered glassines. Attractively the
selection includes great number of Airmails
and other premium sets like  #24-30
(imperf, 15 sets), 31-33, 86-86E (sheets of
30), 103-103K, 108-108K, C1-C20 and
many others, VERY FINE, og, NH

1348

CV 2,500.00

*

BOLIVIA

BOLIVIA  Collection of mint Airmails, going
to 1932, on specialty album pages. Noted
are #C1-7, C18, C24-26, and more. Gen.
VERY FINE, og

1349

CV 802.00

*

BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA

(1-5, 7, 9-10), VERY FINE, og1350 CV 1,018.00*

(11-24), VERY FINE, og1351 CV 510.00*

(Serb Administration #111-112), Complete
mini-sheets of 8 each, EXTREMELY FINE,
og, NH

1352

CV 1,080.00

*

BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA - EXCELLENT
SPECIALISTS SELECTION OF OVER 800
STAMPS. Many premium, variety and
more. High catalogue value

1353

SB 500.00

*0

BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA - HIGH
QUALITY ALL-MINT SELECTION of neatly
stored and organized in glassines.  The
selection covers the pre-Yugoslavian
period, highly complete and including
wonderful premium material like mint
#84-85, 85 (imperf), J13 and much more.
The selection features light duplication of
most items up to about five times each. We
put a selection from the overall group on a
stock page and scanned it in order to
illustrate the high quality throughout.
Typically VERY FINE, og, NH

1354

CV 1,250.00

*0

BRAZIL

(4CL1, 4CL5, 4CL8), on covers, VERY
FINE

1355
CV 650.00

CV

(2055-2073), 42 sets in blocks. VERY
FINE, og, NH

1356
CV 894.00

*

(4CL4), on Zeppelin Flight from Rio de
Janeiro to Pernambuco, VERY FINE

1357
CV 400.00

CV

BRAZIL - VERY NICE COLLECTION IN A
SCOTT SPECIALTY ALBUM. Begins with
a VERY FINE #1-3 and then highly
complete to 1960. Very high catalogue
value. Very nice collection

1358

SB 2,000.00

*0

1359 *0 BRAZIL - HIGHLY COMPLETE
COLLECTION OF A COUPLE
THOUSAND STAMPS TO 1980 in a clean
Minkus Specialty album. Better stamps
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abound  including #2 (mint), 3, 13 and
much more with lots of mint in The Modern
Period. High quality nice collection SB 2,000.00

BRAZIL - HIGH QUALITY SELECTION -
Very attractive, virtually all mint selection,
practically all the used issues are special
exhibit or first day of issue cancels. This is
a massive accumulation of thousands of
stamps with catalog value well in excess of
$15,000 in total and individual standouts
like mint #465 (3), 985a (87), 1062a (65),
1070 (90), 1145 (39), 1147 (9), 1179 (10),
1181 (34), 1190a (3), 1222 (30), 1383-89
(20), and many others. This is the type of
lot that would be more geared towards
dealers simply due to scope and expense
of it, plus it also offers great resale potential
as in many cases duplication is not
uniform, but manageable (duplication
levels of better stamps give a good
impression of duplication in general), gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, most NH

1360

SB 2,000.00

*0

BRAZIL - MINT DEALER'S SELECTION
Very nice mint never hinged accumulation
of some 5,000 stamps covering primarily
the 1960s well organized in Scott
numbered glassines. The selection overall
would add up to over $7,500 in catalog
value with some of the individual sets and
singles like #1047, 1048, 1087-1089
(blocks of up to 25), 1114 (blocks of up to
35), 1133-1135, 1132, 1131, 1166-1169,
1210-1213 (half sheets of 50 each),
1218-1221 (blocks of up to 16) being some
of the most notable among them. Bearing
in mind the duplication levels and high
catalog value this lot is certainly geared
towards dealers looking for breakdown and
resale potential, VERY FINE, og, NH

1361

SB 900.00

*

BRAZIL - VERY NICE SELECTION OF A
COUPLE HUNDRED EXAMPLES, VERY
FINE

1362

SB 500.00

0

BRAZIL- WONDERFUL HIGH QUALITY
STOCK lot of thousands of VERY FINE
stamps in Scott numbered glassines neatly
arranged in boxes in a large carton.
Includes used earlies, mint post-1920 & the
stock goes to about 1980, manageable
quantities. Wonderful mint stock of a
popular country (includes a very detailed
inventory which we have scanned)

1363

CV 82,000.00

*0

BULGARIA

BULGARIA -  Early collection of used
issues, going to 1896, with some light
duplication.  Among the better are #1 (2),
2-4, 5 (3), 10, 19, 20A (2), 21, 22, J1-3,
J4-6, J12, among others.  Gen. VERY
FINE

1364

CV 1,940.00

0

(1-5), #2 no gum, others VERY FINE, og
(some signed Diena)

1365
CV 2,395.00

*

(2), F-VF, og1366 CV 900.00*

(3581-3591), CTO sheets of 100,
EXTREMELY FINE

1367
CV 600.00

0

(3581-3591), CTO sheets of 100, folded,
VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, crease on
20s sheet

1368

CV 600.00

0

(J2), EXTREMELY FINE, og1369 CV 340.00*

(J4-J6), VERY FINE, og1370 CV 1,100.00*

(J4), pair, EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH
(Scott value for two hinged singles)

1371
CV 880.00

*

(J4), VERY FINE, og1372 CV 440.00*

(J4), VERY FINE, og1373 CV 440.00*

BULGARIA  - IMPRESSIVE COLLECTION
BEGINNING IN 1879 and providing very
strong coverage to 2016. The collection is
housed in a nice homemade album on
Scott Specialty and homemade pages, is
mostly mint, and includes very nice 19th
and early 20th century material, very good
Back-of-the-book and wonderful premium
material throughout, like mint #11,
101-103, used #1, 3, 6-10, 21, and much
more. High quality throughout and
generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1374

SB 2,000.00

*0

BULGARIA - ALL MINT, ALL NH
SELECTION WITH PREMIUM sets and
singles stored and identified neatly in
chronologically ordered glassines. The
selection begins with wonderful early 20th
century material followed by very strong
coverage to about 1980, with moderate
duplication in the form of blocks, partial
sheets and singles typically between five
and forty times. The selection includes very
good Back-of-the-book and features
desirable premium material like #242, 243,
248, 272 (2), 278 (4), C12-C13, and much
more. The selection carries a catalogue
value over $4,500, all VERY FINE, og, NH

1375

SB 1,000.00

*

BULGARIA - HIGH QUALITY STOCK - An
extensive and highly specialized stock
selection covering primarily the late 1930s
and holding some 5,000 stamps in total
with catalog value in excess of $6,000! The
duplication levels are generally as sets like
#346-349, 352-356, E1-E5 are duplicated
in high numbers, VERY FINE, mint og,
most NH

1376

SB 600.00

*0

BULGARIA - HIGH QUALITY SELECTION
IN FIVE VOLUMES, stored on stockpages
in binders, starting from 1879. Better items
include #1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 11, 19, 20, 21D, 22,
33, 38, 243, 271, 843a, C12, C14, J1, J2,
J3, J4 (single and pair), J5, J6, J9, J120
and many more. Generally VERY FINE,
mint og, most NH

1377

CA 17,000.00

*0

BULGARIA - HIGH QUALITY, HIGHLY
COMPLETE & ALL-MINT SELECTION OF
THOUSANDS, stored and organized neatly
in glassines, beginning with very good first
issues and strong early 20th century, and
highly complete to about 1980. Light to
moderate duplication throughout, including
premium like #1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 21, 23-24,
25-27, 33, 38, 67, 74-76, 97, C1-C4, C14,
C19-C30, and more. We put a selection
from the overall group on a stock page and
scanned it in order to clearly illustrate the
high level of quality found throughout the
group. Typically VERY FINE, og, most NH

1378

CA 9,900.00

*

1379 * BULGARIA & MORE - HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION OF BLOCKS, singles and
souvenir sheets, providing excellent
coverage of the second half of the 20th
century for Bulgaria. Stored in Scott
numbered glassines, around 90% of the
selection is composed of Bulgaria, but also
includes several other wonderful areas of
specialization including some good British
Commonwealth and French Community.
Premium material includes mint Bulgaria
#3387B-3387E (complete sheets of 40),
mint Haiti #C19a, C20a, C21a, mint Umm
al Qiwain #1-18 (partial sheets of 10 each),
mint Bahrain #32 (two partial sheets), mint
Kuwait #54 (39, in blocks of up to 20), and
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more. High quality throughout, and
generally VERY FINE, og, nearly all NH CV 9,800.00

CHINA

(19), VERY FINE, og1380 CV 200.00*

(39), VERY FINE, og1381 CV 700.00*

(68), VERY FINE, og1382 CV 300.00*

(69), VERY FINE, og1383 CV 300.00*

(73), VERY FINE, partial og1384 CV 250.00*

(84), F-VF1385 CV 3,500.000

(97), VERY FINE, no gum1386 CV 1,500.00*

(107), VERY FINE, og1387 CV 375.00*

(1095a), complete folder, VERY FINE,
ungummed as issued

1388
CV 2,100.00

*

(1117a), VERY FINE, ungummed as
issued

1389
CV 700.00

*

(1117a), VERY FINE, ungummed as
issued

1390
CV 800.00

*

(1355-1358), VERY FINE, og, NH1391 CV 515.00*

(1355-1358), VERY FINE, no gum1392 CV 515.00*

(J25-J32), VERY FINE (incomplete set)1393 CV 381.00*

CHINA - HIGH QUALITY COLLECTION
Very attractive collection of close to 1,000
different issues covering Chinese postal
issues from the very early Issues of the
Imperial Maritime Customs post, but with
an especially strong focus on the 1950s
housed in a Scott Specialty album. The
collection includes great number of high
value individual standouts like #1077-1091,
1109-1110, 1111-1114, 1114a, 1115-1117,
1124-1126, 1126a, 1135-1134, B9a,
C65-C67 among many. Overall the
collection is of very high standard and
should appeal to serious collectors as it
includes a number of premium mint
complete sets, almost without a fail, offered
on their lonesome as individual articles due
to catalog value, gen. VERY FINE, mint og

1394

SB 4,000.00

*0

CHINA - NICE COLLECTION STORED
NEATLY IN A Scott Specialty Album in
good condition. The collection begins with
nice 19th century material followed by good
20th century sets and good
Back-of-the-book. The collection features
wonderful premium material throughout
including highlights like mint #47, B4-B9,
used #79, 202-218, and more. High quality
throughout and generally VERY FINE, mint
og, some NH

1395

SB 3,000.00

*0

CHINA & PRC - MOSTLY DIFFERENT
COLLECTION of about 700 stamps. F-VF

1396
SB 850.00

*0

CHINA - OVER 2000 MOSTLY
DIFFERENT STAMPS

1397
SB 600.00

*0

CHINA Very nice mint and used stock
selection with minimal duplication covering
primarily the first half of the 20th century,
with particular attention dedicated to
regional and occupation issues. The
selection includes well over 1,000 mint and
used issues with some 2/3 of the total
coming from Republic of China, with
numerous regional local issues, while
about one third would be from the early
days of The People's Republic. The
selection is neatly organized in
chronological order within the stockbook,
F-VF, mint og

1398

SB 650.00

*0

CHINA - ABOUT 2500 MOSTLY
DIFFERENT STAMPS. F-VF

1399
SB 650.00

CHINA-OCCUPATIONS

(2N20-2N28), VERY FINE, og1400 CV 313.00*

(2N57-2N60), VERY FINE, og, NH1401 CV 216.00*

(2N101-2N127), VERY FINE, og1402 CV 251.00*

(4N1-4N9, 4N6a), VERY FINE, og1403 CV 303.00*

(5N1-5N1a, 5N2-5N2a), VERY FINE, og,
#5N1a lightly hinged, other NH

1404
CV 340.00

*

(6N61-6N69), VERY FINE, og,
#6N61-6N64 NH

1405
CV 241.00

*

SHANGHAI

(K1-K18), VERY FINE, og1406 SB 2,255.00*

CHINA-PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC

(569-573), VERY FINE, og1407 CV 420.00*

(1108-1113), VERY FINE, og1408 CV 210.00*

CHINA-PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC -
EXCELLENT COLLECTION OF MANY
HUNDREDS IN AN ALBUM to 1970. Many
better stamps

1409

SB 1,500.00

*0

CHINA - PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC Very nice
mint never hinged selection of premium
sets from the 1980s housed in original little
stockbooks with silk covers. The main book
accounts for $1,300 of catalog value and
contains individual standouts like
#1357-1362, 1530-1539, 1547-1554,
1557-1572, 1740-1747, 1844, 1904, 1955,
1980 with numerous souvenir sheets and
more. The rest of the lot is housed in
traditional smaller handbooks. Very nice
and in a way authentic selection, VERY
FINE, og, NH (We scanned only the main
biggest book)

1410

CV 1,990.00

*

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA - ALL
MINT HIGH QUALITY YEAR SETS AND
CLASSICS stored on stock pages and in
clear binder pages. The selection includes
very nice early issues, many reprints, and
further coverage to about 1980, including
year sets that cover #2371-2428,
2512-2548a, 3135-3160, 2641-2744,
2550-2568c, all high quality material and
generally VERY FINE or better, og, many
NH

1411

CV 1,200.00

*

CHINA - PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC Very nice
selection of couple hundred different mint
never hinged issues from 1980s and 90s,
with most sets complete in blocks of four
and some notable individual standouts like
#2074 (complete booklet), 2131 (complete
booklet) among them, VERY FINE, og, NH

1412

CV 1,150.00

*

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA - MINT
SOUVENIR SHEETS, BOOKLETS,
STRIPS AND BLOCKS, stored in a pair of
dealer's counter books on Scott numbered
and recently catalogued pages. The
selection features many aesthetically
beautiful sheets and booklets, including
premium stand-outs like #1966a (complete
booklet), 2095, 2120a, 2126-2130, 3241,
3338, all beautiful quality and generally
VERY FINE, og, NH

1413

CA 1,000.00

*

1414 * CHINA - PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC An all mint
never hinged collection of some 800 issues
covering a 15 year long period from 1985
to 2000 housed in a pair of dedicated
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albums with numerous souvenir and
miniature sheets, VERY FINE, og, NH (We
scanned only the first volume) CA 840.00

CHINA - PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC Very nice
selection of couple hundred mint never
hinged issues presenting a highly
comprehensive coverage of the late 1980s
and early 90s primarily in the form of blocks
of 4 as well as high value souvenir sheets
like #2095, 2130 and others among them,
VERY FINE, og, NH

1415

CV 800.00

*

CHINA - PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC Nice mint
selection form the early 1980s organized in
an Asian themed stockbook with silk covers
and individual standouts like #1764a
(complete booklet), 1785, 1789a (complete
booklet), 1803, 1810, 1820, 1824-1831
among them, VERY FINE, og, NH

1416

CV 453.00

*

COLOMBIA

(26b), F-VF (Estudio 20 Certificate)1417 CV 5,500.000

(52), block of four, crease, VERY FINE1418 CV 800.000

COSTA RICA

(C313 (50 perf, 50 imperf), C416 (50 perf,
50 imperf), VERY FINE, og, NH

1419
CV 1,200.00

*

CROATIA

(B1-B2), in sheets of 16 with nine labels,
VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

1420
CV 720.00

*

(RA26-RA31), 18 imperf sheets of 25,
footnoted under #RA31, all EXTREMELY
FINE, ungummed as issued

1421

CV 4,050.00

*

CROATIA - SERBIAN KRAJINA
REPUBLIC - PREMIUM DEALER'S LOT -
Highly prized selection of miniature sheets
from 1996 by self proclaimed state of
Krajina (Michel #59-60). Catalog value for a
pair of miniature sheets is valued at €320
in Michel catalog and the selection includes
a total of 55 pairs adding up to €17,600
($21,000!) in catalog value, and thus would
certainly be geared towards dealers looking
for a lucrative individual resale potential,
VERY FINE, og, NH

1422

SB 4,000.00

*

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

CZECHOSLOVAKIA - ALL-MINT, ALL NH
SELECTION WITH PREMIUM throughout,
stored and identified within neatly ordered
glassines beginning with the first issues in
1918 and providing highly comprehensive
coverage to about 1980, including
Back-of-the-book, with moderate
duplication in the form of blocks, partial
sheets, and singles up to about forty times.
The selection features high quality, highly
desirable premium sets and singles like
#65-81, and more. The selection carries a
catalogue value well over $5,000, all
typically VERY FINE, og, NH

1423

SB 1,500.00

*

1424 *0 CZECHOSLOVAKIA - HIGHLY
COMPLETE, HIGH QUALITY
COLLECTION stored neatly in a
well-organized binder, on Scott Specialty
and Scott quadrille album pages. The
collection begins with highly complete first
issues in the early 20th century followed by
a nearly complete run through to 2016
without duplication, and features much of
the best Czech material, including souvenir
sheets, Airmails, Semi-postals and more.

High quality throughout and generally
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH SB 800.00

CZECHOSLOVAKIA & AREA - Interesting
array of mainly cacheted First Day Covers
and Postal Stationery, at least 650 in
number, running from the late 1930's to
2001, in binders. Included is coverage of
Czechoslovakia proper, Slovakia, Slovenia,
and the Czech Republic. FCD's are
unaddressed. Gen. VERY FINE, or better

1425

SB 800.00

FD

DENMARK

(1-8, 11-15)1426 CV 1,851.000

(10), VERY FINE1427 CV 650.000

(136-154) VERY FINE1428 CV 1,990.000

(C1-C10), VERY FINE1429 CV 884.000

(O1-O3), VERY FINE1430 CV 590.000

(P1-P10), VERY FINE, og1431 CV 706.00*

(P20), VERY FINE, og, NH1432 CV 600.00*

(Q1-Q27) VERY FINE1433 CV 1,175.000

DENMARK & FAROE ISLANDS -
BEAUTIFUL COLLECTION, on Scott
Specialty pages. The collection begins with
fantastic first issues, including beautiful
examples of mint #1, 5, and used #11-15,
followed by a highly complete run through
the 19th and 20th centuries including
Back-of-the-book, up to 1990 without
duplication. The collection also features a
nice Faroe Islands collection after Denmark
and features an extensive array of other
premium sets and singles including
highlights like mint Denmark #B1-B2,
C1-C3, M1-M2, used #B4-B5, C4-C5, and
many others. High quality throughout and
generally VERY FINE, mint og, some NH

1434

SB 4,000.00

*0

DENMARK  Nearly all mint collection of
sets, singles and more, going to the 1970,
with most on Scott Specialty album pages.
Among the better are #3, 7, 11-12, 26,
57-64, 65-69, 72-78, 79-81, 136-37,
97-130, 167a, 171a, 175a, 181-91, 192-97,
210-19, 232-38, 238A-J, 306-14, 395-400,
B1-2, B3-5, C1-5, C6-10 (NH), J1-7, J9-24,
O6-9, Q12-14, Q15-27, Q31-35, and many
more. Gen. VERY FINE, mint og, some
scattered NH

1435

SB 2,000.00

*0

DENMARK - Nearly all used collection of
issues, ranging to 1985, in a binder.
Among the better are #1, 2, 4-6, 7-8, 11-15,
16-20, 34, O3, mint #3, and more. Gen.
VERY FINE, mint og

1436

SB 2,000.00

*0

DENMARK - BEAUTIFUL LITTLE
ALL-MINT COLLECTION in a lovely,
like-new Schaubek Hingeless Specialty
Album with a slip case. The collection
begins with attractive early 20th century
and from there provides strong coverage to
about 1990 without duplication, and
including numerous premium highlights like
mint #139, 141, 167a, 171a, 175a, 188,
192-197, 246-261, B1-B2 (NH), C6-C10,
and much more. Impressive all-around, in
an album which retails over half the starting
bid. Generally VERY FINE, mint og, many
NH

1437

SB 750.00

*

1438 *0 DENMARK - HIGH QUALITY SELECTION
running strong from high quality first issues
to about 1960 with manageable duplication
throughout. Most items in the selection are
duplicated between two and ten times,
including much of the premium material like
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used [\#2, 8, 11, 12, 16, 20, 31b, 33, 33b,
35, ]and others. High quality throughout
and stored in a well organized, Scott
numbered stock book. Generally VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH CA 1,750.00

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC - MINT
DEALER'S SELECTION An extensive mint
never hinged selection of over 5,000
stamps primarily from the 1950s and 60s
organized in Scott numbered glassines.
The lot includes extensive, but uniform,
duplication where most singles as well as
complete sets are duplicated 50 to 100
times, in total adding up to over $3,000 in
catalog value. Considering the levels of
duplication this selection is certainly geared
towards dealers looking for breakdown and
resale potential, VERY FINE, og, NH

1439

SB 500.00

*

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC - ALL MINT NH
SOUVENIR SHEET SELECTION stored in
glassines, this group primarily consists of
#474-478 (10 of each (4) miniature sheets),
479-483/C100-C102 (100 of each (4)
miniature sheets), B6-B10/CB4-CB6 (50
miniature imperf sheets), C97-C99 (20
miniature sheets, 10 perf and 10 imperf)
and a few others. Gen VERY FINE, og, NH

1440

CA 3,000.00

*

DUBAI

SG 101-104 (400) 1964 Anti-Tuberculosis
set, in complete folded sheets
EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

1441

SB 600.00

*

ECUADOR

(152), sheet of 100, folded, VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

1442
CV 900.00

*

(152), sheet of 100, 11 sets of sheets of
100, F-VF, og, NH

1443
CV 9,900.00

*

EGYPT

EGYPT - FOREIGN OFFICES ABROAD -
Wonderful collection of 21 Classic covers
including French Offices (12 covers),
Austrian Offices (2 covers), Italian Offices
(2 covers), British Office (4 covers and
several stamps), plus others.

1444

SB 5,000.00

CV

EGYPT - HIGH QUALITY TWO-VOLUME
COLLECTION, stored neatly in a pair of
binders on specialized album pages. The
collection begins with nice first issues,
including used #1-3, followed by
respectable coverage to about 1970,
including Back-of-the-book and without
duplication. The collection features a nice
array of premium items throughout,
including highlights like mint #8-9, 23a, 24,
108-113, and used #11-14, 105-107,
177-190, and others. High quality and
generally VERY FINE, mint og, some NH

1445

SB 750.00

*0

EQUATORIAL GUINEA

1446 * EQUATORIAL GUINEA - ALL MINT ALL
NH SPECIALTY SELECTION stored on
stock pages, this wonderful selection of
around 1500 stamps were all issues in the
1970's and are mentioned in Scott Catalog
but not listed. These special issues were 
released after Equatorial Guinea gained
independence from Space in the late
1960's. Shortly after, with the newly
founded government of Equatorial Guinea

mostly inoperative, these issues were
printed by European agents for the next
decade. With virtually no duplication, this
atheistically pleasing group is a very
interesting addition to any collection. VERY
FINE, og, NH SB 1,750.00

EQUATORIAL GUINEA - Very attractive
mint never hinged collection of well over
1,000 stamps with very limited duplication
covering the issues from 1973 to 1978
footnoted in Scott catalog. Includes scores
of scarcer sets, VERY FINE, og, NH

1447

SB 800.00

*

EQUATORIAL GUINEA - WONDERFUL
MINT STOCK SELECTION of thousands of
sets, souvenir sheets and covers, all in
glassines all with Michel catalogue
numbers and some with Scott numbers,
much of it from the '70's. A great stock with
a Michel catalogue value of over €10,000,
generally VERY FINE, og, NH

1448

CA 0.00

*

ESTONIA

ESTONIA - MODERN FIRST DAY
COVERS - An appealing selection of close
to 150 mostly unaddressed first day covers
with beautiful caches from the 1990s,
VERY FINE.

1449

SB 150.00

CV

ESTONIA - ALL MINT NH SPECIALTY
SELECTION in a glassine. This group
contains 150 of each of #150-153. Gen
VERY FINE, og, all NH

1450

CV 750.00

*

ETHIOPIA

(C18-C20), VERY FINE-EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

1451
CV 275.00

*

FAROE ISLANDS

(1) tied on cover. VERY FINE (Scott value
for single stamp)

1452
CV 475.00

CV

(2-6), VERY FINE, og1453 CV 575.00*

(2-6), EXTREMELY FINE1454 CV 507.000

(4-5), on piece with #4 (79) and #5 (11).
Gen. VERY FINE

1455
CV 2,767.00

OP

(45-47,) eleven sheets of 20 of each,
EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

1456
CV 330.00

*

FAROE ISLANDS - Interesting grouping of
mainly mint issues, with coverage into the
2000's. Most notable is a slipcased White
Ace album with parallel mint and used
going to 1993, plus a stock book of
duplicates with some sheets and blocks,
and a folder with later material and Year
Sets. Through all of this, one can find
better like #48-52 (sheets of 20), 94a
(booklet & pane), 120a (booklet & pane),
138a (booklet & pane), 429 (4), 451 (3),
462 (3), 477 (3), 484 (4), 499 (3), 505 (5),
510 (3), 513 (3),  Gen. VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, mint og, NH

1457

SB 850.00

*0

FAROE ISLANDS - DENMARK STAMPS
USED IN FAROES. About 60 different
stamps

1458

SB 600.00

0

1459 *0 FAROE ISLANDS - WONDERFUL HIGH
QUALITY SELECTION OF THOUSANDS,
beginning with the first issues of the Faroe
Islands and providing impressive coverage
to about 2000, with light duplication
throughout. The selection is stored very
neatly in well organized, Scott numbered
dealer's stock cards and contains premium
material like mint #7-20, and more. We put
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a selection from the overall group on a
stock page and scanned it in order to
clearly illustrate the very high quality found
throughout. Mostly mint and generally
VERY FINE, mint og, most NH CA 2,600.00

(2-6), VERY FINE1460 CV 507.000

FINLAND

(2), VERY FINE1461 CV 400.000

(2), town cancel, F-VF1462 CV 925.000

(4-13), #8 pulled perfs. VERY FINE1463 CV 2,315.000

(5), small used stock of nine issues in
better than usual condition. VERY FINE

1464
CV 517.00

0

(6-11), F-VF1465 CV 1,607.000

(6 (2), 7 (3), 8, 10 (7), a couple with short
teeth, VERY FINE

1466
CV 1,432.00

0

(6/12), VERY FINE selection1467 CV 2,160.000

(13c), "repairs", VERY FINE (Gummesson
Certificate)

1468
CV 7,000.00

0

(16), VERY FINE1469 CV 425.000

(17-30), VERY FINE1470 CV 667.000

(31-45), F-VF1471 CV 1,463.000

(46-58), VERY FINE1472 CV 1,202.000

(C1), VERY FINE, og, NH1473 CV 225.00*

FINLAND & KARELIA - EXTREMELY
IMPRESSIVE COLLECTION stored well on
Scott Specialty pages without duplication.
The collection begins with uncommonly
high quality first issues with very few
missing perfs, followed by strong coverage
of the 19th and 20th centuries up to 1990,
including Back-of-the-book and a nice
Karelia collection. The collection features
beautiful premium material throughout
including highlights like mint #2C, 69, C1,
M8, Q1-Q5, used #3, 4-5, 6-13, 17-24,
25-30, 31-37, B7, B8, and complete
Karelia, including mint #1-15. All-around a
fantastic collection, typically VERY FINE,
mint og, some NH

1474

SB 6,000.00

*0

FINLAND  Mint collection of issues, with
coverage through the late 1960s, on Scott
Specialty album pages and in glassines.
Among the more notable are #17-18,
39-40, 46-56, 106, 111-18, 127-40, 153-54
(NH), 178, 312-23, 336-38A, 398-415, C4
(2), some Karelia, and more. Gen. VERY
FINE, og, some later NH

1475

SB 650.00

*

FINLAND - VERY NICE COLLECTION TO
ABOUT 1970 in a clean Lindner Hingeless
Specialty album. Mostly mint. VERY FINE,
og

1476

SB 600.00

*0

FINLAND -  An extensive mint and used
stock selection of well over 3,000 stamps
with moderate duplication covering
multitude of definitive issues from the first
half of the 20th century and going well into
the second half of the century organized in
chronological manner on stockpages,
F-VF, mint og

1477

SB 400.00

*0

FINLAND -  Nice 19th century selection of
some 30 issues with minimal duplication,
F-VF

1478

CA 5,400.00

*0

1479 *0 FINLAND - Collection of 19th century sets
and singles, ranging only to 1896, on Scott
Specialty album pages. Noted are better
like mint #17, 57, used #4-5, 6-10, 12-13,
16, 22a, 23-24, 36, 44, 56, 58, among

others. Gen. F-VF, or better, mint og CV 3,775.00

FINLAND - HIGH QUALITY SELECTION of
material beginning with lovely 19th century,
good early 20th century and coverage to
about 1980 with light duplication
throughout. The selection is neatly stored
and organized on dealer stock cards, and
features many premium sets and singles
including highlights like mint #106,
336-338A, B24-B26, B35-B38, and more.
We put a selection from the group on a
stock page and scanned it to show you the
high quality found throughout. Generally
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1480

CA 700.00

*

FINLAND-ALAND

FINLAND-ALAND - Mainly mint grouping of
gutter pairs, souvenir sheets and more,
running between 1987 and 1998, on stock
pages. Included are better like #31-33 (3),
67a, 129, and others. Gen. VERY FINE,
mint og, NH

1481

CV 350.00

*0

FRANCE

(1, 7), F-VF1482 CV 640.000

(2), VERY FINE1483 CV 800.000

(2), missing corner, nice margins, VERY
FINE

1484
CV 900.00

0

(3), EXTREMELY FINE, og1485 CV 375.00*

(5 var), Decoupage Backing block of 6,
F-VF

1486
CV 0.00

ES

(6), F-VF, og1487 CV 6,750.00*

(7), VERY FINE1488 CV 360.000

(9), EXTREMELY FINE1489 CV 650.000

(9), EXTREMELY FINE1490 CV 650.000

(9), VERY FINE1491 CV 650.000

(9), VERY FINE1492 CV 650.000

(9), F-VF1493 CV 650.000

(10-11), EXTREMELY FINE1494 CV 482.000

(15 var, Yvert #14Ac), VERY FINE (Y & T
4,600 Euros)

1495
CV 6,300.00

0

(15 var, Yvert #14Ag), VERY FINE (Y & T
4,600 Euros)

1496
CV 6,250.00

0

(17), VERY FINE, og1497 CV 2,250.00*

(17c), F-VF, no gum1498 CV 450.00*

(21), EXTREMELY FINE1499 CV 2,475.000

(21), EXTREMELY FINE1500 CV 2,475.000

(21), EXTREMELY FINE1501 CV 2,475.000

(21), VERY FINE1502 CV 2,575.000

(22), pair, F-VF, og1503 CV 280.00*

(23a), VERY FINE, og1504 CV 225.00*

(27), F-VF, og1505 CV 1,200.00*

(27), Specimen, VERY FINE, og (Maury
€335)

1506
CV 410.00

SP

(36), F-VF, og1507 CV 850.00*

(37), VERY FINE, og, (signed Calves)1508 CV 6,000.00*

(37), VERY FINE1509 CV 750.000

(43), VERY FINE, og1510 CV 26,000.00*

(47 var, Yvert #48b), crease, F-VF, og (Y &
T 12,500 Euros)

1511
CV 18,000.00

*

(65), VERY FINE1512 CV 240.000
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(67), VERY FINE1513 CV 650.00*

(68), VERY FINE, og1514 CV 800.00*

(70), VERY FINE, og, NH1515 CV 575.00*

(70), F-VF, og1516 CV 600.00*

(73), VERY FINE, og1517 CV 425.00*

(81), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH1518 CV 725.00*

(87), FINE, og1519 CV 11,000.00*

(94), VERY FINE, og1520 CV 525.00*

(96), VERY FINE1521 CV 440.00*

(97/108), Specialized selection, F-VF1522 CV 12,230.000

(98), with obliteration (Maury #19), F-VF
(Maury €1650)

1523
CV 2,020.00

0

(109-132), F-VF, og1524 CV 1,747.00*

(113), Specimen, with precancel (Maury
#84), VERY FINE, og (Maury €355)

1525
CV 430.00

SP

(121-132), VERY FINE, og1526 CV 1,331.00*

(126), VERY FINE, og1527 CV 625.00*

(126),  couple tiny thins, VERY FINE, og1528 CV 625.00*

(133-137), VERY FINE, og1529 CV 476.00*

(133-137), F-VF, og1530 CV 476.00*

(138-154), VERY FINE, og1531 CV 438.00*

(138-154), F-VF, og1532 CV 438.00*

(139), blocks with Millesime pair, blank
gutter pair and GC in selvedge, with #7 (2),
8 & 9 (2), VERY FINE, og (Maury €345)

1533

CV 420.00

*

(139), "POSTES PARIS 1920" overprint
(Maury #26), VERY FINE, og (Maury €330)

1534
CV 400.00

*

(142), block of 4, dark spot on gum of one
stamp, VERY FINE, og

1535
CV 750.00

*

(159), blocks with Millesime pair, blank
gutter pair and GC in selvedge, with #6 (3),
7 (2), 8 (3) & 9 (3), VERY FINE, og (Maury
€555)

1536

CV 675.00

*

(159), "POSTES PARIS 1920" overprint
(Maury #25), VERY FINE, og (Maury €415)

1537
CV 505.00

*

(160), "POSTES PARIS 1921" overprint
(Maury #28), VERY FINE, og (Maury €775)

1538
CV 945.00

*

(162), block with Millesime pair, blank
gutter pair and GC in selvedge, with #6,
VERY FINE, og (Maury €335)

1539

CV 410.00

*

(163), overprinted "ANNULE", sheet of 50,
VERY FINE, og, NH (Maury €700)

1540
CV 855.00

*

(163), Specimen, with precancel (Maury
#85), VERY FINE, og (Maury €285)

1541
CV 350.00

SP

(165), Specimen, with precancel (Maury
#86), F-VF, og (Maury €285)

1542
CV 350.00

SP

(168), blocks with Millesime pair, blank
gutter pair and GC in selvedge, with #7, 8
& 9, VERY FINE, og (Maury €340)

1543

CV 415.00

*

(170), blocks with Millesime pair, blank
gutter pair and GC in selvedge, with #7, 9
& 0, VERY FINE, og (Maury €575)

1544

CV 700.00

*

(171), overprinted "ANNULE", sheet of 50,
VERY FINE, og, NH (Maury €1000)

1545
CV 1,225.00

*

(171), "POSTES PARIS 1922" overprint
(Maury #36), VERY FINE, og (signed
Bruns, Maury €725)

1546

CV 885.00

*

(172,) with Precancel and Specimen
Overprint, F-VF, og (Maury €285)

1547
CV 350.00

SP

(175), Specimen, with precancel (Maury
#89), F-VF, og (Maury €285)

1548 SP

CV 350.00

(190,) with Precancel and Specimen
Overprint, VERY FINE, og (Maury €285)

1549
CV 350.00

SP

(191), Specimen, with precancel (Maury
#91), VERY FINE, og (Maury €285)

1550
CV 350.00

SP

(197), EXTREMELY FINE, og1551 CV 440.00*

(197), VERY FINE, og, NH1552 CV 825.00*

(226), VERY FINE, og1553 CV 1,100.00*

(226b), on cover, single franking, VERY
FINE

1554
CV 250.00

CV

(241), philatelic cancel, VERY FINE,
stamps mint, no gum

1555
CV 1,000.00

0

(241a-241b), pair with label, VERY FINE
(Maury €750)

1556
CV 915.00

0

(246), EXTREMELY FINE, og1557 CV 600.00*

(246), F-VF, og1558 CV 600.00*

(254), VERY FINE, og1559 CV 1,000.00*

(254), VERY FINE, og1560 CV 1,000.00*

(329), VERY FINE, og1561 CV 360.00*

(329), VERY FINE, og, stamps NH1562 CV 360.00*

(805 var-806 var), Yvert €500, VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og

1563
CV 655.00

*

(1074-1075, 1163-1164), imperfs,
EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH (Maury €325)

1564
CV 400.00

*

(1100), sheet of eight, VERY FINE, og, NH1565 CV 200.00*

(B3-B10), F-VF, og1566 CV 2,520.00*

(B12-B19), VERY FINE, og, #B19 NH1567 CV 344.00*

(B12-B19), VERY FINE, og1568 CV 219.00*

(B38), VERY FINE, og, NH1569 CV 300.00*

(B39-B41), VERY FINE, og, #B40-B41 NH1570 CV 475.00*

(B39-B41), on cover, First Day of Issue,
VERY FINE (Maury on cover value €460)

1571
CV 565.00

FD

(B274a), complete booklet, VERY FINE,
og, NH

1572
CV 375.00

*

(B274a), Complete booklet, VERY FINE,
og, NH

1573
CV 375.00

*

(B301a), complete booklet, VERY FINE,
og, NH

1574
CV 300.00

*

(B301a), Complete booklet, VERY FINE,
og, NH

1575
CV 300.00

*

(C1-C2), VERY FINE, og1576 CV 400.00*

(C1-C2), VERY FINE, og1577 CV 400.00*

(C3), VERY FINE, og1578 CV 2,400.00*

(C6b), EXTREMELY FINE, og, LH1579 CV 450.00*

(C8-C14), EXTREMELY FINE, og,
#C11-C14 NH

1580
CV 1,668.00

*

(C8-C14), VERY FINE, og1581 CV 976.00*

(C8-C14), VERY FINE, og1582 CV 976.00*

(C15), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH1583 CV 1,700.00*

(C15), heavy hinge remnant, VERY FINE,
og

1584
CV 625.00

*

(C16-C17), VERY FINE, og1585 CV 307.00*

(C17), VERY FINE, og1586 CV 290.00*

FRANCE-AIRMAIL ESSAYS Group of
three Artist's Proofs of Airmail Essays,
celebrating the friendship between France
and the US. All are signed by the artist.
Gen. EXTREMELY FINE

1587

SB 450.00

ES
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(C23-C27), EXTREMELY FINE, og,
#C23-C26 NH

1588
CV 212.00

*

(C29-C32), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH1589 CV 281.00*

(J1-J2), #J1 on piece, EXTREMELY FINE1590 CV 490.000

(J9), hinge thin, VERY FINE1591 CV 1,050.000

(J11-J23), 5¢ clipped perfs, VERY FINE1592 CV 924.00*

(J11-J22), #J11-J12, J14 & J19 mint, F-VF1593 CV 805.000

(J35), VERY FINE, og1594 CV 475.00*

(J40), VERY FINE, og, NH1595 CV 475.00*

(J46-J51), VERY FINE, og1596 CV 333.00*

FRANCE - HIGHLY COMPLETE & HIGH
QUALITY COLLECTION, stored neatly in a
like-new Scott Specialty Album. The
collection begins with impressively high
quality 19th century issues, including very
valuable highlights like used #22-28, 29-37
(3), 29b (no gum), followed by many more
to about 2000 including Back-of-the-book.
Generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1597

SB 10,000.00

*0

FRANCE - VERY HIGH QUALITY
TWO-VOLUME COLLECTION stored with
care in a pair of like-new Lighthouse
Hingeless Specialty Albums without
duplication. The collection begins with very
impressive quality 19th century material
followed by a highly complete run to about
1990 including an impressive array of
premium items, including highlights like
used #2-3, 6, 9, 11, 22-28, 29-37, 109-132,
156-184, mint #400-414, and from there,
nearly all-mint, nearly complete to 1990.
High quality throughout and generally
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1598

SB 5,000.00

*0

FRANCE - 1793/1815 REVOLUTIONARY
& NAPOLEONIC selection of 44 covers,
including 1805 entire from Vienna with
"Bau. Gal. / GRAND ARMÉE" in red, 1808
entire from Burgos with manuscript
"Service Militaire", 1810 entire with "No. 3 /
ARM. FRANCIASE / EN ESPANGE" in
black from Valencia, 1810 form for missing
letter from the "Administrateurs Généraux
des Postes aux Lettres", 1815 "Memorial
de la Prefecture de Jura" (5 different),
many further letters, documents and entires
concerning the Postal system etc, condition
obviously variable but a most interesting
assembly.

1599

SB 5,000.00

FRANCE-HIGHLY COMPLETE MOSTLY
MINT COLLECTION TO 1990 in four
matched Lighthouse Specialty albums (the
pages are Lighthouse hingeless specialty,
the binders are KA-BE with slipcases, the
retail for the albums alone are over $1000).
The collection begins with excellent
nineteenth century and the virtually
complete VF, og, often NH twentieth
century. We scanned the first of the four
volumes- the other three-from 1951-1990
are virtually complete mint.

1600

SB 4,000.00

*0

1601 *0 FRANCE - CLASSICS- VARIETIES &
CANCELLATIONS Very impressive
selection of couple thousand early period
French issues organized on stock pages.
This a very specialized lot with ample high
quality material including excellent French
colonies with 10c (pair, one sideways) as
well as hundreds of stamps from the late
19th and early 20th centuries, including
19th century cancellation study as scores
of stamps are organized by month and
much more. This is an exceptional quality
specialty group that should surely appeal to

true enthusiasts of French philately put
together by life long collector, F-VF, mint
og SB 4,000.00

FRANCE - BEAUTIFUL COLLECTION,
HIGHLY COMPLETE and stored nicely in a
lovely Scott Specialty Album. The collection
begins with nice Empire issues of the 19th
century followed by very strong coverage
through the 20th to about 1980 without
duplication, including excellent
Back-of-the-book and premium sets and
singles like used #20, 29-36, B34, B66-B67
(tied to souvenir card), C15 (tied to piece),
C22, and mint #198-201, B1-B2, B5,
B12-B19, B24-B26, B42-B43, B48-B53,
C7, C8-C13, and many more. High quality
throughout and generally VERY FINE, mint
og, many NH

1602

SB 4,000.00

*0

FRANCE - BEAUTIFUL HIGHLY
COMPLETE COLLECTION TO 1970 in
four matched Schaubek specialty albums.
About 95% complete and simply loaded
with $25-$250 sets and singles with
especially comprehensive Semi-postals
and Airmails. Perfect quality throughout,
both the stamps and the albums. We
scanned only the first two albums

1603

SB 4,000.00

0

FRANCE - BEAUTIFUL TWO VOLUME
COLLECTION in a lovely pair of hingeless
Schaubek albums, beginning with excellent
early 20th century material with lots of
premium, Back-of-the-book and souvenir
sheets, all very high quality and generally
VERY FINE, og, most NH

1604

SB 3,000.00

*

FRANCE - SIEGE OF PARIS Fascinating
specialist collection dedicated to methods
used by the French authorities to get the
mail out of the besieged capital. The
collection is dedicated to balloon mail
"Ballons Montes" essentially the first
scheduled airmail service in postal history
preceding the first official airmail stamp by
nearly half a century. The collection
includes complete covers not only form air
balloons, but also ''Boules de Moulins",
mail type where letter were expected to be
launched in hollow zinc balls and then
fished out from Seine in Paris, since "air
mail" deliveries back into Paris were not
deemed possible. While the Moulins
delivery system proved to work best on
paper, it proved to be a cornucopia for
philatelists as zinc capsules would surface
on the banks of Seine for nearly a century
after, last capsule discovered 1968! This is
a fantastic high quality collection that would
surely be appreciated by any Francophile
philatelist.

1605

SB 3,000.00

CV

FRANCE - SOWERS Very attractive
specialist collection of couple hundred mint
and used stamps primarily from the 1920s
in the form of numerous Millesimes,
including premium GC blocks of four,
postal cards, and even complete booklets
(like Maury #64 cat val €190) and much
more. Great opportunity to elevate your
French collection above limitations of Scott
listings, VERY FINE, mint og, most NH

1606

SB 2,000.00

*0

1607 *0 FRANCE - HIGH QUALITY COLLECTION
STORED IN A lovely, like new Lighthouse
Hingeless Specialty Album. The collection
begins with impressive 19th century and
very good early 20th century, followed by
strong coverage to about 1970 without
duplication. Better sets and singles abound
throughout the collection including
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highlights like used #1, 6-7, 17, and much
more. Worth browsing the scans for a
closer examination. Generally VERY FINE,
mint og SB 1,500.00

FRANCE - BEAUTIFUL COLLECTION
WITH PREMIUM FROM 1849 TO 1999,
stored in an album on Scott Specialty and
neatly arranged quadrille album pages,
beginning with high quality premium 19th
century material like used #1, 3, 6-7, 12-20,
37, followed by very strong early 20th
century nearly complete to 1999 without
duplication. Generally VERY FINE, mint og,
many NH

1608

SB 1,500.00

*0

FRANCE - BOOKLETS Selection of mostly
exploded booklets, with panes and covers
on pages. Included are (Maury) Booklet #3,
6, 19, 29, 51, 53, 60, 61, 89, 91 and a few
others. Gen. VERY FINE, og (Maury for
unexploded booklets €3686)

1609

SB 1,250.00

*

FRANCE - COMMEMORATIVE STAMPS
1952 - 1957 Nice collection of some 300
mint and used issues presenting a
comprehensive study of commemorative
stamps from the mid 1950s including
dozens of dated blocks listed in Maury
catalog, postal cards, and even complete
booklets, VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1610

SB 1,250.00

*0

FRANCE - VERY NICE COLLECTION TO
1960 in a Lighthouse Hingeless Specialty
album. Many better stamps and catalogue
value is about $7500

1611

SB 1,250.00

*0

FRANCE - Stock selection of early issues,
arranged on stock pages. Included are
used #3 (5), 6 (11), 7, 9 (2), 11 (2), 12 (2),
13 (4), 19 (4), 20 (3), 28 (5), 31 (3), 41, 42
(3), 48, 52 (2), and others. Gen F-VF, some
better

1612

SB 1,000.00

*0

FRANCE - MILITARY CAMPAIGNS
Specialist collection dedicated to French
military stamps, occupation issues
associated with military campaigns, with a
focus on the Franco - Prussian War of
1870-71 and Alsace Lorainne region, F-VF,
mint og

1613

SB 900.00

*0

FRANCE  A selection of used Classics, on
pages. Gen. VERY FINE.

1614
SB 850.00

0

FRANCE - SPECIALIZED SELECTION OF
COVERS Very nice group of some 100
covers with numerous specialized covers
like military post or any other
back-of-the-book listing. The selection  is
focused on the first half of the 20th century,
but not exclusively French material as there
is a number of covers from different
countries either sent to addresses in
France or connected to France in some
other way.

1615

SB 900.00

CV

FRANCE - SPECIALIZED MODERN
ISSUES An extensive modern lot of
several thousand mint and used issues
primarily from the last 2-3 decades of the
20th century housed in four large volumes.
The selection includes hundreds of stamps
in the form of complete booklets and
booklet panes, blocks and sub-section
dedicated to modern commemorative
stamps, VERY FINE, mint og, many NH
(We scanned only two volumes out of 4)

1616

SB 750.00

*0

FRANCE  Used selection of 19th century
Classics. Gen. F-VF or better

1617
SB 700.00

0

1618 CV FRANCE - WWII COVERS Very nice
specialized group of roughly 100 covers

from the WWII period including military
post, POW letter, Vichy France
correspondence, including colonial post.
This is the type of specialized collection
that should appeal to collectors interested
in French philately or WWII in general. SB 750.00

FRANCE - PARCEL POSTS - Mint and
used collection of issues, on album pages.
Among the more notable are better like
mint #Q5, Q8, Q18, Q23, Q25-26, Q127,
Q131-32, Q145, Q147, and more. Gen.
VERY FINE, mint og

1619

SB 650.00

*0

FRANCE  Interesting array of equal parts
mess and order, in a box. Included is a
volume containing mint  Art stamps, both in
singles and blocks of four, with excellent
(english) narrative discussing the work and
its painter. Under that is a group of pages,
glassines, and stock cards with better items
like mint #144 (7), 300a (NH), 304, 306
(NH), 308, 1100 (4), B27, B53 (NH pair),
B147a (2), used #11, 12-13, 19, 22, 29-36,
50-53, B34, P1, P3-4, among others, that
will call for a patient look. Gen. VERY
FINE, mint og, the Art Stamps are NH and
there are others among the glassines and
pages

1620

SB 600.00

*0

FRANCE - LOVELY COLLECTION in an
album. Used to about 1930, highly
complete mint 1935-1980. VERY FINE, og

1621

SB 600.00

*0

FRANCE - MODERN
COMMEMORATIVES Mint and used
selection of hundreds of modern issues
from the 1990 and early 2000s including
dozens of souvenir and miniature sheets.
The selection is focused on the turn of the
century with mint portion from the post
2000 period adding up to some €120 in
postal face value alone, and hundreds of
Francs from the late 1990s. Many of the
single issues are presented mint and used
in parallel manner, VERY FINE, mint og,
many NH

1622

SB 550.00

*0

FRANCE - PROOFS Small group of
singles and blocks of mostly early proofs,
on a stock page. Noted are proofs of #17,
20 (block of four), 31 (two blocks of four in
two different colors), 34 (pair) and more.
Gen. VERY FINE, ungummed as issued

1623

SB 400.00

PR

FRANCE  Group of mint imperfs on a stock
page. Noted are better like #139a, 159a
(2), 162a (2),  etc. Gen. VERY FINE, mint
og

1624

SB 350.00

*

FRANCE - SPECIALIZED EARLY 20TH
CENTURY COLLECTION - Worth a look

1625
SB 300.00

*0

FRANCE - CLASSICS Very nice selection
of hundreds. High catalog value, many
better classics

1626

SB 300.00

0

FRANCE  Unusual group of Sower issues
with hexagonal obliterations or triangle & T
overprints. Included are some imperfs,
military overprint and more. Gen. VERY
FINE

1627

CV 0.00

0

1628 *0 FRANCE - EXCEPTIONAL ALL-MINT
TWO VOLUME COLLECTION, stored in a
lovely pair of Lighthouse Hingeless
Specialty albums. The collection includes
mint #29, 33, 50, 53, 58, 58a, 64, 66, 89,
95, 101, 108, 118, 119, 120, 185-196,
220-225, 227-240, 264-283, 315-320,
473b, B1-B2, B11, B157a, C22, C34-C36,
J43, J52-J53, J54-J57, J58-J65 (#J64
used), J66-J67, and used #3 (pair), 6 (pair),
12-16/19-20, 28, 30-31, 41, 42, 44, 46-47,
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52, 54, 83, 102, J10, and more. A very
exceptional collection overall, packed with
some of the most desirable French issues,
generally VERY FINE, og, many NH CA 11,000.00

FRANCE - HIGH QUALITY SELECTION
OF SEVERAL THOUSAND different
stamps stored and organized neatly within
individually Scott numbered dealer's stock
cards. The selection features wonderful
19th and early 20th century material,
followed by strong coverage to about 1980
with light duplication of some items, and a
binder with a small group of booklets. The
selection features loads of better sets and
singles including mint #116, 119, 125, 126,
127, 129, 252, 292, 306, 477-495, 837-839,
907-909, 915-919, 1100, 2179-2197,
2589-2603, 2849-2863, 3066-3082, B3-B4,
B5, B31-B33, B35-B37, B97-B100, and
used #52, 64-68, 72, 74, 83, 84 (2), 89, 96,
96b, 96, 98, 102, 126, 132, 133-137, 236,
253, 264A, 348, B48-B53, C27, and more.
We put a selection of material from the
group on a stock page and scanned it in
order to illustrate the high level of quality
found throughout the overall group.
Generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1629

CA 7,250.00

*0

FRANCE - HIGH QUALITY SELECTION
OF THOUSANDS OF DIFFERENT
STAMPS stored and organized neatly on
individually Scott numbered dealer's stock
cards with light duplication throughout. The
selection begins with wonderfully high
quality 19th century material followed by
excellent early 20th century, and from there
very good coverage to about 2000,
including very good Back-of-the-book and
premium material like mint #30, 198-201,
300a, 296-297, 302, 319, 320, 321, 396,
837-839, 907-909, 1100, B1-B2, B5, B43,
B44-B45, B97-B100, B238-B243,
B267-B272, B276-B281, C5-C6, J97, used
#3, 11, 13, 28, 41, 44, 54, 60-63, 83, 93-94,
102, 102A, 107, 108, 253, 348a, 349, C27,
C52 (NH), and more. We put a selection
from the group on a stock page and
scanned it in order to show you the high
level of quality found throughout the
selection.

1630

CA 6,750.00

*0

FRANCE Very attractive mint and used
collection of close to 2,000 different issues
covering French stamps from the very first
issues in the 19th century and going all the
way to modern airmails and semi-postals of
the late 1970s. The collection covers a
period in excess if a century organized in a
pair of Scott Specialty albums with
hundreds of premium standouts throughout
combining high value sets from every
period and sub-section within the catalog.
Individually some of the most notable
standouts include mint #329, 477-495, 624,
700-705, 711-715, 840-844, 952-955, B5,
B11, B18, B117-B128, B135-B146,
B153-B157, B249-B254, B258-B263,
B267-B272, B276-B281, B294- B299,
B303-B308, B309a, C11, C12, C34-C36,
J93-J97,  used #6, 11, 12, 13, 19, 20, 28,
30, 31, 42, 50-59, 60-63, 64, 66, 67, 74, 83,
89,  93, 94, 96, 97-102, 104-108, 109-132,
133-137, 227-240, B66-B67 among many
others. Very nice collection! Gen. VERY
FINE, mint og (We scanned only sections
going to 1950s)

1631

CA 6,500.00

*0

1632 * FRANCE - WONDERFUL COLLECTION
WITH PREMIUM throughout, including
excellent Ceres Heads and other high

quality 19th century material, followed by
good early 20th century up to about 1950,
many mint and stored neatly on Scott
Specialty pages. Premium material
includes mint #38, used #2, 6, 13, 28, 31,
39, 40-42, 48, 64, 67-68, 88-92, 105-107,
108, and some more including French
Morocco, French Guinea, French
Equatorial Africa, French Sudan. Typically
high quality all around and generally VERY
FINE, mint og CA 4,500.00

FRANCE - MILLESIMES Very interesting
and attractive selection of over 50
millésimes postage due pairs. The collector
painstakingly put together very
comprehensive coverage of the issues
included with virtually every number variety
between the stamps and even GC varieties
in blocks of four. This would a fantastic
addition for any enthusiast of French
philately looking to elevate their collection
beyond standard Scott listings, VERY
FINE, mint og, most NH (Maury €3,173)

1633

CV 3,900.00

*0

FRANCE - SEMI POSTALS Very
impressive collection of close to 800
different mint issues covering the French
semi-postal issues from 1935 going to early
2000s housed in two volumes. The
collection is very comprehensive and highly
complete with numerous intact booklets
among individual standouts like #B43-B43,
B48-B53, B117-B128, B135-B146, B157a,
B238-B243, B249-B254, B258-B263,
B267-B272, B276-B281, B282a,
B285-B290, B291a, B294-B299,
B303-B308, B309a, B318a, B337a, B347a,
B356a, B365a, B572a and many others,
VERY FINE, og, most NH

1634

CV 3,050.00

*

FRANCE - SPECIMEN POSTAGE DUES
Very nice specialized group of French
postage dues from the 1920s overprinted
ANNULE or SPECIMEN all mint including
one cancelled pair, VERY FINE, og, NH
(Maury €1,199)

1635

CV 1,470.00

SP

FRANCE-PROOFS & IMPERFS  Group of
Imperfs with a couple of deluxe proofs
thrown in, from the 1980s, on stock pages.
Noted are #1820a (Maury €200), 1831-32
(Deluxe Proofs, Maury €385), 1970-71
(Maury €160), 1984-87 (Maury €125), 2003
(Maury €80), 2040 (Maury €80), and more.
Gen. VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE,
imperfs are og, NH

1636

CO 1,400.00

PR

FRANCE - HIGH QUALITY MOSTLY
PREMIUM SELECTION, stored nicely on
Scott numbered stock cards. The selection
includes a few better regular issues, the
bulk of the value comes from several lovely
Semi-postal sets.  Noted highlights include
mint France #302, 414, 952-955, B48-B53,
B54-B59, B117-B128, B135-B146, B157a,
B238-B243, B249-B254, B267-B272,
B276-B281, B303-B308, used #B54-B59,
B276-B281, B285-B290, used French
Offices in Crete #1-12, and others. High
quality and generally VERY FINE, mint og

1637

CA 1,350.00

*0

FRANCE - MILLESIME PAIRS - Small
group of mint and used Millesime Pairs,
arranged on stock pages. Noted are better
like mint #175 (#9 GC block), B2 (#4), used
#M3 (#5), and more. Gen. VERY FINE,
mint og (Maury €656)

1638

CV 800.00

*0

1639 * FRANCE - DEALER'S LOT An
accumulation of 250 complete booklets
with surtax for Red Cross showcasing
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paintings by Nicolas Mignard from 1968
#B421a (250), VERY FINE, og, NH CV 750.00

FRANCE OFFICIALS

1942 Officials (Maury #1-4, 6-15), missing
the highest catalog value (the 70c), VERY
FINE, some no gum, most og, NH, a
couple are signed by Calves (Maury
€1635)

1640

CV 2,025.00

*

FRANCE & COLONIES

FRANCE BACK-OF-THE-BOOK &
COLONIES - IMPRESSIVE COLLECTION
stored in a very nice Scott Specialty Album.
The collection begins with French Postage
Dues, followed by Officials, Offices Abroad
with particularly good Offices in China,
French Colonies General Issues including
used #1-6, 7, 20-23, and more, including
premium material from places like
Alexandretta, Algeria, Andorra,
Cameroons, Dahomey, French Guinea,
and more. High quality throughout and
generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1641

SB 5,000.00

*0

FRANCE-OFF IN CHINA-CANTON

(2A), VERY FINE, og1642 CV 600.00*

FRENCH AREA

FRANCE, FRENCH OFFICES, FRENCH
COLONIES - HIGH QUALITY SELECTION
stored neatly on clean black stock pages.
The selection includes wonderful 19th and
early 20th century France, Reunion, Offices
abroad and more, including many very
nice, high desirable premium sets and
singles like mint France #B89,
B153/B155-157, and used #37 (faults), 50,
used French offices in Levant #1-5, 29, and
more. A wonderfully varied and high quality
selection of fascinating French philately.
Generally VERY FINE, mint og, some NH

1643

CV 1,800.00

*0

REUNION

(3), VERY FINE, og1644 CV 450.00*

(11), EXTREMELY FINE1645 CV 550.000

(C1), EXTREMELY FINE, og1646 CV 290.00*

(C2-C3, C5), denominations doubled,
VERY FINE, og (Ceres €600)

1647
CV 740.00

*

(C39-C41), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH1648 CV 525.00*

FR. COLONIES

(17), socked-on-nose Constantinople
cancel, F-VF

1649
CV 750.00

0

ALGERIA

ALGERIA - STOCK SELECTION IN TWO
FULL ALBUMS, with better including
#33-67, 78, 286a-290a, 296-303, 362-364,
365-368, most with duplication and
generally VERY FINE, og, many NH

1650

CV 10,700.00

*0

CAMEROUN

(C115a), Type I overprint, EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

1651
CV 300.00

*

(C115a), Type II overprint, EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

1652
CV 300.00

*

FRENCH EQUATORIAL AFRICA

(C9-C16), VERY FINE, og, some NH1653 CV 603.00*

(CB6), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH1654 CV 400.00*

FRENCH MOROCCO

(B8), reinforced sheet of 50, VERY FINE,
og

1655
CV 375.00

*

FRENCH POLYNESIA

(203-204), imperf blocks of four and six,
VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH
(Ceres €450)

1656

CV 530.00

*

FR. SOUTHERN & ANTARCTIC TERR.

(25-28), VERY FINE, og1657 CV 433.00*

(C8), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH1658 CV 200.00*

[FRENCH SOUTHERN & ANTARCTIC
TERRITORY - PRISTINE BLOCK AND
SHEET SELECTION, ]about half Airmail
and half regular issues, and stored very
neatly in Scott numbered folders. All
material is in immaculate condition, making
this group of extremely popular material
perfect for an astute dealer. Each item in
the selection typically appears in the form
of several blocks of varying size, a couple
singles, and several complete unbroken
sheets typically totaling between 25-75
individual copies of each issue. Includes
#8-10, 13, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76,
77-79, 80, 81, 82-83, 84-85, 86, 87-88,
95-96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 100-102, 103, 104,
105-106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112-113,
114-115, 116, 117, 118-119/C91, 120,
121-122, 123-124, 125, 128, 126-127, 128,
129, 130, 131, 132, C29-C32, C36,
C37-C38, C46, C47-C48, C49, C50, C51,
C52, C53, C54, C55, C56, C57, C58, C59,
C60, C61, C62-C63, C64, C65, C66, C67,
C68, C85-C86, C87, C88, C90a, C92,
C94a, C96, C97, C69, C70, C71, C72,
C75a, C76, C77, C78-C79, C80, C82a,
C83, C84. EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

1659

CA 16,750.00

*

GUADELOUPE

(J1), VERY FINE, og1660 CV 1,350.00*

(J3), VERY FINE, og1661 CV 1,500.00*

(J6-J12), VERY FINE1662 CV 527.000

(J6 [5], J7, J11 [2], J12), VERY FINE, og1663 CV 402.00*

(J6, J7, J8, J9, J11, J12), VERY FINE, og1664 CV 472.00*

(J6, J7, J9 [single & pair], J10, J12 [pair]),
VERY FINE

1665
CV 615.00

0

GUINEA

GUINEA - ALL MINT ALL NH FULL
SHEET ACCUMULATION stored in
glassines, this group contains dozens of
full sheets of the issues #309-311/C50,
355-360, 442-448, C58-C60 creating the
perfect opportunity for a dealer. Gen VERY
FINE, og, NH

1666

CA 7,072.00

*

1667 * GUINEA - HIGH QUALITY SELECTION
Very nice selection of couple hundred mint
never hinged issues covering the
independent period all the way to 2000 in
great detail. The selection includes
numerous back-of-the-book issues
including standouts like
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#263-274/C41-C43, 541-547, B12-B24,
C14-C16 and many others. The selection is
neatly organized on Scott numbered stock
cards and once housed in a dedicated
album would form a comprehensive
collection covering modern 20th century
Guinea, VERY FINE, og, NH CV 1,050.00

IVORY COAST

IVORY COAST - HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION - Very attractive mostly mint
selection covering the period from the last
decade of the 19th century and going all
the way to mid 1970s organized in two
volumes. The selection includes very
strong early material from the turn of the
20th century including such standouts like
#1-17, 19-20, 21-33/35, 43-77, 299A-299F
and many others. Selection includes high
ratio of better stamps in total adding up to
roughly $7,000 in catalog value with
moderate duplication and neatly organized,
gen. VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1668

SB 1,500.00

*0

LATAKIA

LATAKIA - Wonderful high quality stock of
many hundreds neatly arranged in a
stockbook. All VERY FINE, many better
stamps

1669

CV 48,000.00

*0

MONACO

(6), VERY FINE, og1670 CV 700.00*

(596a, 596b), perforated and imperf special
blocks (Yvert #8, 8a), EXTREMELY FINE,
og, NH (Yvert €1000)

1671

CV 1,190.00

*

MONACO - HIGH QUALITY COLLECTION
WITH BEAUTIFUL MINT PREMIUM
material on Scott Specialty album pages,
beginning with nice first issues and
providing strong coverage through the 20th
century, including premium highlights like
mint #1-5, 7-8, 27, and many more
impressive sets and singles. High quality
throughout and generally VERY FINE, mint
og, many NH

1672

SB 600.00

*0

MONACO - HIGH QUALITY SELECTION
Very nice mostly mint selection of hundreds
of issues from the earliest period all the
way to mid 1970s with very strong
back-of-the-book section. The selection
includes good ratio of premium content
spread over two stockbooks includes
standouts like mint #2 (4), 15, 24, 47, 362a
(sheet of 5 strips), B5, B12, B15-B16, B35,
CB11-CB14, J28-J38A, 1114a, and used
#3 (2), 4 (3), 6 (8), 15 (9), 20 and many
others. The selection is moderately
duplicated, but very neatly organized and
housed in a dedicated album would provide
a nice collection, gen. VERY FINE, mint
og, many NH

1673

CV 4,500.00

*0

NOSSI-BE

(J4b), VERY FINE1674 CV 1,300.000

(J17), FINE, og1675 CV 650.00*

NORTH VIET NAM

(58, O17-O20,) blocks of 15, VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, ungummed as
issued

1676

CV 420.00

*

1677 * NORTH VIET NAM - LOCALS - Two
different local issues from North Viet Nam,

likely during the 1960's, arranged on a
stock page. Some are singles, a few are in
blocks of four. Gen. VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, ungummed as
issued SB 1,250.00

ST. PIERRE & MIQUELON

(228), VERY FINE, og, NH1678 CV 210.00*

SENEGAL

(16), FINE, og1679 CV 3,750.00*

(184), with Richelieu overprint (Maury #10),
VERY FINE, og (Maury €550, signed
Sanabria)

1680

CV 680.00

*

(185), with Richelieu overprint (Maury #11),
VERY FINE, og (Maury €650, signed
Sanabria)

1681

CV 805.00

*

FRENCH COMMUNITY

FRENCH COMMUNITY - Very nice
modern selection of close to 1,000 mint
issues from a diverse group of countries
from within The French Community
including French Southern & Antarctic
Territory, St. Pierre & Miquelon, French
Polynesia, Reunion, and Guadeloupe. The
selection includes minimal duplication and
great number of premium high value
airmails especially from French Antarctica
and would surely appeal to any
international collector with special interest
in French Community, VERY FINE, og,
most NH

1682

SB 1,000.00

*

FRENCH COMMUNITY - Very nice all mint
selection of close to 700 issues from all
over French Community including Andorra,
Monaco, New Caledonia, Wallis & Futuna,
French Polynesia and some others. The
selection is of high value and includes
scores of valuable airmails and even
complete € period expensive sheets from
Monaco and so much more. Limited
duplication throughout the selection should
make this an attractive lot to collectors with
broad range of interests, but focused on
French Community, VERY FINE, og, NH

1683

SB 750.00

*

FRENCH COLONIES

FRENCH COLONIES -
PRE-INDEPENDENCE - LOVELY FIVE
VOLUME Specialty album collection of
many thousands. All different mostly mint
stamps in five clean Specialty volumes.
The stamps are of the highest quality and
the catalogue value is very high. We
scanned one of the five volumes for you to
get an idea what is here

1684

SB 3,000.00

*0

FRENCH COLONIES - VERY CLEAN &
NEAT COLLECTION of a couple thousand
different stamps to 1960 in 3 fresh Scott
Green Specialty albums. Many useful
stamps

1685

SB 1,250.00

*

FRENCH COLONIES - COLLECTION OF
HUNDREDS IN A clean Scott Specialty
album, many better. VERY FINE

1686

SB 650.00

*0

1687 * FRENCH COLONIES - ALL MINT ALL NH
SELECTION OF FULL SHEETS FROM
VARIOUS AREAS stored in glassines.
Most of this group is in partial or full sheets
and contain regular issues and some
Back-of-the-book issues such as Airmails
and Semi-Postals. Some of the areas and
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items in this group include; Peoples
Republic of Congo #151, 161-164,
C72-C75, Dahomey\#C60, Ivory Coast
#215, 216, Gabon #151-153, 217, C80,
Somali Coast #B15, and others, such as
Algeria, Cambodia, Cameroun, and Central
Africa. Gen VERY FINE, og, NH CA 9,150.00

BADEN

(17, 17a), F-VF (17a signed Stolow)1688 CV 900.000

(Michel 42-45), rare proof sheet, VERY
FINE

1689
CV 2,500.00

PR

BAVARIA

(29a), FINE1690 CV 1,125.000

BAVARIA - STOCKBOOK OF MANY
HUNDREDS. VERY FINE

1691
SB 650.00

0

BAVARIA High quality mint and used
collection with high ratio of premium
content among individual standouts like
mint #5, 6, 9, 33-37, 54, 54a, 57a, 73-76,
used #3, 4-8, 9-14, 14a, 15-22, 25a, 27a,
30a, 31, 32, 38-47, O6-O16, and many
others, F-VF, mint og

1692

CA 5,200.00

*0

BAVARIA - HIGH QUALITY SELECTION
WITH PREMIUM sets and singles
throughout. This selection consists of
several thousand including used Bavaria
#4, 14, 15a, 18, 21, 25a, 27a, 30C, 94-109,
176-1788, and mint #16, 36, and more
stored neatly on Scott ordered black stock
pages, with light duplication of some items.
High quality throughout and generally
VERY FINE, mint og, some NH

1693

CA 2,950.00

*0

BAVARIA - MINT & USED SELECTION of
a couple hundred mint and used issues
organized on stock cards combining early
period regular issues with strong
back-of-the-book sub-section including
individual standouts like used #15a,
94-114, 176-191, 212-230,
256-270/271-275, O52-O69 among them
and others. The selection includes light
duplication levels and is generally very well
organized on Scott numbered stock cards,
VERY FINE, mint og

1694

CV 2,300.00

*0

WURTTEMBERG

(59a), VERY FINE, og1695 CV 300.00*

GERMAN STATES

GERMAN STATES - VALUABLE
STOCKBOOK SELECTION  - We
cataloged the straight Scott listed stuff but
there are hundreds of varieties here. Well
worth a look (current catalogue value well
in excess of $50,000)

1696

SB 12,500.00

*0

GERMAN STATES - HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION Very impressive high value
selection of couple thousand issues
covering the stamps of German States with
total catalog value adding up to over
$50,000 in total. And the above catalog
value does not account in any way to minor
variation one would undoubtedly encounter
and multitude of shade variations alone
would drive the price estimate up. Truly
worth a close look! F-VF, mint og, many
NH

1697

SB 6,000.00

*0

1698 *0 BAVARIA & WURTTEMBERG, AND
SLOVAKIA - HIGH QUALITY
COLLECTION, stored in a lovely, like-new

Schaubek Hingeless Specialty Album. The
collection begins with Bavaria including
premium highlights like used #2-3, 9-12,
16-17, and mint #77-91, mint Wurttemberg
#O33-O39, O43-O52, and mint Slovakia
#2-23, all high quality and generally VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH SB 650.00

GERMAN STATES - EXTENSIVE
SELECTION OF HUNDREDS of different
19th and early 20th century German State
issues, stored and organized neatly in
Scott order on clean black stock pages.
The selection is packed with mostly high
quality premium material and very few
reprints, including better items noted like
mint Bremen #1A, 6, and used #6, 11
(faults), mint Brunswick #6, 12, 23, and
used #11, mint Hamburg #7, 23, and used
#4, 6, used Hanover #1, 9a, 12, 14, 16,
16a, 18, 20, 23, 28, used Lubeck #5, 11,
mint Mecklenburg-Strelitz #4, mint North
German Confederation #12, O7, and used
#8, 11, 12, O6, mint Prussia #1, 4, and
used #5-6, 10, 10a, used Saxony #13, 13a,
mint Schleswig-Holstein #8-9, 11a, 13, and
used #3, used Thurn & Taxis #12, used
Wurttemberg #6, 16, 22, 31, 39, and much
more. This is a fantastic selection of highly
desirable German material at a minimal
fraction of catalogue value, generally F-VF
or better

1699

CA 10,400.00

*0

GERMAN STATES Collection of mint and
used States issues, arranged on stock
pages. Among the more notable are mint
Bavaria #9, 10a, 15, 272 (sheet of 20),
used #14, 22, 56, Thurn & Taxis #1 (2), 4,
6, 9, 43, 53, Saxony #7 (2), 13, Baden #3,
4 (2), 6 (3), 9, 10 (2), 12, Hanover #9, 14
(2), 20 (3), 22 (3), Mecklenburg-Schwerin
#5, Wurttemberg #1, 5, Bremen #4, and
others. Gen. F-VF, or better, most mint og

1700

CV 3,820.00

*0

GERMANY

GERMAN - USED BLOCK COLLECTION
with better including #80-95, 118-132,
137-155, 161-184 (missing 181), 185-192,
238A-240A, 241-278 (missing 242A),
280-299, 301-309, 310-316, 319-321,
C8-C14, C15-C19, O40, O41, O42, and
more. F-VF

1701

CV 27,000.00

0

(1-11, 12-13, 14-21, 23-25), some with
faults,  F-VF

1702
CV 1,605.00

0

(9NB3a) on cover. VERY FINE. Schlegel
Certificate (MI €5000)

1703
CV 6,250.00

CV

(67/100b), six re-stapled booklets (Michel
#MH12), valued by panes of 67-68, 82f,
100 & 100b. VERY FINE, og, NH (MI
€1470)

1704

CV 1,730.00

*

(75), VERY FINE, og1705 CV 240.00*

(82, 82d, 83, 83c) in an Unexploded
Booklet, without number on cover, not
perfed through border (Michel MH #4.4B),
VERY FINE, og, NH (MI €19000)

1706

CV 22,645.00

*

(82c, Michel HBl #4.1aA), VERY FINE (MI
€3300)

1707
CV 3,935.00

0

(82f, 84, 120, 120c, Michel MH#13A), two
unexploded booklets, VERY FINE, og, NH
(MI €600)

1708

CV 715.00

*

(82/S1.11), Raueiser label with five 5pf,
VERY FINE, og, NH (MI €1100)

1709
CV 1,310.00

*

(82/S1.10), Paul Kohl label, VERY FINE
(MI €500)

1710
CV 595.00

0
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(82/S1.11), Raueiser label, VERY FINE (MI
€850)

1711
CV 1,015.00

0

(82/W2.1), Apfelwein label, VERY FINE (MI
€800)

1712
CV 950.00

0

(82/W2.10), Paul Kohl label, VERY FINE 
(MI €450)

1713
CV 535.00

0

(82/W2.12), Aquadent label, VERY FINE
(MI €1100)

1714
CV 1,310.00

0

(82/W2.3 & 82/W2.4), Quint and Lecin
labels and block of four 5pf, VERY FINE
(MI €1400)

1715

CV 1,670.00

0

(83/S2.19), Naturwein label, VERY FINE
(MI €950)

1716
CV 1,130.00

0

(83/W3.20), Stukenbrok label, VERY FINE
(MI €950)

1717
CV 1,130.00

0

(83/W3.24), Sellschopp label, VERY FINE
(MI €950)

1718
CV 1,130.00

0

(83/W3.25), Limania label, VERY FINE (MI
€900)

1719
CV 1,070.00

0

(92 var, Michel #94AII), on First Flight
cover to Berlin, EXTREMELY FINE (signed
Sieger, MI €200)

1720

CV 245.00

CV

(97) in an Unexploded Booklet (Michel MH
#6A), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH  (MI
€1800)

1721

CV 2,145.00

*

(114), Specialized collection of over 175
mint used stamps. Many shades, cancels &
NH (Michel €2300)

1722

CV 2,850.00

*0

(355), booklet pane of ten (Michel HBl
#51B), VERY FINE, og, NH (MI €2200)

1723
CV 2,625.00

*

(Michel #MH47 & MH48.1), two
unexploded booklets, #MH48.1 contains
#506a, 507a, 508a, 510a, and 513a, while
#MH48.1 contains  #B177a & B179a.
VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH 
(MI €260)

1724

CV 310.00

*

(539a /544), unexploded booklets (Michel
MH #50), included are five booklets, one of
which is CTO and valued as mint, along
with three [\#539a,] one of which is used
and two [\#544] panes, one mint, one CTO.
Gen. VERY FINE, og, only the booklets are
NH (MI €418)

1725

CV 500.00

*0

(584-585, Michel #WZd1/VZd2) Study of
the 1948 Hanover Fair issues, with a
complete mint set, a couple of used items
and more. Gen. VERY FINE, mint og,
some NH  (MI €464)

1726

CV 550.00

*0

(654), imperf pair, one with crease, VERY
FINE, og, NH  (MI 400 Euros)

1727
CV 520.00

*

(667-668, B309), blocks of four, VERY
FINE, og, NH

1728
CV 372.00

*

(704, 706, 708, 710-711, 756 & 759,) strips
of five with black plate number on back,
EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH  (MI €501.50)

1729

CV 625.00

*

(708), in an Unexploded Booklet (Michel
MH #6a), VERY FINE, og, NH (MI €500)

1730
CV 645.00

*

(714), VERY FINE, og, NH  (MI €250)1731 CV 305.00*

(737Ab), in all four Unexploded Booklets
(Michel MH #4Xu-MH #4Xv, MH #4YI-MH
#4YII), VERY FINE, og, NH (MI €330)

1732

CV 385.00

*

(738), First Day Card (Michel #ETB 1),
VERY FINE (MI 300 Euros)

1733
CV 320.00

CV

(898), imperf (Michel #446U),
EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH  (MI €600)

1734
CV 740.00

*

(1756 var, Michel #1624U), imperf single,
EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH  (MI 550
Euros)

1735

CV 690.00

*

(1984), ten recalled sheets of ten,
EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

1736
CV 350.00

*

(B24a), VERY FINE, og, NH1737 CV 400.00*

(B28a-B29a), with mint #B28a-B29a, and
used #B28a. Gen. VERY FINE, mint og

1738
CV 350.00

*0

(B33), First Day Cover, VERY FINE  (MI
€3000)

1739
CV 3,575.00

FD

(B33a-B33d), VERY FINE, og, NH1740 CV 340.00*

(B33a-B33d), in a block, on cover, with
IPOSTA Cancel, VERY FINE  (MI €670)

1741
CV 825.00

CV

(B49-B57), VERY FINE, og, NH1742 CV 2,360.00*

(B50a & B53a, Michel MH #34.1),
unexploded booklet, tape mark on staple
side, VERY FINE, og, NH  (MI €900)

1743

CV 1,075.00

*

(B58), VERY FINE, stamps are og, NH,
hinge marks on borders

1744
CV 1,450.00

*

(B58) toned sheet on cover (MI €15000)1745 CV 18,500.00CV

(B68), VERY FINE, og1746 CV 875.00*

(B68), on cover, VERY FINE  (MI €1100,
value for block used with Special Event
cancel)

1747

CV 1,310.00

CV

(B68), on cover, VERY FINE  (MI €1100,
value for block used with Special Event
cancel)

1748

CV 1,310.00

CV

(B68), on cover, crease, F-VF (MI €1100)1749 CV 1,400.00CV

(B68), First Day Cover, VERY FINE  (MI
€1500)

1750
CV 1,785.00

FD

(B90, B91-B92), VERY FINE, og, NH1751 CV 245.00*

(B257-B269), sheets of 50, VERY FINE,
og, NH

1752
CV 850.00

*

(B294-B295), on a cover, VERY FINE  (MI
€720)

1753
CV 860.00

CV

(B310-B313), on cover, VERY FINE1754 CV 300.00CV

(C35-C37), VERY FINE, og, NH1755 CV 420.00*

(C35-C37), VERY FINE, og, NH1756 CV 420.00*

(C35-C37), on four Zeppelin Flight Covers,
VERY FINE (MI €530)

1757
CV 630.00

CV

(C36-C37, C38), five Zeppelin Flight
Covers, #C36 (3), #C37 (2), VERY FINE
(MI €980)

1758

CV 1,215.00

CV

(C38), on Zeppelin Flight Cover, VERY
FINE

1759
CV 425.00

CV

(C38), on Zeppelin Flight Cover, VERY
FINE  (MI €500)

1760
CV 595.00

CV

(C39), on 1930 South American Flight
Cover to Rio de Janeiro, VERY FINE  (MI
€500)

1761

CV 610.00

CV

(C39), on Zeppelin Flight Cover, VERY
FINE  (MI €500)

1762
CV 595.00

CV

(C40-C42), VERY FINE, og1763 CV 745.00*

(C40-C42), VERY FINE, og1764 CV 745.00*

(C41), on a US postal card, used for a
Zeppelin Flight, VERY FINE (MI €430)

1765
CV 510.00

CV

(C43-C45), VERY FINE, og1766 CV 950.00*

(C43-C45), VERY FINE, og1767 CV 950.00*

(C43-C45), VERY FINE, og, NH  (signed
Schlegel BPP)

1768
CV 3,200.00

*

(C43-C45), VERY FINE1769 CV 800.000
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(C43-C44), on 1933 Zeppelin Flight Cover,
VERY FINE (MI €800)

1770
CV 945.00

CV

(C44-C45), on Zeppelin Flight Cover,
VERY FINE

1771
CV 850.00

CV

(C44), on 1933 Zeppelin Flight Cover,
VERY FINE (MI €350)

1772
CV 415.00

CV

(C45), on Zeppelin Flight Cover, VERY
FINE (MI €800)

1773
CV 950.00

CV

(C46-C56), VERY FINE, og, NH1774 CV 600.00*

(C55), 26 stamps, F-VF1775 CV 520.000

(CL1-CL3), all mint with #CL1 (2, one NH),
CL2 (2) & CL3 (3, one NH). F-VF or better,
og, some NH

1776

CV 232.00

*

1923 Berlin Local Post NW 23 (Michel
#1III), cover, F-VF  (MI €700)

1777
CV 870.00

CV

(Michel #9), Field Post Stamps, VERY
FINE, og, NH (signed Dietrich, MI €600)

1778
CV 745.00

*

(Michel #11Ba), Inselpost, F-VF, og, NH 
(MI €700)

1779
CV 865.00

*

1944 British Propaganda issues (Michel
#30-31), VERY FINE, og, #30 is NH  (MI
€800)

1780

CV 980.00

*

GERMANY - ZUSAMMENDRUCKE - PRE-1945

(398-399, Michel #K17/WZ11) Complete
used study of the zusammendrucke
associated with the 1933 Frederick the
Great issues. Composing the group are
(Michel) #K17-18, S102-05, W45 &
WZ9-11. Gen. VERY FINE (MI €735)

1781

CV 880.00

0

(B24, Michel #KZ11), VERY FINE, og, NH
(MI €3000)

1782
CV 3,575.00

*

(B24, Michel #S54), VERY FINE (MI €450)1783 CV 535.000

(B24, Michel #S55), VERY FINE, og, NH
(MI €2200)

1784
CV 2,625.00

*

(B24, Michel #S56), VERY FINE, og, NH
(MI €1800)

1785
CV 2,145.00

*

(B24, Michel #S58), VERY FINE, og, NH
(MI €400)

1786
CV 475.00

*

(B24, Michel #S58), VERY FINE (MI €400)1787 CV 475.000

(B24, Michel #S60), VERY FINE, og (MI
€540)

1788
CV 640.00

*

(B24, Michel #S60), VERY FINE (MI €900)1789 CV 1,070.000

(B24, Michel #S61), VERY FINE (MI
€2000)

1790
CV 2,385.00

0

(B24, Michel #S62), VERY FINE (MI €400)1791 CV 475.000

(B24, Michel #S63), VERY FINE, og, NH
(MI €2000)

1792
CV 2,385.00

*

(B24, Michel #S63), VERY FINE (MI
€2000)

1793
CV 2,385.00

0

(B24, Michel #S64), VERY FINE, og, NH
(MI €900)

1794
CV 1,070.00

*

(B24, Michel #S65), VERY FINE, og, NH
(MI €2000)

1795
CV 2,385.00

*

(B24, Michel #S65), VERY FINE, og, NH
(MI €2000)

1796
CV 2,385.00

*

(B24, Michel #S66), VERY FINE, og (MI
€1800)

1797
CV 2,145.00

*

1798 *0 (B34-B35, Michel #S76/WZ4) Collection of
mint position pieces from the 1930
International Philatelic Exhibition issue, on
a stock page. Included are (Michel) #S77,
S78-79 (NH), S79 (NH pair), S79 & S87

(NH se-tenant), S80-82, S83 (NH), S84 (2,
one is NH), S86-87, among others. Gen.
VERY FINE, og, some NH  (MI €3069) CV 3,670.00

(B34-B35, Michel #S76/WZ4) Collection of
used position pieces from the 1930
International Philatelic Exhibition issue, on
a stock page. Included are (Michel)
#S76-79, S80-81, S82, S84, S86, W37,
WZ2-3, and more. Gen. VERY FINE (MI
€3715)

1799

CV 4,440.00

0

(B38-B39, Michel #S88/WZ8) Collection of
1931 Semi-postal position pieces on stock
pages. Included are better like (Michel)
mint HBl#70A, HBl#71B, S89-91 (NH), S94
(NH), S95, S98, used #S88-91, W39-40,
WZ5, among others. Gen. VERY FINE,
mint og, a few are NH  (MI €2280)

1800

CV 2,725.00

*0

(B38, Michel #S92-S95), VERY FINE (MI
€1520)

1801
CV 1,825.00

0

(B39, Michel #S96-S99), VERY FINE (MI
€1590)

1802
CV 1,905.00

0

(B44-B46, Michel #S100/W44), full study of
the 1932 Semi-postal position pieces on a
stock page. Included are complete sets of
the mint and used issues, along with a
complete booklet (Michel MH#31) and both
panes (Michel HBl#72B-HBl#73B). Gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, some NH (MI €790)

1803

CV 945.00

*0

(398-399, Michel #K17/WZ11) Complete
mint collection of 1933 Frederick the Great
position pieces, along with an unexploded
booklet (Michel MH #32.2) and all four
examples of booklet panes. Gen. VERY
FINE, of, some NH (MI €781)

1804

CV 935.00

*

(403/406a, Michel #KZ17/W46) Used
complete collection of position pieces for
the 1933 Hindenburg issues, on a stock
page. Gen. VERY FINE (MI €870)

1805

CV 1,050.00

0

(B50/B54, Michel #S114/W58) Complete
mint symphony of the position pieces
orchestrated from the 1933 Opera issues,
arranged on a stock page. Composing this
arrangement are (Michel) #S114 (NH),
SK19-20, W51-52 (NH) & W53-58. Gen.
VERY FINE, og, some NH (MI €1200)

1806

CV 1,440.00

*

(B60/B64, Michel #S114/W58) Complete
used collection of 1933 Opera position
pieces. Some duplication. Gen. VERY
FINE (MI €1960)

1807

CV 2,345.00

0

(B160/B165, Michel #S257/W147)
Complete mint and used collection of
position pieces for the 1939 Semi-postals,
along with an unexploded booklet (Michel
MH#46) and NH booklet panes (Michel
#113B & 114B (2)). Gen. VERY FINE, mint
og, some NH  (MI €670)

1808

CV 800.00

*0

(B82/B86, Michel #SK27/W110) Complete
mint and used sets of zusammendrucke for
the 1936 Olympics issues, on a stock page.
Both sets are complete. Gen. VERY FINE,
mint og, a few are NH (MI €369.40)

1809

CV 440.00

*0

(82-83, Michel #W1/W4) Small showing of
mint and used 5pf and 10pf issues, with
se-tenant "X" labels. Contained are
(Michel) mint #W1.1, W1.3, W4b, used
#W1.1, W1.2 & W4b. Gen. VERY FINE,
mint og  (MI €2400)

1810

CV 2,870.00

0

(B25, Michel #W31-W33), VERY FINE, og
(MI €690)

1811
CV 825.00

*

(B25, Michel #W31), VERY FINE  (MI
€450)

1812
CV 535.00

0
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[(B38-B39, Michel #WZ5-WZ8),] VERY
FINE, og, all but #WZ5 are NH  (MI €1720)

1813
CV 2,060.00

*

GERMANY - ZUSAMMENDRUCKE - POST-1945

(708 & 710, Michel #RL1-RL2), VERY
FINE, og, NH (MI €340)

1814
CV 405.00

*

(677, Michel #S7), VERY FINE, og, NH 
(MI €550)

1815
CV 660.00

*

(677, Michel #S7), VERY FINE  (MI €700)1816 CV 840.000

(671/677, Michel #W1/S12) Mint and used
selection of 1951 Posthorn position pieces,
arranged on a stock page. Among the
better are (Michel) mint #WZ1-3 , S1-3
(NH), S5 (NH), used #W1, WZ1-2 (3),
WZ3, S5, and others. Gen VERY FINE,
mint og, some NH  (MI €1884)

1817

CV 2,250.00

*0

(702/710, Michel #W4/RL2) Study of the
position pieces of the Heuss issues from
1955, arranged on stock pages. Noted are
better like (Michel) mint HBl#3-5 (NH),
WZ5-8 (NH), S13-16 (NH), S21-24 (NH),
RL1 (5, could also be used as S29-32),
used #WZ6-7, S16, S23, RL1, and others.
Gen. VERY FINE, mint og, most are NH 
(MI €2506)

1818

CV 2,980.00

*0

(W17X/WZ16bYII) Study of the 1958/1960
Heuss issues, arranged on stock pages.
Included is a full mint set of (Michel)
#W17X/S52X, along with some YII issues,
an unexploded booklet, examples of
booklet panes and more. Gen. VERY FINE,
mint og, some NH  (MI €894)

1819

CV 1,065.00

*0

(B485-B488, Michel #W30/SZ2b) Complete
mint and often CTO collection of position
pieces for the 1972 Olympics Semi-postals
on stock pages. Included, as well, are three
unexploded booklets. Gen. VERY FINE,
mint og, NH (MI €331)

1820

CV 395.00

*0

(673 & 675, Michel #WZ4), VERY FINE, og
(MI €350)

1821
CV 420.00

*

GERMANY-BERLIN

(9NB31-9NB34), 3000 sets. VERY FINE,
og, NH (we scanned a sample)

1822
CV 6,900.00

*

(9N1-9N16), 21 VERY FINE, og, NH sets1823 CV 1,637.00*

(9N1-9N20), VERY FINE1824 CV 2,288.000

(9N1-9N20), on post cards, with Berlin
Airlift cancels, #9N1-16 are four issues on
a card, while the 1m to the 5m are each
individually on a card. Gen. VERY FINE, or
better (Michel about €16400)

1825

CV 17,920.00

CV

(9N1-9N20), spread between two covers,
VERY FINE  (MI €15200)

1826
CV 17,470.00

CV

(9N10 {pair}, 9N18), on piece, VERY FINE
(signed Schlegel with 1980 non-photo
Friedl Certificate)

1827

CV 580.00

OP

(9N21-9N34), VERY FINE1828 CV 766.000

(9N21-9N34, 9N35-9N41, 9N42-9N60,
9N61-9N63, 9N64-9N67), all on a large
envelope front, with One Hundred Years of
German Stamps cancels. Gen. VERY FINE

1829

CV 1,144.00

OP

(9N22-9N34), VERY FINE (1m signed Dr.
Dub)

1830
CV 697.00

0

(9N33), F-VF (signed)1831 CV 450.000

(9N35-9N41), VERY FINE, og, NH1832 CV 550.00*

(9N35-9N41,) on cover, VERY FINE  (MI
€1330)

1833
CV 1,575.00

CV

(9N42a, 9N43a, 9N47a, 9N49a), in an
Unexploded Booklet (Michel MH #1), VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH  (MI
€700)

1834

CV 820.00

*

(9N42a, 9N43a, 9N47a, 9N49a), in an
Unexploded Booklet (Michel MH #2), VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH  (MI
€1200)

1835

CV 1,410.00

*

(9N42a/9N49a), unexploded booklet
(Michel # MH1), VERY FINE, og, NH  (MI
€700)

1836

CV 825.00

*

(9N108), First Day Cover, cacheted and
unaddressed, VERY FINE  (MI €450)

1837
CV 590.00

FD

(9N176/9N187), plate number strips of five,
VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH 
(MI 250.20 Euros)

1838

CV 267.00

*

(9N179), in an Unexploded Booklet (Michel
MH #3b), VERY FINE, og, NH  (MI €850)

1839
CV 995.00

*

(9NB3a), VERY FINE, og1840 CV 350.00*

(9NB4-9NB5), cacheted First Day Cover,
unaddressed, EXTREMELY FINE (MI
€320)

1841

CV 390.00

FD

(9NB4-9NB5), First Day Cover, cacheted
and unaddressed, VERY FINE  (MI €320)

1842
CV 420.00

FD

(9NB8-9NB11), First Day Cover, all on one
cover, uncacheted and unaddressed,
VERY FINE  (MI €400)

1843

CV 428.00

FD

(9NB9, 9NB10), First Day Covers,
cacheted and unaddressed, VERY FINE 
(MI €320)

1844

CV 342.00

FD

GERMANY-BERLIN - ZUSAMMENDRUCKE

(9N47 & 9N49, Michel #SKZ2B), VERY
FINE, og, NH (MI €400)

1845
CV 480.00

*

(9N47 & 9N49, Michel #SKZ3-SKZ4),
VERY FINE (MI €500)

1846
CV 600.00

0

(9N42 & 9N47, Michel #SZ2A), VERY
FINE (MI €500)

1847
CV 600.00

0

(9N42 & 9N47, Michel #SZ2A-SZ2B),
VERY FINE, og, NH  (MI €375)

1848
CV 450.00

*

(9N43 & 9N49, Michel #SZ4A), VERY
FINE, og, NH (MI €300)

1849
CV 360.00

*

(9N42/9N49, Michel #SZ5-SZ6), VERY
FINE  (MI €440)

1850
CV 525.00

0

(9N42/9N49, Michel #W1/ SKZ4) Study of
the 1949-52 Regulars, with mint and used
examples, on stock pages. Among the
better are (Michel) mint #W2-4 (NH), W6-9
(NH), W11, W13 (NH), S3-4, SZ1A (NH),
SZ3A (NH), SZ4B (NH), S9 (NH), used
#W2-4, W6-9, W13, SZ4B, W24, W29,
W33, and others. Gen. VERY FINE, mint
og, many NH  (MI €2620)

1851

CV 3,140.00

*0

(9N47, Michel #W12), VERY FINE, og, NH
(MI €580)

1852
CV 695.00

*

(9N47, Michel #W12), VERY FINE (MI
€750)

1853
CV 900.00

0

(9N49, Michel #W15), VERY FINE, og, NH
(MI €420)

1854
CV 500.00

*

(9N49, Michel #W16), on piece, VERY
FINE (MI €700)

1855
CV 840.00

OP

(9N49, Michel #W17-W20), VERY FINE
(MI €1055)

1856
CV 1,265.00

0

1857 * (9N42/9N49, Michel #W17/SKZ4)
Complete mint study of the 1952 Regular
Issues, which are like the 1949 Regular
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issues, with new labels, arranged on stock
pages. Among the better are #W18-20
(NH), W22 (NH), W24 (NH), W28 (NH),
W29-30 (NH), W32 (NH), W33-35 (NH),
SZ5 (NH), SKZ3-4 (NH), and the rest. Gen.
VERY FINE, og, many are NH (MI €4137) CV 4,955.00

(9N47, Michel #W22), VERY FINE (MI
€400)

1858
CV 480.00

0

(9N47, Michel #W24), VERY FINE (MI
€360)

1859
CV 430.00

0

(9N43, Michel #W30), VERY FINE (MI
€360)

1860
CV 430.00

0

(9N43, Michel #W32), VERY FINE (MI
€360)

1861
CV 430.00

0

(9N42, Michel #W34), VERY FINE (MI
€360)

1862
CV 430.00

0

(9N42, Michel #W36), VERY FINE (MI
€360)

1863
CV 430.00

0

GERMANY-BERLIN

GERMANY - BERLIN, HIGH QUALITY
COLLECTION WITH PREMIUM sets and
singles throughout, beginning with the first
issues in 1948 and providing coverage of
the entire period of issuance in a lovely
Lighthouse Hingeless Specialty Album
without duplication. Includes premium sets
and singles like used #9N10, 9N42-9N60,
9N61-9N63, 9N68, 9N70-9N74,
9N75-9N79, 9N81-9N83, and many more.
High quality throughout and generally
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1864

SB 750.00

*0

GERMANY-BERLIN - Used collection of
sets, singles and more, nearly filling a
KA-BE hingeless album. Most notable are
better like #9N21-32, 9N34, 9N35-41,
9N42-60, 9N61-63, 9N68, 9N69, 9N70-74,
9N75-79, 9N81-83, 9N84-93, 9N94-98,
9N99-100, 9N120-36, 9NB1-3, 9NB4-5,
9NB7,  and more. Gen. VERY FINE (we
scanned the first 25 pages)

1865

SB 600.00

0

GERMANY-BERLIN - Small group of better
mint issues on a stock page. Noted are
#9N21-34, 9N35-41, 9N68, 9N70-74, 
9NB1-3 (no gum), 9NB3a, and a few
others. Gen. VERY FINE, most mint og

1866

CV 1,125.00

*

GERMANY COLLECTION

GERMANY - WWII - WONDERFUL
COLLECTION OF THOUSANDS OF
STAMPS, COVERS AND SPECIALTY
ITEMS in a large album. Truly an amazing
life long collection of tremendous value and
scarcity. All VERY FINE

1867

SB 6,000.00

*0

1868 *0 GERMANY - PREMIUM COLLECTION
Very impressive collection of close to 2,000
different issues covering unified Germany
from the very first set and going all the way
to post WWII period, Bund and Berlin
issues, going to early 1970s housed in
Scott Specialty album. The collection of
very high standard and gives very
comprehensive coverage of all main
periods in German philately combining
regular issues with semi-postal and
airmails. The collection includes very
attractive ratio of premium content with
individual standouts like mint #12-13, 14,
15, 20, 21, 25, 26, 27-28, 29-34, 45-51, 59,
72, 73, 330-336, 351-362, 363-365 (NH),
366-384, 391-397, 398-400 (NH), 401-414,
634-661, 664a, 665-666 (NH), 667-668,

695 (NH), 698-701, B8-B11, B15-B18 (NH),
B23-B27, B28-B32, B33, B33a-B33d,
B38-B41 (NH), B42-B43 (NH), B44-B48,
B50a-B55a, B57, B67, B68a-B68d,
B69-B78, B105, B141-B143, B144 (NH),
B145 (NH), B148-B159 (NH), B173 (NH),
B292-B293 (NH), B306-B308 (NH),
B320-B323 (NH), B327-B330, B332-B333,
B344-B347, C27-C34, C40-C42, C46-C56,
5NB1-5NB4, 5NB4a, 6NB6a, 9N70-9N74
(NH), 9N75-9N79 (NH), 9N80 (NH),
9NB4-9NB5 (NH),  used #1-11, 19, 75-79,
80-95, 670-685, B91-B92, B310-B313,
B314-B315, B316-B317, C27-C34, C36,
C37, C39, C46-C56, 9N35-9N41,
9NB1-9NB3 and others, gen. VERY FINE,
mint og, many NH SB 4,500.00

GERMANY - PREMIUM COLLECTION
Very impressive mint collection of well over
1,000 different issues covering stamps of
Federal Republic going to the mid 1970s
housed in a beautiful hingeless Lighthouse
album (retail value for the album alone
would be close to $250!). This is a
fantastic, highly complete and never hinged
collection that includes most notable, high
value sets like 1951 Numeral and Post
Horn issues (#670-685 catalog value
$1,750!) premium semi-postal sets from the
early 1950s, as well as very
comprehensive early Berlin section.
Altogether, this is a fantastic, high quality
collection enticing an involuntary
'wunderbar' from enthusiasts of German
philately, VERY FINE, og, NH

1869

SB 4,000.00

*

GERMANY - HIGHLY COMPLETE FROM
THE EMPIRE TO ALLIED OCCUPATION -
Highly complete and high quality
throughout. The collection is stored in a
very nice, nearly-new Scott Specialty album
without duplication and with excellent
Back-of-the-book and souvenir sheets and
strong coverage up to about 1950. The
collection is packed with high quality
premium sets and singles from many
fascinating phases of German Philately,
including highlights such as used North
German Confederation #1-10, 12, 25, and
mint #O1, O6, used Germany #1-11 (#8
mint), 12, 15-24 (including #22), 62-64,
77-78, 80-95, 118-132, B7, C35-C37, and
mint #13, B8-B11, B15-B18, B19-B22,
B23-B27, B33, B33a-B33d, B34-B37,
B44-B48, B59-B67, B69-B78, and much
more. A fascinating collection loaded with
high quality, highly desirable material.
Generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1870

SB 4,000.00

*0

GERMANY - HIGH QUALITY TWO
VOLUME COLLECTION, stored in a nice
pair of Minkus Specialty Albums. The
collection begins with an impressive array
of better quality 19th century German State
issues followed by a wonderful German
Empire section, good Reich material,
followed by highly complete Bundespost
and Berlin to about 2000, without
duplication. We scanned the first album to
about 1950. High quality throughout and
generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1871

SB 4,000.00

*0

SAAR, DANZIG, MEMEL & GERMAN
COLONIES - Highly complete collection of
hundreds of VERY FINE, og, often NH
stamps from the most popular period of
German Philately. Loaded with better sets,
all in pristine Schaubek Hingeless
Specialty albums with slipcase. Beautiful

1872

SB 3,000.00

*
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GERMANY - BEAUTIFUL COLLECTION
COVERING BACK-OF-THE-BOOK &
BERLIN, stored in a lovely, like-new Scott
Specialty Album. The collection begins with
Semi-postal issues, many presented
side-by-side mint and used, followed by
Airmails, Officials, Occupations and Berlin.
The collection features a wonderful array of
premium material, including noted
highlights like mint #B173 (NH),
B294-B295 (NH), C39 (NH), and used
#C27-C34, C35-C37, C39, and much
more. High quality throughout and
generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1873

SB 3,000.00

*0

GERMANY - HIGH QUALITY
COLLECTION BEGINNING IN 1868, with
beautiful issues of the North German
Confederation followed by very good
Empire and strong coverage through the
Reich period and Bundespost to about
2000 with no duplication, and Semi-postal
issues highly complete to 1940 including
premium content throughout, like mint
#B8-B11, B33, B79-B81 (NH), B82-B89
(NH), and used #B19-B21, and much
more. High quality throughout and well
worth a visual scan. Typically VERY FINE,
mint og, many NH

1874

SB 3,000.00

*0

GERMANY - HIGH QUALITY
COLLECTION BEGINNING WITH
Northern and Southern District issues with
some state issues, followed by very
thorough Empire, Reich, and Republic with
very good Back-of-the-book, and Berlin.
The collection is housed nicely within a
nice condition Scott Specialty album,
mainly on pages modified to be hingeless
with high quality mounts. The collection
features better material from throughout
German philatelic history, including notable
highlights such as mint North German
Confederation 4, and used 13-19, mint
Germany #8, 78 (NH), C57-C58, and used
#15-18, 20, 29-35, 92-95, C7, C15-C19,
C46-C56, 9N1-9N15, 9N74, 9N75-9N79,
9N96-9N98, and much more. A very
diverse and high quality collection.
Generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1875

SB 3,000.00

*0

HUGE, HIGH QUALITY INTERNATIONAL
SELECTION OF TENS OF THOUSANDS
of different stamps, stored neatly in
glassines and in two stockbooks. The
glassines are stored neatly in two
organized boxes, primarily covering nations
beginning "F" through "H", with the bulk of
the value in this selection coming from an
extensive group of German material,
covering all phases of German philately
from 19th century State issues to
Bundespost and Berlin, many in blocks of
four, and many beautiful souvenir sheets,
in addition to two stockbooks dedicated to
Germany. The selection also includes
excellent France and much more. Premium
material found throughout, including noted
highlights like mint Germany #585A-593,
593A-599, 755-761, B68 (slightly faulted),
C35, and used #C35, C37 (on flown cover),
and much more. Very valuable selection
holding a catalogue value easily over
$10,000, generally VERY FINE, og, most
NH

1876

SB 2,500.00

*0

1877 *0 GERMANY 1949 - 1987 - An attractive mint
and used collection of close 2,000 different
issues covering German philately from
1949 and well into the last years of 1980s
housed in a pristine condition Scott

Specialty album with a slipcase (retail value
for the album alone is roughly $200). The
collection is highly complete and includes
an equally complete sub-section covering
allied issues for Berlin going to the very last
issues in 1989, VERY FINE, mint og, most
NH (We scanned only the Berlin section) SB 2,500.00

GERMANY-COVERS - Accumulation of
more than 6000 covers, which range,
mainly, to the 1970s, running loose in three
cartons. Noted are good supplies of
Inflation, Reich and AMG era covers, with
some Empire items. Also found are studies
of interesting town and special event
cancels. Lots to sift through. Gen. VERY
FINE

1878

SB 2,500.00

CV

GERMANY - BEAUTIFUL ALL MINT
COLLECTION 1945-1965 in a pristine
Schaubek Hingeless Specialty album,
highly complete for AMG, French Zone
Locals, Federal Republic & even Soviet
Zone Locals. Very nice, all VERY FINE, og,
most NH

1879

SB 2,000.00

*

GERMANY - BEAUTIFUL ALL MINT
COLLECTION OF MANY HUNDREDS of
stamps, all pristine VERY FINE, og, and
often NH, in a beautiful Schaubek
Hingeless Specialty album (with slipcase),
loaded with better sets and singles. Very
nice

1880

SB 2,000.00

*

GERMANY - An appealing mint and used
selection of close to 4,000 issues covering
German philately with some material from
the 19th century, strong focus on The Third
Reich, as well as strong Bund, regular
section and semi-postal. The selection in
total has a catalog value of well in excess
of $7,000 and includes individual standouts
like mint #242A, 1028-1044, used #1, 21,
398-400, B3-B4, B18, B100, B310-B313,
B314-B315, B318, B320-B323, B330, &
many others.  Overall duplication is
generally manageable and even the issues
from 1948-51 #634-661, which are
duplicated 100+ times should appeal to
specialty collectors as they come in a
myriad of varieties: different perforation,
watermark placement and other. Overall
this is a great selection for serious
collectors of German philately, gen. VERY
FINE, mint og (We scanned only one
volume out of three that accounts for close
to half of the total catalog value of the lot)

1881

SB 1,750.00

*0

GERMANY - QUALITY STOCK Very nice
good quality selection of roughly 6,000 mint
and used issues covering Germanic world
with minimal duplication. Practically every
aspect of philately associated with
Germany is represented to some extent as
the lot includes German States, Imperial
period, Third Reich, including good
back-of-the-book, occupation issues,
plebiscites, Bund and GDR - overall
covering close to one and a half centuries
of philatelic history through territories in
one way or another associated with
Germania. The selection is extensive, but
the duplication is certainly manageable as
most issues that are duplicates include only
but few duplicates, F-VF, mint og, many
NH

1882

SB 2,000.00

*0

1883 *0 GERMANY - Very well organized mint and
used selection of close to 400 different
issues with moderate to high duplication
covering the German postal stamps from
issues of the times of North German
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Confederation to breakout of WWII. This is
a massive selection of thousands of
stamps covering regular issues from all the
key sub-sections of German philately -
Imperial period, Hyper Inflation and 1930s -
in total adding up to well over $15,000 in
catalog value. individually some of the
most notable individual standouts include
mint #71, 72, 387 (NH), 410, and used #64,
118-132, 168, 171 (6), 228, 263, 282 (2),
299, 310, 311, 321, 398a, 435 (6) and
many others, F-VF, mint og, many NH SB 2,000.00

GERMANY - An extensive stock selection
of thousands primarily covering the period
from the mid 1930s and mid 60s organized
in a Scott numbered stockbook. Overall the
catalog value of the selection would add up
close to $10,000, and individually some of
the most attractive highlights would include
mint #539, 593E, 600-616 (2, NH), 680,
681, 682, 698-701 (NH), 696 (NH, 7), used
#576, 668,  695,  698-701 and others. Very
nice group, most geared towards dealers,
gen VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1884

SB 2,000.00

*0

GERMANY COVERS - 70 BETTER
COVERS. VERY FINE

1885
SB 1,500.00

CV

GERMANY-COVERS - Organized
accumulation of more than 3100 covers,
running from the late 1950s to the mid
1990s, all in cover binders or on pages, in
two cartons. Highest volume of coverage
goes to First Day Covers, which are mostly
commemoratives and regulars. The vast
majority are cacheted and unaddressed.
Also found are covers from Berlin, GDR,
along with some later flight covers, some
commercial mail and some regular mail.
Gen. VERY FINE

1886

SB 1,250.00

CV

GERMANY - COVERS - OVER 50
BETTER COVERS

1887
SB 1,000.00

CV

GERMAN BUNDESPOST - HIGH
QUALITY MINT THREE-VOLUME
COLLECTION IN a lovely set of matching,
like-new Schaubek Hingeless Specialty
Albums with slip cases. The collection
begins in 1965 and continues virtually
complete to 1999 without duplication. The
albums that this collection is stored in
alone would retail over the starting bid.
Very high quality, virtually complete, and
VERY FINE, og, nearly all NH

1888

SB 1,000.00

*

GERMANY - COVERS - OVER 110
BETTER COVERS mostly 1930-1960.
Many better stamps and many better
frankings. VERY FINE

1889

SB 1,000.00

CV

GERMANY - Between 1921 and 1924,
Germany was required to pay to Great
Britain and France reparations as a result
of defeat in World War I. As a result, the
value of the Deutsche Mark depreciated
tremendously. Originally meant as a device
to decrease the real cost of these
reparations, currency inflation soon got so
out of hand that this period of German
history has become a paradigm for fiscal
irresponsibility. The Mark went in value
from four Marks to the U.S. Dollar in 1914
to 4.25 trillion(!) Marks in 1924. This is a
specialized collection of mostly complete
and high quality sheets from that period,
and carries a Scott Value of over $3,500,
and face value over several billion
Deutsche Marks.

1890

SB 850.00

*

1891 *0 SAAR, DANZIG, PLEBISCITES AND
OCCUPATIONS. Very nice all mint

collection in an album, many hundreds with
lots of better stamps SB 850.00

GERMANY-POST WAR - Collection of
post WWII of AMG issues, Soviet Zone and
more, in three binders. Included are
multiples with plate blocks, bottom strips,
corner margin blocks, along with the usual
array of singles and covers, an interesting
range of postal cards, "gebuhr" covers,
some French Zone locals with some gutter
pairs and much more. Gen. VERY FINE,
mint og, many are NH

1892

SB 800.00

*0

GERMANY - Two collections of sets,
singles and more, in four albums.
Contained is a three volume used
collection from 1954 to 1994, in Lindner
Hingeless albums, and a mint NH
collection of Reich era material in a KA-BE
hingeless album with better like #436-41,
448-51, B69-78, B91-92, B93-101, B102,
B103, B105, B106 (2), B107-15, B160-68,
Danzig #241-54, etc. Gen. VERY FINE,
mint og, NH

1893

SB 750.00

*0

GERMANY COVERS - 65 BETTER
COVERS

1894
SB 750.00

CV

GERMANY - PRETTY HIGH QUALITY
GROUP OF HUNDREDS, VERY FINE

1895
SB 600.00

*0

GERMANY - EXCEPTIONAL MID &
EARLY 20TH CENTURY SPECIALIZED
COLLECTION with compelling Inflation Era
issues. Very high catalog value

1896

SB 600.00

0

GERMANY - EXCEPTIONAL MID &
EARLY 20TH CENTURY SPECIALIZED
COLLECTION with great Inflation Period.
Very high catalog value

1897

SB 600.00

0

GERMANY - INFLATION PERIOD
COVERS - Selection of over 100 better
covers, all nearly a century old

1898

SB 600.00

CV

GERMANY-POSTAL STATIONERY -
Accumulation of around 600 examples of
postal stationery and more. Included are
postal cards with some States, a good
showing of Inflation and Reich era items, at
least one full pictorial set from the 1970s
and more. Also noted are some scattered
Reich period propaganda picture post
cards. Gen. VERY FINE

1899

SB 600.00

CV

GERMANY - MINT INFLATION BLOCK
collection of hundreds. VERY FINE, og, NH

1900
SB 500.00

*

GERMANY - OFFICIAL FIRST DAY
COVERS - Very well organized and
comprehensive collection of over 1,000
official first day issues "ERSTTAGSBLATT"
covering the period from 1974 to 1997. The
collection is very continuous and is
organized in over a dozen of volumes in a
Bundespost order, as every official first day
of issues card is numbered. This could be a
great addition for anyone looking to
enhance their modern collection of German
Federal Republic issues from the late 20th
century, VERY FINE

1901

SB 500.00

CV

GERMANY -  Accumulation of hundreds of
ETB's (Ersttagsblatt) for Germany and
Berlin, most of which are loose. Contains
coverage of regulars and commemoratives
from the mid 1970's to 2002. Gen. VERY
FINE

1902

SB 400.00

FD

1903 *0 GERMANY-CARRIERS - Collection of
hundreds of mint and used Private Carrier
issues, organized by city on stock pages, in
a binder. Included are larger sections of
Essen, Hamburg, Leipzig, and many
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others. Gen. VERY FINE, mint og SB 400.00

GERMANY-REFERENCE WORKS -
Complete 15 volume set of Dr. Bohne's
"Reference Manual of Forgeries" published
by Germany Philatelic Society from
1996/97.

1904

SB 400.00

GERMANY - MINT MODERN STOCK - An
extensive mint stock accumulation of
several thousand mint never hinged issues
covering West German philately from the
early issues in 1946 going all the way to
2011. Even though the period covered by
the lot begins in the middle of the 20th
century and includes individual standouts
like #693 (2 NH), 1028-44, 1475-94A (100),
B294-95 (NH), by far the bulk of the catalog
value of the lot that is above $34,000
comes from the last two decades of the
20th century and the €€€ period stamps,
duplicated in higher quantities. The lot
includes a very high ratio of souvenir and
miniature sheets with all of them
individually packed in Scott numbered
envelopes and glassines. Sizeable portion
of the lot is made up by inclusion of
complete sheets of Famous women from
1986-91 in sheets of 100 and subsequent
issues. Another large notable subsection is
the West Berlin issues including better like
#9N67 (NH), 9N69 (NH), 9N120-N36, with
just the Berlin subsection sporting over
$3,000 in catalog value. This is certainly a
dealer type lot with rather uniform
duplication throughout in many cases going
up to 100 duplicates, VERY FINE, og, NH

1905

CV 34,000.00

*

GERMANY - HIGH QUALITY SELECTION
COVERING EMPIRE TO Bundespost,
beginning with high quality first issues of
the German Empire, to good Reich and
coverage to about 1980 with light
duplication. Each item in the selection is
stored within individually Scott numbered
dealer's stock cards, and the selection
includes many impressive premium sets
and singles like used Germany #1-11 (#6
mint with corner flaw), 16, 19, 20, 24, 25,
36, 64, 66a, 80-95, 118-132, 162, 527,
669-701, and mint #13, 14, 24, 25, 26, 28,
32, 366-384, 398-400, 665-666, and more.
We put a selection from the overall group
on a stock page and scanned it in order to
clearly illustrate this impressive group.
Generally VERY FINE, mint og

1906

CA 7,850.00

*0

GERMANY -   An extensive stock
accumulation of over 4,000 used issues
primarily covering the Bund period housed
in a stockbook. The selection includes
relatively uniform duplication ranging from
5-6 duplicates to just over a dozen in
highest cases, but neat and very orderly
organization of the lot makes it more than
manageable, VERY FINE

1907

CA 3,000.00

0

GERMANY - Mainly mint, often NH
grouping of better sets and singles, etc.,
arranged on stock pages. Most notable are
mint #442-43 (NH), 459-62 (NH), 664a
(NH), 686 (NH), 695 (NH), 702-21, 1028-44
(singles & blocks of four), B33a-33d (NH),
B104 (NH), B132-33 (NH), B134-36 (NH),
B141-43, B145 (NH), B160-68 (NH), B173
(NH), B177-85 (2 NH), B327-30 (NH),
B334-37 (NH), C27-34, C37, 5NB8b (NH),
9N70-74 (NH), 9N75-79 (NH), 9N94-98,
used #B105, and many others. Gen. VERY
FINE, or better, mint og, much is NH

1908

CV 2,890.00

*0

1909 *0 GERMANY-TO 1874 - Collection of mint

and used Small and Large Shields, along
with the two Numeral issues that separate
them in the catalog, arranged on a stock
page. Highlights include mint #23-26, used
#1-3, 3a, 6, 7 (2), 10 (2), 12-13 (both pen
cancelled), 14 (2), 19-20, and others. Gen.
F-VF or better, some mint og, most no gum CV 2,515.00

GERMANY - Interesting group of better
sets and singles, displayed on stock pages.
Noted are mint #593, 667-68 (3 NH),
702-21 (NH), B55a, B57, B145 (NH),
B292-93 (imperf, NH), B310-13 (NH),
B316-17 (2, one NH), B320-23 (NH),
C61-64 (NH blocks of four), used #669 (5),
688 (10), and more. Gen. VERY FINE, mint
og, some NH

1910

CV 2,185.00

*0

GERMANY-FDC's - Group of 42 cacheted,
often unaddressed First Day Covers from
1955 to 1958, in a stock book. Better noted
include (Michel valued) #727 (€38), 728
(€36), 731 (€30), 735 (€22), 736 (€36), 737
(€70), 739 (€32), 742 (€20),  B342-43
(€55), B344-47 (in two FDCs, €120),
B348-49 (€40), B350-53 (€65), B354-55
(€32), and others. Only a few are
duplicated. Gen. VERY FINE  (MI €939)

1911

CV 1,110.00

FD

GERMANY - HIGH QUALITY TWO
VOLUME STOCKBOOK SELECTION -
Scott numbered and stored neatly in a pair
of nice hardcover stockbooks. Includes
high quality material covering the first half
of the 20th century well, with light to
moderate duplication of most items.
Premium material found throughout
including highlights such as mint #C36,
used #B12-B14, C27-C33, and more.
Generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1912

CA 1,000.00

*0

GERMANY & STATES

GERMANY & STATES - EXCELLENT
HIGHLY COMPLETE COLLECTION
beginning with a VERY FINE Bavaria #1,
19, good Baden, Wurttemberg with many of
the 18kr, highly complete Brunswick,
Hamburg, Saxony and excellent German
Proper to 1900. Huge catalogue value.
Well worth a look

1913

SB 8,500.00

GERMANY & STATES - HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION stored and organized neatly
on individually Scott numbered dealer's
stock cards, with light duplication
throughout. The selection begins with a few
nice 19th century state issues, followed by
good German Empire, Third Reich, and
Bundespost. followed by Including mint
Wurttemberg #O52, used Germany #6,
321, 686 (pair), and mint #456-458 (NH),
456-458 (NH), 469 (NH), 490-491 (NH),
681 (NH), 683, 714, 755-761, 824-839
(blocks of 4), 1170-1192 (NH), and more.
We put a selection from the overall group
on a stock page and scanned it in order to
clearly illustrate the high level of quality
found throughout the group. Mostly mint
and generally VERY FINE, mint og, many
NH

1914

CA 2,800.00

*0

GERMAN OCCUPATIONS

1915 * WEST BERLIN - VERY HIGH QUALITY,
HIGHLY COMPLETE COLLECTION,
stored in a lovely, like-new Schaubek
Hingeless Specialty Album with a slip case.
The collection begins with mint
#9N1-9N20, followed by a highly complete
run through the term of issuance including
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other premium highlights like mint
#9N21-9N33, 9N35-9N41, 9N64-9N67,
9N68, 9N70-9N74, 9N75-9N79, 9N80
(NH), 9N84-9N93, 9N94-9N98,
9NB1-9NB3, 9NB4-9NB5, 9NB3a, used
#9N42-9N60, and much more. High quality
throughout and generally VERY FINE, og,
most NH SB 1,500.00

BELGIUM-FLEMISH LEGION

(Michel #IX-XIV), VERY FINE, og, NH  (MI
€260)

1916
CV 310.00

*

(Michel #XV-XIX), VERY FINE, og  (MI
€250)

1917
CV 305.00

*

(Michel #XX), VERY FINE, og, NH  (MI
€250)

1918
CV 300.00

*

(Michel #XXI-XXIV), in perfed sheets of
four, VERY FINE, og, NH  (MI €200)

1919
CV 235.00

*

ESTONIA-PERNAU

(Michel #1II-10II), blocks of four with both
#3IIA & #3IIB, VERY FINE, og, NH  (MI
€720, #3IIA signed Krischke)

1920

CV 870.00

*

FRANCE-LEGION POST

(Michel #IIa & III), in sheets of 25. #III sheet
includes varieties #IIIPFI to IIIPFIV. Gen.
VERY FINE, og, NH  (MI €1840)

1921

CV 2,180.00

*

RUSSIA-LJADY

(Michel #2b), VERY FINE-EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH  (MI €200)

1922
CV 245.00

*

ZARA

(Michel #1/9), only missing #4 (20c
carmine), VERY FINE, og, NH (MI €857)

1923
CV 1,051.00

*

(Sassone #1-6, 8-12, 15), VERY FINE, og,
NH  (Sassone €1000)

1924
CV 1,230.00

*

(Sassone #8a), "Besetzuag" error, VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH 
(Sassone €320)

1925

CV 395.00

*

(Sassone #13), VERY FINE, og, NH 
(signed Sorani, Sassone €900)

1926
CV 1,105.00

*

(Michel #20I-20IV), VERY FINE, og, NH
(MI €280)

1927
CV 343.00

*

GERMANY-SOVIET ZONE LOCALS

(12NB3 var, Michel #22b), tied to piece,
Michel €2000, VERY FINE

1928
CV 2,700.00

0

Provisional Soviet Zone Overprint (MI
#179), VERY FINE (MI 450 Euros)

1929
CV 483.00

0

Bad Schmiedeberg (Michel #2 & #4,) on
cover, VERY FINE (MI €1400)

1930
CV 1,740.00

CV

SOVIET ZONE-COTTBUS

(Michel #33x), sheet of 50, VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH  (signed
& expertised Busch BPP, MI €5000)

1931

CV 6,945.00

*

GERMANY-G.D.R.

(134), sheet of 100, VERY FINE, og, NH1932 CV 650.00*

(144a & 146a), perf, on cover, VERY FINE 
(MI €500)

1933
CV 595.00

CV

(144a & 146a), imperf, on cover, VERY
FINE  (MI €500)

1934 CV

CV 595.00

(188a, 188b, 227a), in an Unexploded
Booklet (Michel MH #2b3), VERY FINE, og,
NH  (MI €320)

1935

CV 375.00

*

GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC -
BEAUTIFUL FOUR VOLUME MINT
COLLECTION, stored well in a set of four
matching and like-new Schaubek
Hingeless Specialty Albums. The collection
is nearly complete including excellent
Back-of-the-book and numerous premium
highlights like mint #58-67, 78-79, 80-81,
82-84, 85-88, 122-136, 144a (perf &
imperf), 146a (perf & imperf), 155-171,
187-204, 226a, B17-B20, B21a, and much
more. A very impressive, virtually complete
collection in a beautiful set of albums. High
quality throughout and generally VERY
FINE, og, many NH

1936

SB 3,000.00

*

GERMANY - G.D.R. & BUND An extensive
mint and used parallel collection of close to
4,000 different issues covering the second
half of the 20th century housed in two
volumes - G.D.R. and BUND. Both albums
start immediately after WWII and go up to
1990 organized in chronological order.
Both collection are very comprehensive
and include numerous souvenir sheets that
compliment the sets nicely. Both sections
include number of better sets mostly from
the late 1940s starting with allied
occupation issues and subsequently
G.D.R. including better like #5NB1-5NB4,
5NB4a, 5NB8a-5NB8b, 6NB3-6NB6,
6NB6a, 8NB1-8NB4, 8NB4a, 10NB11,
58-67, 82-84, 144a, 146a, 226a, 264a,
issues from Saar like #204-220, 226,
B68-73, B76, B77-B81, O27-O38, and
Germany (Bund) mint #585A-593,
593A-599, 664a, 702-721, 1170-1192, and
numerous others. Overall the number of
stamps mint and used would be in the
region of 10,000 and total catalog value
close to $6,000 and would surely appeal to
collectors of the 20th century German
philately, gen. VERY FINE, mint og (We
scanned only the early sections of both
books containing most of the premium
issues)

1937

SB 1,250.00

*0

GERMANY - FOUR VOLUME
COLLECTION, stored nicely in a matching
set of Lindner Hingeless Specialty Albums,
two of which include slipcases. The
collection begins with the first issues
followed by highly complete coverage
through the period of issuance by the
Democratic Republic, including extensive
Back-of-the-book and beautiful souvenir
sheets, and wonderful premium highlights
like mint #58-67, 78-79, 82-84, 122-136,
144a, 146a, 226a, B21a, and much more.
High quality throughout, mostly mint and
generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1938

SB 1,250.00

*0

1939 *0 GERMANY - G.D.R. - An extensive mint
and used stock accumulation of close to
10,000 stamps covering most of the
existence of German Democratic Republic.
The lot combines over one hundred uncut
sheets of fifty alongside with some 500
Scott numbered glassines housing
complete sets. While the sheets are
philatelically cancelled and primarily
focussed on the 1960s, the glassines
combine mint and used issues and cover
most of the history of GDR going well into
the late 1980s. This a rather large lot, but,
apart from complete uncut sheets, the
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duplication levels are very manageable and
would form a representative, mostly used
collection of GDR, gen. VERY FINE, mint
og SB 750.00

GERMANY - G.D.R. - Very nice stock
selection of several thousand stamps
covering the East German philately starting
with the very early Russian occupation
issues like Germany #10N29-N44 (blocks
of four), and going to the very last issues of
DDR including individual standouts like
mint #, 54-57A, 146a, 155-71 (NH),
187-204 (NH), 226a (3), B17-20 (2), B21
(10), used #B21a among them and more.
Generally the duplication levels are rather
uniform and despite being high are very
manageable due to the lot being organized
in a very neat and tidy manner with every
issues in Scott identified
glassines/envelopes and in most cases
duplication levels indicated. Bearing in
mind the levels of duplication and catalog
value of $8,500 this is certainly a dealer
type lot, VERY FINE, og, NH

1940

CV 8,500.00

*0

GERMANY & AREA

GERMANY & AREA - SUPERB
COLLECTION Germany is one of those
philatelic countries that came into being
right around the time postal stamps were
first introduced so, coupled with Germany's
central powerhouse location and historic
role, stamps of Germany showcase the
history of their own country, world history,
and last but most important for our
purposes history and development of
philately in general. All of the above is
beautifully captured in this philatelic
behemoth of a collection, as close to 4,000
different stamps arranged on over 200
pages showcase the philately of German
States, Imperial Germany, Third Reich,
German federal Republic, and Berlin.
Volatile history of Germany provides
drastically different subsections that
captivates the attention of philatelists
worldwide, and this particular collection
does not disappoint, be it highly complete
German States with high ratio of used
stamps having cancellations
socked-on-the-nose (yes even the
cancellations are beautiful in this
collection!), complete early Imperial issues,
or very impressive Third Reich period with
overprinted Graf Zeppelin airmails, all
highest value mint souvenir sheets
IPOSTA, 10 Jahre Deutsche Nothilfe, and
OSTROPA (#B33, B58, B68), or Bund
which of course includes complete mint set
of Numeral and Post Horn issues
(#670-685)! Overall the collection includes
great number of premium, high value sets
in total adding up to an astronomical
catalog value, thus it would instantly be the
envy of your fellow philatelists, gen. VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH (Beautiful
collection, viewing scans is a must for all
enthusiasts of German philately!)

1941

SB 25,000.00

*0

1942 *0 GERMANY & AREA - HIGH QUALITY
COLLECTION OF MANY THOUSANDS of
different stamps, beginning with
impressive, high quality State issues
followed by highly complete Germany with
lots of premium from eras like the German
Empire, Third Reich, Berlin, Bundespost
and more. The collection is stored in a
lovely Minkus Specialty Album, and also

includes Colonies and Occupations along
with other good Back-of-the-book material.
High quality throughout and generally
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH SB 2,000.00

GERMANY & AREA Comprehensive mint
and used collection of roughly 2,500
different mint and used issues housed in a
pair of Minkus albums covering Germany,
Berlin, Federal Republic, German
Democratic Republic, Memel, Saar,
Occupation Issues and more. The
collection covers roughly a century long
period starting with North German
Confederation stamps and goes well into
the mid 1970s in numerous sub-sections,
gen. VERY FINE, mint og (We scanned
only a small sample selection of 50 pages)

1943

SB 2,000.00

*0

GERMANY & AREA - Varied collections
and selections, in albums, stockbooks and
glassines, all in a carton. Noted are many
better. Specifically, there is mint Germany
#1028-44, B344-47, C61-64, mint and used
post WWII issues, some States, a group of
Colonies, with a few Offices thrown in,
album collections by Scott, Minkus and
Lighthouse, and much more. Lots to look
through. Gen. VERY FINE, mint og, some
later NH

1944

SB 650.00

*0

GERMANY & AREA - NICE PREMIUM
SELECTION with better. F-VF

1945
SB 450.00

*0

GERMANY & AREA - HIGH QUALITY
THREE VOLUME SELECTION in a trio of
stockbooks, with stamps neatly ordered by
Scott number. The vast majority of the
value in this selection comes from an
extremely impressive volume containing
entirely German States, including
moderately duplicated premium material
both mint and used. Some of the wonderful
better items easily found within this
selection used Germany #49a, B26, 9N78,
mint North German Confederation #12,
mint Baden #15 (2), 24 (no gum), 25, LJ3
(3), and used #2 (10), 3 (7), 4 (9), 6 (9), 8
(3), 9 (17), 10 (7), 13 (5), 14 (4), 15, 16 (4),
17 (4), 22 (8), 23, 28 (11), used Bavaria #4,
11-12, O40-O41, used Saxony #15, mint
Bergedorf #1 (9), 2 (6), 3 (4), 4 (5), 5 (6),
used Bremen #1, 3, 5 (missing corner), and
mint #3, 6, mint Brunswick #6 (5), 12 (5),
23 (6), and used #7, 8 (3), 9 (2), 24 (2), 25,
used Mecklenburg-Schwerin #6, mint
Mecklenburg-Strelitz #1, 3, 4, 5, 6, and
used #5, 6, used Oldenburg #1, 2, and mint
#16, mint Hamburg #1, 9 (11), 12 (12), and
used #2 (2), 3 (2), 4, 6, 12, 17 (2), 21
(toning), 24 (3), used Hanover #1, 3, 5, 7,
12 (4), 13, 18, 22 (2), 28, and mint #7, 18
(2), 22 (2), used Lubeck #2, 4 (3), used
German Offices in China #53, mint German
Offices in the Turkish Empire #1, 6, and
used #1, 2, used Prussia #1, 2 (9), 10 (2),
23 (3), 24, and mint #23 (2), 24 (2), used
Saxony #2, 6 (2), 7, 13 (4), 20 (3), mint
Schleswig-Holstein #6, 9, 10, 11, and used
#3 (2), 12 (2), 15, 17 (2), 19 (2), 21, used
Thurn & Taxis #3 (3), 6 (2), 9, 10 (2), 11,
12, 13 (4), 14 (2), 19, 49 (6), 50 (2), 51 (4),
52 (2), and mint #8 (3), 9, 12 (pair), used
Wurttemberg #1, 4 (4), 5 (2), 11, 16, 37 (2),
39 (2), 48 (2), 54 (2), and mint #39, and
much more. Generally very high quality
throughout and VERY FINE, many mint og

1946

CA 65,700.00

*0

1947 *0 GERMANY & AREA - HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION OF THOUSANDS of different
stamps and some souvenir sheets. The
selection features lovely material from most
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periods of German philately, including good
States, Reich, Empire, colonies and more.
The selection features a multitude of
different premium items including highlights
like mint Germany #B90 (NH), B104, used
#14, B91-B92, B104, used Wurttemberg
#2, 4-5, 13, 66-67, used Bremen #4c, used
Cameroun #1-4, and mint #7-8/10-15, used
Kiauchau #40, mint Hamburg #18-19, used
Bavaria #15-16/18-19, used Hanover #3,
mint Mecklenburg-Schwerin #6, used
Saxony #9-13, 20b, used Prussia #10,
11-13, used Thurn & Taxis #47-48/51, mint
German New Guinea #9, used Samoa #65,
mint German Offices in Turkey #26, used
German East Africa #28, used Baden #3-4,
and much more. High quality throughout
and generally VERY FINE, mint og, some
NH CA 6,250.00

GERMANY & AREA - SPECIALIST
COLLECTION Very nice, high quality
specialist collection of couple thousand
issues covering Imperial German postal
history in great detail combining colonial
issues and German stamps from before
The Great War. The Germany proper
section includes a very meticulous
collection of minor shade varieties of
hundreds of stamps from the period
preceding Weimar Republic. The collection
is put together by a true enthusiast of
German philately as one can study
cancellations with vivid geographical
illustrations, there is a separate sub-section
for railway postal cancellations and much
more. The collection includes a couple
hundred colonial stamps as well, touching
up on the majority of German reach
throughout the world in the late 1800s, gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, some NH

1948

CO 5,000.00

*0

GERMAN AREA

GERMAN AREA  Array of mint singles,
blocks and sheets, along with First Day
Covers, postal cards, and others, in a box.
Included is coverage from the late 1950s
into the late 1960s, with most issues in
glassines and sheet files. Among the better
are Berlin #9N276-79 (two sheets of 50
each), GDR #724-38 (three footnoted
souvenir sheets), some sheets of Europa
issues and more. Some sheets are stuck.
FDCs are cacheted and unaddressed.
Gen. VERY FINE, or better, mint og, most
are NH

1949

SB 500.00

*

GERMANY-OFFICES IN TURKEY

(1872 5g Small Shield Forerunner (Michel
#V6),) VERY FINE (MI €400)

1950
CV 500.00

0

BOHEMIA & MORAVIA

BOHEMIA & MORAVIA - Extensive study
of varied mint pieces, arranged in two
binders. Included are gutter pairs, whether
using a blank gutter or a label for a gutter,
plate blocks, with both numerals or
numerals plus an "A", varied Stars (one or
two) in the corner selvedge, strong Red
Cross issues, and much more. Gen. VERY
FINE, mint og, some scattered NH

1951

SB 2,200.00

*

1952 CV BOHEMIA & MORAVIA Very attractive
group of some 50 covers including Field
Post letters, postcards, official
correspondence and more giving a great
insight into philatelic history of that peculiar

period. The selection would surely appeal
to enthusiasts of philately interested in all
things German or specifically Bohemia. SB 500.00

DANZIG

(44) tied on cover, VERY FINE1953 CV 3,400.00CV

POLAND-GENERAL GOVERNMENT

POLAND - GENERAL GOVERNMENT, 57
better covers

1954
SB 1,000.00

CV

POLAND-GENERAL GOVERNMENT -
Complete collection of mint issues on
album pages. Included are #N30-55,
NB41a (NH sheet of eight), some blocks
and more. Gen. VERY FINE, mint og,
some NH

1955

CV 530.00

*

SAAR

1924 5c, 20c & 25c Unexploded Booklet
(Michel MH #1), VERY FINE, og, NH  (MI
€2600)

1956

CV 3,040.00

*

SAAR - VERY NICE SPECIALIZED
SELECTION OF thousands with lots of
premium stamps. Very high catalogue
value. VERY FINE

1957

SB 750.00

*0

SAAR - ALL-MINT, NEARLY ALL NH
SELECTION stored and organized neatly
in glassines, beginning with the first
German Empire overprint issues and
providing coverage through to the final
issues of Saar, including Back-of-the-book.
The selection is manageably duplicated up
to about ten times, creating an excellent
opportunity for a dealer or determined
specialist. The selection features very high
quality mint premium material like mint #16,
17, 83, 116, C4 (NH block of 4), and more.
We put a selection from the overall group
on a stock page and scanned it in order to
clearly illustrate the high quality found
throughout. Generally VERY FINE, og, NH

1958

CA 1,200.00

*

GERMAN OCCUPATIONS

GERMAN OCCUPATIONS - RUSSIA &
REPUBLICS Interesting grouping of
overprints on Russian issues and more,
from the 1940s, on a stock page. Included
are issues from Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia,
Pleskau, and others. Gen. VERY FINE,
mint og, much is NH

1959

SB 850.00

*0

GERMAN COLONIES

GERMAN COLONIES - POSTAL CARDS -
Lovely collection of about 375 mostly
different Postal Cards, many used. A
wonderful opportunity for the German
collector to acquire a highly complete
collection of these scarce issues

1960

SB 5,000.00

CV

GERMAN COLONIES - WONDERFUL
SELECTION OF OVER 800 STAMPS -
Many better, largely VERY FINE

1961

SB 1,000.00

*0

GERMAN COLONIES - VERY HIGH
QUALITY, ALL USED COLLECTION on
pages. All VERY FINE

1962

CV 2,500.00

0

GREECE

(1), VERY FINE1963 CV 530.000

(7), VERY FINE, no gum1964 Scott 450.00*

1965 *0 GREECE - PREMIUM HERMES HEAD
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SELECTION, including mint #17, and used
#9, 16 (2), 16a, 16b, 19c, 20b, 22, 36, 46,
47a, 51, 53-54, 56, 56b, 57-58, generally
F-VF CV 805.00

(36b), double back print at numeral pair,
Scott valued as two singles, VERY FINE

1966
CV 2,750.00

0

(42c), EXTREMELY FINE, og1967 CV 825.00*

(46a), EXTREMELY FINE, og1968 CV 500.00*

(117-128), VERY FINE, og1969 CV 1,784.00*

(129-139), VERY FINE, og1970 CV 817.00*

(130c, 132b, 133b), VERY FINE, og1971 CV 405.00*

(140-150), VERY FINE, og1972 CV 1,017.00*

(151-158), VERY FINE, og1973 CV 418.00*

(427-436 & C38-C47), VERY FINE, og1974 CV 555.00*

(N133-N140), #N139-N140 mint, og, VERY
FINE

1975
CV 1,431.00

*0

GREECE - SPECIALIST SELECTION  -
Very impressive accumulation of over 400
mint and used issues from the earliest
period of Greek philately all bearing the
Hermes Head design, F-VF

1976

SB 2,000.00

*0

GREECE - HIGH QUALITY SELECTION
Very attractive mint never hinged selection
of over 500 complete sets covering the
period from 1924 to 1960. The selection is
of very high quality and in total the catalog
value would add up to close to $10,000
including individual standouts like (all never
hinged!) #383-387 (15), 425-426 (15),
459-466 (6), 484-487 (10), 587-600 (8),
601-603 (26), 604-617 (5), 632-638 (10),
638a (2 pairs), 639-648 (7), and others.
The lot is neatly organized in Scott
numbered envelopes, as evident from
highlights in many cases duplicated a
dozen times in many cases, and certainly
should appeal to dealers looking to bolster
their Greek collections with these pristine
sets from the first half of the 20th century,
VERY FINE, og, NH

1977

SB 2,000.00

*

GREECE - EXCELLENT COLLECTION
ON YVERT SPECIALTY PAGES including
very strong Hermes Heads and 1896
Olympic set complete, good early 20th
Century and strong occupation issues.
High catalogue value. F-VF

1978

SB 1,250.00

*0

GREECE - WONDERFUL SPECIALIZED
SELECTION OF CLASSICS - F-VF

1979
SB 1,000.00

*0

GREECE - HERMES HEADS - Very
attractive specialist's selection of the
earliest Hermes Heads issues. The
selection includes over a hundred used
stamps portraying a whole spectrum of
different shade varieties, altogether with a
very high catalog value, for a truly
specialized collection, VERY FINE

1980

SB 850.00

0

1981 *0 GREECE - HIGH QUALITY SELECTION
stored neatly on individually Scott
numbered dealer's stock cards with low
levels of duplication of some items. The
selection includes excellent 19th century
material, including many better Hermes
Heads, followed by very good early 20th
century to about 1980. Premium material
abounds throughout the selection including
impressive highlights like used #3, 22, 25,
26, 29, 30, 40, 41, 43d, 49a, 114, 117-125,
128, 165-178, 184-195, 198-213, 201a,
203a, 207a, 213, 218a, 321-324, 338-343,
472-481, and more. We put a selection
from the overall group on stock pages and

scanned them in order to illustrate the
quality of some of the better material in the
group. High quality throughout and
generally VERY FINE, mint og, some NH CA 3,500.00

GREECE - Very nice mint and used
selection of over 400 issues starting with
Hermes Heads and going all the way to the
1970s. The selection includes an attractive
combination of premium 19th century
issues with better mint never hinged
modern sets, including back-of-the-book.
Catalog value of the selection is close to
$2,500 and just some of the most notable
highlights include mint #8 (no gum), 16,
100, 632-638, 708-715, C1-C4, and used
#15, 16b, 21, 94a, 125, N1, & others, gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1982

CV 2,450.00

*0

GREECE - Interesting collection of mainly
mint sets and singles, with coverage going
to 1981, on Scott album pages, along with
an accompanying group of stock pages.
Noted are better like #545-48 (2 NH),
574-81 (2 NH), 587-600, C1-4, C8-14,
RA3-13, N1, used #19, 194-95, 212a,
C8-14, C20-21, among others. Gen. VERY
FINE, mint og, some are NH

1983

CV 1,650.00

*0

GREECE -  Small group of 1940s sets and
singles, arranged on stock pages. Noted
are better Occupations like mint NH
#N219-28, N229-38, and others. Gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

1984

CV 350.00

*0

GREEK AREA

GREECE - GREEK AREA - An extensive
stock selection of close to 8,000 mint and
used issues covering the entirety of Greek
philately from Hermes Heads (couple
hundred issues in total) all the way to
modern issues from the mid 1970s and
numerous stamps that would fall under
Greek Area like Epirus, Crete, occupation
stamps and other. While duplication levels
are moderate throughout, they are mostly
manageable and neatly organized/grouped
together on stock pages, F-VF, mint og

1985

SB 1,500.00

*0

GREENLAND

(10-18), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH1986 CV 500.00*

(10-18), EXTREMELY FINE1987 CV 382.000

(10-18), VERY FINE1988 CV 382.000

(19-27), EXTREMELY FINE1989 CV 1,140.000

(22a), VERY FINE, og, NH1990 CV 375.00*

(22a-27a), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH1991 CV 2,900.00*

(22a-27a), EXTREMELY FINE1992 CV 1,900.000

(Q1-Q11), Q4a, Q6a. Q7a, Q8a.
EXTREMELY FINE

1993
CV 1,575.00

0

(Q1-Q9), Scott value for hinged, VERY
FINE, og, NH

1994
CV 1,009.00

*

(Q1-Q6), #Q3 used, VERY FINE, og1995 CV 864.00*

(Q1a), Scott value for hinged, VERY FINE,
og, NH

1996
CV 775.00

*

(Q3a), Scott value for hinged,
EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

1997
CV 700.00

*

(Q4a), straight edge, VERY FINE, og1998 CV 950.00*

GREENLAND - COVERS - About 80
covers

1999
SB 1,000.00

CV

2000 * GREENLAND - VIRTUALLY COMPLETE
MINT COLLECTION to 2004 in a pristine
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Schaubek Hingeless Specialty album (with
slipcase). Included are some specialized
Parcel Posts. All EXTREMELY FINE, og,
NH SB 850.00

GREENLAND & FAROE ISLANDS -
HIGHLY COMPLETE VERY FINE used
collection to 2000 in an album.

2001

SB 400.00

0

GREENLAND - VIRTUALLY COMPLETE
COLLECTION, all high quality and stored
nicely on Scott Specialty pages. The
collection begins with beautiful examples of
first issues followed by a nearly complete
run to 1990 without duplication, including
Back-of-the-book, and highly desirable and
valuable premium material like mint
#10-18, 19-27, 39-40, 48-65, Q1-Q11 (#Q2
& Q6 used), and more. A beautiful
collection through-and-through, generally
VERY FINE, mint og

2002

CV 2,500.00

*0

GREENLAND - HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION on Scott numbered dealer's
stock cards. The selection begins with
#129 and from there provides strong
coverage to about 2002, with light
duplication and very good
Back-of-the-book, including earlier
material. Premium sets and singles include
highlights like used #136-141, 148-157,
231-232, 233-238, 242-243, 249, and mint
#249 (single and block of 4), 560-562, and
more. We put a selection from the overall
group on a stock page and scanned it to
illustrate the high quality found throughout.
Generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

2003

CA 2,275.00

*0

HONDURAS

HONDURAS Very attractive and virtually all
mint collection of over 1,000 different
issues, with particular attention to airmail
section, covering the stamps of Honduras
from earliest period all the way up to 1990
housed in a Scott Specialty album. The
collection is very comprehensive with
dozens of souvenir and miniature sheets
included as well as individual standouts like
mint #3, 18, 19, 30-36, 128-130, 194-198,
244-255, 311-317, C22, C51-C55,
C99-C100, C128-C142, C181-C186 and
much more, VERY FINE, mint og, most NH

2004

SB 6,000.00

*0

HONDURAS Very attractive and virtually all
mint collection of over 1,000 different
issues, with particular attention to airmail
section, covering the stamps of Honduras
from earliest period all the way up to 1990
housed in a Scott Specialty album. The
collection is very comprehensive with
dozens of souvenir and miniature sheets
included as well as individual standouts like
mint #3, 18, 19, 30-36, 128-130, 194-198,
244-255, 311-317, C22, C51-C55,
C99-C100, C128-C142, C181-C186 and
much more, VERY FINE, mint og, most NH

2005

SB 3,000.00

*0

HONDURAS - HIGH QUALITY TWO
VOLUME SELECTION, stored and
organized neatly in a pair of stockbooks on
Scott numbered pages. The selection
includes excellent 19th and early 20th
century material and good Airmails in the
second volume. Wonderful quality
throughout, good premium including
highlights such as mint #1, 33 (3), 33 (no
gum, 5), and more. Generally VERY FINE,
mint og, many NH

2006

CV 3,400.00

*0

HUNGARY

(B198A-B198D, CB1-CB1C), two souvenir
sheets, VERY FINE, og

2007
CV 250.00

*

(C81), imperf block of 4, EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

2008
ECV 320.00

*

(C81), Imperf block of 4. VERY FINE, og,
NH

2009
CV 320.00

*

HUNGARY  - Vast accumulation of many
thousands of mint and used issues,
running to the late 1970s, in several
volumes. Included are mint and used
stocks of regulars and commemoratives,
along with occasional souvenir sheets and
back-of-the-book. Among the more
noteworthy are mint #7-9, PR2 (block of
nine), 1300, 1461a (imperf), 1491 (imperf),
1983a (imperf), 1828-34 (14 sets), used #8
(12), 12 (9), and many others. Lots to sift
through. Gen. VERY FINE, mint og, many
NH

2010

SB 4,000.00

*0

HUNGARY - VERY NICE COLLECTION
TO 2000 in three matched green pristine
Scott Specialty albums (with slipcase). The
retail for the album alone over $800, with
good pre-1940 and then strong Communist
period, good Semi-postals, Airs and
Occupations. Very high VERY FINE, og
quality throughout, much NH

2011

SB 3,000.00

*

HUNGARY - HIGHLY COMPLETE, HIGH
QUALITY & ALL-MINT SELECTION stored
and organized neatly in Michel numbered
glassines and on a few stock pages that we
scanned to illustrate the quality of the
group as a whole. The selection begins in
1943 with regular issues and provides a
nearly complete run to about 1980 with
light duplication throughout, and also
includes excellent Back-of-the-book from
the first issue Semi-postals and Airmails to
Occupations of Hungary. Premium material
is found readily throughout the selection,
including highlights like #486 (6 total, 2
NH), 631-656, 700-707, 871-884, P1-P2,
C1-C2 (10+ sets), C12-C23, C24-C25,
C26-C34 (3+ of each), C35-C44, and much
more. Catalogue value over $8,000,
all-mint and generally VERY FINE, og

2012

SB 2,000.00

*

HUNGARY - DEALER'S STOCK
SELECTION An extensive mint
accumulation of some 750 souvenir sheets
from 1950s and 60s neatly organized in
Scott numbered glassines and with total
catalog value adding up to roughly $9,000!
The selection includes nice subsection of
imperf sheets among individual standouts
like #1189 (50), 1336 (200), 1336 (50
imperf souvenir sheets) and considering
the relative uniformity of duplication should
appeal to dealers looking for breakdown
and resale potential, VERY FINE, og, NH

2013

SB 1,500.00

*

HUNGARY - HIGHLY COMPLETE
COLLECTION TO 1975, stored neatly in a
well organized binder on Scott Specialty
and Scott quadrille album pages. The
collection begins with high quality first
issues of the 19th century Monarchy
followed by strong coverage of the early
20th century without duplication, including
Back-of-the-book. The collection features
excellent premium material throughout,
including highlights like used #1-3, 7-12,
and much more. High quality throughout
and generally VERY FINE, mint og, many
NH

2014

SB 1,500.00

*0

2015 * HUNGARY - IMPERF ISSUES - HIGH
QUALITY, ALL-MINT, and stored neatly on
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clean black stock pages with light
duplication of many issues. The selection
begins with imperfs issued in the 1940's
and proceeds with coverage to about 1980,
including Back-of-the-book and souvenir
sheets. High quality, highly desirable
material, all-mint and generally VERY
FINE, og, many NH SB 700.00

HUNGARY - HIGHLY COMPLETE, HIGH
QUALITY COLLECTION stored in a nice
Scott Specialty Album without duplication.
The collection begins with nice first issues
in 1871 followed by strong coverage of the
rest of the 19th century, excellent 20th
century up to about 1960, including
Back-of-the-book. The collection features
numerous premium items, including
notable highlights like used #1-5, 7-12, and
more. Impressive quality throughout and
generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

2016

SB 600.00

*0

HUNGARY - ALL MINT, NEARLY ALL NH
SELECTION OF THOUSANDS WITH
PREMIUM neatly stored and identified
within glassine envelopes with manageably
light duplication of stamps in blocks and as
singles. The selection begins with very nice
better quality 19th century issues followed
by strong coverage of the 20th century to
about 1980, including all-mint highlights
like #16a, 34, C18-C23 (NH, blocks of 4),
C25 (NH), C26-C31 (NH), C34 (NH), and
much more. Generally VERY FINE, og, NH

2017

CO 4,900.00

*

HUNGARY - ALL MINT ALL NH
SELECTION OF OVER 1,000 different
stamps, well sorted and stored within
Michel numbered glassines and providing
nearly complete coverage from 1950 to
1980 and manageably duplicated
throughout. The selection has the potential
to be an excellent opportunity for the right
dealer. Generally VERY FINE, og, NH

2018

CV 2,200.00

*

HUNGARY - WONDERFUL SELECTION
OF THOUSANDS of different stamps,
stored and organized nicely in Scott order
within individually Scott numbered
glassines and some on dealer's stock
cards. The selection begins with some high
quality 19th century issues, good material
from the first half of the 20th century, and
provides a high level of coverage from
there to about 2000, with light duplication of
some items. The selection features
excellent Back-of-the-book, including
Hungarian Zeppelin Airmails, and many
other lovely premium sets and singles
including highlights like used #3, 4,
C6-C11, C26-C34, and mint #C24-C25,
and more. We put some of the better on a
stock page and scanned it in order to
illustrate the high level of quality found
throughout the selection. Generally VERY
FINE, mint og, most mint NH

2019

CA 1,100.00

*0

HUNGARY-OCCUPATIONS

2020 * HUNGARIAN OCCUPATIONS -
DEBRECEN FIRST & SECOND ISSUES,
high quality, all-mint and stored neatly on
clean black stock pages with light
duplication throughout. The selection is
virtually complete including premium mint
highlights like mint #2N3, 2N4-2N5, 2N10a,
2N13, 2N20, 2N20a, 2N21, 2N28, 2N29a,
2N29b, 2N30a, 2N32, 2N34, 2N37, 2N38,
2N39, 2N40, 2N42, 2N45, 2N46a, 2NP1a,
2NJ2, 2NJ5, and #2NJ11-2NJ16, all
wonderfully high quality and generally

VERY FINE, og CA 6,650.00

HUNGARIAN OCCUPATIONS - ARAD
ISSUE UNDER FRENCH OCCUPATION,
ALL-MINT, impressive quality selection
stored on clean black stock pages, and
typically duplicated a few times. The
selection is virtually complete for the Arad
issue, including Back-of-the-book and good
Scott-listed overprint errors. The selection
features wonderful premium material
including notable highlights like mint
#1N1-1N17 (3 sets), 1N22-1N25 (5 sets),
1N26-1N36, 1N26a, 1N29a, N1NB1-1NB3
(5 sets), 1NJ1-1NJ10, all high quality and
generally VERY FINE, og, most NH

2021

CA 3,950.00

*

HUNGARIAN OCCUPATIONS - BANAT /
BACSKA - ISSUED UNDER SERBIAN
OCCUPATION, all-mint, high quality, and
virtually complete on clean black stock
pages. Most issues duplicated several
times. The selection features consists
primarily of fascinating, highly desirable
premium material, including mint
#10N1-10N42 (each individually duplicated
between three and seven times), 10N12a,
and #10NJ1-10NJ6, all beautiful in
condition, 100% mint and generally VERY
FINE, og

2022

CV 3,300.00

*

HUNGARIAN OCCUPATIONS - SZEGED
ISSUE - HIGH QUALITY, HIGHLY
COMPLETE selection stored and
organized neatly on clean black stock
pages. The selection covers virtually every
issue by the anti-Bolshevist government in
opposition to the Soviet government in
Budapest at the time, typically lightly
duplicated. The selection features excellent
premium material including valuable sets
like #11N1-11N35 (including some
Michel-listed overprint variations),
11NB1-11NB4, 11NJ1-11NJ8, all
wonderful quality and typically VERY FINE,
og

2023

CA 3,000.00

*

HUNGARIAN OCCUPATIONS -
BARANYA ISSUES, ALL-MINT
SELECTION, stored nicely on clean black
stock pages. The selection is virtually
complete and filled to the gills with
fascinating, high quality material including
better sets like mint #7N1-7N42, followed
by Back-of-the-book and Second Baranya
Issues. All high quality, all-mint, and
generally VERY FINE, og

2024

CA 775.00

*

ICELAND

(1), VERY FINE, no gum2025 CV 1,300.00*

(152-166), VERY FINE, og, NH2026 CV 492.00*

(152-166), VERY FINE2027 CV 1,262.000

(176-187), VERY FINE, og2028 CV 1,243.00*

(237), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH2029 CV 240.00*

(B5), on cover, VERY FINE (priced as
used)

2030
CV 375.00

CV

(C1-C11), VERY FINE2031 CV 1,355.000

(C9-C11), two Zeppelin Flight Covers, on
with #C9 & #C10, the other with #C9 &
#C11, VERY FINE  (priced as used)

2032

CV 700.00

CV

(O53-O67), VERY FINE2033 CV 2,785.000

2034 *0 ICELAND - FANTASTIC COLLECTION, on
Scott Specialty pages. Highly complete and
very high quality, the collection features
most of the best Icelandic issues, including
uncommonly found premium sets and
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singles like mint #1-3, 5-7, 8, 12, 14, B5,
C1-C3, C9-C11, C12-C14, CO1, O2-O3,
used #9-11, 13, 15-20, 71-85, C4-C8, and
much more. A top-tier collection of beautiful
material, typically VERY FINE, og SB 10,000.00

ICELAND Very impressive and highly
complete mint, never hinged collection of
some 800 different issues covering the
period from 1950 and going well into the
2000s housed in a pristine Lighthouse
albums (retail value for the album alone is
roughly $250). Individually some of the
most notable standouts include #257-268,
274-277, 278-282, 284-286, 289-296, 305,
319-323, C27-C29 and numerous others,
VERY FINE, og, NH

2035

SB 1,000.00

*

ICELAND - PREMIUM SELECTION of
better values. High catalogue value. VERY
FINE

2036

SB 500.00

*0

ICELAND - Group of better mint material
on stock pages. Good value is noted in the
Back-of-the-book, with #C2, C3, C9-11,
CO1, O49, and others. Gen. VERY FINE,
og, many later NH

2037

SB 300.00

*

ICELAND - HIGHLY COMPLETE
POSTAGE USED COLLECTION to 1940,
loaded with better and lovely stamps
signed by the German expert and
Bundesprufer Dr. Deba. All VERY FINE,
fault free

2038

CV 24,000.00

0

ICELAND - VERY HIGH QUALITY
COLLECTION, stored neatly on nice
specialized album pages in a binder. The
collection begins with excellent first issues
including used #1-3, 5, and #4, followed by
a very impressive run all the way to 2000,
including other highly desirable premium
items like used #8, 9-14, 15-20, 21-30, 33,
33A, 34-44B, 45-48, 51, 54-55, 58-59, 68,
71-75, 86-91, 92-98, 99-107, 108-128,
130-138, 140-143, 149, 150, 170-175,
176-187, 199-201, 203-208B, 209-211,
B1-B4, B5a-B5c, B6, C15-C20, C27-C29,
CO1, O2, O3, O4-O9, O10-O12, O13-O19,
O20-O24, O31-O38, O40-O49, O50-O51,
and others. An extremely impressive
collection of superior quality, typically
VERY FINE

2039

CA 24,000.00

0

ICELAND - Collection of early issues,
ranging only to 1903, on a pair of Scott
Specialty album pages. Included are better
like mint #1-4 (#1 not counted, damaged,
#4 no gum), 5, 8, 29, 44A-44B, 51, 55, 63
66, used #7, 9-13, 15-20, 23-28, 31, 68,
and more. Gen. F-VF, mint og

2040

CV 11,205.00

*0

ICELAND - Well-filled collection of mint and
used issues, running from about 1907 to
1964, filling most of the spaces on a group
of Scott Specialty album pages. Although
there is no coverage of 19th century
regulars, there is a plethora of better with
mint #85, 97-98, 157, 162-66, 232-35, 277,
289-96, 305, 319-23, B5, C2, C3, C4-8,
C9-11, CO1, O3, O4, O11-12, O53-67,
used #83-84, 92-96, 99-107, 121, 130-38,
150, 170-75, 186, 199-201, 203-208B, 216,
245, 261, O2, O5-9, O10, O40-49, O69,
and others. Gen. VERY FINE, mint og

2041

CO 6,300.00

*0

2042 *0 ICELAND - FANTASTIC SELECTION,
HIGH QUALITY and stored neatly within
individually Scott numbered dealer's stock
cards with very little duplication. The
selection begins with wonderful issues of
the mid 20th century and proceeds with
good coverage to about 1980, including

lovely highlights such as mint #91, 117,
152-156/158-159, 204, 208, 224, 230-231,
246-252 (NH), 252, 257-268, 278-282, 305,
319-323, C3, C9 (NH), C15-C20, and used
#144-148. We put some of the better items
on a stock page and scanned it to give you
a clear picture of the high quality found
throughout the selection. Generally VERY
FINE or better, mint og, most NH CA 2,975.00

INDONESIA

INDONESIA - JAVA & SUMATRA ISSUES
- Excellent collection of hundreds of mint
sets with more rare modern. VERY FINE,
og

2043

SB 1,000.00

*

IONIAN ISLANDS

(NC7-NC10), VERY FINE, og2044 CV 720.00*

(NC8b), VERY FINE, og, NH (signed Dr.
Dub)

2045
CV 2,400.00

*

(NC8c), VERY FINE, og, NH (signed Dr.
Dub, MI €1200)

2046
CV 1,400.00

*

(NC9b), VERY FINE, og, NH (signed Dr.
Dub)

2047
CV 1,100.00

*

(NC11), VERY FINE, og2048 CV 2,400.00*

(NRA2b), VERY FINE, og, NH (signed Dr.
Dub)

2049
CV 1,100.00

*

(NRA3c), VERY FINE, og, NH (signed Dr.
Dub)

2050
CV 1,100.00

*

(NRA5), VERY FINE, og, NH (signed Dr.
Dub)

2051
CV 875.00

*

(NRA5a), VERY FINE, og, NH (signed Dr.
Dub)

2052
CV 875.00

*

IRAN

(C1-C16), VERY FINE, og2053 CV 1,005.00*

(C51-C67), VERY FINE, og2054 CV 515.00*

IRAN - COLLECTION OF HUNDREDS TO
1940 including some very rare Essays.
VERY FINE

2055

SB 4,000.00

*0

IRAQ

(1482/1487), with #1482-83 (most in blocks
of 60), and #1487 (eleven blocks of 15), all
EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

2056

CV 4,819.00

*

ISRAEL

(1-9), VERY FINE, og, NH2057 CV 366.00*

(2, 3), unexploded booklet (Bale #B1),
VERY FINE, og, NH

2058
CV 400.00

*

(28-30), with tabs, VERY FINE, og, NH2059 CV 575.00*

(33-34), with tabs, VERY FINE, og, #33 is
NH, #34 is VLH

2060
CV 500.00

*

(33-34), with tabs, VERY FINE, og, NH2061 CV 500.00*

(39-42), unexploded booklet (Bale #B6),
VERY FINE, og, NH

2062
CV 320.00

*

(39-42), unexploded booklet (Bale #B6a),
VERY FINE, og, NH

2063
CV 350.00

*

(39-42), unexploded booklet (Bale #B6a),
VERY FINE, og, NH

2064
CV 350.00

*

ISRAEL - AUSTRIAN OFFICES IN THE
HOLY LAND - Selection of 26 covers.
VERY FINE

2065

SB 4,000.00

CV
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ISRAEL - HIGHLY COMPLETE MINT TAB
COLLECTION from 1957 to 2000, with
virtually complete mint (beginning around
Scott #60), in three matched pristine
Schaubek Hingeless Specialty albums
(with slipcase). Retail for the albums alone
is $850. All VERY FINE, og, NH. Lovely
intact collection

2066

SB 1,250.00

*

ISRAEL - Mint collection and accumulation
of issues, with many in multiples, going
through the 1990s, in a White Ace album
and glassines. Noted are better like #24
(tab), 35-36 (tab), 62-64 (5, tabs), J1-5,
along with a group of booklets consisting of
(Bale) #B4 (3), B5 (4), B5a, B7 (2), & B9
(2), and much more. Gen. VERY FINE,
mint og, most is NH

2067

SB 750.00

*

ISRAEL - SEVERAL THOUSAND MINT
SETS IN A SMALL CARTON. Largely tabs
and tab blocks with little duplication. VERY
FINE, og, NH

2068

SB 600.00

*

ISRAEL  Interesting assembly of mint and
used issues, along with numerous First
Day Covers, going to the early 1980s, in six
binders, in a carton. Included are studies of
multiples, some tabs, a bevy of fly-speck
errors, and more. Among the FDCs is
#241a, and many others. Gen. VERY
FINE, mint og, much is NH

2069

SB 550.00

*0

ISRAEL - Messy group of mostly mint
singles, sets, blocks and souvenir sheets,
with some issues going to 1990, in
glassines and stock cards. Noted are #16,
J1-5, along with later blocks of four with two
tabbed issues, varied souvenir sheets, and
more. Gen. VERY FINE, mint og, much is
NH

2070

SB 250.00

*0

ISRAEL - ALL MINT NH SELECTION OF
BOOKLETS stored on stock pages, these
booklets are identified and valued using the
Bale Catalogue. This group contains
booklets between the late 1940's to the
1970's. Some of the better issues included
are; #B.3b (has some pen marking on
outside of booklet), B.8 (15), B.9, B.12,
B.14 (5), B.15 (10), B.16 (10), B.17, B.18
(6). Gen VERY FINE, og, NH

2071

CA 2,250.00

*

ISRAEL - ALL MINT NH SELECTION OF
BOOKLETS stored on stock pages, these
booklets are identified and valued using the
Bale Catalogue. The booklets included in
this group are from the mid 20th century.
Some of the better booklets are; [B.5a,
B.6b, B.7, B.8, B.8b, B.9, B.14 (12), B.15
(12), B.16 (12), B.17, B.18 (5)]. Gen VERY
FINE, og, NH

2072

CA 2,000.00

*

ISRAEL - BOOKLET SELECTION ALL
MINT ALL NH stored on stock pages, these
booklets are identified and valued using the
Bale Catalogue. This group contains
several dozen booklets from the mid 20th
century. Some of the better items include;
#B.4, B.6, B.7, B.8, B.8b, B.9, B.14 (12),
B.15 (12), B.16 (12),  B.17, B.18 (5). Gen
VERY FINE, og, NH

2073

CA 1,900.00

*

ISRAEL - Mint collection of mainly tabbed
issues, running between 1949 and 1961,
on non-descript White Ace pages. Noted
are better like #23-25, 31-32, 35-36, 37,
66-69, C16, J6-11, and more. Gen. VERY
FINE, or better, og, NH

2074

CV 775.00

*

MODENA

(1), VERY FINE, og2075 CV 2,600.00*

(1), VERY FINE, og2076 CV 2,600.00*

(7), VERY FINE, og2077 CV 525.00*

(10-14, 14a), VERY FINE, og (#10 & #14
no gum)

2078
CV 3,342.00

*

(PR5), VERY FINE, og2079 CV 1,150.00*

PARMA

(4), F-VF, og2080 CV 16,500.00*

ROMAGNA

(3), tied on back of folded letter, VERY
FINE

2081
CV 1,000.00

0

ROMAGNA - Complete 1859 set mostly
mint, gen. VERY FINE, most no gum

2082
CV 1,809.00

*0

ROMAN STATES

(2, 4, 6), FINE-VERY FINE, og2083 CV 1,050.00*

(2, 4, 15,) each on cover, VERY FINE2084 CV 427.00CV

ROMAN STATES - Nearly complete
collection of mint and used issues on White
Ace album pages. Included are used
#10-11. Gen. F-VF or better

2085

SB 1,000.00

*0

SARDINIA

(1), numerous handstamp guarantees,
VERY FINE, og

2086
CV 14,750.00

*

(15), VERY FINE, og2087 CV 425.00*

(15), VERY FINE, og2088 CV 425.00*

TUSCANY

(3), VERY FINE2089 CV 12,000.000

(11), tied on complete newspaper (the
intended postal use of this stamp), VERY
FINE (signed Diena & with 2012 Sismondo
Cert.) A beautiful & great rarity

2090

CV 40,000.00

CV

TWO SICILIES

(18), VERY FINE, og2091 CV 975.00*

(18), VERY FINE, og2092 CV 975.00*

(26), VERY FINE, og2093 CV 550.00*

(26), "small thins", VERY FINE, "part og"
(1999 APS Cert)

2094
CV 550.00

*

ITALIAN STATES

ITALIAN STATES  - Interesting selection of
mint and used issues, with duplications, on
varied stock pages. Highlights include
Modena used #1, Romagna #6, Tuscany
#4a, 6, 7a (3), 8, 13, 17, 21, Parma #2,
mint #1, 13 (no gum), Roman States mint
#6, 20 (2), 21, 25 (3), used #1, 3 (2), 4 (one
single, one on cover), 5 (3), 7-8 (2), 9 (5),
19, 21, 24 (2), 25, Two Sicilies #1 (2), 2 (5),
5 (5), 6, 10g, 12h (2), 13g (4), 14, 23, 25,
Sardinia #2, 5, 8, 11 (4, one on cover), 12
(4), 13 (pair), 14, P1 (on cover), mint #9b,
15 (2, no gum), and more. High catalog
value. Gen. F-VF, or better, mint og, many
with gum

2095

SB 3,000.00

*0

ITALIAN STATES - VERY NICE
COLLECTION, very high catalogue value.
VERY FINE

2096

SB 2,000.00

*0

2097 0 ITALIAN STATES - ALL DIFFERENT
COLLECTION ON SCOTT SPECIALTY
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PAGES many better stamps, high quality,
all are genuine (except the Roman States #
13, used, and the Tuscany #10 & #18, all of
which we have not counted) and a couple
others (damaged stamps not counted).
Generally F-VF. Very nice collection CV 16,000.00

ITALY

(Sassone #1-10),blocks of 4, Sassone
Catalogue value €1200, VERY FINE, og

2098
CV 1,320.00

*

(46), F-VF, og2099 CV 5,500.00*

(47), VERY FINE, og, NH2100 CV 950.00*

(48), VERY FINE, og2101 CV 800.00*

(55) Group of 53 used Italy #55's, most
VERY FINE

2102
CV 2,250.00

0

(65), F-VF, og2103 CV 425.00*

(66), VERY FINE, og2104 CV 500.00*

(67), FINE-VERY FINE, og, NH2105 CV 500.00*

(79, 81), pairs, FINE, og2106 CV 1,800.00*

(81,81a), VERY FINE, og, NH2107 CV 1,100.00*

(81), VERY FINE, og, NH2108 CV 600.00*

(81), VERY FINE, og, NH2109 CV 600.00*

(85), FINE, og, NH2110 CV 2,000.00*

(117-118), VERY FINE, og, NH2111 CV 1,400.00*

(165-170), each tied to piece, VERY FINE2112 CV 6,000.000

(170), VERY FINE (1985 Pinchot
certificate)

2113
CV 3,950.00

0

(170), F-VF2114 CV 4,400.000

(197-200), blocks of four, VERY FINE, og,
NH

2115
CV 342.00

*

(207), two singles & a strip of three, F-VF,
og, NH

2116
CV 400.00

*

(280-289), blocks of 4, EXTREMELY FINE,
og, NH

2117
CV 1,640.00

*

(280-289), blocks of 4, EXTREMELY FINE,
og, NH

2118
CV 1,640.00

*

(280-289), blocks of 4, EXTREMELY FINE,
og, NH

2119
CV 1,640.00

*

(280-289), blocks of 4, EXTREMELY FINE,
og, NH

2120
CV 1,640.00

*

(349-354), blocks of 4, EXTREMELY FINE,
og, NH

2121
CV 2,040.00

*

(349-354 & C79-C83), VERY FINE, og, NH2122 CV 710.00*

(439 var, Sassone #515ba), two imperfs
and a perforated pair. This is the security
background used with Scott number #439,
extensively documented and described in
Sassone, each (4) carrying a Sassone
Catalogue value of €500. Gen. VERY
FINE, ungummed as issued

2123

CV 2,600.00

*

(463-476, 487), 11 VERY FINE, og, NH
sets

2124
CV 2,530.00

*

(477), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH2125 CV 440.00*

(477), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH2126 CV 440.00*

(495-506), VERY FINE, og, NH2127 CV 405.00*

(B11), VERY FINE, og, NH (Sismondo
certificate)

2128
CV 900.00

*

B26-B29), 35 sets, VERY FINE, og2129 CV 1,400.00*

(C13, C16-C17), with labels, some tone
spots, VERY FINE, og (footnoted in Scott)

2130
CV 550.00

*

(C27), EXTREMELY FINE, og2131 CV 450.00*

(C34 (2), C35-C39, C42-C47 (2), C66-C72
(2)), several have minor toning, VERY
FINE, og, NH

2132

CV 1,230.00

*

(C42-C47), VERY FINE, og, NH2133 CV 330.00*

(C77), VERY FINE2134 CV 525.000

(CO2), VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE,
og, NH

2135
CV 875.00

*

(E1), block of four, VERY FINE, og, NH2136 CV 480.00*

(E1), block of four, VERY FINE, og, NH2137 CV 480.00*

(EY1a), block of four, F-VF, og, NH2138 CV 380.00*

(J1), pair, small inclusion, VERY FINE, og2139 CV 4,000.00*

(J11), slightly toned spot, VERY FINE, og,
NH

2140
CV 2,500.00

*

(J19), FINE, og2141 CV 6,500.00*

(Q1-Q2, F-VF, og2142 CV 385.00*

(Q1), block of nine, F-VF, og, NH2143 CV 4,725.00*

(Q2), block of four, F-VF, og, NH2144 CV 4,000.00*

1944 Military Franchise issue, (Sassone
#1), separating block of four, F-VF,
disturbed og  (Sassone €200)

2145

CV 245.00

*

(1954 L20 & L30 Mostra D'Oltremare
Postal Cards (Filagrano #C159-C160),
unused, VERY FINE (Filagrano €345)

2146

CV 385.00

CV

ITALY - VERY HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION of thousands of mint and
used issues covering the back-of-the-book
section with scores of premium standouts
be it semi-postal issues, airmails, postage
dues and numerous others. The selection
adds up to catalog value of $16,750 and
boasts such individual standouts like mint
#C9, C64, C78, E1, J1 (no gum), J12, J15,
J17, J21, J64, Q2, O7-O8, P1, used #B3,
B4, B20-B22, B24-B25, B30-B32,
B35-B38, B39-B42, C2, C8, C35-C39, C41,
C62, C65, C91, C127, CB1-CB2, CB3,
E10, J3-J20, J21-J24, J25-J27, O1-O8, P1
and many others. This is an extremely
attractive selection that should equally
appeal to dealers and collectors alike as
duplication is present, but very well
organized and very much manageable,
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

2147

CV 16,750.00

*0

ITALY & STATES

ITALY & STATES - HIGH QUALITY
COLLECTION PACKED WITH PREMIUM
and stored neatly in a Scott Specialty
Album in very nice condition. The collection
begins with many better quality state issues
from Roman States, Sardinia, Tuscany,
and Two Sicilies followed by Italy with good
coverage of the 19th century in better
quality and excellent 20th century to about
1980 without duplication, and
Back-of-the-book. High quality throughout
and generally VERY FINE, mint og, many
NH

2148

SB 4,000.00

*0

ITALY & AREA

2149 *0 ITALIAN STATES, OFFICES &
BACK-OF-THE-BOOK - HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION stored neatly within
individually Scott clean black stock pages.
The selection features wonderful 19th and
early 20th century Airmails, Special
Deliveries, Express, Dues, States, Colonial
General Issues and excellent premium
material throughout including used Italian
Colonies General Issues #32-41, mint
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Castellorizo #66-74, mint Italian Offices in
Africa #1A, used Italy #E7, J2, J21, J23,
J25-J27, O2-O8, Q2, Q3-Q5, and mint
#C20-C22, all very high quality and
generally VERY FINE, mint og, some NH CV 2,350.00

ITALY-A.M.G.

(1LN1, 1LN4-1LN5, 1LN7, 1LN7A-1LN7B,
1LN9), all with inverted overprints
(Sassone #1d-2d, 4d, 8d-9d, 11d, 1b),
VERY FINE, og, NH  (Sassone €568)

2150

CV 675.00

*

(1LN4-1LN5, 1LN8), double overprint
(Sassone #7e-9e), VERY FINE, og, NH (1L
& 2L are signed Mondolfo, Sassone €360)

2151

CV 430.00

*

(1LN7 var) double overprint (Sassone
#11e), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH 
(Sassone €300)

2152

CV 355.00

*

(1LN9 var), double overprint (Sassone
#1c), VERY FINE, og, NH  (signed
Mondolfo, Sassone €280)

2153

CV 330.00

*

(1LNC5 var), double overprint, one is
inverted (Sassone #6d), VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH
(Sassone €450)

2154

CV 535.00

*

(1N10 var), doubled light blue overprint
(Sassone #10ac), EXTREMELY FINE, og,
NH  (Sassone €250)

2155

CV 300.00

*

(1N10 var), tripled light blue overprint
(Sassone #10ae), EXTREMELY FINE, og,
NH  (Sassone €250)

2156

CV 300.00

*

ITALIAN SOCIALIST REPUBLIC

(6-17, E1-E2, EY1, J2 & J4), study of
Sassone-listed errors on a stock page.
Noted are #6-17 (Sassone #25a-35a,
27Aaa-28Aaa, 34Cbb, 59A,), E1-2
(Sassone #21a-22a), EY1 (Sassone #4a),
J2 (Sassone #61a) & J4 (Sassone #63b).
Gen. VERY FINE, or better, og, many are
NH  (Sassone €1125)

2157

CV 1,400.00

*

(32 var), double printed (Sassone #512c),
VERY FINE, og, NH (Sassone €250)

2158
CV 310.00

*

(32 var), strip of five with partial print
(Sassone #512ca), and rejoined paper
(Sassone #512d), VERY FINE, og, NH
(Sassone €830)

2159

CV 1,030.00

*

(Italy #231 with G.N.R. overprint, Sassone
#489), VERY FINE (signed A. Diena,
Sassone €2750)

2160

CV 3,420.00

0

(J1-J13), some with tone spots, VERY
FINE, og, NH  (Sassone €650)

2161
CV 800.00

*

(Q1-Q12), F-VF2162 CV 7,750.000

I.S.R.-BASE ATLANTICA

(Maury #6, 8-9, 11) #8 & 11 are on piece,
VERY FINE (Maury €425)

2163
CV 515.00

0

I.S.R.-G.N.R.

(Sassone #13-24), some tone spots, VERY
FINE, og, NH  (Sassone €475)

2164
CV 585.00

*

(Sassone #117-124), Airmails, a couple
with tone spots, VERY FINE, og  (Sassone
€2282)

2165

CV 2,805.00

*

ITALIAN SOCIALIST REPUBLIC

2166 *0 ITALIAN SOCIALIST REPUBLIC  Survey
of mint and used issues, most of which are

found in Sassone, arranged on stock
pages. Among the better are (Sassone)
Istra #22/36 (no #33, NH, €350), Fiume
#21 (signed Raybaudi, €175), some GNR
overprints and more. Gen. VERY FINE,
mint og, many NH SB 600.00

ITALY-LOCALS-CUVIO

(Sassone #1-6), pairs, Sassone value
€2,500, VERY FINE, og

2167
CV 3,600.00

*

ITALY-LOCALS-PONTE CHIASSO

(SASSONE #14), VERY FINE, og, NH,
(Sassone 2007)

2168
CV 9,630.00

*

ITALY-OFFICES ABROAD

(7), F-VF2169 CV 3,250.000

ITALY-OFF IN CHINA-PEKING

(16), block of 4, F-VF, og, NH (Scott for 4
singles)

2170
CV 2,600.00

*

ITALY-OFF IN TURKEY-GENERAL ISSUES

1908 10pa on 5c (6), vertical pair, with
alternate surcharge on top issue (Sassone
#1b), VERY FINE, og  (Sassone €15,000)

2171

CV 17,000.00

*

ITALY-AEGEAN ISLANDS

AEGEAN ISLANDS - HIGH QUALITY
COLLECTION stored in a nice Schaubek
Specialized album, with no duplication. The
collection features excellent material from
each island and the general issues, plus
Castellorizo, with particularly good Rhodes
and wonderful premium material
throughout, including used Aegean Islands
#1-2, 27-30, 59-65/C44-C47, C14, and mint
#C28-C31, mint Caso #12-16, mint Coo
#12-16, Mint Nisiro #1-8, mint Patmo #5,
12-16, mint Rhodes #15-20, and used
#21-23, J1-J9, Q1-Q11, mint Simi #1-2, 4,
5, mint Lero #5, mint Piscopi #5, mint
Scarpanto #5, mint Stampalia #5, mint
Castellorizo #60-64, 65-74, 75-79, all
impressively high quality and generally
VERY FINE, mint og

2172

CA 3,150.00

*0

ITALY-AEGEAN ISL-RHODES

(B4 var) inverted surcharge (Sassone
#121a), vertical pair, VERY FINE, og, one
stamp is NH (Sassone €280)

2173

CV 340.00

*

ITALIAN COLONIES

(46-50 & C29-C35), VERY FINE, og2174 CV 662.00*

ERITREA

(5-6), VERY FINE, og2175 CV 1,725.00*

(24), VERY FINE, og2176 CV 1,200.00*

(24), F-VF, og2177 CV 1,200.00*

(25), VERY FINE, og2178 CV 1,300.00*

(25), FINE, og2179 CV 1,300.00*

(27), VERY FINE, og2180 CV 475.00*

(27), F-VF, og2181 CV 475.00*

(47), F-VF, og2182 CV 390.00*

(99-101, 102-104), F-VF or better, og,
#102-104 are NH

2183
CV 370.00

*
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(J3a), F-VF, og2184 CV 950.00*

(J3a), F-VF, og, NH2185 CV 2,050.00*

(J3a), FINE, og2186 CV 950.00*

ERITREA - HIGH QUALITY SELECTION,
stored in a small binder on Scott numbered
stock cards, lightly duplicated and featuring
good premium sets and singles like mint
#58-63, 65-68, 105-106, 107, 107A-108,
119-123, 129-133, 150-157, 158-167,
168-174, 175-180, B5-B10 (NH), B17-B20
(NH), C1-C6 (NH), C7-C16, E2, J5-J7, J9,
Q20, and used #60-64, 81-87, 88-90, 102,
104, 105, 107A-108, 150-157, 158-167,
B1-B3, B4, C1-C6, C7-C16, E5, J9, J11,
J20-J25, and more. A very impressive
selection with very light duplication,
generally VERY FINE, mint og, some NH

2187

CA 6,200.00

*0

LIBYA

(3b), VERY FINE, og, NH2188 CV 300.00*

(3d), VERY FINE, og2189 CV 425.00*

(10a), VERY FINE, og, NH2190 CV 925.00*

(14), toned edges, VERY FINE, og2191 CV 425.00*

(22a), VERY FINE, og, NH2192 CV 2,600.00*

(22c), crease, VERY FINE, og, NH2193 CV 525.00*

(27a), block of four, VERY FINE, og, two
bottom stamps NH

2194
CV 3,750.00

*

(34b), F-VF, og (signed Economist Stamp
Co.)

2195
CV 950.00

*

(35 var), pair, one without overprint
(Sassone #36c), F-VF, og (signed
Economist Stamp Co, Sassone €1400)

2196

CV 1,730.00

*

(36 var), pair, one without overprint
(Sassone #37c), F-VF, og, stamps NH
(signed Economist Stamp Co, Sassone
€1750)

2197

CV 2,165.00

*

(218-219), footnoted souvenir sheets, 25
sets, VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og,
NH

2198

CV 850.00

*

(J3b), F-VF, og, NH2199 CV 500.00*

LIBYA - An extensive mint selection of
complete sheets and large blocks of issues
from the 1960s. While the lot does include
some early period issues from colonial
Italy, by far the bulk of the value comes
from numerous sheets from 1960s
including issues like #212-214 (complete
sheets of 50), 215-217 (complete sheets of
100), 222-224 (200 in imperf sheets),
267-268,C51 (imperf blocks of 10), and
many many others adding in total to well
over $6,000 in catalog value! Since the lot
includes high number of uncut sheets, it
would mostly appeal to dealers or specialty
collectors, VERY FINE, og, NH

2200

SB 2,000.00

*

2201 * LIBYA - HIGH QUALITY DEALER'S
SELECTION An extensive mint never
hinged selection of thousands of stamps
mostly in complete sheets of 25 or
miniature sheets primarily covering the
period from 1980 to 2000. The selection
includes high ratio of higher priced imperf
varieties, as well as in complete sheets, in
total adding up to well over $20,000 in
catalog value. While duplication levels are
on a higher side, in many cases complete
or miniature sheets include varying type of
overprints in the border, or even different
overprints on the actual design of teh
stamps. Individually some of the most

notable standouts within include   LIBYA -
MINT PREMIUM STOCK - Very impressive
high quality mint never hinged selection of
several hundred sheets, containing
thousands of stamps, primarily covering the
last two decades of the 20th century. This
is an extensive accumulation with a very
attractive ratio of highly desirable imperf
varieties for number of sets. The lot boasts
a catalog value well in excess of $20,000
and includes such individual standouts like
#225 (20), 769-73 (set of sheets of 4, perf
& imperf), 774-75 (5 pairs of imperf
sheets), 810 (10 complete imperf sheets
each with 5 strips of 5), 827-28 (imperf
blocks of 6), 827-28 (24 complete imperf
sheets of 25), 1016-19 (16 sets of imperf
sheets of 4), 1016-19 (20 sets of
overprinted sheets of 8), 1020-21 (22 sets
of sheets with Arabic overprint on the
back), 1620 (10), and others. The selection
should appeal to both dealers looking to
spice up their Libyan holdings, as well as
specialty collectors interested in multitude
of minor differences in overprints, blocks,
pairs, strips and other minute differences
rarely encountered to satisfy even the most
avid collectors of modern Libya, VERY
FINE, og, NH (We scanned only sample
shots of some folders within) SB 2,000.00

LIBYA - DEALER'S LOT Very attractive
group of several hundred of souvenir and
miniature sheets from the 1960s and 70s.
The selection includes high ratio of
premium imperf varieties among sheets
like #217a (50), 218-219 (75 imperf
souvenir sheets each), 245a (50), 251a
(50), 258-263 (perf and imperf souvenir
sheets, 125) most duplicated in a very
uniform manner and thus would be most
appealing to dealers looking for resale
potential, VERY FINE, og, NH

2202

CO 12,500.00

*

LIBYA  - Small group covering only the
high values from the 1992 set dedicated to
Col. Gaddafi in blocks and singles like mint
#1421 (block of four), 1424 (2), and used
#1421, 1422 (block of four), 1423 (block of
four and two singles), 1424 (block of four),
VERY FINE, mint og

2203

CV 680.00

*

LIBYA-FEZZAN

(Sassone #2), VERY FINE-EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH (signed Brun, Sassone €250)

2204
CV 305.00

*

(Sassone #3), VERY FINE-EXTREMELY
FINE, og (Sassone €350)

2205
CV 430.00

*

(Sassone #4), VERY FINE-EXTREMELY
FINE, og (signed Bolaffi, Sassone €900)

2206
CV 1,105.00

*

(Sassone #7b), triple overprint in pair with
normal issue, VERY FINE-EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH (Sassone €900)

2207

CV 1,105.00

*

(Sassone #12), on piece, VERY FINE
(Sassone €450)

2208
CV 550.00

OP

OLTRE GIUBA

(22a), VERY FINE, og2209 CV 650.00*

SAN MARINO

(17), short perfs, VERY FINE, og2210 CV 925.00*

(134-138), VERY FINE, og2211 CV 497.00*

(134-138), VERY FINE, og2212 CV 607.00*

(150), VERY FINE, og, NH2213 CV 800.00*
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(169-180), VERY FINE, og2214 CV 261.00*

(490), sheet of six, VERY FINE, og, NH2215 CV 225.00*

(490), sheet of six, VERY FINE, og, NH2216 CV 225.00*

(C1-C10), VERY FINE, og2217 CV 651.00*

(C75), sheet of six, VERY FINE, og, NH2218 CV 400.00*

(C91), block of 4, VERY FINE2219 CV 400.000

(C117), sheet of six, VERY FINE, og, NH2220 CV 350.00*

(C127-C128), sheets of four with #C127
(36), and #C128 (4), VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

2221

CV 910.00

*

SAN MARINO - BEAUTIFUL LIGHTLY
DUPLICATED collection to 1950, loaded
with better stamps and some very nice NH
gems. Very high quality

2222

CV 8,250.00

*0

SOMALIA

(155a), appears to have had a tiny air
bubble on the back, see scan, VERY FINE,
og, NH

2223

CV 1,250.00

*

(Q46a), VERY FINE Rare2224 CV 800.00*

(Q46a), VERY FINE Rare2225 CV 3,250.000

SOMALIA - DEALER'S SELECTION Very
nice dealer's lot containing well over 1,000
souvenir and miniature sheets from 1960s
and 70s with total catalog value adding to
over $32,000! All the issues are very neatly
organized and contained in Scott
numbered glassines and envelopes
generally duplicated in multiples of fifty,
making the lot geared towards dealers
looking for breakdown and resale potential.
Individually selection includes #352a
(footnoted under #352, 950 souvenir
sheets), 339a (150), C60a (50) all post
office fresh as issued, VERY FINE, og, NH

2226

SB 3,000.00

*

TRIESTE ZONE "A"

(J7-J15) on 2 cacheted unaddressed First
Day Covers, VERY FINE. Very Rare (Scott
value as used stamps $413.55)

2227

CV 350.00

FD

(J10 var) unwatermarked (Sassone #4A),
VERY FINE (signed Mondolfo, Sassone
€250)

2228

CV 300.00

0

(Q5 var), no overprint on left side (Sassone
#5d), VERY FINE, og, NH  (Sassone
€1600)

2229

CV 1,910.00

*

(Q10), very slightly toned, VERY FINE, og2230 CV 575.00*

(Q10), VERY FINE, og, NH2231 CV 575.00*

(Q11), VERY FINE, og, NH2232 CV 350.00*

(Q13-Q25), cacheted unaddressed First
Day Covers, VERY FINE (Scott value as
used stamps)

2233

CV 350.00

FD

(Q18 var), 5.5 mm spacing, (Sassone
#18A), VERY FINE, og, NH (Mondolfo
Cert, Sassone €1750)

2234

CV 2,085.00

*

(Filagrano #EP16) 20L postal card with
Christmas overprint, EXTREMELY FINE
(Filagrano €300, 500 issued)

2235

CV 355.00

CV

TRIESTE ZONE "A" - Mint collection with
nearly every from #1 to #208, on Scott
Specialty album pages. Gen. VERY FINE,
og, much is NH

2236

SB 950.00

*

2237 *0 TRIESTE ZONE "A" - Collection of sets
and singles going to 1949, on stock pages.
Highlights include mint #18-29, 34, C1-6,
C7-12, C13-15, J1-6, J7-15 with an extra

#J9 & J11-12, used #1-14, 15-17, C16, and
more. Gen. VERY FINE, mint og, many are
NH, some toning noted SB 900.00

TRIESTE ZONE "A" - AMG'S - VERY NICE
HIGHLY COMPLETE MINT COLLECTION.
Many better sets but some with gum tones.
VERY FINE, og, most NH

2238

SB 500.00

*

TRIESTE ZONE "A"-REVENUES -
Collection of mint and used varied
Revenues, housed in a binder with Joe
Bush Specialty album pages. Included are
Industrial-Commercial stamps, some with
gutter pairs, stock transfer stamps and
transaction forms, weights and measures
and more. Gen. VERY FINE, mint og

2239

SB 500.00

*0

TRIESTE ZONE "A" - Mint collection of
issues, with nearly complete coverage, in a
Joe Bush  Specialty album. Included are
#1-14, 15-17, 18-29, 36-39, 41, 42-44,
45-46, 53-54, 58-69, 72-73, 74-75, 77-78,
85-87, 90-108, 109-10, 170-77, C1-6,
C7-12, C13-16,  C20-26, E1-4, EY3, J1-6,
J10, J13, J15, J16-29, Q12, Q13-25,
QY1-4, and many more. Gen. VERY FINE,
og, many are NH

2240

CO 5,300.00

*

TRIESTE ZONE "A"-POSTAL
STATIONERY - Interesting collection of
postal cards, letter cards, and more, in a
binder. Among the better are (Filagrano)
mint #C1, C2A, C5A, C8B, C11, C12-14,
C16, C17, C18-19, C23 (1-5), B1, B4, P16,
P18-19, used #C9, C23 (FDC 1-5), and
many more. Gen. VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE  (Filagrano
€1618)

2241

CV 1,930.00

CV

VATICAN CITY

(28-31), VERY FINE, og, NH2242 CV 617.00*

(35-40), VERY FINE, og, NH (signed UFN
Roma, which is the Vatican Philatelic and
Numismatic Office)

2243

CV 3,680.00

*

(41-46), VERY FINE, og, NH2244 CV 1,045.00*

(47-54), VERY FINE, og, NH2245 CV 495.00*

(C16-C17), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH2246 CV 640.00*

(C16-C17), VERY FINE, og, NH2247 CV 640.00*

(C16-C17), VERY FINE, og, NH2248 CV 640.00*

(C16-C17), VERY FINE, og, NH2249 CV 640.00*

(C20-C21), VERY FINE, og, NH2250 CV 395.00*

(C20-C21), VERY FINE, og, NH2251 CV 395.00*

VATICAN CITY - MINT STOCK - An
attractive mint stock accumulation of
roughly 7,000-8,000 individual stamps
mostly in the form of blocks or strips as well
as complete eye catching sheets like in the
case of #203-08, 219-222, 239-42.
However most of the catalog value of the
lot come from neatly stacked Scott
identified glassines housing primarily plate
blocks of four stamps and covering the
period from 1950 to the early 1980s. The
duplication levels are generally
manageable, and in most cases the sets
have a dozen or two of duplicates. All in a
very representative coverage of the period
in stock quantities, should appeal primarily
to dealers, VERY FINE, og, NH

2252

SB 2,500.00

*

2253 * VATICAN CITY - HIGH QUALITY, HIGHLY
COMPLETE COLLECTION in a beautiful,
pristine Scott Specialty Album with a slip
case that alone retails over $250. The
collection, running to 1985,  begins with
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wonderful, high quality first issues, features
excellent Back-of-the-book and no
duplication. Includes much of the best
premium material one could hope to find
from Vatican City, including highlights such
as #1-13/E1-E2, 19-34/E3-E4, 41-46,
47-54, 55-60, and more. Extremely high
quality material throughout. We scanned a
15 page selection to illustrate the high level
of quality found throughout the collection.
Generally VERY FINE, og SB 1,500.00

VATICAN CITY  White Ace album
collection of mint sets and singles, ranging
to the late 1960s, along with a pile of
glassines with singles and blocks of four
going to the 1980s, in a box. Noted in the
collection of many better like #1-13 & E1-2
(NH), 41-46, 47-54, 55-60 (NH), 61-67
(NH), 122-30 & E11-12, 145-48, 149-54,
155a, 173, 189-91, 242a, B1-4 (NH),
C9-15, C18-19 (NH), C22-23 (NH), J1-6
(NH), Q1-15 (NH), and more. The
glassines are, mainly, a mint stock with
occasional stand-outs like #55-60 (NH),
and more. Gen. VERY FINE, some better,
og, many are NH

2254

SB 1,000.00

*

VATICAN CITY - Accumulation of mint
sheets, from 1971 to 1978, in file folders.
Good value is found in airmails with better
like #C53-54 (84), C60-62 (2 sheets of 20
each), C63-65 (3 sheets of 20 each), and
much more. Gen. VERY FINE, og, NH

2255

SB 950.00

*

VATICAN CITY - Mainly mint collection of
sets, singles and souvenir sheets, with
coverage to 1992, in four White Ace
albums. Notable are better like #41-44,
173, 189-91, C9-15, C75-82, used #28-30,
45-46, 51 (2, one on cover), C19, and
many others. Gen. VERY FINE, or better,
mint og, much is NH

2256

SB 600.00

*0

VATICAN CITY - Stock and selection of
mainly mint issues, with some in varied
multiples, with coverage into the 1980s.
Included are better like #19-34 &E3-4,
198-91, 721-24 (11), 752-54 (11), C53-54
(11), C73-74 (6), much of which is
glassines, along with some album pages
and more. Also included are some
varieties. Gen. VERY FINE, or better, mint
og, much is NH

2257

SB 500.00

*0

VATICAN CITY - An attractive mostly mint
selection of hundreds of issues starting
with the early issues of 1930s and going to
well into the 1980s, with numerous
souvenir and miniature sheets in between.
Individually some of the highlights include
mint #49 (2), 242a, C23 (3) and many
others. Duplication is generally moderate,
but the selection is very organized with
Scott numbers indicated making the levels
very much manageable, VERY FINE, mint
og, many NH

2258

SB 250.00

*0

VATICAN CITY - Group of seven mint perf
varieties with imperfs at the bottom and at
the right. Most of the issues are from the
Council of Trent set of 1946. Gen. VERY
FINE, og, nearly all are NH (Sassone €920)

2259

CV 1,140.00

*

JAPAN

(18), VERY FINE2260 CV 375.000

(50), syll 1, VERY FINE2261 CV 275.000

(435), VERY FINE2262 CV 575.00*

2263 0 JAPAN - KOBAN CANCELLATION - Highly
specialized collection of thousands of

stamps and covers. Wonderful specialized
collection SB 6,500.00

JAPAN - KIKU ISSUE - HIGHLY
SPECIALIZED COLLECTION OF
THOUSANDS. VERY FINE

2264

SB 5,000.00

0

JAPAN - IMPRESSIVE COLLECTION OF
THOUSANDS OF DIFFERENT stamps
stored in a nice nearly-new Scott Specialty
album. The collection begins with good
19th century issues followed by highly
complete, mostly mint coverage of the 20th
century including Back-of-the-book without
duplication. The collection houses a
multitude of premium sets and singles
including highlights like mint #32, 85-86,
C3-C7, used #33, 39, 42-43, 50, 53-54,
55-66, C9-C13, C14-C24, and many more
including good souvenir sheets and
modern Prefecture issues. The first page is
all forgeries and not counted. High quality
throughout and generally VERY FINE, mint
og, many NH

2265

SB 4,000.00

*0

JAPAN - HIGH QUALITY TWO-VOLUME
COLLECTION, stored neatly in a pair of
like-new Scott Specialty Albums with slip
cases. The collection begins with good
19th century issues, including mint #88, 90,
and used #55-59, 91-108, and others
followed by a highly complete run through
the 20th century with excellent premium
material throughout, including noted
highlights mint #155-158, 212-213,
395-396, 401-402, 408, 409-410, 415, 422,
439-442, 422a, 437, 438, 453a, 457,
469-473, 479, 505-508, 517a, 522 (lottery
sheet of 5), and very strong coverage to
2002 without duplication, followed by
Back-of-the-book and Prefecture issues.
High quality throughout and generally
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

2266

SB 3,000.00

*0

JAPAN - REVENUES & CINDERELLAS -
Nice selection of over 800 different

2267
SB 750.00

*0

JAPAN - SPECIALIST'S SELECTION OF
HUNDREDS. F-VF

2268
SB 600.00

*0

JAPAN - Small survey of issues, with some
going to the 1960s, on a stock page.
Included are better like #34 (syll 18), 479,
521, 525-26, 752-54, C9-13, among others.
Gen. VERY FINE, og, a couple are NH

2269

SB 450.00

*

JAPAN - Small group of eight 19th century
issues, on a stock card. Includes  mint #37
(syll 3), used #15, 24 (2 syll 16), 35, 42 (syll
1), and more. Gen. F-VF, or better, mint og

2270

SB 400.00

*0

JORDAN

JORDAN - EXCEPTIONAL MINT
SELECTION OF MANY THOUSANDS
from first issues through the modern
period. Huge catalogue value, all VERY
FINE, og, many NH

2271

SB 3,000.00

*

KOREA

KOREA - HIGHLY COMPLETE ALL MINT
COLLECTION TO 2000 in a pristine Scott
Specialty album (with slipcase). All
beautiful VERY FINE, og, NH mint sets

2272

SB 1,500.00

*

2273 *0 SOUTH KOREA - WONDERFUL HIGH
QUALITY SELECTION OF THOUSANDS
of different stamps stored and organized
neatly within Scott numbered dealer's stock
cards. Includes mint #417-426, 579,
781-786, 790-794, 795, B13 (NH), and
more. We put a selection on a stock page
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and scanned it in order to illustrate the high
level of quality found throughout. Generally
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH CA 2,050.00

KOREA - Mint stock of sets, singles and
souvenir sheets, running to the early
1990s, in a stock book with some additional
pages. Noted are better like #107, 547-48
(10), 547a-48a (10), 558a-60a (10), 561-63
(10), 561a-63a (10), 586a-87a (10), 592-93
(10), 592a-93a (10), 598a (10), 599a (10),
922a, 1722-38, and more. Gen. VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

2274

CV 2,035.00

*

NORTH KOREA

(44 (46)), VERY FINE, og, NH2275 CV 1,035.00*

54-56, reprints 54(50), 55-56(100) used,
duplicated in large blocks, EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH (we scanned sample)

2276

CV 2,500.00

0

LATVIA

LATVIA - OVER 175 CLASSIC COVERS,
VERY FINE

2277
SB 1,500.00

CV

LATVIA - OVER 110 CLASSIC PICTURE
POST CARDS pre-1941, all used
(stamped). VERY FINE

2278

SB 1,250.00

CV

LATVIA - COVERS - Better selection of
about 90 covers

2279
SB 1,250.00

CV

LATVIA & LITHUANIA - SPECIALIZED
CANCELLATION STUDY This an
exhaustive and very particular collection
showcasing close to 200 different town
cancels, covering great number of most
remote post offices. The collection
represents a very different approach to
studying Baltic philately in between the
World Wars. This could a great quirky
addition to any specialized collection of
Baltic philately in the 1920s and 30s.

2280

SB 400.00

0

LIBERIA

(358-361) Very nice selection of over 450
imperf stamps in strips of three and blocks
of four or six, VERY FINE, og, NH

2281

SB 750.00

*

(C1), VERY FINE, og (signed Kessler)2282 CV 250.00*

LIBERIA - SOUVENIR SHEETS
DEALER'S STOCK - An extensive mint
never hinged selection of close to 3,000
souvenir sheets from the 1960s all very
neatly organized in Scott identified
glassines. This a great selection with high
ratio of imperf souvenir sheets and total
catalog value adding up to roughly
$17,000! Considering the catalog value and
uniform, but still high duplication levels the
lot would certainly be geared towards
dealers looking for resale potential, VERY
FINE, og, NH (We only scanned overhead
shots to show the organization of the lot)

2283

SB 2,000.00

*

LIBERIA  - SPECIALIST DEALER'S
SELECTION - An expansive selection of
hundreds of imperf pairs, strips, and blocks
commemorating 1956 Olympic Games
essentially covering every conceivable
combination to satisfy specialist collectors.
The selection is duplicated in a very
uniform manner so should appeal to
dealers looking for breakdown and resale
potential, VERY FINE, og, NH

2284

SB 1,250.00

*

2285 *0 LIBERIA - VERY NICE SELECTION OF
THOUSANDS from earlies onward
including hundreds of Souvenir sheets and

many better and elusive items. High
catalogue value. VERY FINE, og, NH SB 1,000.00

LIBERIA - SPECIALIST SELECTION Very
attractive and highly specialized selection
of well over 500 mint never hinged issues
in total covering imperf issues in pairs,
strips, and blocks primarily from the 1960s.
The selection also includes hundreds of
proofs from the period, which nicely
elevates the selection into another -
specialist's - level, VERY FINE, og, NH

2286

SB 750.00

*

LIBERIA - Very attractive specialist
selection of over 800 issues in total
covering imperfs, proofs, specimen and
other specialty items from late 20th century
that would certainly elevate any Liberian or
African collection above just regular
listings. The collection is further enhanced
by an inclusion of numerous blocks, strips
and pairs offering great potential for
specialist collectors, VERY FINE, og, NH

2287

SB 550.00

*

LIBERIA - SPECIALIST SELECTION -
Very nice mint selection of well over 500
never hinged imperf issues from the 1960s
presented in form of individual sets, pairs,
strips, and blocks. This is the type of
selection that would surely appeal to
modern specialty collectors of post colonial
Africa, as within it covers practically every
conceivable variation up to complete sets
in blocks of six, as to satisfy even the most
demanding collectors. While at the same
time moderate duplication levels should
appeal to dealers looking for resale
potential, VERY FINE, og, NH

2288

SB 500.00

*

LIBERIA - COLLECTION OF HUNDREDS
OF DIFFERENT STAMPS to 1940 on Scott
pages. VERY FINE

2289

SB 400.00

*0

LIBERIA - MINT SELECTION OF
THOUSANDS OF COMPLETE SETS with
many souvenir sheets, blocks and more. 
(we scanned a small sample to give an
idea). VERY FINE, og, NH

2290

CV 3,967.00

*

LIBERIA - MINT DEALER'S SELECTION
Very attractive selection of hundreds of
mint never hinged issues from the 1960s
and 70s combining regular stamps and
back-of-the-book issues all neatly stored in
Scott numbered glassines. Overall catalog
value would exceed $2,500 in catalog
value and includes individual standouts like
#309-312 & C63-C64 and #C141-C143,
362-363/C107-C110, 393-394/C128,
399-400/C135 all present in blocks and
miniature sheets duplicated in moderate
numbers making it an appealing lot for
dealers looking for breakdown and resale
potential, VERY FINE, og, NH

2291

CA 2,560.00

*

LIECHTENSTEIN

(104), block of 4, hinge remnants top
stamps, VERY FINE, og

2292
CV 420.00

*

(115), "postfrisch", VERY FINE, og, NH 
(Rupp Cert)

2293
CV 2,250.00

*

(395) 20 mint sheets of four and one sheet
on First Day cover. VERY FINE, mint og,
NH  (Zum Sfr. 1320)

2294

CV 1,320.00

*

(C1-C6), on cover, VERY FINE  (Zum Sfr
350)

2295
CV 350.00

CV

2296 * LIECHTENSTEIN Very nice all mint and
never hinged collection of close to 1,000
different issues covering the period starting
in 1949 and going all the way to 2008
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housed in a hingeless Lighthouse album.
This is a very impressive modern collection
that should appeal to collectors of modern
Europe, VERY FINE, og, NH SB 1,000.00

LIECHTENSTEIN - HIGH QUALITY, ALL
MINT COLLECTION stored neatly in a
binder on nice hingeless Minkus album
pages. The collection begins with highly
complete issues of the early 20th century
and strong coverage to about 1980 without
duplication, including Back-of-the-book.
The collection contains many wonderful
premium highlights, including souvenir
sheets and all-mint stand-outs like #1-3,
4-9 (NH), 81, B4-B6, B7-B10, and much
more. A beautiful collection worth
exploring, generally VERY FINE, og, most
NH

2297

SB 850.00

*

LIECHTENSTEIN - HIGH QUALITY
MOSTLY MINT SELECTION housed neatly
within individually Scott numbered dealer's
stock cards with light duplication
throughout. The selection features some
wonderful early 20th century followed by
strong coverage to about 1980, including
Back-of-the-book and excellent premium
sets and singles Including mint #18-46,
223-225, 239, 240-242, 243-245, 270-273,
284-286, 289-292, 353-355, 359-367,
B19-B21, and used\#165, 269, and more.
We put some of the better material on a
stock page and scanned it in order to
illustrate the high level of quality you can
expect to find throughout the selection.
Generally VERY FINE or better, mint og,
most NH

2298

CA 2,325.00

*0

LUXEMBOURG

(4-12), #12 mint, og, F-VF2299 CV 4,325.000

(272-277), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH2300 CV 175.00*

(318-320), VERY FINE-EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

2301
CV 250.00

*

(B65A-B65Q), F-VF, og2302 CV 487.00*

LUXEMBOURG - VERY IMPRESSIVE
COLLECTION WITH EXCELLENT
PREMIUM sets and singles throughout,
including very nice quality 19th century
issues followed by highly complete, high
quality coverage of the 20th century to
about 1995, including Back-of-the-book,
without duplication. The collection features
a wonderful array of better items including
notable highlights like mint #6, 12, 13-14,
16, 18a, used #4-5, and many more. High
quality throughout, generally VERY FINE,
mint og, many NH

2303

SB 3,000.00

*0

2304 *0 LUXEMBOURG - VERY HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION - Very attractive selection of
hundreds of different issues with moderate
duplication levels covering a century long
period from earliest issues of Luxembourg
in the 1850s going all the way to the middle
of the 20th century. The selection includes
great ratio of premium content in total
adding up to over $16,000 in catalog value
and includes individual standouts like mint
#2 (2), 4 (5), 5, 6 (3), 7, 9, 13 (2),  26, 32,
45, 86 (3), 277, O3, O4, O27, O29a,
O30(2), O32, O33, O51, O66-O74 and
used #5, 6 (3), 8 (3),  9, 10, 12, 13, 24, 26,
217, 276, 277, 319, B43, B44, B52, B65M,
B65J, O9, O49, O50 and others. As evident
from the selection the lot combines strong
regular section with good quality
back-of-the-book subsection and once

organized in a dedicated album would
represent a comprehensive collection, gen.
VERY FINE, mint og SB 1,750.00

LUXEMBOURG - NICE COLLECTION
STORED IN A LOVELY LIGHTHOUSE
Hingeless Specialty Album. The collection
features material from scattered 19th
century issues to about 1990, including
Back-of-the-book and no duplication. The
collection includes a number of better sets
and singles including highlights like used
#6, 9, 13, and more. High quality stamps in
a beautiful album that alone retails well
over half the starting bid. Generally VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH

2305

SB 500.00

*0

LUXEMBOURG - HIGH QUALITY
DEALER'S SELECTION - Very nice group
of mint and used issues with high ratio of
premium content covering primarily the
early period including individual standouts
like mint #O41, and used #1 (2), 7, 12,
13-14/16, 329-331, O15, O33, O46-O47,
B73-B78 (8 sets), B79-B84 (18 sets),
B92-B97 (16 sets), B104 (16 pairs)
organized neatly on Scott numbered
stockpages. The selection offers great
potential for breakdown and resale, VERY
FINE, mint og, some NH

2306

CV 4,850.00

*0

LUXEMBOURG - HIGH QUALITY
PREMIUM SELECTION on a stock page.
The selection features many wonderful,
high quality 19th century issues of
Luxembourg including highlights such as
mint #4 (no gum), 20 (no gum), 32 (no
gum), 46, 55, O31, and used #5, 8 (2), 9
(2), 10, 11 (2), 12, 15, typically high quality
and generally VERY FINE

2307

CA 4,400.00

*0

MACEDONIA

(N1-N8), VERY FINE, og, NH2308 CV 206.00*

MACEDONIA - 1993 VIRTUALLY
COMPLETE MINT STOCK stored in a mint
sheet file and glassines. This lot is an
excellent opportunity for sellers as there's
many better souvenir sheets duplicated in
the hundreds. Also included are many full
sheets. Some of these issues include #5-7
(250), 8-11 (20), 12 (70), 16 (150), 18
(100), RA24-27 (380 footnoted souvenir
sheets), RA28-31 (160), RA32-35 (190
footnoted souvenir sheets), RA36-39 (120
footnoted souvenir sheets), and others.
Gen. EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH (we
scanned the mint sheet file)

2309

CV 13,259.00

*

MACEDONIA - MINT DEALER'S STOCK
Attractive mint stock selection covering the
early 1990s in a a highly complete manner.
The selection includes numerous complete
sheets of individual better like #1, 3, 4,
RA5a, RA18, RA23. Overall the selection
includes an appealing ratio of
back-of-the-book material and should
appeal to dealers looking for breakdown
and resale potential, VERY FINE, og, NH

2310

CA 2,400.00

*

MEXICO

[(8d),] VERY FINE2311 CV 2,250.000

(18), EXTREMELY FINE, og2312 CV 1,300.000

(21c), on folded envelope, VERY FINE2313 CV 3,000.00CV

(25c), VERY FINE2314 CV 575.000

(39), stain, VERY FINE2315 CV 3,250.000

(80), VERY FINE2316 CV 1,200.000
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(84), VERY FINE2317 CV 850.000

(90b), VERY FINE, og2318 CV 200.00*

(368), VERY FINE, og2319 CV 3,500.00*

(436a), 28 sheets of four, EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

2320
CV 360.00

*

(C198a), VERY FINE, og, NH2321 CV 400.00*

(CO21), VERY FINE, og2322 CV 350.00*

1914-15 100p Veracruz State Revenue
(Roberts #US50F), VERY FINE

2323
CV 950.00

0

MEXICO - HIGH QUALITY COLLECTION
WITH PREMIUM, stored in a very nice
Scott Specialty Album. The collection
begins with better-than-average 19th
century material followed by good highly
complete 20th century, including
Back-of-the-book without duplication. The
collection features wonderful premium
material including better highlights like
used #1-5, mint #C5-C10, and much more.
High quality throughout and generally
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

2324

SB 850.00

*0

MEXICO - DEALER'S SELECTION - An
extensive and heavily duplicated selection
of close to 4,000 never hinged issues most
in complete sets in miniature sheets
primarily from the 1960s. Duplication levels
are high, but relative uniformity of
duplication where most sets are duplicated
either 50 or 100 times, should appeal to
dealers looking for resale potential
especially considering the catalog value
which would be well in excess of $5,000 in
total. The whole lot is very neatly packed in
Scott numbered glassines making
duplication very manageable, VERY FINE,
og, NH (We only scanned a sample of the
lot)

2325

SB 750.00

*

MEXICO - ATTRACTIVE COLLECTION IN
A PRISTINE Scott Specialty Album with
slipcase. The collection presents several
nice 19th century sets followed by
scattered coverage of the 20th century to
about 1990 with no duplication, and
including Back-of-the-book. All-in-all, a
collection of nice material in a beautiful
album worth more than half of the starting
bid. High quality and generally VERY FINE,
mint og, many NH

2326

SB 500.00

*0

MEXICO - ALL MINT ALL NH SOUVENIR
SHEET SELECTION stored in glassines.
This mint stock contains close to a
thousand souvenir sheets and would be
perfect for a dealer. We scanned what's
included. VERY FINE, og, NH

2327

CV 3,850.00

*

MEXICO - SOUVENIR SHEET
SELECTION stored in Scott numbered
glassines and on a stock page, this mint
virtually NH group contains better souvenir
sheets such as #983a (28), 985a (28),
992a (25), 995a (25), C329a (28), C331a
(28), C334, C336a (10), C338a (10) and
carries great resale opportunity for the right
dealer. We scanned a small portion of
what's included. Gen VERY FINE, og,
virtually NH

2328

CA 1,550.00

*

MONTENEGRO

2329 * MONTENEGRO - HIGH QUALITY
COVERAGE TO 1913, ALL-MINT
SELECTION of high quality material stored
nicely in Michel numbered glassines and
on stock pages representative of the group
as a whole, which we scanned. The

selection features fantastic premium sets
and singles, including all-mint highlights
like #22-28/30-31 and good
Back-of-the-book. The selection features
duplication up to about 10 times throughout
and is generally VERY FINE, og CA 1,000.00

NETHERLANDS

(130-131, 133-134), VERY FINE, og, NH
(#133 signed Diena)

2330
CV 885.00

*

(368-369), blocks of four, VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

2331
CV 290.00

*

(B144a-B145a), with #B144a (9) & #B145a
(10). VERY FINE, og, NH

2332
CV 1,560.00

*

(C13-C14), VERY FINE, og, NH2333 CV 460.00*

NETHERLANDS - MANY THOUSANDS
MOSTLY ON album pages from an old
collector who bought Auction lots over a
period of decades and tossed them in a
box. Many better stamps. High catalogue
value

2334

SB 800.00

*

NETHERLANDS Mint collection of sets,
singles and more, going to 1974, on stock
pages. Among the better are #69, 80,
226-43, 286-300 (NH), 368-69, B25-32,
B48-49, B50-53, B94-97, B208-13,
B234-37, B238-42, B264-68, and more.
Gen. VERY FINE, og, some scattered NH

2335

SB 600.00

*

NETHERLANDS Nice mostly mint stock
selection of some 1,000 different issues
with very minimal duplication levels,
including some 20 miniature sheets,
organized on stockpages. The selection
covers a wide ranging period of stamps
combining the first half of the century with
much more modern issues from the late
20th century, regular section and
semi-postal or official stamps, and even
couple of pages of modern Britain thrown in
into the mix, VERY FINE, mint og, most NH

2336

SB 500.00

*0

NETHERLANDS - Small grouping of sets,
singles and blocks of four, with a leaning
toward Semi-postals, arranged in a thin
stockbook. Highlights include #B54-57,
B296-300 blocks of four, B301-05 blocks of
four, B326-30 singles & blocks of four,
B331-35 singles & blocks of four, B336-40
singles & blocks of four, B343-47 singles &
blocks of four, B348-52 singles & blocks of
four, among others. Gen. VERY FINE, mint
og, nearly all are NH

2337

CV 685.00

*0

NETHERLANDS & COLONIES

NETHERLANDS & COLONIES - HIGH
QUALITY COLLECTION WITH PREMIUM,
beginning in 1863 and providing a very
high level of completion to about 1980
without duplication, including
Back-of-the-book. The collection includes
many desirable premium items including
notable highlights like used Netherlands
#1-3, 4-6, 7-12, 17-22, plus Colonies like
Netherlands Indies and Netherlands New
Guinea. High quality and typically VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH

2338

SB 3,000.00

*0

2339 * NETHERLANDS & COLONIES An
attractive mint collection of close to 3,000
different issues housed in seven volumes
of White Ace albums covering Netherlands
as well as oversea territories associated
with Netherlands like Netherlands Antilles,
Aruba, Suriname. The collection covers the
20th century in a very comprehensive
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manner all the way to the early 2000s and
€ introduction on Dutch stamps as well as
numerous premium standouts from the first
half of the 20th century like Legion sheets
from 1942, VERY FINE, og (We scanned
only one volume covering Dutch section
from very beginning to 1960) SB 1,500.00

NETHERLANDS COLONIES

NETHERLANDS COLONIES -
BEAUTIFUL COLLECTION WITH
PREMIUM, stored in a nice Schaubek
Hingeless Album. The collection features
desirable material from Dutch areas around
the world, including used Netherlands
Indies #2, 3-16, 17-22, and more from
Surinam and Netherlands New Guinea. No
duplication and generally VERY FINE, mint
og, many NH

2340

SB 1,500.00

*0

COLONIES OF THE NETHERLANDS -
HIGH QUALITY COLLECTION stored in a
lovely Scott Specialty Album. The collection
features wonderful material from first
issues to about 1980 in Netherlands
Antilles and Surinam, with most of each
area devoted to the first half of the 20th
century. The collection includes loads of
premium including highlights like mint
Netherlands Antilles #2, 7, 9-10, 14-17,
19-21, 28, and many more. High quality
throughout and generally VERY FINE, mint
og, many NH

2341

SB 850.00

*0

NICARAGUA

NICARAGUA - HIGH QUALITY EARLY
PERIOD SELECTION - Very nice and
neatly organized selection of well in excess
of 500 mint and used 19th century stamps
from Nicaragua housed on stockpages.
The selection includes great ratio of
premium content and in total the catalog
value would exceed $8,000! Individually
some of the most notable standouts
include better like mint #1 (5), 2 (6), 3-7 (8),
5 (7), 8-12 (5), 10 (11), 90-98 (6), 109 (7),
109A-109M (9), 109E (4), used #2, &
others. Duplication levels vary throughout,
but are generally manageable, F-VF, mint
og

2342

CV 8,100.00

*0

NORWAY

(6), EXTREMELY FINE, partial og2343 CV 1,250.00*

(7, 9), #7 is thinned in the center, VERY
FINE

2344
CV 680.00

0

(261 var-266 var, Facit #335B-340B),
London overprints, VERY FINE, og, VLH
(footnoted in Scott)

2345

CV 850.00

*

2346 0 NORWAY - VERY HIGH QUALITY
COLLECTION WITH FANTASTIC
PREMIUM sets and singles, virtually
complete and stored thoughtfully on nice
specialized album pages in a binder. The
collection begins with beautiful examples of
Norwegian first issues, including used #1,
2-5, 6-10, 11-15, followed by a virtually
complete run to 2000 without duplication
and including Back-of-the-book. Other
better includes used #16-21, 22-34, 35-45,
47-48, 47a-57a, 59-61, 64-66, 67-69,
104-110, 111-114, 136-144, 207-219
(including #218), 220-239, B1-B3, B5-B8,
B9-B10, B11-B14, B24, B25, B26, J1-J12,
O1-O7, O9-O16/O18-O21,
O10a-O14a/O17/O18a-O19a, O44-O54,

and more. A fantastic collection for a
dedicated philatelist, generally VERY FINE SB 4,000.00

NORWAY - HIGHLY COMPLETE
COLLECTION PACKED WITH PREMIUM,
and stored nicely on Scott Specialty album
pages. The collection begins with lovely
first issues followed by very strong
coverage through the 20th century, without
duplication and including excellent
Back-of-the-book. The collection features
many impressive premium items including
highlights like used #1, 3-5, 6-10, 11-15,
16-17, 22-34, B1-B3, J7-J12, mint #B5-B8,
B9-B10, B24, and much more. High quality
throughout and generally VERY FINE, mint
og, some NH

2347

SB 3,000.00

*0

NORWAY - CLASSIC SELECTION, F-VF2348 SB 400.00*0

NORWAY - ALL-MINT & HIGHLY
COMPLETE TO 1950, stored neatly in
Michel numbered glassines and on stock
pages, which we scanned. Nearly every
stamp in the selection appear with light to
moderate duplication up to about twenty
times. The selection includes a wonderful
variety of premium sets and singles
including highlights like mint #4, 7, 9, 12,
21, 24, 27, 29, 31-34, 35, 35a, 38-40, 42,
44, 45, 47-58, 59, 64, 74-95, 101-103,
104-110, 158-161, 207-209, B1-B3, and
much more. A fantastic, high quality
selection of thousands of complete sets
including some of the best Norwegian
issues, typically VERY FINE, og, some NH

2349

CA 11,000.00

*

NORWAY - PREMIUM SELECTION of
19th and early 20th century material on a
stock page. The selection includes mint
#44b, 57a, 69 (NH), 307a, B1-B3 (2), and
used #1a, 2 (2), 6 (2), 7 (3), 13 (2), 28 (2),
64-66, 67-69, 104-110, B3, J7-J12,
generally high quality and VERY FINE,
mint og

2350

CA 9,250.00

*0

NORWAY - HIGH QUALITY SELECTION
stored and organized neatly on individually
Scott numbered dealer's stock cards. The
selection begins with very nice, high quality
19th century material followed by very good
early 20th century and strong coverage to
about 2000 from there. The selection
features many excellent premium sets and
singles including mint #181-183 (NH),
311-317, 408-411, B4 (NH), used 12, and
more. We put a selection from the overall
group on a stock page and scanned it in
order to clearly illustrate the high level of
quality found throughout the overall group.
Generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

2351

CA 4,250.00

*0

NORWAY - HIGH QUALITY STOCK
CARD SELECTION stored and organized
neatly and individually within Scott
numbered dealer's stock cards. The
selection begins with wonderful high quality
19th century material followed by very good
early 20th century with coverage to about
1990, including very good Back-of-the-book
and minimal duplication of some items. The
selection also features many very nice
premium sets and singles including notable
highlights such as mint #O11-O12, used
#4-5, 8-9, 15-18, 18b, 20-27/29-31, 47-58,
J5a, O9-O21, and more. We put a selection
of material from the overall group on a
stock page and scanned it in order to
clearly illustrate the high level of quality
found throughout the group. A lovely
selection overall, generally VERY FINE,
mint og, most mint NH

2352

CA 2,350.00

*0
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NORWAY - Classic collection of ten used
issues from 1855 to 1868, on a stock card.
Noted are #1, 2-3, 6-8, & 12-15. F-VF or
better

2353

CV 1,648.00

0

PANAMA

PANAMA - DEALER'S SELECTION Very
nice group of thousands of never hinged
stamps primarily from the middle of the
20th century going to the 1970s housed in
Scott numbered glassines. This is an
extensive selection with rather uniform
duplication levels, mostly in multiples of 50,
neatly sorted in dozens of glassines or
envelopes. Individually some of the notable
sets and singles are #447-447G (250 sets),
452-452E (350 sets), 453-453E (50 sets),
454-454E (150 sets), 456-456J (100 sets),
462-462C (100 sets), 465-465B (100 sets),
466-466B (50 sets), 476-476E (50 sets)
and others in total adding up to roughly
$11,000 in catalog value! Overall this is the
type of lot that due to cost and duplication
would most certainly be geared towards
dealers looking for breakdown and resale
potential, especially since neat
organization of the lot certainly makes it
very manageable, VERY FINE, og, NH

2354

SB 1,500.00

*

PANAMA - DEALER'S SELECTION - An
expansive selection of complete mint
sheets with over 6,000 stamps mostly from
the second half of the 20th century
including numerous combination sets or
regular and airmail issues among
standouts like #453-453E (Sheets of 50),
459-459G (Sheets of 50),
462-462C/C337-C338 (Sheets of 50),
463-463A/C339-C342 (sheets of 50),
464-464E (sheets of 25), 476-476E (sheets
of 25) with overall catalog value of roughly
$5,500! Due to uniform duplication this lot
is geared more towards dealers looking for
resale potential, VERY FINE, og, NH

2355

SB 1,000.00

*

PANAMA - ALL MINT ALL NH SOUVENIR
SHEET SELECTION stored in glassines,
this group contains 10-15 different souvenir
sheets. Some of the better items include
#453Ef (50), C338a (60). We scanned
what's included. Gen VERY FINE, og, NH

2356

CV 13,000.00

*

PANAMA - HIGH QUALITY SELECTION
beginning in 1936 and providing strong
coverage to about 1970, with excellent
Back-of-the-book and light to moderate
duplication throughout, stored neatly in a
pair of Scott numbered stockbooks. The
selection features many lovely premium
sets and singles including notable
highlights such as mint #C49-C53 (2),
C43-C47 (7), C67-C71 (missing #C68),
C88-C95, and used #C88-C95, and more,
high quality throughout and generally
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

2357

CV 3,450.00

*0

PARAGUAY

(623-629, 629a), perf & imperf sets, VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

2358
CV 258.00

*

(623-629), 20 sheets of 20 each, in total
400 sets, all VERY FINE, og, NH

2359
CV 19,280.00

*

(714), 50 footnoted souvenir sheets in
original and changed colors, VERY FINE,
og, NH

2360

CV 6,100.00

*

2361 * PARAGUAY - MINT DEALER SELECTION
Very nice mint never hinged selection of
close to 2,500 complete sets, where most

individual stamps are in compete sheets of
50 or 100. Overall the lot would add up to
roughly $35,000 in catalog value including
issues like #594-597 (50), 630-637 (50),
623-629 (50), 728-735 (100), 707-714
(imperf 100), 736-743 (imperf 50), 744-751
(imperf 50). 775-782 (imperf 50), 775-782
(1050) neatly organized in identified
glassines, VERY FINE, og, NH SB 6,000.00

PARAGUAY - SPECIMEN 'MUESTRA'
COLLECTION Very impressive, visually
attractive, and highly comprehensive
collection of over 1,000 different
Paraguayan specimen issues mostly
covering the period from 1970 to 2000.
These Muestra overprinted issues are very
scarce in many cases and deservedly have
a status of modern rarities, especially since
many are presented in form of pairs,
blocks, and strips. It would surely appeal to
modern collectors looking to elevate their
collection beyond the regular Scott listings,
VERY FINE, og, NH

2362

SB 4,000.00

SP

PARAGUAY - DEALER'S SELECTION -
Very impressive accumulation of
thousands of mint never hinged issues
form the 1960s duplicated in a uniform
fashion and in total adding up to over
$15,000 in catalog value. This is a massive
accumulation with cores of regular issues
nicely accompanied by Airmail sets
including #836-843 (imperf, 50), 828-835
(50),C310-C312  (50) and many others.
Though duplication levels are high,
organization on the other hand combined
with uniformity of duplication make this lot
an appealing option for those seeking a lot
with breakdown and resale potential, VERY
FINE, og, NH

2363

SB 1,750.00

*

PARAGUAY SPECIMENS - Over 1000
modern specimens, mostly different. VERY
FINE, og, NH

2364

SB 1,250.00

SP

PARAGUAY - MID 20TH CENTURY
SELECTION OF ALL MINT NH ISSUES
stored in Michel numbered glassines. This
group contains items from the 1930's to the
1960's containing a good variety of
footnoted items such as imperfs and color
variations. This group is perfect for a dealer
interested in breaking this up into many
other lots, as there are many full and partial
sheets as well as duplication creating the
perfect opportunity for resale. Some of the
better items included are; #605-609 (6,
footnoted item), 610-616 (19, imperf),
610-616 (40), 623-629 (17), 623-629 (22,
imperf), 638-645 (47), 799-805 (53, imperf)
and many others. Gen VERY FINE, og, NH

2365

CA 18,400.00

*

POLAND

(50), VERY FINE, og2366 CV 1,200.00*

1935 10gr & 20gr LOPP issues for Aircraft
Construction (Fischer #22-23), in quantity
with #22 (96) & 23 (104), on stock pages in
singles, pairs and blocks. Also included is a
used #22, and a 1926 Directional Sticker to
Wiednia (Fischer #3j). Gen. VERY FINE,
mint og, NH  (cv Fischer 20130zl)

2367

CV 5,540.00

*

2368 *0 POLAND -  An immense mostly mint stock
accumulation of close to half a million
stamps organized in catalog order housed
in 13 large cartons. The catalog value of
the lot would be well in excess of $200,000
as the selection includes many premium
issues form an earlier period like dozens of
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the never hinged souvenir sheets
commemorating the visit of King Karol to
Poland in 1937, each set has a catalog
value of $120! While the lot includes good
number of issues from the first half of the
20th century, by far the bulk of the volume
of the lot is made up from the issues from
between 1970s and 90s duplicated in stock
quantities. The lot is primarily and nearly
virtually all mint as just the mint portion of
the lot would come to over $170,000 and a
such would most appeal to dealers looking
for resale potential, especially since
roughly 7,000 miniature/souvenir sheets
are still packed in post office packets of
100 as issued. All the issues are neatly
grouped together and arranged in Scott
catalog order, which would facilitate
multiple comprehensive collections of
modern period Polish philately. SB 40,000.00

POLAND - Very nice and neatly organized
extensive stock accumulation of roughly
quarter of million mint and used stamps
housed in Scott numbered glassines
sprawling through fourteen large cartons.
The lot covers the second half of the 20th
century with scores of souvenir and
miniature sheets accompanying the regular
issues. In total the catalog value for the lot
is roughly $180,000 fairly evenly split
between mint and used issues. Besides
regular issues the lot includes a lot of
footnoted imperforated varieties like #763
(imperf sheets 40), and many others. The
lot is very neatly organized in chronological
order and even the high duplication levels
are very manageable. This is certainly a
dealer's lot as the selection could be
broken down into dozens upon dozens of
smaller selections, VERY FINE, mint og,
mint NH

2369

SB 40,000.00

*0

POLAND - MINT MODERN STOCK - Huge
mint modern accumulation of close to
300,000 stamps in total covering primarily
the last three decades of the 20th century
sprawling over seven large cartons.
Despite the volume of the lot, it is very well
organized as every issues is housed in
Scott identified folders, mostly in complete
sheets of 20-35-50. In total the lot adds up
to just under $130,000 in catalog value!
The duplication levels varying from a dozen
of stamps to dozens of complete sheets
like for instance in the case of Royalty
Issues of 1986 and numerous subsequent
sets celebrating the Polish nobility. Great
number of issues are still in original
wrapping as issued by the Polish post
office in packets of 100 sealed, never
opened. The lot could be broken down into
hundreds of individual lots presenting
modern Polish philately in a
comprehensive manner as scores of
stamps are included with se-tenant labels,
usually only footnoted in Scott catalog.
Ultimately the lot should appeal to dealers
working with the Eastern European
philately as such quantity of pristine never
hinged modern sheets are seldom
encountered in one lot, VERY FINE, og,
NH

2370

SB 30,000.00

*

2371 CV POLAND - Huge accumulation of roughly
15,000 articles like postcards, overprinted
covers, first day covers, regular covers
from Poland and international ones in one
way or another related to Poland. The lot is
largely topical as for example it includes
cards and covers celebrating the legacy of

Nicolaus Copernicus on Polish covers as
well as US and other countries. Besides
thousands of articles related to Mikolaj
Kopernik, the lot includes many covers
dedicated to Scouts, ships, variety of Polish
cities and memorable events in Polish
history. While postcards are somewhat
dominating, the lot also includes in excess
of maxi first day covers from the 21st
century. This is an exhaustive lot with a
myriad of subdivisions including several
hundred used year sets from the second
half of the 20th century covering Poland
and even some neighboring countries like
DDR or Czechoslovakia. Total estimated
catalogue value of the lot would be in a
region of $30,000 combining postcards and
year sets. All in due to extensive
duplication levels as many articles include
dozens of duplicates this lot would be most
suited to dealers looking for resale
potential as such vast quantities of Eastern
European articles come by rarely on this
side of the Atlantic, gen. VERY FINE SB 7,500.00

POLAND - FIRST DAY COVERS - Massive
accumulation of over 25,000 first day
covers bearing Polish stamps from 1954 to
2000 housed in eleven large cartons.
Despite the massive scope of the lot it is
very well organized in chronological order
with roughly 1,500 different covers. The
duplication levels are progressive as the
time goes on changing from 4-6 to 20-30 in
the 1980s. An attractive feature of the lot is
very meticulous inclusion of such philatelic
curiosities like regular first day cover
followed by the same cover with an airmail
sticker 'Par Avion' on it as in many instance
the Fischer catalog points out the
difference between regular and airmail
covers. The lot is clearly aimed at dealers
looking for breakdown and resale value
simply due to the scope of the lot, since the
lot could be easily broken down into couple
dozens similar smaller lots covering the
Polish philatelic history in great detail
especially the period from 1960s to mid
1990s, VERY FINE

2372

SB 6,000.00

CV

2373 CV POLAND - DEALER'S POSTAL HISTORY
LOT -  An extensive selection of well over
25,000 philatelic articles from the second
half of the 20th century including postal
covers, FDCs, as well as huge number of
postcards, postal cards and other. This
massive lot is housed in 8 large cartons.
One of the distinctive subsections of the lot
would be an accumulation of roughly 5,500
first day covers from the late 1950s going
all the way to 2008, high percentage of sets
are presented on multiple covers. Overall
number of postal cards is twice as high with
over 11,000 including great number of
touristy and commemorative cards along
with traditional postal reply cards. All of the
postal cards and first day covers are very
neatly organized in chronological order,
grouped by year of issues, with all the
duplicates grouped by year of issue or
occasion. The only exception would be the
personal correspondence, which includes
some foreign letters, but generally in some
way related to the general theme of
Poland. Duplication is in many cases
relatively high, and the lot would be most
appealing to dealers looking to break it
down into smaller lots. While the
duplication is generally high, in many
cases, and especially so in the case of first
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day covers, the duplication is rather
uniform an thus accommodating to forming
multiple comprehensive collections
covering the second half of the 20th
century. Great lot for dealers working with
Eastern European philately, VERY FINE. SB 4,500.00

POLAND - FIRST DAY COVERS - Large
very well organized accumulation of
roughly 7,000 cachet unaddressed first day
covers from 1963 to 2003 housed in two
large cartons. The lot is very neatly
organized into complete year sets all
individually wrapped and identified. The
duplication levels are fairly uniform and
manageable, thus the lot should appeal to
dealers looking for resale potential as the
lot could be broken down by decades or
individual year sets with relative ease,
VERY FINE

2374

SB 3,500.00

CV

POLAND - Very nice collection of a couple
thousand different to 2002 in seven pristine
matched Lindner hingeless specialty
albums (retail for the albums alone over
$1400), mixed mint and used with many
better in the earlier periods and largely mint
NH in the modern period.

2375

SB 2,000.00

*0

POLAND - HIGH QUALITY, HIGHLY
COMPLETE COLLECTION, beginning with
better quality first issues including a lovely
used #1, followed by an impressive, highly
complete run from there to 1965 without
duplication. The collection is stored in a
binder on nice specialized album pages.
The collection features good premium
highlights throughout including other
highlights like mint #15-26 (#23 used),
41-49, 51-54, 72, 77-78, 81-92, 109-120,
and used #30-40, 61-71, 251, and much
more. A very impressive collection, typically
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

2376

SB 2,000.00

*0

POLAND - FIRST DAY COVERS - Very
attractive selection of well over 500 first
day covers primarily from the late 1960s
with limited duplication organized in
chronological order. All the covers are
cacheted and unaddressed and should
appeal to enthusiasts of modern Polish
philately. Relatively low and uniform
duplication makes this lot attractive to
collectors and dealers alike as as the
former would have only so many
duplicates, while the latter would be able to
break the lot into individual lot of some
150-200 different covers for resale easily,
VERY FINE (We took only some sample
shots to give better indication of the lot)

2377

SB 600.00

CV

POLAND  Collection of mint and used sets,
singles, souvenir sheets and more, with
coverage going to 1979, in a pair of Scott
Specialty albums. Although there are many
open spaces, the albums carry some better
like mint #539, 763 var (footnoted souvenir
sheet), 1147-50 (footnoted sheet of four),
1355-62 (sheets of eight), B102-03,
B104-05, B107, and more. Gen. VERY
FINE, mint og, some NH

2378

SB 550.00

*0

POLAND - Collection of mint and used
issues, with some going to the 1980s, in a
pair of albums. Noted is better coverage in
a Scott Specialty album, with better like
mint #935-46, 1674 (sheet of ten), etc.,
along with a rather empty Lighthouse
hingeless album. Gen. VERY FINE, mint
og, some NH

2379

SB 500.00

*0

2380 *0 POLAND - AMAZING SEVEN VOLUME

SELECTION beginning with excellent, high
quality 19th century issues followed by very
strong 20th century, and good coverage to
about 2005 with manageable duplication
throughout and very good
Back-of-the-book. The selection is stored
neatly in seven well-organized, Scott
numbered stockbooks, and features many
valuable premium sets and singles
including highlights such as mint #44,
2K1-2K6, 2K11-2K12, and used #39, 44,
213-214, C1-C3, N30-N55, all very high
quality. We scanned the first volume to
illustrate the general tone of the group for
you. Generally VERY FINE, mint og, many
NH CA 7,615.00

PORTUGAL

(8), F-VF, og2381 CV 750.00*

(33), with neatly struck Lisbon numeral
cancel, EXTREMELY FINE

2382
CV 475.00

0

(132-146), VERY FINE2383 CV 1,220.000

(300), VERY FINE2384 CV 300.000

(586a), VERY FINE, og, NH2385 CV 600.00*

(614a), creases extending past horizontal
perforations, VERY FINE, og, NH

2386
CV 210.00

*

(747-748), VERY FINE, og, NH2387 CV 338.00*

PORTUGAL - IMPRESSIVE
TWO-VOLUME COLLECTION LOADED
WITH PREMIUM singles and complete
sets, and stored in a pair of nice Scott
Specialty Albums without duplication. The
collection begins with impressive 19th
century material and a highly complete run
through the 20th century, followed by very
good Back-of-the-book in the second
volume. The collection features many
notable premium sets and singles including
highlights like used #6, 6a, 12-16, 17-24,
25-33, C1-C10, mint #J1-J6 (#J2 used),
and much more. High quality throughout.
Typically VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

2388

SB 4,000.00

*0

PORTUGAL - HIGH QUALITY, ALL-MINT
SELECTION, stored and organized neatly
in glassines, and ordered by Michel
number. The selection begins with lovely
issues of the early 20th century followed by
strong coverage to about 1980, including
Back-of-the-book and many wonderful
premium sets and singles, including
all-mint highlights like #315-345, 433-436,
512, 515, 579-583/585-586, 657, and
other. We put a selection from the overall
group on a stock page and scanned it in
order to illustrate the high quality found
throughout the overall group. Generally
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

2389

CA 1,100.00

*

PORTUGAL & COLONIES

2390 *0 PORTUGAL, AZORES & MADEIRA -
HIGH QUALITY SELECTION stored and
organized neatly within Scott numbered
dealer's stock cards with light duplication
throughout. The selection features good
Portugal, and post-1980 Azores & Madeira,
and is loaded with fantastic premium
content throughout including wonderful
highlights such as used #25, 37b, 74a, and
mint #713-716, and more. We put some of
the better items on a stock page and
scanned it in order to illustrate the high
level of quality found throughout the
selection. Generally VERY FINE, mint og,
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many NH CA 2,400.00

PORTUGAL & COLONIES - Dealer's lot of
1981 EUROPA sheets from Portugal,
Azores, and Madeira duplicated
hundredfold, neatly packed on glassines,
VERY FINE, og, NH

2391

CV 1,550.00

*

PORTUGAL & COLONIES - HIGH
QUALITY SELECTION stored neatly on
clean black stock pages with virtually no
duplication. The selection features high
quality 19th century material followed by
good coverage to about 1980, and includes
some colonies like Portuguese Guinea and
India. Very nice premium items found in
this selection including highlights like mint
Portugal #18 (3), 41, and used #19, 30, 42,
46, and mint Portuguese India #J37-J41,
all very high quality. We put a selection
from the overall group on a stock page and
scanned it in order to clearly illustrate the
high quality found throughout the group
overall. Generally mint, and VERY FINE,
mint og, many NH

2392

CA 1,150.00

*0

ANGOLA

(172-180),  #176 with pin hole at top, VERY
FINE, og

2393
CV 813.00

*

(177b), VERY FINE, og2394 CV 825.00*

MOZAMBIQUE

(422), three sheets of 50, sheets are
folded, EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

2395
CV 525.00

*

ST THOMAS AND PRINCE ISLANDS

(1237-1241), 29 sets, includes sheets of
18, EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

2396
CV 559.00

*

PORTUGUESE COLONIES

PORTUGUESE COLONIES -
IMPRESSIVE COLLECTION WITH ALL
COLONIES, stored in a Minkus Specialty
Album. The collection features decent
coverage of all the Portuguese Colonies
with impressive premium throughout,
including highlights like mint Angola #2, 5,
used Azores #1, 3, 5-6, and much more.
Well worth looking through and generally
VERY FINE, mint og, some NH

2397

SB 4,000.00

*0

PORTUGUESE COLONIES - DEALER'S
SELECTION - Mint never hinged selection
of hundreds of issues from the early 1980s
covering The Azores and Madeira highly
duplicated. The lot contains Azores
#314-15 (72 sets), 315a (77), & Madeira
#66-67 (72 sets), 67a (77), VERY FINE,
og, NH

2398

CV 736.00

*

ROMANIA

(7), FINE, og (Estudio 20 Cert)2399 CV 7,750.00*

(19), F-VF (Studio 20 Cert)2400 CV 1,500.00*

(30) VERY FINE2401 CV 575.000

(30b), VERY FINE2402 CV 525.000

(40 var) unissued on vertically laid paper,
used, VERY FINE (signed Calves)

2403
CV 1,250.00

0

(44a), VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE2404 CV 450.000

(50a), VERY FINE, og (signed Diena,
Estudio 20 Cert)

2405
CV 1,300.00

*

2406 * (298a, 301b), color errors, EXTREMELY

FINE, og, NH CV 300.00

(478, 480-481, 483, 486), unexploded
booklets, one for each issue, with 30 or 40
stamps in panes in the booklet. Gen. VERY
FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

2407

CV 0.00

*

(B1-B2, B5-B6), in two unexploded
booklets with each pane cancelled to order,
VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

2408

CV 0.00

0

(B292-B303), miniature sheets of 4, also
included are the footnoted ungummed
grayish paper variant. Both sets are valued
at a total of 2300 Euros in Michel. NH

2409

CV 2,900.00

*

ROMANIA - HIGH QUALITY COLLECTION
OF SEVERAL THOUSAND different sets
and singles in a binder, on Scott Specialty
and Scott quadrille album pages without
duplication, including Back-of-the-book.
The collection begins with quality 19th
century issues followed by very strong
coverage through the 20th century all the
way to 2016. The collection features high
quality premium material like mint #29,
used #24, 31, 33-34, 36a, 37, 40-42, 43-45,
47, 51-52, 53-59, 60-65, 66-72, 80-87, and
much more. A wonderful collection,
generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

2410

SB 2,500.00

*0

ROMANIA - Varied accumulation of many
hundreds of mint and used issues, running
only to the early 1960s, on pages, in
stockbooks and more, in a carton.
Highlights include mint # 221 (block of
four), 1082-93 (imperf), 1240-45 (imperf),
1328a & 1330a (perf & imperf), 1337-38,
C57, C57 var (red overprint), used  #46,
B26-30, C57 var (dull red sheet), C71, a
mint and used study of varieties for
#94-107, 217-23, 248-60 and #261-82, trial
color proofs of #99, 119 (2), 122 (pair),
some postal stationery, with several early
wrappers, and much more. Gen. VERY
FINE, mint og, a few later NH

2411

SB 2,000.00

*0

ROMANIA - DEALER'S STOCK Very nice
and extensive accumulation of some 1,500
souvenir sheets mostly from the middle of
the past century, all very neatly organized
in Scott numbered glassines with fairly
uniform duplication levels of 50 or 100.
Overall the catalog value of the lot adds up
to $6,500 and would absolutely be geared
towards dealers looking for breakdown and
resale potential, VERY FINE, og, NH

2412

SB 1,500.00

*

ROMANIA - IMPERF DEALER'S
SELECTION Very attractive selection of
over 500 complete imperf sets from the
1960s, mostly the sets commemorating the
Olympic Games. These imperf sets
command much higher prices and catalog
value of the lot adds up to well over
$11,000 in catalog value overall.
Individually some of the notable standouts
include #1328a-1330a (150), 1082-1093
(100) thus would appeal to dealers looking
for breakdown and resale potential, VERY
FINE, og, NH

2413

SB 1,250.00

*

2414 *0 ROMANIA - IMPRESSIVE COLLECTION
BEGINNING IN 1865, and stored in a nice
Scott Specialty Album. The collection
includes very good 19th century followed
by highly complete 20th century to about
1980, including Semi-postals, without
duplication. The collection features a
dazzling array of premium sets and singles
including highlights like mint #13, 22-24,
29, 31-32 (se-tenant pair), and much more.
High quality throughout and generally
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VERY FINE, mint og, many NH SB 1,250.00

ROMANIA - VERY NICE COLLECTION OF
A COUPLE THOUSAND different stamps
in five clean Specialty albums to 2000,
hundreds of better sets from good earlies
unused. We scanned the first volume only;
the others are similarly filled

2415

SB 1,000.00

*0

ROMANIA - Very nice mint and used
selection of close to 15,000 stamps starting
with an extensive 19th century and going
well into the second half of the 20th
century. The selection is very neatly
organized in a stockbook and arranged in
chronological order covering all the
important sub sections, notably good
back-of-the-book. One of the most
attractive features of the lot is an inclusion
of very strong 19th century section
particularly 1870s and 80s. Overall the
selection would boast an astronomical
catalog value and would have enough
material to form several representative
collections of Romanian philately, gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, some NH

2416

SB 750.00

*0

ROMANIA - HIGH QUALITY SELECTION - 
Very attractive selection of couple
thousand of mint and used issues primarily
focused on the back-of-the-book section
including such individual standouts like
mint #B7, J2, J5, and used #B1-B4 (4
complete sets), B5-B8 (2 complete sets),
B9-B12 and many others. The quality is
very good throughout and the selection
adds up to well in excess of $2,000 in
catalog value, VERY FINE, mint og, many
NH

2417

SB 600.00

*0

ROMANIA - HIGH QUALITY, ALL MINT
SELECTION OF THOUSANDS of different
Romanian stamps, beginning with better
quality premium 19th century material
followed by strong coverage through the
20th century about 1980, with light and
manageable duplication throughout. The
selection features wonderful premium
material including highlights like mint #38,
100 (block of 4), 196-204, and much more.
We put a selection from the overall group
on a stock page and scanned it in order to
clearly illustrate the high level of quality
found throughout the overall group.
Generally VERY FINE, og, most NH

2418

CA 5,500.00

*

ROMANIA - EXTREMELY HIGH QUALITY
COLLECTION  on Minkus pages beginning
in 1960 and continuing virtually complete to
2000. The collection includes some lovely
imperf material, and wonderful premium
highlights such as mint #1328a/1330a
(imperf), 1336-1337, 1691-1698 (imperf
blocks of 4), and much more, including
good Back-of-the-Book. Generally VERY
FINE, mint og, all sheets are NH, stamps
NH from 1995 on

2419

CV 5,100.00

*

RUSSIA

(241c), VERY FINE, og2420 CV 275.00*

(487-488), VERY FINE, og, NH2421 CV 500.00*

(647-658), VERY FINE, og, NH2422 CV 240.00*

(857-858), VERY FINE, og, NH2423 CV 300.00*

(6684a-6688a) complete booklet, VERY
FINE, og, NH

2424
CV 350.00

*

(C75a), VERY FINE, og2425 CV 200.00*

2426 *0 RUSSIA - MODERN STAMPS -An
extensive mostly mint stock accumulation

of issues mainly from 1980 going to the
early 1990s housed in two large cartons.
The selection is highly duplicated and is
contained in close to 10,000 individual
Scott numbered glassines and organized in
chronological order. The lot is comprised of
two distinct half as a myriad of individual
glassines is supplemented with well over
100 favor cancelled year sets covering the
years immediately after the collapse of the
Soviet Union. In total the lot would add up
to roughly $30,000 in catalog value and
due to high duplication levels would be
bets suited for a dealer, VERY FINE, mint
og, most NH SB 7,500.00

RUSSIA-BEAUTIFUL ALL MINT
COLLECTION OF THOUSANDS IN EIGHT
PRISTINE MATCHED SCHAUBEK
HINGELESS SPECIALTY ALBUMS WITH
SLIPCASES (retail for the albums alone
over $2000) with good classic Russia,
decent early Soviet period and highly
complete mint 1950-2000. Brimming with
premium high quality sets and souvenir
sheets comprising in total several thousand
different stamps and souvenir sheets all
Very Fine og and most NH.

2427

SB 6,000.00

*

RUSSIA - Excellent mint and used
collection of sets, singles and souvenir
sheets, running to 2003, on pages in three
binders. Includes quite a few better like
mint #603a, 1104-20, 1128-31, 1153-58,
1693, 2533, 6562c-d, 6639, 6695-99,
6774-76, used #678-86, 693-97, 706-12,
789-93, 794-810, 845-49, 857-58, 866,
867-72, 1261-64, 1265-67, 1326-27,
1352-54, 1394-99, 1403, 1491-96,
1497-99, 1500-03, 1504-07, 1532-33,
1542-44, 1555-58, 1559-62, 1584-85,
1596-97, 1624-27, 1770-85 & 1770a,
1772a & 1778a, and much more. Gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, later NH

2428

SB 4,000.00

*0

RUSSIA - SOVIET PHILATELIC
GREATNESS IN SIX VOLUMES, covering
virtually aspects of Russian and Soviet
philately, beginning with nice 19th century
Empire issues, followed by a highly
complete run through the entire 20th
century including Back-of-the-book,
ex-Soviet states, occupations and more.
The collection is packed with premium
complete sets and singles including
highlights like used #5-9, 11, 12-18, 19-25,
46-54, 55-72, 88-104, 139-140, 180, 187,
276-291 (including #287), 304-325,
1132-1146, C12-C13, C15-C19, C20-C23,
C37-C39, C53-C57, C83-C90, and much
more. We scanned the first volume to
clearly illustrate the high quality and level of
completion found throughout the
six-volume collection. Generally VERY
FINE, mint og

2429

SB 4,000.00

*0

RUSSIA - HIGH QUALITY COLLECTION
SPANNING 1865 TO 1970, stored in a big
Scott Specialty Album. The collection is
highly complete from about 1880 onwards,
including good post-war Soviet material
with premium sets and singles like mint
#26, 242-249, 265-272, 294-301, 330-335,
375-381, used #12-17, 304-325, and many
more. An extensive collection well worth
exploring the scans, generally VERY FINE,
mint og, some NH

2430

SB 3,000.00

*0

2431 * RUSSIA - OVER 20,000 STAMPS IN ALL
MINT ALL NH SOVIET SHEETS AND
BLOCKS, stored and identified within
neatly organized glassines. The selection
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starts around 1950 and provides very
strong coverage to about 1980 primarily in
the form of complete and partial sheets,
often duplicated several times. The group
holds a huge catalogue value over
$15,000, creating an uncommon
opportunity for the wise dealer or very
dedicated specialist. Typically VERY FINE,
og, NH SB 1,750.00

RUSSIA - MINT SHEETS - An extensive
mint never hinged selection of thousands
of stamps mostly in complete sheets of a
hundred primarily from the 1950s and 60s
housed in a mint sheet file. The selection
should appeal to specialty collectors
looking to elevate their collections, as
complete sheets from USSR from the
middle of the century are seldom
encountered in such great shape.
Individually the group includes #1260
(sheet of 100), 1343 (5 sheets of 100),
1345 (5 sheets of 100), 1346 (5 sheets of
100), 1652 (sheet of 50), 1654 (sheet of
50), 1689 (4 sheets of 100), 2280 (sheet of
25), 2290 (3 sheets of 100), 2291 (3 sheets
of 100), 2292 (sheet of 100), and more. In
total the catalog value would be close to
$7,500! VERY FINE, og, NH

2432

SB 1,250.00

*

RUSSIA - Messy assembly of mint and
used material, that mainly covers issues
from 1960 to 1979, with some before and
after, in a box. Noted are sheets, sheetlets
and souvenir sheets from 1966 to 1979, in
six sheet files and four plate files;
numerous glassines with items like mint
#596, etc.; some approval sheets with
states and offices like Offices in the Turkish
Empire mint #276, 353, and more. Gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, much is NH

2433

SB 850.00

*0

RUSSIA - WONDERFUL
BACK-OF-THE-BOOK COLLECTION
WITH AIRMAILS, stored in a nice Scott
Specialty Album with no duplication and
lovely premium material. The collection
begins with Semi-postal issues followed by
Airmails, Occupations, and Offices Abroad,
along with a few small groups of Soviet
Republics that include South Russia,
Tannu Tuva, Ukraine, and the
Transcaucasian Republics. The collection
features a number of highly desirable
premium sets, including mint #B1-B4,
B30-B33, B48-B49, B54-B57, C10-C11,
C21, C26, C37-C39, C41, C75a, and used
#C15-C19, and many more. High quality
throughout, generally VERY FINE, mint og,
some NH

2434

SB 850.00

*0

RUSSIA - LOVELY COLLECTION TO
1960, stored neatly in a binder on
specialized album pages without
duplication. The collection begins in 1924
with used #265-268 and from there
providing scattered coverage to 1940, at
which point the bulk of the value in the
collection is found. The collection includes
other desirable sets and singles like used
#643-646, 693-697, 698-705, 706-712, and
others. High quality material, some mint
and generally VERY FINE

2435

SB 850.00

*0

2436 * RUSSIA - SOVIET UNION Nice mint never
hinged collection of close to 1,500 different
issues covering primarily the second half of
the 20th century with number of nice
souvenir sheets and airmails from the
1950s including individual standouts like
#1710-1717, 1767a, 1943a, 2002a,
C12-C13 and others. The collection is

organized in six volumes, including
separate volume for Russian Federation,
VERY FINE, og, NH (We scanned only one
volume showing the organization of the lot) SB 750.00

RUSSIA - HIGH QUALITY COLLECTION
BEGINNING WITH ISSUES OF THE 19th
century Russian Empire, followed by good
early Soviet issues to about 1950, and from
there the collection is nearly complete to
about 1980 without duplication. The
collection includes premium and some
Back-of-the-book, generally VERY FINE,
mint og, many NH

2437

SB 700.00

*0

RUSSIA - VERY NICE MOSTLY MINT
SELECTION OF MANY HUNDREDS.
VERY FINE, og

2438

SB 750.00

*0

RUSSIA - VERY NICE COLLECTION TO
1930 on Scott pages including good
Offices in Turkey. F-VF

2439

SB 650.00

*0

RUSSIA - Mint and used collection of close
to 2,000 different issues covering primarily
the period from 1940 and going well into
the 1970s housed in a massive pristine
Scott Specialty album with spaces
allocated to Soviet Republics as well as
Russia. The collection includes some
issues from the early 20th century, but by
far the most comprehensively covered
period would be from the 40s to early 70s,
including nice sub-group of airmails from
the period, gen. VERY FINE, mint og (We
only scanned selection pages from 1940 to
1950 and the back-of-the-book section)

2440

SB 600.00

*0

RUSSIA - Nice mint and used selection of
over 200 different issues primarily covering
the first half of the 20th century, gen. VERY
FINE, mint og

2441

SB 600.00

*0

RUSSIA - ALL MINT ALL NH COMPLETE
SHEETS AND BLOCK featuring material
from about 1950 to 1990, generally
represented in the form of multiple
complete sheets and some large blocks. All
high quality, well cared for sheets with no
curling. Includes\#2798a (8 complete
sheets of 5 strips each), 2805 (complete
sheet of 80), 3707 (2 sheets of 50), 4896
(5100 (15 complete sheets of 24), 5101 (8
complete sheets of 24), 5123 (100 blocks
of 10), 5140 (11 complete sheets of 50),
5470a (9), B82 (10 complete sheets of 36),
B88 (17 complete sheets of 36), B102 (10
complete sheets of 36), B103 (16 complete
sheets of 36), and a few more. Very high
quality material throughout, perfect for a
specialist or a dealer, all VERY FINE, og,
NH

2442

CV 4,450.00

*

RUSSIA-OFFICES IN TURKEY

(1), VERY FINE (Estudio 20 Cert)2443 CV 1,000.000

RUSSIA & REPUBLICS

RUSSIA - IMPRESSIVE FIVE VOLUME
COLLECTION, providing coverage through
all the philatelic eras of Russia, stored in
three Scott Specialty Albums, a Lighthouse
Hingeless Specialty Album, and a nice
Lighthouse hardcover stockbook with
various extra used issues neatly arranged.
The collection features good premium
material throughout including noted
highlights like mint #68, 72, 135, and used
#970, and much more. High quality
material throughout, generally VERY FINE

2444

SB 4,000.00

*0
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RUSSIA & SOVIET REPUBLICS - HIGH
QUALITY COLLECTION, in a lovely Scott
Specialty Album, nearly all mint. The
collection begins in Armenia and includes
fascinating material all the way to Western
Ukraine, and includes premium sets and
singles like mint Armenia #48, 62-65,
90-96, mint Mongolia #62-74, and many
more including good Russian Offices
Abroad. High quality throughout and
generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

2445

SB 1,250.00

*0

RUSSIAN STATES - VERY NICE
PRE-1920 COLLECTION of hundreds.
F-VF

2446

SB 650.00

*0

ARMENIA

ARMENIA - MINT MODERN DEALER'S
STOCK Highly duplicated mint modern
stock including [\#432 (106), 433 (48),
435-36 (48), 438 (48),] due to uniform
duplication manner should appeal to
dealers looking for breakdown potential,
VERY FINE, og, NH

2447

CV 476.00

*

TURKMENISTAN

TURKMENISTAN - MINT MODERN
DEALER'S SELECTION Very nice lot from
the early 1990s showcasing close to a
hundred complete mint years sets,
including souvenir and miniature sheets,
VERY FINE, og, NH

2448

SB 900.00

*

SERBIA

SERBIA TO 1920 - VIRTUALLY
COMPLETE MINT SELECTION FROM
1866 to 1920 stored neatly identified in
Michel numbered glassines, including
excellent Back-of-the-book, and a group
from the overall selection on stock pages,
which we scanned. The selection features
duplication around five times typically for
most issues,  sometimes more and
includes wonderful all-mint premium
material like mint #1 (4), 2 (2), 3 (14), 7-10,
11 (8), 12 (2), 14 (24), 15 (15), 19, and
used #4, 6, and much more. Generally
VERY FINE, og, some NH

2449

CO 15,000.00

*

SERBIA  & MONTENEGRO TO 1920 -
HIGH QUALITY ALL MINT SELECTION
OF SEVERAL HUNDRED DIFFERENT
stamps in glassines with light to moderate
duplication in the form of mint, NH blocks
of up to 40. This is a very impressive
selection, identified by Michel number, of
desirable material from Serbia, and
includes wonderful premium highlights like
mint #3, 17 (39 in several blocks), 126, and
more. Generally VERY FINE, og, NH

2450

CA 1,250.00

*

SERBIA - OCCUPATIONS

SERBIA - OCCUPATION ISSUES Very
nice and comprehensive selection of over
100 different  mint and used occupation
issues covering German administration
postal issues in Serbia during WWII. The
selection includes number of premium
souvenir sheets and burelage varieties
including premium standouts like (Michel
numbers) #16-25, 26-30, Block 1, Block2,
Block 3, Block 4, and other, gen. VERY
FINE, mint og (Michel €1223)

2451

CV 1,500.00

*0

SHARJAH

SHARJAH - THOUSANDS OF MINT &
USED, sets & singles, and souvenir
sheets. Huge owner cost. VERY FINE, og,
NH

2452

SB 1,000.00

*0

SPAIN

(2), faded, VERY FINE, og2453 CV 3,000.00*

(3), red cancellation, Scott Classic price,
VERY FINE

2454
CV 1,450.00

0

(17), EXTREMELY FINE, og, signed ROIG2455 CV 3,000.00*

(22-23), VERY FINE2456 CV 580.000

(23), F-VF, og2457 CV 2,900.00*

(23), VERY FINE2458 CV 450.000

(23), VERY FINE2459 CV 450.000

(52), VERY FINE2460 CV 1,200.000

(102), F-VF, og2461 CV 2,500.00*

(251), F-VF, og2462 CV 2,200.00*

(285-286), VERY FINE, og2463 CV 475.00*

(617), some slight toning, VERY FINE, og2464 CV 550.00*

(C97), VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og 
(signed Stolow)

2465
CV 275.00

*

(CB6), EXTREMELY FINE, og (signed
Stolow)

2466
CV 250.00

*

SPAIN - HUGE, HIGH QUALITY
COLLECTION SPANNING THE issues of
Spain from 1850 to about 1975, including
excellent Back-of-the-book, stored in a
beautiful Scott Specialty Album. The
collection begins with high quality 19th
century material including a used #8, and
#13, 15, 27, 36-39, and mint #C6-C11,
C12-C17, and many more. High quality
throughout and generally VERY FINE, mint
og, many NH

2467

SB 3,000.00

*0

SPAIN - HIGHLY COMPLETE
SELECTION WITH BLOCKS, PARTIAL
SHEETS AND PREMIUMS neatly stored
and identified in glassines, beginning with
good early 20th century and very strong
coverage to about 1980, including
Back-of-the-book, typically duplicated on
average ten times. The selection features
good premium material throughout,
including popular better items like #332
(partial sheet of 20), 336 (block of 12), 341
(block of 7), 342 (block of 4), 343-344
(pairs), B1-B13/EB1, B22, B31, B32-B41,
B46, and much more. We put a selection
from the overall group on a stock page and
scanned it in order to clearly illustrate the
high level of quality found throughout the
group. Catalogue value over $9,000.
Generally VERY FINE, og, NH

2468

SB 2,500.00

*

SPAIN - HIGH QUALITY TWO VOLUME
COLLECTION, stored in two nice Davo
Hingeless Specialty Albums. The collection
begins with issues of 1945 and is highly
complete until about 1980 without
duplication. The collection features high
quality material throughout, including
premium highlights like mint #781-785
(NH), B137a-B138a (NH), and more. High
quality throughout and generally VERY
FINE, og, NH

2469

SB 850.00

*0

SPAIN - VERY NICE AND MOSTLY
COMPLETE COLLECTION in 3 specialty
volumes, to the year 2000, probably a
couple thousand different stamps, all
VERY FINE in clean albums. We scanned
volumes 1 & 3

2470 0
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SB 850.00

SPAIN -  An extensive group of close to
300 First Day Covers covering the period
stretching several decades, but focused
primarily upon the middle of the 20th
century. Very nice with some beautiful
caches that should appeal to enthusiasts of
Spanish philately. VERY FINE.

2471

SB 600.00

CV

ANDORRA-SPANISH

ANDORRA - SMALL MINT COLLECTION
TO 1940, many better Spanish and French
stamps. VERY FINE, most are stuck to
album page

2472

CV 1,660.00

*

CUBA

(4), F-VF, no gum2473 CV 1,100.00*

(1523 (50),C213a (250), VERY FINE, og,
NH

2474
CA 2,000.00

*

CUBA -  An extensive mint and used stock
selection of close to 5,000 stamps with
manageable duplication levels covering a
period nearly a century long from 1870s to
well into the 1980s. The selection is
organized in chronological order and
considering that the bulk of the lot comes
from the first half of the 20th century,
overall catalog value would be very high
indeed, VERY FINE, mint og

2475

SB 750.00

*0

CUBA - COVERS AND STATIONERY -
Very nice selection of premium items. Well
worth a look

2476

SB 350.00

CV

CUBA - MOSTLY PREMIUM, ALL-MINT
SELECTION WITH SPANISH & U.S.
ISSUES, and stored nicely on Scott
numbered stock cards. The selection
features highly desirable complete
premium sets including highlights like mint
#22, 106-119, 132-153, 156-175, 224 (NH
strip of 3), 239-246, 253-262, 264-273,
280-282 (NH blocks of 4), 284-293,
340-354/C24-C29/E10-E11, 423-430, C16
(block of 4), and more. High quality
throughout and generally VERY FINE, og,
many NH

2477

CA 2,250.00

*

PHILIPPINES

PHILIPPINES - DEALER'S SELECTION -
Very impressive selection of close to 4,000
souvenir and miniature sheets from the late
1960s, mostly private overprints listed in
Michel catalog. Overall the lot adds up to
some €55,000 in catalog value with
duplication levels running well into
hundreds. While duplication levels are
high, the lot is very meticulously organized
and should appeal to dealers looking to
bolster their modern Philippines holdings
with specialty items to satisfy more avid
collectors, VERY FINE, og, NH

2478

CA 68,000.00

*

SPANISH COLONIES

PUERTO RICO AND CUBA - VERY NICE
COLLECTION of Spanish issues including
Philippines. VERY FINE

2479

SB 650.00

*0

SWEDEN

(15), EXTREMELY FINE2480 CV 800.000

(229), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH2481 CV 300.00*

(B1-B21), VERY FINE2482 CV 1,068.000

(LX1), VERY FINE, og2483 CV 1,100.00*

(LX1), VERY FINE2484 CV 550.000

SWEDEN - IMPRESSIVE COLLECTION,
HIGHLY COMPLETE & HIGH QUALITY,
and stored nicely in a Scott Specialty
Album without duplication. The collection
begins with wonderful first issues and
proceed from there highly complete to
1990, including excellent Back-of-the-book.
The collection features wonderful premium
items throughout, including highlights like
used #2-4, 6-12, 13-16, 17-27, 28-36/38,
40-49, B1-B10, B11, and much more. High
quality throughout, generally VERY FINE,
mint og, many NH

2485

SB 6,250.00

*0

SWEDEN - HIGH QUALITY,
TWO-VOLUME COLLECTION, NEARLY
COMPLETE and stored with care on nice
specialized album pages in a pair of
binders without duplication, and including
Back-of-the-book. The collection begins
with impressive first issues, including
rarely-seen stamps like mint #1 (with Nils
Strandell cert), and used #1-5 (#5 with
Nielson cert), 6-12, 13-14/16, 17-27, 28-38,
40-49, 50-51, 66, 67-73, 75-76, 126-138,
145-163, 164-166, 189, 194-196, 197-212,
213-228, 248-262, B1-B10, C1-C3, C5,
J1-J11, J12-J22, LX1-LX2, O1-O11,
O12-O25, O26-O27, O28-O40, O41-O55,
and much more. Rarely will you find a more
complete collection of beautiful Swedish
material. Typically VERY FINE or better

2486

SB 6,500.00

*0

SWEDEN - HIGH QUALITY ALL-MINT
SELECTION OF THOUSANDS WITH
PREMIUM, neatly stored and organized in
glassines and beginning with wonderful
19th century material followed by strong
coverage of the 20th century to about
1980, including Back-of-the-book, with light
to moderate duplication throughout in the
form of large blocks and partial sheets. The
selection features many high quality
premium sets and singles, such as mint
#61, 165, 197-204/206-211, 218, J1 (pair),
and much more. We put a selection from
the overall group on a stock page and
scanned it in order to clearly illustrate the
high level of quality found throughout the
group. High quality throughout, all mint and
typically VERY FINE, og, nearly all NH

2487

SB 1,250.00

*

SWEDEN - FOUR VOLUME
COLLECTION in matched set of Lindner
Hingeless Specialty albums (albums retail
over $750). Collection catalogues about
$4,000. VERY FINE

2488

SB 850.00

*0

SWEDEN  Collection of predominately mint
sets and singles, with coverage into the
early 1970s, on Scott Specialty album
pages and in glassines. Among the better
are #13, 28, 31-34, 41-46, 49, 52-64, 66,
72, 115-25, 145-59, 167-88, 194-96,
230-35, 239-47, 248-62, B1-10, B22-31,
C1-3, O26-27, O28-40, and many others.
Gen. VERY FINE, mint og, some NH

2489

SB 750.00

*0

SWEDEN - HIGH QUALITY COLLECTION
IN TWO BEAUTIFUL SHAUBEK Hingeless
Specialty Albums, in like-new condition,
that alone would easily retail over $500.
The collection presents scattered but high
quality 19th and early to mid 20th century
material, followed by nearly complete
coverage between 1985 and 2000, without
duplication, including Back-of-the-book,
and generally VERY FINE, mint og, many
NH

2490 *0

customcatalogba.frx



SB 750.00

SWEDEN - BEAUTIFUL SELECTION OF
OVER A THOUSAND DIFFERENT
STAMPS stored and organized neatly on
Scott numbered dealer's stock cards. The
selection begins with high quality 19th
century material followed by excellent early
20th century with coverage to about 1990,
good Back-of-the-book and light duplication
of some items. The selection features
many better items, stand-outs include used
[\#6, 10, 12, 218-219, 479-483, 2354-2355,
B1-B3/B5-B10, B22-B31, J2, J10, ]and mint
[\#1640a, J18, ]and more. We put a
selection from the overall group on a stock
page and scanned it in order to clearly
illustrate the high level of quality found
throughout the group. Generally VERY
FINE, mint og, many NH

2491

CA 1,450.00

*0

SWEDEN - HIGH QUALITY SELECTION
stored and organized neatly in individually
Scott numbered dealer's stock cards with
light duplication throughout, and good
Back-of-the-book. The selection begins
with good, high quality 19th century
material followed by strong early 20th
century and coverage to about 1980. The
selection features many lovely premium
sets and singles including mint #322-322a
(in pair), and used #12, 248-262, 479-483,
J11. We put a selection from the overall
group on a stock page and scanned it in
order to clearly illustrate the high level of
quality and value found throughout the
overall group. Generally VERY FINE, mint
og, some NH

2492

CA 1,250.00

*0

SWEDEN -  Mint accumulation of singles,
unexploded booklets and more, loose and
in glassines. Includes an overabundance of
booklets from the 1960s to the 1990s. Gen.
VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH 
(Face about SEK 2541)

2493

FACE 300.00

*

SWITZERLAND

SWITZERLAND - SEMI-POSTAL - Very
nice mint an used selection of some 500
different issues covering the semi-postal
section in great detail with premium
standouts like mint #B3, used #B3, B4, B6,
B10 (2), B20, B77-B79 (2), B81-B84 (3),
B146-B149, B191-B195, B201-B205 and
many others with overall catalog value
adding up to roughly $4,000. This is an
extensive group covering the semi-postal
section from the very earliest issues and
going well into the 1980s, VERY FINE, mint
og

2494

SB 400.00

*0

(20), FINE-VERY FINE, no gum2495 CV 650.00*

(30), FINE-VERY FINE2496 CV 1,000.000

(30), repaired upper right corner, very
attractive cancel, FINE-VERY FINE

2497
CV 1,000.00

0

(35-40), #38 used, #36, 37 and 39 no gum,
FINE-VERY FINE

2498
CV 1,730.00

*0

(35), nice cancel, FINE-VERY FINE2499 CV 575.000

(36), FINE-VERY FINE2500 CV 225.00*

(36), FINE-VERY FINE, partial og2501 CV 225.00*

(41/100) Specialized Collection of
Hundreds - We only used Scott Catalogue
for most common type, Zumstein would be
far higher. F-VF

2502

CV 12,000.00

*0

(182-185, 209), EXTREMELY FINE, og2503 CV 672.00*

(226), EXTREMELY FINE, og2504 CV 500.00*

(226), tied on Official cover from Exhibition.
VERY FINE (Scott value for used)

2505
CV 600.00

CV

(293-305), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH2506 CV 524.00*

(304), VERY FINE2507 CV 325.000

(304), VERY FINE2508 CV 325.000

(1075a), VERY FINE, og, NH2509 CV 225.00*

(B80a), VERY FINE, og, NH2510 CV 300.00*

(B105), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH2511 CV 425.00*

(B105), some offset on back, EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

2512
CV 425.00

*

(B105), VERY FINE, og2513 CV 250.00*

(B143), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH2514 CV 200.00*

(B143), on cover, VERY FINE (Zum Sfr
645)

2515
CV 640.00

CV

(B144), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH2516 CV 150.00*

(B206), mint and used examples,
EXTREMELY FINE, mint og, NH

2517
CV 465.00

*0

(B206), First Day Cover, cacheted and
addressed, VERY FINE  (Zum Sfr 400)

2518
CV 400.00

FD

(B229a), EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH2519 CV 375.00*

(B229a), VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE,
og, NH

2520
CV 375.00

*

(J14), bottom right corner rounded,
FINE-VERY FINE

2521
CV 325.00

0

(J28), FINE-VERY FINE2522 CV 225.000

SWITZERLAND - MILITARY STAMPS -
Very interesting expansive collection of
some 2,000 Swiss military from around
WW2 period housed in three specialized
Paul Locher albums. The collection is
housed in very detailed albums where
every branch or division is annotated in a
meticulous manner. Swiss military stamps
represent a great niche area for anyone
looking to enhance their Swiss collection,
or it could be a very attractive area to
collect in its own right, VERY FINE, mint of,
many NH (We only scanned the first
volume out of three)

2523

SB 3,000.00

*0

SWITZERLAND - SWISS MILITARY
STAMPS - A very interesting and unusual
collection of over 250 different Swiss
military stamps from 1930s and 40s mostly
presented in blocks of four. These stamps
used by Swiss troops primarily on
postcards offers a very unique niche for
collectors to expand their Swiss collections
beyond regular listings, VERY FINE, og,
NH

2524

SB 2,000.00

*

2525 *0 SWITZERLAND - HIGH QUALITY
COLLECTION, HIGHLY COMPLETE and
stored neatly on Scott Specialty and
well-organized blank Scott album pages.
The collection begins with very impressive,
high quality 19th century material followed
by very strong coverage to about 1980
including Back-of-the-book, without
duplication. The collection includes some
of the most desirable Swiss material,
including highlights like mint #7, 60-68,
C3-C12 (#C8 & C10 used), used #3, 8, 10,
11-13, 15-17, 19, 20-23, 24-30, 32A-33,
35-40, 41-50, 52-59, B3, B5-B6, B7-B9,
B10-B11, B12-B14, B15-B17, B18-B20,
C13-C15, C18, J1-J9, and much more
throughout. A very impressive collection
with a huge catalogue value, generally

customcatalogba.frx



VERY FINE, mint og, some NH SB 2,000.00

SWITZERLAND-COVERS - Accumulation
of at least 1500 assorted covers, ranging to
the early 1990s, in a box. The majority of
the lot is comprised of First Day Covers,
which are usually cacheted and sometimes
addressed. Also found are some covers
with William Tell and Seated Helvetia
issues, a few examples of postal stationery
and more. Gen. VERY FINE

2526

SB 500.00

CV

SWITZERLAND - FANTASTIC THREE
VOLUME SELECTION neatly stored on
well organized and Scott numbered stock
pages in binders. The selection begins with
excellent, high quality 19th century material
followed by very good early 20th century,
strong coverage to 1990, and very good
Back-of-the-book, including excellent
coverage of Semi-postals, Airmails,
Postage Dues, Officials and more.
Manageable duplication throughout the
selection. Premium sets and singles
abound, including wonderful highlights
such as mint [\#41, 43a, 50, B2-B3, ]and
used [\#1L5, 2L7, 7, 13 (thin & repaired),
21, 30-31, 33-34, 35-40, 84b, 86, B4-B6,
C3-C12, ]and more. We scanned the first
album to give you a sense of the quality
and value found throughout the selection.
Generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

2527

CA 24,500.00

*0

SWITZERLAND - ALL MINT, NEARLY ALL
NH SELECTION OF OVER 10,000,
housed and organized nicely in glassines.
The selection begins with better 19th
century material followed by very strong
coverage of the 20th century up to about
1980, including very good Back-of-the-book
and high quality all-mint premium material
like #50, 71, 75, 76, 83, 99-100, 101-102,
C2, C13-C15, C13a-C15a, 2O23, 2O23a,
and much more. We put a selection from
the overall group on a stock page and
scanned it in order to clearly illustrate the
high level of quality found throughout the
group. Light to moderate duplication
throughout occasionally in the form of
partial sheets and large blocks. Generally
VERY FINE, og, NH

2528

CA 7,500.00

*

SWITZERLAND - FANTASTIC
SELECTION, HIGH QUALITY and stored
and organized neatly within individually
Scott numbered dealer's stock cards, with
extremely good and highly comprehensive
Back-of-the-book, including Semi-postals,
Officials, Dues and more including
wonderful premium material throughout like
mint [\#86, 95a, 138a, 316-321, B4-B6,
B10-B11, B15-B17, B100-B104, C45,
O37-O47, ]used [\#17A, 27, 39, 40, 43b,
50, 59, 75, 85, 88, 92, 96, 98-100, 122,
167a, B10, B27, B146-B149, ]and much
more. We put a selection from the overall
group on a stock page and scanned it in
order to clearly illustrate the high level of
quality found throughout. Mostly mint,
generally VERY FINE, mint og, most mint
NH

2529

CV 7,500.00

*0

SWITZERLAND - SPECIALTY
ACCUMULATION OF AROUND TEN
THOUSAND STAMPS from the early 20th
century, stored in large bundles. Including
many varieties, overprints and color
variants, this group contains issues such as
[\#137, 137A, 168, 180, 232, 229, 230B,
329, 330, 332, 333, 336] and many others.
Gen VERY FINE

2530

CA 3,050.00

0

SWITZERLAND - HELVETIAS Group of 15
nearly all used Helvetia issues from 1854
to 1862, arranged on a stock page. Noted
are mint #35, used #15-16, 26 (2), 35-36,
37-38 (2), 39 (3), & 40. Gen. VERY FINE

2531

CV 1,724.00

*0

TOGO

(1, 1a, 1b, 1c), VERY FINE2532 CV 1,371.000

(1862-1873), sheets of 99, EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH (we scanned one sheet for
an example)

2533

CV 1,160.00

*

(1862-1873), blocks of 55, EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

2534
CV 646.00

*

(1862-1873), blocks of 33, EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

2535
CV 387.00

*

TOGO - DEALER'S SELECTION - Very
attractive mint never hinged selection of
some 5,000 issues in complete sheets,
strips, blocks duplicated in a very uniform
fashion including sets like #364-368 (50),
369-375 (300), 386-391 (150), 401-406
(100), 421 (50), 421a (50), 476-478 (100),
577-582/C59-C60 (100), 617-622/C82-C83
(50) all in pristine condition, VERY FINE,
og, NH

2536

CA 3,000.00

*

TURKEY

(13), small thin, VERY FINE, og2537 CV 325.00*

(19), thin at the lower half, FINE, no gum2538 CV 3,600.00*

(24), in multiples, totaling 75 issues, VERY
FINE, og, NH

2539
CV 375.00

*

(32), in multiples, totaling 166 issues,
VERY FINE, og, NH

2540
CV 830.00

*

(42-44), in various blocks with #42 (50), 43
(35), & 44 (187). Gen. VERY FINE, og, NH

2541
CV 544.00

*

(65), blocks of 50 and 100, VERY FINE,
og, NH

2542
CV 450.00

*

(J6-J7), in blocks of varied sizes, with #J6
(93) & J7 (80). Gen. VERY FINE, og, NH

2543
CV 692.00

*

TURKEY - Excellent mint and used
collection, with duplication, in two Minkus
specialty album, which carries the weight of
the collection, along with a stock book and
a group of glassines. Coverage runs to
2010, with better like mint #1, 5, 648-58,
659-72, 758-64, 765-73, 799-804 (NH),
811-16 (NH), 841, 915a, 933, 1054a,
1090-1101, 1101a, 2194, 2246-47,
2405-09, 2421-24, 2424a, 2442-45,
2477-80, 2516-19, C18, RA160a, used
#286 (2), 737-57, and many more. Gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, many are NH (we
scanned to the late 1960s)

2544

SB 3,000.00

*0

TURKEY - DEALER'S SELECTION - 
Massive and extensively duplicated, but in
a very uniform fashion mostly in multiples
of fifty or hundred, selection covering two
decade long period from 1950 to the late
1970s and catalog value well in excess of
$16,000! The whole lot is very neatly
organized in Scott identified glassines with
duplication levels indicated. The selection
covers number of regular and semi-postal
issues form the period including common
design EUROPA issues like #1493-1494
(250), 1518-1520 (300), 1553-1555 (300)
and many others. The duplication levels of
EUROPA are consistent with the rest of the
lot, so it would clearly be more geared
towards dealers looking for breakdown and
resale potential, VERY FINE, og, NH

2545 *

customcatalogba.frx



SB 2,500.00

TURKEY - ALL MINT, NEARLY ALL NH
SELECTION OF THOUSANDS WITH
PREMIUM, stored and identified in neatly
organized glassines, beginning with much
better quality 19th century issues followed
by strong coverage of the early 20th
century, including Back-of-the-book, to
about 1980. Most issues appear in the form
of blocks or partial sheets with single
duplication between five and forty times,
creating an excellent opportunity for a
dealer or specialized collector. The
selection includes extensive premium
material including all-mint highlights like
#23, 49 (block of 25), 52 (block of 8), J6-J9
(in blocks), and much more, generally
VERY FINE, og, virtually all NH

2546

CA 8,750.00

*

VENEZUELA

VENEZUELA - COMPREHENSIVE
SELECTION OF THOUSANDS OF
ISSUES from early to late 20th century,
stored in glassines and over a dozen circuit
books. Included are regular issues, as well
as Back-of-the-book items such as airmails
and semi-postals. Some of the better items
include [\#C189-C197] and many others.
We scanned a small portion of examples.
Gen. VERY FINE

2547

SB 4,000.00

*0

VENEZUELA - STATE ARMS ISSUES -
Very attractive selection of premium sets of
regular issues and airmails sporting State
Arms and stylized local industries including
some of the most expensive sets like those
of Tachira or Caracas and missing only but
a few in total, VERY FINE, og

2548

CV 2,780.00

*

YEMEN

YEMEN - MINT MODERN SELECTION -
Very nice modern selection of couple
thousands issues including numerous
imperf varieties complete strips and other
highly desirable philatelic oddities. Overall
the selection adds up to over $3,500 in
catalog value with most of it coming from
the second half of the 20th century, even
though some complete sets from the 1930s
are included as well. Great mint lot for any
avid collectors of Middle Eastern issues,
VERY FINE, og, most NH

2549

SB 900.00

*

YEMEN - ALL MINT ALL NH SELECTION
OF SPECIALTY ITEMS stored on stock
pages, this group contains items not priced
in Scott, including many footnoted items,
variants such as imperfs and alternate
colors and more, including Souvenir
Sheets and airmails. VERY FINE, og, NH

2550

SB 750.00

*

YEMEN - 1930'S TO 1970'S ALL MINT
ALL NH SELECTION stored in glassines.
This group contains many souvenir sheets
imperf variants, many footnoted items and
a nice selection of Airmails. There is also a
decent amount of items included that are
not listed in Scott. Some of the better items
in the group include #96-97 imperf, 96-97
(3 footnoted souvenir sheets), 99
(footnoted souvenir sheet), 144-158
(imperf), 166-176, 192A-192H (2, imperf),
196-196H (imperf), 209A-209K (10,
imperf), 209A-209K (imperf, blocks of 6),
J15-J19. Gen. VERY FINE, og, NH

2551

CA 5,300.00

*

YUGOSLAVIA

(2L4A), F-VF, og, signed Stolow2552 CV 1,600.00*

(B126-B127), sheets of 16 with nine labels,
VERY FINE-EXTREMELY FINE, og, NH

2553
CV 880.00

*

EASTERN EUROPE - EXTREMELY HIGH
QUALITY COLLECTION FEATURING
Yugoslavia, Croatia, extremely good
Montenegro, Serbia, Albania, Bohemia &
Moravia and more. Each area typically
begins with high quality first issues followed
by very good early 20th century and
excellent Back-of-the-book, and no
duplication. Excellent premium material
abounds throughout the collection including
lovely highlights such as Bosnia &
Herzegovina #1-4, Yugoslavia #206-210,
Croatia #1-4, 30-48, B41 (regular and
overprinted), Montenegro #7, and much
more. High quality throughout. We scanned
52 pages to illustrate the overall quality of
the entire collection. Generally VERY FINE,
og

2554

SB 1,000.00

*

YUGOSLAVIA - DEALER'S STOCK - 
Massively duplicated used stock selection
of over 10,000 stamps from the late 1940s
neatly packed in glassine envelopes. The
duplication runs in hundreds and every sets
is packed in portions of either 50 or 100
sets, including complete sheets of 100 in
one case. This is most certainly a lot
geared towards dealers due to duplication
levels and overall catalog value, which is in
excess of $16,000! Gen. VERY FINE (We
only took sample shots of the contents)

2555

CO 16,000.00

0

YUGOSLAVIA - CROATIA / SLAVONIA
ISSUE - 1918, ALL-MINT, VIRTUALLY
COMPLETE, stored neatly on clean black
stock pages in chronological order. The
selection is duplicated moderately,
including a fantastic array of premium
material like #2L3-2L4, 2L4A-2L5,
2L6-2L27, 2L28-2L31, 2LJ2-2LJ9, and
more. An extremely impressive, high
quality mint group, generally VERY FINE,
og

2556

CA 11,150.00

*

YUGOSLAVIA - ALL-MINT GENERAL
ISSUES & SEMI-POSTALS TO 1950,
stored neatly in Michel numbered glassines
and on a few stock pages, which we
scanned in order to illustrate the group as a
whole. The selection is virtually complete to
1948 and most items are duplicated
between five and twenty times. Includes
fantastic premium sets and singles like
#1-14 (imperf, complete set of pairs plus
extra), 15-21, 22-26, 53-61, 63-76, B1-B3
(imperf pairs), B5-B16, and much more.
Overall a wonderful selection of thousands
of mint sets, generally VERY FINE, og

2557

CA 7,750.00

*

YUGOSLAVIA - 1918 TO 1920 - BOSNIA
& HERZEGOVINA OVERPRINTED,
virtually complete, all-mint and stored
neatly in Michel-numbered glassines and
on a few stock pages, which we scanned in
order to illustrate the overall group. The
selection features light to moderate
duplication throughout, and includes a
strong assortment of premium material like
mint #1LB3-1LB4, 1L25-1L42, and
#1L43-1L45, all high quality, mint, and
typically VERY FINE, og

2558

CA 5,500.00

*

2559 * YUGOSLAVIA - 1960'S TO 1970'S MANY
MINT MINIATURE SHEETS and blocks.
This all mint mostly NH collection is housed
in 5 albums in a carton, containing
hundreds of miniature sheets and dozens
of blocks. Most of the issues are contained
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in Scott numbered glassines, on stock
pages. Gen VERY FINE, most og, most NHCA 1,435.00

YUGOSLAVIA - SLOVENIA 1919-1920
ISSUES, highly complete and stored neatly
on clean black stock pages. The selection
features wonderful sets and premium items
like mint #3LJ22-3LJ25, 3LJ30-3LJ31, all
mint, high quality and generally VERY
FINE, og

2560

CA 730.00

*

YUGOSLAVIA & AREA

YUGOSLAVIA & AREA  - Varied coverage
of areas that always seem in flux. Noted
are better like Yugoslavia proper mint
#1L25-42 (2), 2LJ2a, 410, C43, J11, used
#C33-33a, along with mint Bosnia #30-45,
Serbia #1, used Montenegro #3N5, a group
of mint NH issues that run from the early
1980s to the early 1990s, mostly for
Yugoslavia, but with a smattering of Croatia
and Slovenia. Gen. VERY FINE, mint og,
later issues are NH

2561

SB 600.00

*0

YUGOSLAVIA-LJUBLJANA

1941 Alto Commissario Regular Issues
Overprints (Sassone #42-56), VERY FINE,
og, NH (most signed Diena, Sassone
€3800)

2562

CV 4,710.00

*

(NB15-NB20), VERY FINE2563 CV 2,400.000

(NC9-NC10), VERY FINE, og2564 CV 540.00*

TOPICAL COLLECTIONS & ACCUMULATIONS

SPACE - Excellent seven binder collection
of many hundreds of nearly all mint sets,
singles and souvenir sheets, going well
beyond the final frontier. Among the more
notable issues are Albania mint #680-85,
816-20, 820 (footnoted souvenir sheet),
Chad mint #C60, Dahomey mint #C102,
Eritrea mint #C1-8, France mint #1100,
Jordan mint #435-36, Korea mint #663a,
663b, New Hebrides (Fr) mint #124-25,
Panama mint #457-57E & 457f, Paraguay
mint #751a, Qatar mint #61-68 & 68a,
121-21B, used #98a, Russia mint #2534,
Saudi Arabia mint #456-60, 659-61, and
many others. Gen. VERY FINE, mint og,
most are NH (we scanned 2 out of the 7
binders)

2565

SB 7,500.00

*0

TOPICALS - Group of eleven binders
covering several motifs, mostly with issues
from the 1970's forward, in a carton.
Contained is one volume of Kennedy, three
volumes of Railroads, three volumes of
Space and four volumes of Religion, each
organized by country. Gen. VERY FINE, or
better, og, NH

2566

SB 6,000.00

*

EUROPA - Collection of mint Europa sets
and souvenir sheets, going to the late
1980's, with two Lighthouse hingeless
specialty albums, two stockbooks and
glassines. Noted are many of the better
sets like Luxembourg #318-20 (NH),
329-31 (NH), Ireland #175-76, 196-97,
Liechtenstein #356 (NH), San Marino #490, 
Cyprus #219-21, 229-31, 244-46, 262-64,
Andorra, Spanish #62, Monaco #904a,
1024a, 1068a, 1114a, 1180a, 1369a,
1465a, 1531a, 1624a, 1683a, 1717a,
strong Portugal and more. Material in the
glassines are duplicates of the the items in
the albums and are occasionally lightly
stuck. Gen. VERY FINE-EXTREMELY
FINE, og, NH

2567 *

SB 4,000.00

WORLD WAR II - Accumulation of mint
and used sets and singles that either are
from the period or relate to the period,
housed in five stock books. Included are
better like Belgium #322-53, B606-10 (perf
& imperf), Croatia #1-8, 9-23, France
#B117-28, B135-46, B157a, Fr. Southern &
Antarctic Territory #52-53, Great
Britain-East African Forces #1-9, 10-20,
Great Britain-Use in Tripolitania #1-13,
J1-5, Italy #400-09 & C100-05, Italian East
Africa #C18, Libya #95-101 & C43, Norway
#B24, Russia #992A-1001, along with the
French Community 1944 Red Cross set, a
couple of French Fezzan overprints,
numerous issues from Czechoslovakia,
Austria, Hungary, Bulgaria, Marshall
Islands, Poland, and many others. Gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, scattered NH
(Scanned one volume)

2568

SB 3,000.00

*0

TOPICAL SHEET SELECTION - HIGH
QUALITY INTERNATIONAL GROUP of
mint, NH sheets and a few covers. The
selection features material from highly
desirable places like China, Canada,
Democratic Congo and much more,
including better sheets like People's
Republic of China #2976, stored in a pair of
large mint sheet organizational carriers.
High quality throughout, VERY FINE, og,
NH

2569

SB 700.00

*0

TOPICALS Varied grouping of mint and
used issues, along with covers, in a box.
Included are topics like Princess Grace,
Horses, Composers, two volumes of
Railroads, Care for the Handicapped and
Animals. Gen. VERY FINE, mint og, many
are NH

2570

SB 700.00

*0

PRINCESS DIANA Very attractive all mint
never hinged modern international
collection of several couple souvenir and
miniature sheets commemorating Princess
Diana housed in six volumes. The
collection essentially begin with 1981 Royal
Wedding issues from around The
Commonwealth and goes 1997 with
stamps from all over the globe
commemorating the untimely death of
People's Princess. Six volumes showcase
the life of Princess Diana through well over
250 pages in total, mainly in the form of
complete miniature and souvenir sheets
and should appeal to collectors interested
in Princess Diana as well as modern
international collectors in general, VERY
FINE, og, NH (We scanned only one out of
six volumes)

2571

SB 500.00

*

1958 BRUSSELS EXPOSITION - Mint
selection of issues, all celebrating the 1958
Brussels Exposition, in a slipcased
stockbook. Noted are better like Bulgaria
#1029 (perf & imperf), Hungary #1189 (perf
& imperf), C176-83 (perf & imperf), Spain
#877a-78a, and others. Gen. VERY FINE,
og, much is NH

2572

SB 400.00

*

2573 * EUROPA ISSUES - Interesting showing of
Europa issues from 1960 to 1972, be it
mint set or First Day Cover, in a box. Noted
are varied sets and singles, which were all
scanned, and have standouts like Cyprus
#244-46, Monaco #590-91 (imperf, Ceres
€70), Ireland #196-97, Fr. Andorra
#188-89, 210-11, Portugal #1038-40, plus
a wide range of FDCS with greater
coverage and better like a San Marino
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#539 (sheet of six), and more. Gen. VERY
FINE, mint og, nearly all are NH SB 400.00

APOLLO - SOYUZ Very attractive
collection of some 200 special Apollo -
Soyuz commemorative covers as well as
scores of special cancels, some used for
mere hours on the occasion, from around
the world housed in three volumes, VERY
FINE (We scanned only one volume to
show the level of detail one could expect)

2574

SB 400.00

*0

AIRMAILS -  Small group of better mint
sets of Airmails on pages from a
specialized airmail album. Noted are
Belgium #C1-5, Netherlands Antilles
#C1-3, Danzig #C26-30, C31-35, Germany
#C20-26, Netherlands #C1-3, C6-8, and
more. Gen. VERY FINE, og

2575

SB 350.00

*

WINDMILLS - SPECIALIZED
COLLECTION - Hundreds of locals, labels,
cards and other specialty items all covering
the theme of eternal enemies of Don
Quixote - The Dreaded Windmills.

2576

SB 300.00

CV

WINDMILLS - SPECIALIZED
COLLECTION - This is a very unique and
attractive collection of hundreds of mostly
non philatelic items including currency,
post cards, philatelic cancellations bearing
the design of windmills and much more. If
one has any interest in windmills this is a
fantastic lot!

2577

SB 300.00

CV

FOREIGN COVER LOTS

COVERS - Accumulation of more than
3000 items, loose and in albums, in three
cartons. Aside from an overabundance of
unused postal cards and more from the
UN, there are Topical covers from the
Kings and Queens of England, the New
Millenium, Christmas, a couple volumes of
Z Silk Cachets covers for the world tour of
Pope John Paul II, the American
Bicentennial, Oceanic Fauna from the
Cousteau Society, and more. Also found
are two volumes of world wide FDCs, ppcs
with a good showing of Australia and
Germany, a few from Marshall Islands that
include a commemorative coin, some air
mail items and others. Gen. VERY FINE

2578

SB 3,000.00

CV

COVERS - Interesting array of more than
3700 covers, spanning the globe, in two
cartons. Noted are Airmail covers from
Venezuela, Costa Rica, Dominican
Republic, Australia; FDCs from France,
Lithuania, UN, Israel, Finland, New
Zealand, Nepal, Vatican City, Solomon
Islands, Brazil, Palau; postal stationery
from France, PRC, Latin America, Canada,
Canal Zone; postcards from France (not
those kind!), Italy, Russia; other material
from Lithuania; Space and Boy Scout
Topicals; and much more. Gen. VERY
FINE

2579

SB 3,000.00

CV

2580 CV INTERNATIONAL COVERS An expansive
collection of close to 1,500 first day covers
from all over the globe neatly organized in
14 volumes in total. The collection is
almost entirely anchored in the 1950s, but
with a very diverse geographical area
covered. The collection includes an
expansive family of major European
countries like France, Italy, Spain,
Switzerland, alongside large groups of
Middle Eastern countries. Another very
prominent group would be South East Asia
with Japan being one of the biggest

countries, virtually all Asian covers are with
beautiful cashes and unaddressed, while
number of European covers are addressed.
Another prominent subsection would be
Commonwealth covers in many cases
sporting a complete set on the cover like
Grenada #151-163 and many others. Very
nicely organized, visually attractive, very
tidily organized collection should certainly
appeal to foreign cover collectors, VERY
FINE. SB 850.00

US & INTERNATIONAL COVER
SELECTION - An extensive lot of roughly
some 2,500 covers from all over the globe
with US covers accounting for roughly 1/3
of the lot. Period covered is primarily
focused on the second half of the 20th
century, but some material from the earlier
period namely the US portion is also
included. The US portion of the lot contains
a very diverse representation of American
philately with first day covers, entires,
postcards, cut squares and more organized
in four volumes of White Ace albums. The
international section, including UN first day
covers, is much less organized, gen. VERY
FINE

2581

SB 750.00

CV

ZEPPELIN COVERS - Group of 14
Zeppelin Flight covers, all but two of which
are from Germany, on stock pages. The
aforementioned two are from Austria.
Included are two Olympic Flights, a flight to
Argentina, and others. Gen. VERY FINE

2582

SB 550.00

CV

AVIATION CARDS - 29, ALL USED2583 SB 500.00CV

EUROPEAN COVERS - Very nice group of
some 250 covers from a number of
European countries from the 1960s. The
group is dominated by Spanish issues,
including some Spanish oversea territories,
all destined for addresses in US, ensuring
higher value stamps on covers. The group
is very visually attractive with good number
of airmails within, many with very
eye-catching cachets, commemorating
special flights and similar occasions. In
many cases even the cancellations are
amusing and visually attractive, would be a
gem of a find for collectors interested in
European/Spanish philately of the mid 20th
century.

2584

SB 500.00

CV

PRISONER OF WAR COVERS -  Small
group of six Prisoner of War covers,
displayed on stock pages. Two are from
Theresienstadt (1943 & 1944), three are
from Australia during WWII, one is from the
Cape of Good Hope, likely during the Boer
War and the last is an unused POW letter
from Israel. Gen. VERY FINE

2585

CV 0.00

CV

GENERAL FOREIGN COLLECTIONS

2586 *0 WONDERFUL WORLD WIDE
COLLECTION OF MANY HUNDREDS OF
THOUSANDS OF STAMPS in fifty large
and bulging Scott International albums, in
12 large cartons made over a lifetime. The
collection begins in 1840 and goes to 2010
with the collector never shy about spending
on his stamps and he was in a position to
do so. Exceptionally strong British
Commonwealth as well as Russia - filling
its own volume, China and PRC with
thousands of stamps and filling most of two
volumes, Japan filling a volume and well as
scores more of individual countries that
could easily stand on their own (all
countries are included and all are strong).
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Much is mint including tens of thousands of
complete mint sets. Overall the quality is
first rate, nearly all VF and the current Scott
value is over $825,000. We have never
offered a collection like this intact -
normally it would have made several
hundred individual lots. SB 85,000.00

AMAZING, HUGE AND WELL-FILLED
COMPLETELY INTACT 36 VOLUME
SCOTT INTERNATIONAL COLLECTION
OF THE ENTIRE WORLD TO 1990
comprising many tens of thousands of
stamps and made by lifelong collector with
diligence and care and with the ability (and
more importantly the desire) to expend
ample funds on his hobby. To make a list of
the better countries would be to just
mention the better counties that all
collectors strive to obtain. The collection
starts with excellent USA and onto
excellent Europe, British Commonwealth,
Latin America, Asia, Italy and Area,
German area and extensive worldwide
Colonial issues. The collection has many
interspersed Scott specialty pages and
blank Scott International pages for the
hundreds of countries where the collector
had multi hundred dollar catalog value
stamps that there were not spaces for in
the as printed Internationals. Overall, the
are many tens of thousands of different
stamps and literally hundreds of $250 and
up scarcer stamps and even some rarities.
Comprehensive collections of the world like
this one are rarely made anymore and this
collection (in nearly $7000 retail in albums
alone) would well justify either continuing,
or at our modest price considering the
value of this collection, even breaking down
for profitable resale (the collector's records
show that he spent (not a catalog value but
what he spent) $168,000 on this collection).

2587

SB 60,000.00

*0

WONDERFUL COMPLETELY INTACT
CLASSICS COLLECTION in a pair of old
time albums- enormous catalog value and
quality much above average. The little
batch on the stock cards catalogs over
$65000 by itself and represents some of
the most desirable of British rarities.

2588

SB 60,000.00

2589 *0 AN INTERNATIONAL COLLECTION
housed in fourteen mammoth sized Minkus
Global Stamps albums with roughly 40,000
mint and used stamps organized within,
covering countries from Aden to Zanzibar
with an estimated. The collection includes
great number of premium issues with an
estimated catalog value of $125,000
containing scores of high value 19th
century issues from Great Britain, Italy, and
number of other states from the Old
Continent. The collection starts with the
infancy of philately and goes well into the
mid 1990s presenting an appealing
selection of European and Latin American
countries mixed with French colonial issues
and an extensive subsection of
Commonwealth stamps, including many
high value Silver Wedding omnibus
stamps. Notably good number of European
countries include sizeable mint subsections
covering the first half of the 20th century
like Bulgaria (especially 1930s-50s), and
many others. Among some of the larger
country subsections one would find Russia
with an attractive section covering the later
part of the first half of the 20th century and
extending well past the collapse of the
Soviet Union. Overall this is a great

opportunity to acquire an extensive
collection with very diverse range of
subjects covered in one piece, F-VF, mint
og SB 25,000.00

THE APPARENTLY COMPLETE SCOTT
SPECIALTY SERIES TO 1940 - The pages
have been put in fifteen Scott international
binders, but they are the pages from the
Scott Specialty series, that is, the pages
with spaces for all Scott listed stamps to
1940. And this collection has many tens of
thousands of them loaded with sets and
singles to $1000 each including a mint
Australia #132, the Liechtenstein Zeppelin
airmails complete mint, excellent complete
runs of classic French Colony sets,
compelling Italian Colonies with many
better mint sets, excellent British
Commonwealth, great France, Japan, and
China, Germany and Area, wonderful Latin
America with many countries easily worthy
of individual listing, and much more. There
is an astonishing number of $100 and up
mint sets, and we've removed nothing for
individual sale. So many collectors have
asked for collections on the Scott specialty
pages to 1940 so that they could begin a
collection of 1840-1940 worldwide
philately-that is the first century of stamps,
and here it is!  Add to that are the many
tens of thousands of stamps going a long
way toward completion of the stamps of the
world for the first hundred years and the
enormous catalog value of this very high
quality and lovingly made collection.

2590

SB 25,000.00

*0

MINT INTERNATIONAL COLLECTION
1950-1990 - Nice all mint mostly never
hinged collection of close to 30,000
different issues covering an entire globe
housed in 18 Scott International albums
covering the post WWII period from 1950
to 1990. The collection includes a very
diverse group of countries, but French
Community (and France itself) alongside
with Commonwealth issues. While the
collection covers certain countries in great
detail others are spotty, but 18 massive
Scott International volumes will provide
hundreds of thousands of spaces for a
comprehensive modern worldwide
collection. Period wise the more recent
volumes are filled to much greater degree
than the ones from the 1950s or 60s,
VERY FINE, og, most NH

2591

SB 17,500.00

*

2592 *0 HIGH QUALITY INTERNATIONAL
COLLECTION - Very attractive
international selection of well in excess of
70,000 mint and used stamps as well as 23
volumes of sparsely populated Scott
International albums going well into the
1980s. The lot essentially represents high
quality international selection on a variety
of different album pages with very limited
duplication that was acquired over the
lifetime and never made it into an
organized set of albums. Previous collector
was a keen buyer, number of pages still
have purchase slip from an auction house
or Ebay, pursuing a variety of different
topics whether it's British colonial sets from
the early 20th century or Cold War period
Romania. This lot would most surely
require an effort to organize and shape it
into a comprehensive worldwide collection
that it is ought to be, but realistically these
eight cartons hold everything required to do
so. The collection includes a variety of
different premium subgroups most notably
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mint premium sets from British
Commonwealth from 1930s and 40s with
beautiful sets from British Africa, British
India, including a myriad of states, an
appealing selection of Middle Eastern sets
from the same period, 19th century Europe
(expansive section of Scandinavia
including some very early premium
standouts) and so much more ready and
waiting to be taken off the pages they are
at the moment and contribute to forming a
truly high grade collection, as overall
catalog value would surely be
astronomical. As as duplication goes it is
very low, namely due to the nature of how
the stamps are presented - mostly on a
variety of album pages rather than
stockpages. This is a type of lot that would
require embracing the old school philately,
but the rewards would surely be worth it,
gen. VERY FINE, mint og, some NH SB 15,000.00

SCOTT SPECIALTY ALBUM
COLLECTION with 21 volumes of country
collections (around $4000 retail), along with
a bevy of loose pages, which translates
into thousands of mint and used issues, all
in three cartons. Highlights are often
impressive with examples like used France
#20, 96, 131-32, B22-23, B117-28,
B135-46, B238-43, B303-08, C17, C27,
Great Britain #28, 39, 42, 99, 102, 104,
11-22, 138-40, Netherlands #1 (3), 2 (2), 3,
6, B25-32, B50-53, B54-57, B291-95,
Switzerland #8, 12, 98-100, 181-85, C12,
mint #382-99B, 406-09, 440-55, 558-79,
B297, C12, C13a-15a, 2O36-41, 3O37,
Israel #16, 241a, Portugal #713-16, Angola
#315-18, 419-32B, Belgium #172-84, 221,
222-24, 322-53, B78-83, B93-98, B99-105,
B106, B123-24, B169, B178, B179, B199,
B241-48, B250-55, B426-31, B437-41,
B442-46, B458a, B460-61, B462-66,
B468-76, B485-91, B495-97, B498-502,
B505-10, B511-13, B515-20, B523-30,
B532-37, B555-57, B567-72, B573-78,
B579-85, B592-98, B662a, C5, C12, C12A,
used  #1-2, 8, 9, 12, 13-16, B131, Germany
#1-4, 6-7, 10, 12 (pen cancel), 20] mint
#363-65, 658-61, 665-66, 667-68, 669,
685, 686, 698-701, B310-13, B314-15,
B320-23, B327-30, B334-37, Berlin
#9N70-74, 9N75-79, 9N84-93, 9N94-98,
9N108-10,DR [\#78-79, 80-81, 82-84, Italy
#90, 188-91, B33, C42-47, used #J21, J23,
Bolivia #24-27, 40-46, mint Colombia #513,
lots of French and Portuguese Colonies,
German and Australian States, and many
more. Pages in these albums often go
through the mid 1990s. Gen. VERY FINE,
mint og, some scattered NH

2593

SB 15,000.00

*0

2594 *0 WIDE-RANGING COLLECTION of many
thousands of mint and used issues,
sometimes mounted, other times loose in
69 binders of computer-generated album
pages, which are in sheet protectors, in five
cartons. For this lot, the cost to construct
these volumes, some of which go to the
late 1990s, would be huge. Highlights have
been noted and include such better as mint
Angola #314a, Annam & Tonkin #1-3,
Eritrea #B33-37, Hong Kong #150,
Inhambane #48-71, 72-87] Monaco #2,
used #4, Canada [73, 81, 83, 94, 100,
158-59, 176-77, New Zealand #19 (on
piece), Norway #3, Sweden #10-12, 14,
Austria #1-2, 6-11, 18, C57-58, Belgium #2,
8, 9, 12, 13-16, India #2, 4-5, 7, C1-6, Italy
#19-20, 33, 49, 51, 62-63, 506, C23-24,

J19, J21-24,  mint #21, 22, 210, C48, along
with strong sections of Turkey, French
Morocco, Hungary, Latin America, varied
Colonies and more. Gen. VERY FINE, mint
og SB 12,500.00

SCANDINAVIA - THREE VOLUME
COLLECTION, LOADED WITH PREMIUM,
and stored in a set of three nice Scott
Specialty Albums. Each area typically runs
from better quality first issues to about
2000 without duplication. The collection
features a full album dedicated to Sweden,
including premium highlights like used #2,
3, 6-12, 17-27, an album with Greenland,
Iceland, and Norway including mint
Greenland #1-9, 28-38, mint Iceland #2-4,
9-10, 12-13, 19-20, C1-C2, C3, C4-C8,
C9-C11, and a volume featuring excellent
Denmark and Finland. High quality
throughout, a very impressive collection
typically VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

2595

SB 10,000.00

*0

HUGE GROUPING IN SEVEN LARGE
CARTONS  of collections, accumulations
and assorted messes, that could make the
sanest collector go batty. A walk through
the seven cartons will turn over such better
as mint Germany #B91-92, Great Britain
#117 (block of four), Greece #C1-4, Ionian
Islands #2 (strip of three), Canada #105a,
105b, 106a, 108a, 245, used #14 (2), 15,
29, 45-47, Austria #128-44, Cape of Good
Hope #3-4 (2), 5, 6a, Malaya #35, German
East Africa #3 (on piece), a Russia
collection in a Minkus album with
stand-outs like mint #344, 609, 640-42,
817-23, 909, 1392a-93a, 1447-48, used
#789-93, 1481-87, interesting France with
a stock of used 20c Blue issues (perf &
imperf), mint pairs and blocks of regulars,
plus used #126, lots of French Colonies
with mint French Southern & Antarctic
Territory #25 (10), along with blocks of
Algeria, strong Indo-China, Tunisia, Offices
in China, French Africa, etc.; a stock book
of large and small Hermes Heads, Latin
America, with much in bundles; QE2 Silver
Jubilee sets with the Tonga issues; a used
stock of Belgium early perfs and imperfs;
varied Monaco, Netherlands; some
Topicals, with one volume devoted to
Horses and scattered Disney issues; a
small group of Treaty Ports; and many
more. Gen. VERY FINE, mint og, scattered
NH

2596

SB 8,500.00

*0

SCOTT INTERNATIONAL ALBUM
COLLECTION - Group of 33 volumes
(retails in the neighborhood of $6500) with
pages running through the 1970s, but
issues from the 1990s can be found, all in
five cartons. Coverage is spotty with some
better areas like USA, France, Belgium,
Russia, Romania, Latin America and Great
Britain, while others may only show a set or
two. Those that are included are gen VERY
FINE, mint is og, some scattered NH is
noted

2597

SB 8,500.00

*0

2598 *0 PREMIUM PERSONAL COLLECTION -
Very attractive personal collection put
together over a lifetime by a dedicated
collector with a keen eye for quality. The
collection is contained in a large carton and
is packed to capacity with high quality
material, but two most notable sections
would cover Trieste and Canada. The
album containing Trieste collection boasts
complete mint premium sets on practically
every page from early regular issues like
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#1-14, 18-29 to very high catalog value
sets from the back-of-the-book section like
#C1-C6, C7-C12, C13-C16, C20-C26,
E1-E4, Q1-Q12, Q13-Q26 and much more
in between. Canadian philately is covered
in a number of volumes with plate number
blocks, scores of modern booklets (several
hundred dollars just in face value alone),
and most importantly an exceptional quality
stockbook. In total the stockbook alone
would add up to well over $10,000 in
catalog value as in contains such premium
sets like #66-73, 77-84, 87-88, 96-103 and
even if sets are not complete, the selection
includes practically every high value issue
from the early 20th century like #75,  110,
112, 113, 115, 117, 118, 119, 120, 158,
159, 176, 177, 227, 244, 245 even, if the
low value may be skipped. Altogether this
is spectacular international selection that
would appeal to collectors and dealers
alike, gen. VERY FINE, mint og, many NH
(We scanned only small sample showing
Trieste and portion of Canada) SB 7,500.00

1900 to 1920 COLLECTION in a Brown
Scott International album, which has seen
better days. Among the more notable better
are mint Thailand #82, 88, used US
#294-99, 300-10, Bosnia & Herzegovina
#30-45, Canada\#89-95, 99-100, 103,
Gabon #25, 28-30, Great Britain #127-40,
Mesopotamia #N40-41, plus good sections
of Central and South America, Bulgaria,
Russia, and more. Gen. VERY FINE, mint
og

2599

SB 6,000.00

*0

BRITISH EMPRIE - WONDERFUL ALL
DIFFERENT PREMIUM SELECTION OF
HUNDREDS. Very high catalogue value.
F-VF

2600

SB 6,000.00

*0

HUGE HOLDING of thousands of issues in
albums, glassines and more, housed in five
cartons. Contained are numerous world
wide collections in traditional and home
made albums, along with several country
collections, like Korea, two volumes of
Monaco in slipcased Lighthouse albums,
Barbados in a Minkus album, a Scott
Specialty album of Vatican City, a Scott
album for Benelux Countries that could use
some work, some Lighthouse pages for
Liechtenstein and others. Looking through,
one can find highlights like Barbados mint
#13, 17, 408-11, used #46-49, 85-88, Iran
mint #910-14, 978-82, 990-92, 995-98,
1015-19, 1044-46, B16, Liechtenstein
#C14, Luxembourg #278-79 (NH), 318-20,
329-31, Surinam #120, Sweden #230-04,
208, 213-16, 218-19, 224, Switzerland
#407-09, 717-28A, Trieste “A” #85-87,
Thailand #1-3, 5, B35-37, used #118-21,
199-202, and many others. Gen. VERY
FINE, mint og, some NH

2601

SB 6,000.00

*0

2602 *0 INTERESTING ARRAY of collections,
selections and more, held in six cartons.
Included are a couple of multi-volume
Worldwide collections, which often
incorporate printed and homemade album
pages and cover a vast range of areas,
with concentration in many of the usual
places. There are better groups of Portugal
and Colonies, with mint sets, singles and
souvenir sheets from 1979 to 1992 for
Portugal proper, along with Madeira &
Azores, along with Minkus album pages for
earlier Colonies with better like mint Cape
Verde #58, C1-9, etc. A further survey will
find standouts like mint Great Britain

#371-74, 387p-89p, 390p-91p, 395p-97p,
410p-13p, 414p-17p, Peru #993-1000,
Luxembourg #25, B45-49, B50-54, B55-59,
B60-65, B67-72, B151, used #1, 39, 59,
217, 318-20, 329-31, B20-24, Switzerland
#59, 181-85, B2-3, B4-6, B10-11, B21-24,
B25-28, and more, much of which is in
glassines. There are some topicals, namely
Princess Diana and windmills; a couple of
shoebox messes; and much more. This will
take a while to view. Gen. VERY FINE,
mint og, many NH throughout SB 6,000.00

PREMIUM SELECTION OF WORLDWIDE
SETS AND SINGLES on stock pages with
a catalogue value of over $25,000. The
selection features an excellent range of
all-premium material from around the
world, including highlights such as mint
Natal #12, used Nauru #30a, used
Netherlands #40-50, 53, 53a, 54, B144a,
mint Netherlands Antilles #226-228, used
Netherlands Indies #1, used New
Caledonia #5, mint Newfoundland #27, 30,
59, mint Northern Rhodesia #17, mint
Nossi-Be #32-44, mint Obock #62, and
much more. Generally high quality,
FINE-VERY FINE, mint og

2603

SB 6,000.00

*0

OVER 6300 STAMPS - Mostly mint sheets
and Souvenir sheets, many rare. VERY
FINE, og, NH

2604

SB 6,000.00

FANTASTIC MOSTLY MINT SET LOT - 
Tens of thousands of complete mint sets in
a large carton mostly Middle Eastern
States and Sealand. Huge new issue cost.
We scanned a few of the books. VERY
FINE, og, NH

2605

SB 5,000.00

*

HUGE ASSEMBLY of thousands of mint
and used issues, in various mediums, all
stuffed into five cartons. Included is a
collection of Bolivia with mint #11, 16,
274-80, 450, C5-7, C12, C14-16, used #34,
40-46, Solomon Islands in a Scott Specialty
album, a volume of 75th Anniversary of the
Grand Prix with sheets and covers, along
with album page collections of Israel, Brazil
with used #21, Austria, Australia, New
Zealand, Switzerland, Germany and
States, GDR, varied Latin America, Iceland
with mint #B5 (2), used China #J1-6, mint
#C2-5, and more. Also found is a Korea
souvenir book with #434-43 & 439a-43a,
recent South Africa souvenir sheets, a
volume of British Empire with mint Aden
#1-9, 16-27a, along with better
representations of Jamaica, St. Lucia,
Grenada, varied Malay States and more; a
Scott International album with used France
#108, 126, B16-19, B22, Great Britain
#122, 126, 139-41; stock cards with better
Netherlands and Colonies, Tonga, Great
Britain, Sudan, used Yemen #3, Bangkok
#4, 17-18, Transvaal #97-103; pre-made
collections of Russia with used #1747a,
1757a, 1786a-87a (2), and much, much
more. Lastly, there are a number of
obvious reprints and forgeries of classic
stamps. Gen. VERY FINE, mint og,
scattered NH

2606

SB 5,000.00

*0

2607 *0 SCOTT INTERNATIONAL COLLECTION
GOING TO 1991 with thousands of issues
housed in 15 Blue volumes, five sparsely
populated Brown volumes and one early
Junior album with better coverage than the
five Brown albums. A perusal noted
scattered better like mint China #131-33,
Egypt #C39-50, Japan #86, Romania
#176-85, used  France #28,
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Germany-Berlin #9N42-60, Great Britain
#1, 96, 102, 105, along with better
showings of Germany and GDR, French
Colonies, Hungary, Brazil and more. Gen.
VERY FINE, mint og SB 5,000.00

TOMORROW NEVER CAME- Large two
carton accumulation of many tens of
thousands, the accumulation of a collector
who had ample funds but little time, who
bought copiously in the 1990s and hoped 
to integrate this group into his worldwide
collection when he retired. Included are
thousands of dollars face in British area,
thousands of mint and used sets, small
specialized collections and much more.
Very disorganized with thousands of
stamps in glassines and pages. Even a
perfunctory examination shows stamps to
$500 each and the pleasure of discovery
and profit awaits the buyer of this lot.

2608

SB 5,000.00

*0

WORDWIDE STOCK - Very nice neatly
organized international stock selection of
roughly 30,000 stamps with generally very
low duplication numbers, overwhelmingly
mint. The selection is housed in two large
cartons organized in alphabetical order in
Scott numbered glassines. Entire lot is
organized in Red Boxes, fourteen in total
each holding between 2,000 - 3,000
stamps, with one dedicated to mint modern
Great Britain with hundreds of pounds in
postal face value alone. There is a
separate massive holder dedicated to
souvenir and miniature sheets containing
about two hundreds issues with numerous
complete booklets woven in between.
Period wise the lot primarily covers middle
of the 20th century and the second half and
should appeal to collectors more so than
dealers as very low duplication levels
would enable one to build an extensive
worldwide collection, VERY FINE, mint og.
most NH

2609

SB 5,000.00

*0

FOUR LARGE CARTON SELECTION - 18
large volumes in all comprising individual
auction lots that were most purchased from
Down East auction in the 1990s, mainly
world wide collections including a large
Master Global album collection with over
11000 different that was purchased for
$475 plus commission, several good USA
collections in Scott National albums, over
$300 plus in loose US booklets an plate
blocks  and quite a few other decent
worldwide and country collection. One of
the cartons is not albums and looks like
junk that the dealer just couldn't throw
away-but look carefully-in this carton we
saw a damaged mint Canada #9 which
catalogs $10,000. very good value for the
money

2610

SB 4,000.00

*0

TWO LARGE CARTONS - SELECTION
OF MANY THOUSANDS in numerous
volumes including a three volume Mongolia
collection in albums, a nice two volume
Turkey collection, a nice Iceland collection,
a two volume Venezuela collection, a
Canada mint booklet pane selection, about
70 mostly different Greenland and Faroe
Islands year sets, post office presentation
packets, scores of World Wide booklets,
various Michel listed German Area Locals
and other various specialty items., A good
and valuable carton of fun

2611

SB 4,000.00

*0

2612 *0 WONDERFUL COLLECTION OF
THOUSANDS TO 1920 in a clean Gibbons
New Ideal album. Overall there are

thousands of stamps cataloging tens of
thousands of dollars value. The British is
the strongest and we only scanned the
Great Britain - five pages of nearly 600
pages in the collection SB 4,000.00

HUNGARY - HIGHLY SPECIALIZED
COLLECTION Very impressive, highly
specialized collection organized in some 11
volumes and primarily concentrated upon
the early 20th century issues. The
collection includes countless overprints,
errors, inverts, mirror prints and others
specialty varieties. The collection is half a
century effort by a very dedicated and
knowledgeable collector beautifully
showcasing the peculiarities of Hungarian
philately. The lot also includes three mint
sheet files with complete sheets of 50-100
stamps from the same period. While the
collection would certainly appeal to
collectors passionate about Hungarian
philately of the early years as well as
dealers looking for breakdown and resale
potential, however from a philatelic point of
view it would be a pity to dismember such a
colossal and highly representative group,
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH (We
scanned just two volume to show you the
level of detail to be expected)

2613

SB 3,000.00

*0

LARGE CARTON SIZED SELECTION in
numerous containers and boxes including
a wonderful World Wide stock of about
4,000 mint sets, each in glassines and
catalogued by Scott & sorted by country
with catalogue value in the
$15,000-$20,000 range. Also, including a
nice Canada stock that catalogues a
couple thousand dollars, a very nice Berlin
collection in an album, highly complete
G.D.R. to 1970 in a pristine Scott Specialty
album, some better South America
collections and more. Total current Scott
value is about $30,000

2614

SB 3,000.00

*0

MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL
Massively expansive and diverse
international selection of thousands of
issues from a number of countries
organized in over twenty albums and
stockbooks sprawling through four large
cartons. The lot includes several Harris
albums with mint US postage inside (just
the face value of mint content close to
$700), number of massive Minkus albums
with particular attention to Russian
philately, but by far the bulk of the value
would be in diverse stockbooks that
combine together very attractive foreign
and US stamps, primarily from the first half
of the 20th century. Simply due to the
broad and diverse nature of the lot, as one
can encounter album dedicated to Canada,
Russia, or Disney, it should mostly appeal
to collectors with equally broad range of
interests or dealers looking for breakdown
potential, gen. VERY FINE.

2615

SB 3,000.00

*0

NEARLY 100,000 STAMPS NEATLY
ARRANGED BY country in stockbooks.
Exceptionally strong China & PRC. Should
catalog over $40,000.

2616

SB 3,000.00

*0

2617 *0  VERY DISORGANIZED AND VALUABLE
LARGE CARTON SELECTION OF MANY
THOUSANDS from an old time estate.
Loaded with envelopes and boxes with
valuable stamps, thousands of U.S.
back-of-the-book and World Wide mint
sets, complete mint sheet of 30 US #RW53
(face $725.00), excellent Germany & Area,
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thousands of early 20th Century Brazil, and
thousands of better sets. Current Scott
value over $30,000 SB 3,000.00

BRAVO FOR "B"s - COLLECTION OF
MANY HUNDREDS to 1940 on Scott
pages including good Bahamas, Baden,
Brunswick, Barbados, Bavaria, Brazil and
much more. Loaded with better stamps.
Very high catalogue value

2618

SB 3,000.00

*0

CLASSICS - about 100 better stamps
including USA

2619
SB 3,000.00

*0

GREAT BRITAIN, BRITISH EUROPE &
IRELAND - HIGH QUALITY COLLECTION
covering beautiful 19th century material
from most areas covered, typically followed
by strong, high quality coverage to about
1980. The collection is stored in a nearly
pristine Scott Specialty Album, and
features no duplication and fantastic
premium material throughout, including
notable highlights like used Great Britain
#3-4, 6, 8, 17, 18, 21, 22, 26, 111-122, 139,
179-181, and more, including good Offices
Abroad, Batum, Cyprus, Gibraltar,  Ireland,
Malta and more. High quality throughout,
sure to appeal to the British area specialist.
Generally VERY FINE or better, mint og

2620

SB 3,000.00

*0

NINE LARGE VOLUMES IN A LARGE
CARTON including a very nice collection of
China, a two volume Hungary collection, a
four volume Australia collection, a hundred
or so Korea Booklets, a Finland collection
in a pristine Lighthouse Hingeless
Specialty album, various odds & ends
including a nice little German States
collection and much more

2621

SB 3,000.00

*0

PREMIUM STAMP SELECTION with
values to $1000 each. F-VF

2622
SB 3,000.00

*0

HUGE INTERNATIONAL SELECTION,
COMPLETE SHEETS, COMPLETE SETS,
VIRTUALLY ALL-MINT, and stored in a
large carton and waiting for an enthusiastic
philatelist to explore. The selection
includes a stockbook dedicated to St.
Pierre & Miquelon with a catalogue value
well over $3,000, a stockbook containing
Somalia from about 1960 onwards, an
impressive stockbook with good Italian
Colonies that will catalogue over $3,000, a
modern Isle of Man collection in a Harris
Album on quadrille album pages with a
face value in the realm of £350, a variety of
material on loose album pages including
some modern PRC and South American
areas, and a box of mostly Israeli booklets,
and three mint sheet files containing mainly
British Commonwealth complete sheets
and souvenir sheets. The group overall
carries a catalogue value of well over
$12,000 in virtually all-mint, high quality
material, typically VERY FINE, og, NH

2623

SB 2,200.00

*0

ALL MINT, ALL NH INTERNATIONAL
SELECTION OF THOUSANDS of different
sets, souvenir sheets, blocks and
mini-sheets. The selection is stored in three
filing boxes filled glassines organized by
country, and covers most areas in the "C"
to "G" range of nations, including better
areas like Republic of China, People's
Republic of China, French Antarctic
Territory, British areas and much more with
decent coverage of the 20th century. The
selection easily catalogues over $10,000 in
mint, VERY FINE, og, NH material.

2624

SB 2,500.00

*

HIGH QUALITY ALL-MINT, NH BLOCK
AND SET SELECTION OF THOUSANDS,
stored neatly in glassines and organized by
country of origin in three filing boxes. The
selection features hundreds of issues from
places like St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Samoa,
Sierra Leone, Tanzania, Korea, Laos,
Malaysia and more, including souvenir
sheets and some Back-of-the-book. Most
items duplicated several times. Generally
VERY FINE, og, NH

2625

SB 2,500.00

*

THOUSANDS OF ALL MINT, ALL NH
20TH CENTURY  SETS AND SOUVENIR
SHEETS, and blocks, stored neatly in
glassines arranged by country in three filing
boxes. The selection contains material
from popular areas like Ireland, Jamaica,
Japan, Germany, and very good France
and French colonies. Most items are
duplicated several times, including many
beautiful souvenir sheets, and the group
holds a catalogue value over $10,000.
Generally VERY FINE, og, NH

2626

SB 2,500.00

*

MINT MODERN INTERNATIONAL - An
extensive lot of several thousand mint
modern issues, housed in two large
cartons, from around the globe primarily
with the focus on Commonwealth and
former Soviet Republics. The lot includes
very little to no duplication and includes
hundreds of miniature and souvenir sheets
as well as complete sheets of stamps as
issued. This is very diverse selection that
would surely appeal to collectors with
broad range of interests in modern
philately, the selection primarily deals with
last couple decades of the 20th century,
provided they have interests in stamps of
Commonwealth, French Community, or
European countries that emerged from
former Soviet Union or Yugoslavia, VERY
FINE, og, NH

2627

SB 2,500.00

*

CARTON SIZED SELECTION OF
DIVERSE SPECIALTY ALBUMS. Nine
large specialty volumes and loose items.
Featuring three volume Portuguese
Colonies collection of thousands, a two
volume British Commonwealth collection, a
nice India collection and more. Additionally,
the loose material has small collection gifts
and premium items including a small
Roman States collection that catalogues a
couple of thousand dollars on its own (we
scanned only the India which resembles
one or two of the nice volumes)

2628

SB 2,500.00

*0

COUNTRY SELECTIONS with four
countries represented in four stockbooks,
in  a box. Noted are mainly mint
Liechtenstein, mint and used Switzerland to
1991, Belgium, and  Austria with mint
#958-76, B50-56 (NH), B57-65, B156-64
(NH), B264-67, and others. Gen. VERY
FINE, or better, mint og, most are NH

2629

SB 3,000.00

*0

2630 *0 DISORGANIZED AMALGAM of many
hundreds of mint and used sets and
singles, etc., with some on pages but most
in glassines. Among the more noticeable
highlights are Brazil #364-74, 2330a (sheet
of 12), Denmark #C1-5, Ethiopia #278-80 &
C21-22, Foochow #1-11, Greece #639-48,
Hungary #B80-87 (NH), B148a-50a,
C158-65 (imperf pairs), C2 (block of three
with blank label), Italy #42 (regummed),
C23-26, C40-41 (NH), C127-28 (NH),
Liechtenstein #238, PRC #756-57 (blocks
of nine), 850-54 (blocks of four), San
Marino #183-84, B1-2, C127 (sheet of
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four), UN #38, Netherlands #80, used #4-6,
B54-57, Switzerland #8 (3), 10, 12, and
more. This likely only scratches the surface
as there is a group of large and small
Hermes Heads, some Occupation issues
from all over, a group of pages of France,
stocks of Austria, some Portugal, and much
more. Gen. VERY FINE, mint og, some
scattered NH SB 3,000.00

DIVERSE INTERNATIONAL SELECTION -
AN EXCITING VARIETY stored neatly
mostly on stock pages with some light
duplication interspersed. The collection
features good British areas including British
Africa, Falkland Islands, and more, plus
extensive Germany, mostly post-war, and
others. The collection features a variety of
premium material throughout including
noted, and is worth checking out the scans.
Typically VERY FINE, og most NH

2631

SB 2,500.00

*0

HIGH QUALITY SIX VOLUME
MULTINATIONAL SELECTION, compiled
neatly in well organized binders on a
combination of specialized and homemade
album pages and stockpages. Each area
covered typically begins with wonderful,
high quality 19th century material followed
by very strong early 20th century, with very
strong coverage to about 1980. The
selection features an exciting array of
material, including excellent British,
French, Italian, Portuguese areas and
much more, including Back-of-the-book
and excellent premium. The selection
includes binders devoted to "A" countries,
"C" through "D", "E" through "G", "H"
through "I", "J" through "L", and a nice
volume dedicated to the
Kenya-Uganda-Tanganyika area. We
scanned the "A" volume to illustrate the
overall group. Generally VERY FINE, mint
og, many NH

2632

SB 2,250.00

*0

HIGH QUALITY INTERNATIONAL CARD
SELECTION PACKED WITH PREMIUM,
stored neatly on Scott numbered stock
cards and in glassines. The selection
features wonderful material from around
the world including good 19th and early
20th century from each area including Italy,
Japan, Korea, some China, very good
Austria, Portugal and Colonies, and more
including premium sets and singles like
used Japan #14, mint U.S. #E12, and used
#26, used Guatemala #6, and mint
#C13-C28, used Lombardy-Venetia #4, 5,
9, 10, used Austria #1, 9-11, 9b, 10a,
12-16, 18, 21-24, 27-33, P1, and mint #27,
33, B57-B65, B66-B70, C23-C31, mint
Austrian Offices in Turkey #1a, 2, and used
#8-13, mint Austrian Offices in Crete #8a,
9, 21, and used #22, used Netherlands
#40-49, used Montenegro #1, mint Mexico
#184-188, used Luxembourg #42 (pair),
used Sweden #28-38, O6, O8, used
Belgium #1-2, 2 (pair), 17, 9-12, used
Brazil #79-81, used Australia #96-97, used
Denmark #25-34, mint China #16, mint
Macao #11, used Chile #2, 6, used
Romania #53-59, and much more, all
together holding a catalogue value over
$12,000 and generally VERY FINE, mint
og, many NH

2633

SB 2,250.00

*0

2634 *0 MASSIVE INTERNATIONAL
ACCUMULATION contained in seven large
cartons and covering an extremely diverse
geographical area and time period. The lot
combines thousands of mint and used

international stamps, some neatly
organized in glassines by country in Scott
order some requiring some organization.
However large portion of the lot would be
organized in close to 40 volumes including
Scott International album from 1947,
number of more recent albums as well as
homemade binders. This is very much an
old school lot where the worldwide
collection never quite got to be shaped into
an organized collection, but there is a
mountain of material to work with. One
could even find couple hundred postcards
from early Canada and Newfoundland in
the mix! SB 2,500.00

MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL 'H' TO 'I' -
Very attractive and extensive international
collection of close to 5,000 different mint
and used issues covering countries in
alphabetic order from H to I organized on
some 300 homemade pages in a Minkus
Global binder. Practically every subsection
starts with a very early section, in most
cases in the 19th century, but as a rule the
focus of an entire collection is firmly on the
20th century, as most of the sub-sections
run well into the mid 1990s. Individually
biggest country sub-sections cover
Hungary, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Iran,
Israel, Italy, and Ivory Coast. The first half
and middle of the 20th century is
particularly attractive as it includes scores
of better semi-postal, airmail as well as
regular sets like Iran mint #448-463,
481-500, 871-875, 933-934, 941-946,
O41-O57, and many others, gen. VERY
FINE, mint og

2635

SB 2,500.00

*0

MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL
SELECTION - An extensive and diverse
international selection of couple thousand
different issues with strong theme of late
20th century Commonwealth issues.  The
core of the lot is essentially evenly split
group of some 200 counter stock pages
and Vario stock pages holding multitude of
mint sets, as well as other souvenir and
miniature sheets. The lot also includes
sparsely populated Scott Junior
International album, a pair of very detailed
albums dedicated to Argentina and Costa
Rica and other sub-selections. While the lot
should certainly appeal to collectors with
broad range of interests, late 20th century
British Commonwealth should most
certainly be among them, gen. VERY FINE,
mint og, many NH

2636

SB 2,500.00

*0

STOCKBOOKS - Accumulation of 18 full
stockbooks, with many thousands of mainly
used material, stuffed in two cartons.
Included is extensive coverage of Latin
America, with volumes full of Honduras,
Cuba, Peru, Bolivia, Panama/Canal Zone,
Salvador, Ecuador and Costa Rica, along
with sections of Netherlands, Germany,
Denmark and more. Gen. VERY FINE

2637

SB 3,000.00

*0

STOCKBOOK OF MANY HUNDREDS
strongest in British Commonwealth
including excellent Bahamas with values to
the £, good Canada & Newfoundland, Chile
& South America, Russia, Japan and more.
Very high catalogue value

2638

SB 2,500.00

*0

2639 * HIGH QUALITY ALL-MINT, NH BLOCK
AND SET SELECTION OF THOUSANDS,
stored neatly in glassines and organized by
country of origin in three filing boxes. The
selection features hundreds of issues from
places like  Ghana, Great Britain, Grenada,
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Grenada Grenadines, Antigua, Australia,
Poland, Portugal and much more. Very
strong in British Commonwealth, including
souvenir sheets and some
Back-of-the-book. Most items duplicated
several times. Generally VERY FINE, og,
NH SB 2,000.00

HIGH QUALITY, ALL MINT & NH
INTERNATIONAL SELECTION OF MANY
THOUSANDS - AUSTRIA & ANDORRA,
sorted neatly into glassines. The group
begins with a wonderful run of Austrian
issues that start with much better quality
19th century material and very strong
coverage to about 1940 with light to
moderate duplication up to about forty
times throughout. The selection also
features a similar group of Spanish
Andorra, French Andorra, and Guernsey.
High quality throughout and generally
VERY FINE, og, NH

2640

SB 2,000.00

*

THREE DEALER COUNTER BOXES filled
with a couple thousand mint sets and
booklets, with strength in Germany Area,
with German Colony sets to $200. Very
high quality. Very nice lot (current Scott
value $15,000)

2641

SB 2,000.00

*

WONDERFUL MOSTLY MINT
SELECTION OF A COUPLE THOUSAND
STAMPS with many $100 - $200 mint sets.
All VERY FINE, og, many NH

2642

SB 2,050.00

*

HIGH QUALITY INTERNATIONAL
COLLECTION in a nice Scott International
Album. The album covers nations "A"
through "E", including very good British
Commonwealth. Each area typically begins
with high quality 19th and early 20th
century material, followed by coverage to
about 1940 including Back-of-the-book.
Huge catalogue value and good premium
material throughout, generally VERY FINE,
mint og

2643

SB 2,000.00

*0

MANY THOUSANDS OF DIFFERENT IN
12 LARGE MOSTLY SCOTT ALBUMS
INCLUDING a very nice Italian Colonies
collection in a clean Scott Specialty Album,
a nice French Colonies collection in a Scott
Specialty album, a mint UN Collection in a
Scott Specialty album, a nice Romania
collection in a Lighthouse Hingeless
Specialty album, a nice mint Dutch
Colonies collection, a nice Poland
collection, a nice Spain collection in a clean
Scott Specialty album and more. High
quality albums and stamps

2644

SB 2,000.00

*0

MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL
1840-1940 Mint and used collection of
roughly 1,500 different issues covering the
first century on philately showcasing
countries from Lebanon to Zanzibar
housed in alphabetic order in Scott
International album. The collection is
mostly mint and includes a diverse range of
countries as some of the strongest
sub-sections would include French
Community with highly complete early mint
sub-collections of Martinique, New
Caledonia, Reunion, St. Pierre & Miquelon,
right alongside Russia (with mint airmail
sets) or issues of Palestine and Turkey.
This the type of collection that could easily
form a good core for early international
collection or enhance an existing one, gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH (We
scanned only a small sample selection of
better pages)

2645

SB 2,000.00

*0

MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL An
expansive and diverse international
selection contained in an attractive group of
five Lighthouse albums with slipcases, two
White Ace albums also with slipcases, and
two mammoth sized volumes dedicated to
Bureau Souvenir Cards. While the
selection covers a wide variety of
topics/countries Canada/Philatelic Shows/
Commemoratives of Great Britain/early
20th century Europe, but either way US
philately would be at the core of the lot as
best Lighthouse and a pair of White Ace
albums are dedicated to US entirely.
Particular attention is dedicated to
American back-of-the-book section with
premium high value airmails like #C1-C3
and C4-C6, C18 and many others. The lot
essentially represents a high quality
accumulation that international collectors
tend to accumulate over the lifetime of
collecting, but of distinctly higher grade,
gen. VERY FINE, mint og (We scanned
only one Lighthouse album containing
back-of-the-book US section)

2646

SB 2,000.00

*0

MODERN INTERNATIONAL SELECTION -
Very nice virtually all mint never hinged
selection of thousands of stamps from a
diverse group of countries mostly covering
the late decades of the 20th century and
going well into the 21st century, sheets and
booklets from Germany and France would
add up to couple hundred € in postal face
value alone. France certainly forms
somewhat of a core within the lot and
numerous complete sheets from 1990,
including numerous airmails, and
possession stamps like Polynesia or St.
Pierre & Miquelon are included in large
quantities. The lot includes hundreds of
mint never hinged sheets from former
French and British colonial subjects.
Duplication levels vary throughout, but are
generally manageable and in many cases
caused in inclusion of complete sheets or
large blocks rather than single duplicates.
Worldwide collectors of modern philately
should appreciate this lot as it covers a
very broad range of topics, including many
modern more obscure rarities like
Australian complete books 'Australian
Legends of The Written Word' and
'Australian Legends of Football' among
many others with limited duplication, VERY
FINE, mint og, most NH

2647

SB 2,000.00

*0

SEVEN HIGH QUALITY SPECIALIZED
COLLECTIONS, each stored in a neatly
organized binder housing both album
pages and stock pages. Each area covered
typically begins with high quality 19th
century material followed by strong
coverage of the early to mid 20th century,
up to about 1980 with light duplication and
premium throughout. The group includes
wonderful, high quality collections with
specialty material like blocks and a few
better covers, in specialized binders for
France, Hong Kong, Luxembourg, Greece,
Mexico, Netherlands, Finland, and a
smaller stockbook with 20th century Great
Britain. An exciting opportunity to acquire a
diverse group of highly desirable material,
generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

2648

SB 2,000.00

*0

2649 *0 SIX VOLUME INTERNATIONAL
SELECTION WITH FRANCE, GERMANY,
& JAPAN, stored in a set of six well
organized binders, each typically beginning
with high quality 19th and early 20th
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century material with good coverage to
about 1980, including Back-of-the-book.
Each binder starts off on specialized album
pages, followed by well organized
stockpages that feature extras and
specialty items like better covers, blocks
and souvenir sheets. The group features
binders dedicated to France, Germany in a
nice Scott Specialty Album, Japan, Cyprus,
and Romania, and the final binder provides
coverage of "B" nations, including very
good British Commonwealth and more.
High quality material throughout with a
catalogue value over $8,000, generally
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH SB 2,000.00

STOCK OF ABOUT 6500 DIFFERENT
UNITS. Largely complete mint sets and
largely Europe, British Commonwealth,
Germany, France, and Great Britain, all
neatly identified and sorted in Scott
numbered order with sets to $100 and
more. Includes better Souvenir Sheets and
various odds & ends. All VERY FINE, og,
mostly NH. We estimated the catalogue
value to be about $20,000.

2650

SB 2,000.00

*0

TEN SPECIALIZED COLLECTIONS -
MANY THOUSANDS OF HIGH QUALITY
stamps stored and organized neatly in a
set of 10 specialized albums and binders.
The group features a diverse array of
material from each area typically including
lovely 19th and early 20th century material
followed by strong coverage to about 1970,
including a nice Belgium collection in a
Minkus Specialized album, Austria in a
Scott Specialty album, a Minkus
Specialized album containing Argentina
and Uruguay, and binders featuring album
pages and stock pages with equally good
material from Bulgaria, Brazil, Algeria,
Ireland, Italy, Belgium, and Argentina. High
catalogue value, generally VERY FINE,
mint og, many NH

2651

SB 2,000.00

*0

PROBABLY 75,000 STAMPS neatly
arranged by country & era, strong
Germany, Japan, & more. Catalog over
$30,000.

2652

SB 2,000.00

0

PREMIUM MINT BRITISH EMPIRE
SELECTION. All VERY FINE, og (a few
used), high catalogue value

2653

SB 2,000.00

*

2654 * MINT MODERN INTERNATIONAL - Very
attractive and eye-catching selection of
some 500 different lots from all over the
globe arranged in five binders in alphabetic
order covering countries from Afghanistan
to New Hebrides. Most of the lots are
souvenir and miniature sheets, an odd
complete booklet, strips and blocks of
stamps, and most notably an appealing
group of footnoted material. Generally the
whole lot is focused on the last couple of
decades of the 20th century and very early
21st century. Besides the albums with
souvenir and miniature sheets the lot
includes very nice selection of mint modern
Hong Kong, 1990s to early 2000s mainly
blocks of 4 and souvenir sheets. Each lot is
in Scott identified counter stock card, and
one could expect to find gold foil sheets
from Equatorial Guinea or Comoro Islands,
or Chinese #722-727 in sheets  of 25 (rare
exception to otherwise modern lot), imperfs
from Chad, along with deluxe proofs from
Latin American countries and much more.
The duplication levels are very low and
thus the lot should appeal to worldwide
collectors interested in modern philately,

VERY FINE, og, NH SB 2,000.00

OVER 2,200 ALL MINT ALL NH BLOCKS
AND SOUVENIR SHEETS, and some
single sets, stored in glassines and
organized by country of issue, in three filing
boxes. The selection consists of popular
areas like Russia, Ryukyu Islands, St.
Helena, an entire box dedicated to
mid-20th century British Omnibus issues,
and more, most duplicated several times.
High quality, high catalogue value and
generally VERY FINE, og, NH

2655

SB 1,700.00

*

SEVEN VERY NICE SPECIALIZED
COUNTRY COLLECTION IN PRISTINE
SPECIALTY ALBUMS including an
excellent Greece collection of more than a
thousand different stamps in a Scott
Specialty album, Lebanon in a Scott
Specialty album, a very nice Portugal
collection in a Kabe Specialty album, a very
nice mint Greenland collection in a
Lighthouse Hingeless Specialty album, a
strong Egypt collection in a Minkus
Specialty album and more. Very high
quality. VERY FINE

2656

SB 2,000.00

*0

VERY NICE SELECTION OF HUNDREDS
OF BRITISH COMMONWEALTH including
good Australian states, several thousand
dollars catalogue value of Cape of Good
Hope and much more. F-VF

2657

SB 2,000.00

*0

AIRMAILS OF THE WORLD - One of the
most popular specialties 60 years ago were
Airmails of the World. Growing up in a
world defined by the Wright Bros and
Lindbergh, collectors in the 1940-1970
period enjoyed the airmail special service
stamps that had revolutionized
transportation and communication. And the
Scott Publishing company issued beautiful
brown-bindered specialty albums for world
wide Airmails. This lot contains five
different pristine Airmail specialty albums
containing thousands of stamps. The
albums are all 60-80 years old and look like
they were published yesterday. Many better
stamps and sets and overall a very high
quality collection in the finest albums Scott
ever produced.

2658

SB 2,000.00

*0

EXTENSIVE, NEARLY ALL-MINT
INTERNATIONAL SELECTION OF
THOUSANDS of different sets, blocks,
souvenir sheets and mini-sheets, neatly
organized within individually Scott
numbered glassines and filed into three
boxes. The selection consists of mostly
20th century material from around the
world, from fascinating and highly desirable
places like the British Caribbean, French
areas like Monaco and New Caledonia,
and much more. High quality throughout
with a catalogue value over $6,000,
generally VERY FINE, og, NH

2659

SB 1,750.00

*0

2660 *0 HIGH QUALITY 11 VOLUME
INTERNATIONAL COLLECTION, put
together with care by the original collector.
The collection consists of a lovely
international volume in a 1930 edition Scott
International Album in very good condition
for its age, including used U.S. 230-237,
551-573, and good German States. The
remainder of the collection is in the form of
specialized binders, each beginning with
collections on album pages followed by
high quality duplicates on stock pages,
including specialized binders for
Czechoslovakia, Albania, Denmark,
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Venezuela, Tunisia, Syria, a large Hungary
collection, Switzerland, a nice U.S.
collection in a White Ace album with good
early 20th century, and a second
Czechoslovakia collection in a Minkus
Specialty Album. High quality throughout
with a catalogue value well over $8,000 SB 1,750.00

HIGH QUALITY DISORGANIZED
SELECTION OF THOUSANDS, very nice
group, loads of better British sets and
singles, better US and good Worldwide.
Nearly all better stamps in need of an
organizing hand. High quality high
catalogue value (scans are an example of
the group spread out onto a table)

2661

SB 2,000.00

*0

HUGE INTERNATIONAL COLLECTION
OF TENS OF THOUSANDS of different
stamps from around the world. The group,
stored in a large carton, features a
stockbook of over a thousand Japanese
Prefecture issues, a nice two-volume U.S.
collection in a pair of Harris albums
including good Banknote and other better
19th century and a three volume worldwide
collection easily holding over 40,000
stamps in Harris International albums.
Huge catalogue value, typically high quality
and generally VERY FINE, mint og, many
NH

2662

SB 2,000.00

*0

INTERNATIONAL SELECTION - Very
diverse international selection of over
5,000 different mint and used issues
primarily focused on the first half of the
20th century. Large portion of the stamps
are housed in stock books with Scott
numbers indicated and subsections
organized by country. The lot includes a
very diverse range of countries from
Russia, Belgium, Netherlands, Malta (two
volumes) to Latin American continent,
includes an extensive selection of
Paraguay with high value sheets like
Paraguay #629a (4), and British as well as
French colonial possessions. In total the lot
includes over a dozen different countries
with most of them containing 200-500
stamps each with practically no duplication,
gen. VERY FINE, mint og

2663

SB 1,750.00

*0

INTERNATIONAL COLLECTION
SLOVENIA TO TONGA  -  An extensive
mint and used collection of roughly 5,000
different issues organized on some 300
homemade pages in a Minkus Global
Stamp album binder. The collection
generally starts for every country with very
early period, but the focus of the collection
is certainly on the 20th century as issues of
every country are traced well into the mid
1990s. Individually some of the largest
subsections include South Africa, Spain,
Sudan, Sweden, Switzerland, Thailand,
and Togo. An attractive feature of the
collection is that an extensive
back-of-the-book section nicely
compliments the regular issues, namely
Swiss or Spanish semi-postal and airmail
issues, gen. VERY FINE, mint og

2664

SB 2,000.00

*0

2665 *0 INTERNATIONAL COLLECTION 'J' to 'M' - 
Massive album of some 300 pages with
close to 5,000 different mint and used
issues covering a diverse list of countries in
alphabetic order from Jamaica to Malta.
Collection covers diverse geographical
area and an extensive time period as every
country sub-section begins with the earliest
stamps from that particular country and
almost without fail goes to the last decade

of the 20th century. Individually some of the
largest country sub-sections include
Jamaica, Kenya, Korea, Laos, Lebanon,
Liberia, Libya, Macao, Malta and many
others in between, gen. VERY FINE, og SB 2,000.00

INTERNATIONAL COLLECTION 'P' TO 'S' 
- An extensive collection of close to 5,000
different issues organized on some 300
Scott numbered homemade pages,
contained within Master Global binder. The
collection includes large national
subsections from Paraguay, Peru,
Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Romania,
Russia, Rwanda, St. Helena, St. Lucia,
Salvador, San Marino, Singapore and
number of smaller country sections in
between covering the period from the 19th
century to the late decades of the 20th
century. This is an expansive collection that
should appeal to collectors with very broad
range of interests, but with a firm focus on
Latin American or European philately, gen.
VERY FINE, mint og

2666

SB 2,000.00

*0

INTERNATIONAL COLLECTION 'F' TO 'H' 
- Very nice mostly mint collection of close
to 5,000 different issues covering countries
in alphabetic order from France to
Honduras organized on Scott numbered
homemade pages in a Master Global
binder. The collection starts with a very
strong French national sub-section
combining 19th century early stamps with a
very comprehensive first half of the 20th
century section, particularly number of
premium semi-postal issues from the
period. Then carries off into French colonial
section with French Morocco, French
Guyana, Gabon and others, as the
collection changes to British undertones
with Ghana, Gold Coast and of course
Great Britain. Essentially the collection is
largely focused on the two colonial
powerhouses of Europe and their
numerous colonial subjects and should
appeal to collectors with broad range of
interests, ideally with French or British
interests of some sort, gen. VERY FINE,
mint og

2667

SB 2,000.00

*0

INTERNATIONAL SELECTION,
VIRTUALLY ALL MINT, ALL NH SHEETS
& SETS, stored on stock pages and in two
large mint sheet filing cases and a small
collection of the popular Belgian Parcel
Post issues, including #Q1-Q6, Q15, and
#Q16-Q28. The selection features
complete unfolded mint sheets from all
over the world with good French and British
areas, South America, and more with
coverage typically sticking to the mid-20th
century. The sheets are filed topically,
creating an opportunity for quick and easy
resale, and the stockpages carry over
2,000 different international stamps. High
quality and catalogue value, most mint and
generally VERY FINE, og, NH

2668

SB 1,750.00

*0

2669 *0 MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL  -
Massive international lot housed in some
eleven volumes covering a very diverse
group of subjects. One could look forward
to French definitive issues from the late
19th century and first half of the 20th
century, right along with US
back-of-the-book issues boasting Ducks
from the 1930s, Special Delivery stamps,
Revenues, as well as Cut Squares and
much more, while at the same time
Commonwealth presence is noticeable
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throughout. The British portion of the lot
also includes early Great Britain with
number of high value sets from the late
19th century/early 20th century, but by far
most of the lot is focused on the second
half of the 20th century. This is a very
broad lot with many different sides to it,
even couple of Scott albums with 20th
century Japanese stamps, so essentially it
would appeal to collectors with equally
broad range of interests, gen. VERY FINE,
mint og, many NH SB 2,000.00

PHILATELY WAS A VERY DIFFERENT
HOBBY IN THE 1870s This collection is in
a excellent condition 1877 edition of the
Scott world wide album and contains many
hundreds of generally premium stamps. As
was the custom  , the stamps were pasted
down (in its earliest days, collectors had no
thoughts of resale and little feel as to
quality. Enormous catalog value and
includes items like a nice selection of
German nineteenth century locals that are
seldom seen today

2670

SB 2,000.00

*0

VERY NICE COLLECTION OF
THOUSANDS TO 1940 in a single Gibbons
New Ideal album. Includes excellent
Canada with many better mint, good British
throughout and many other better
countries. We scanned a few of the better
pages - perhaps six pages of the
thousands that are in the collection. Very
nice lot with very high catalogue value

2671

SB 2,000.00

*0

AMAZING "A"s - WONDERFUL
COLLECTION of a couple thousand
stamps to 1940 on Scott pages of "A"
countries with excellent Afghanistan,
Alexandretta, Azerbaijan, Alaouites,
Andorra, Albania, Algeria, Angola, Antigua,
Armenia, Ascension, Australia, Austria and
more. Many $50 and up stamps. Very high
catalogue value. Mostly VERY FINE

2672

SB 1,500.00

*0

ALL MINT, ALL NH INTERNATIONAL
SELECTION OF THOUSANDS, stored
neatly in glassines and four filing boxes,
with value in the thousands of different
modern sets and souvenir sheets and
topical packets. The selection provides
20th century coverage of desirable places
like Bahamas, Bhutan, Bosnia, Bulgaria,
Iceland, and more. A nice selection with a
catalogue value over $5,000, generally
VERY FINE, og, NH

2673

SB 1,500.00

*0

BRITISH EMPIRE - HIGH QUALITY
COLLECTION, ALL "A" TO "G" countries
covered in a very nice Minkus Global
Album, including highly desirable and
valuable areas like Antigua including mint
#2 and #77-80, Ascension including mint
#44-49, Bahamas including mint #116-129,
and much more including British Honduras,
British Solomon Islands, Cayman Islands,
Ceylon, Cyprus, Dominica, Fiji, Ghana and
others. High quality throughout, mostly mint
and generally VERY FINE, mint og, some
NH

2674

SB 1,500.00

*0

COLLECTION OF MANY HUNDREDS TO
1940 ON SCOTT pages including excellent
Fiume, Finland, Falkland Islands, Fernando
Po, Ethiopia, Estonia, Eritrea, great Egypt
and more. Very high catalogue value and
many elusive stamps

2675

SB 1,500.00

*0

2676 *0 HIGH QUALITY INTERNATIONAL
COLLECTION OF THOUSANDS of
different stamps neatly organized in a high

quality Scott International Volume One.
The collection features good U.S., Great
Britain, France, Germany, British
Commonwealth, China and much more. A
wonderfully diverse collection packed with
premium and generally VERY FINE, mint
og, many NH SB 1,500.00

HIGH QUALITY INTERNATIONAL
SELECTION OF THOUSANDS of different
stamps. The selection features a stockbook
with several thousand different Japanese
issues, several small boxes with booklets
and blocks, a war rations and postal saving
selection in a stockbooks, a U.S. Airmail
collection with used #C1-C6 on Scott
pages, a group of German Bundespost
FDC's with some other areas, a Bhutan
collection on Scott album pages, and about
$800 in modern U.S. postage. A nice,
varied group with some good premium
material and good, useable U.S. postage.
Generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

2677

SB 1,500.00

*0

HUNDREDS OF BETTER STAMPS IN A
STOCKBOOK with good Austria, Germany
& German Colonies and more. High quality
and high catalogue value

2678

SB 1,500.00

*0

INTERNATIONAL COLLECTION 'B' TO 'C'
-  An extensive mint and used collection of
close to 5,000 different issues starting with
Belgium's back-of-the-book issues and
going all the way to Chad in an alphabetic
order housed in a massive album of some
300 homemade pages in a Master Global
binder. The collection combines a diverse
group of countries like Belgium, Dahomey,
Bolivia, Brazil, Bulgaria, Cameroun,
Canada, and Cayman Islands with good
few smaller country sub-section in
between. Period covered is just as diverse
as the collection mostly starts with issues
from the 19th century and almost without a
fail goes all the way to the late decades of
the 20th century. All the national
subsections include scores of
back-of-the-book issues and souvenir
sheets that compliment the regular sets
very nicely, gen. VERY FINE, mint og

2679

SB 1,500.00

*0

INTERNATIONAL COLLECTION 'C' TO 'F' 
- Very nice and extensive mint and used
collection of roughly 5,000 different stamps
with primary focus on Latin America and
Europe covering countries like Chile,
Colombia, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia,
Denmark, Ecuador, Egypt, Ethiopia,
Finland and numerous others in between
organized in alphabetic order. Time period
covered is just as diverse as geography of
the lot, as most country sub-sections start
with 19th century issues and go all the way
to the late decades of the 20th century. The
lot is housed on some 300 homemade,
Scott numbered pages, in a Master Global
binder and should appeal to collectors with
equally broad range of interests, gen.
VERY FINE, mint og

2680

SB 1,500.00

*0

2681 *0 INTERNATIONAL COLLECTION 'T' TO 'Z'
- Large international mint and used
collection of close to 5,000 different issues
organized on Scott numbered homemade
pages housed in a Master Global binder
covering countries in alphabetic order from
Transvaal to Zululand. The collection is
primarily focused on the issues from the
first half of the 20th century and includes
stamps from Trieste, Tristan Da Cunha,
Tunis, Turkey, Turks & Caicos Islands,
Uruguay, Vatican, Vietnam, Yugoslavia,
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Zanzibar and others. While the collection
covers a very diverse range of countries
geographically, as well as period wise
since great number of 19th century stamps
stand side by side with issues from the late
20th century, British and French colonial
themes form a core of the collection. Within
the country sub-sections many of them
include an appealing selection of
back-of-the-book issues that compliment
the regular issues nicely. This is a very
diverse lot that should appeal to collectors
with an equally diverse range of interests,
gen. VERY FINE, mint og SB 1,500.00

INTERNATIONAL COLLECTION - An
impressive, gargantuan international
collection of close to 20,000 mint and used
stamps contained in one Senior Statesman
volume spanning some 700 pages. The
collection covers an entire globe in
alphabetic order going from Aden to
Luxembourg mostly with a focus on the
middle of the 20th century. Geographically
the collection covers practically every
continent with numerous post colonial
subjects of Britain and France well
presented, gen. VERY FINE, mint og (We
scanned the first 100 pages, only 1/7 of the
lot as it gives good indication of the rest)

2682

SB 1,500.00

*0

INTERNATIONAL MINT & USED
COLLECTION - Very nice virtually all mint
collection of close to 2,000 different issues
covering the 1940s housed in a Scott
International album. The collection is
especially focused on the French theme
with exceptional quality French semi-postal
and airmail issues from the 1940s and
French oversea territories especially
French Oceania, Reunion, and St. Pierre &
Miquelon. Other sub-section include
interesting additions too like Russia or
Commonwealth, but certainly French
motive is at the core of this collection,
VERY FINE, mint og, most NH (We
scanned only a sample selection of better
pages)

2683

SB 1,500.00

*0

LARGE CARTON FILLED WITH TENS OF
THOUSANDS OF STAMPS mostly various,
mostly Foreign Collection pieces and stock
with strong British & Latin America,
thousands of early Russia on stockpages,
nice selection of early to modern Brazil, US
including mint & Revenues and much
more. Low five figure Scott value

2684

SB 1,500.00

*0

MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL -
Collection of close to 5,000 different issues
covering countries from Mexico to Papua
New Guinea organized on homemade
Scott numbered pages in Minkus Global
binder. This is an extensive mostly mint
collection with focus on the first half and
middle of the 20th century, even though
most countries start in the 19th century and
go well into the last decade of the 20th
century, and covers in good detail countries
like Mexico, Monaco, Mozambique,
Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua,
Norway and great number of smaller
sub-sections in between. The collection
includes number of colonial possessions
be it Commonwealth, French Community,
or Portuguese possessions. Collectors with
broad range of interests would certainly
find this lot very attractive, gen. VERY
FINE, mint og

2685

SB 1,500.00

*0

2686 *0 MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL - Nice
mint and used collection of close to 5,000

different issues from all over the globe
primarily focused on the first half of the
20th century housed in four Scott
International albums. The collection does
cover an entire world from Aden to
Zanzibar, but essentially is more focused
on European powers including colonial
issues and then independent Latin
American states as well, gen. VERY FINE,
mint og (We scanned the first 100 pages of
the first volume that gives a good insight
into the whole lot) SB 1,500.00

MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL An
immense international selection contained
in three large cartons primarily focused on
the first half and middle of the 20th century
and covering literally the whole globe. The
selection/collection is an expansive effort,
containing dozens of volumes, mostly
stockbooks, but also includes Regent
World album or teeny tiny Scott Imperial
album from 1925. Throughout the whole lot
the theme of British Commonwealth is
certainly at the core with numerous
stockbooks containing mint sets, mostly
from the middle of the century. The lot is
very diverse and includes even a variety of
currencies from the period, complete
sheets in sheet files (dozen of files) and
great number of other curiosity items. This
is the type of lot that has a lot to offer, yet
the collector never got around to organizing
it in proper manner. Duplication is to be
expected, but even though high in most
cases would not be overwhelming, possibly
with exception of cigar boxes filled with
stamps, gen. VERY FINE, mint og, many
NH

2687

SB 1,500.00

*0

NICE SPECIALTY ALBUM COLLECTION
including Austria in three volumes and
including #1-5, excellent Offices Abroad,
three volumes of Czechoslovakia including
very strong Semi-postals, a volume of
Hong Kong, a volume of Honduras and
more. Very high quality and catalogue
value. VERY FINE

2688

SB 1,500.00

*0

PREMIUM BRITISH COMMONWEALTH
SELECTION - All higher value stamps

2689
SB 1,500.00

*0

SCOTT INTERNATIONAL TO 1940 J-Z
COUNTRIES - Many thousands - really
nice

2690

SB 1,500.00

*0

VERY NICE LARGE CARTON
SELECTION OF THOUSANDS including a
very nice Germany collection to 1945 in a
pristine Lighthouse Hingeless Specialty
album, a very nice Malayan States
collection of many hundreds on album
pages, a Switzerland collection in a
specialty album, a GDR stock of thousands
in a box in Scott numbered glassines, two
volumes of Romania, various stock pages
and collections including World Wide
advertising label se-tenant collection and
more

2691

SB 1,500.00

*0

SIX COLLECTIONS IN HIGH QUALITY
SPECIALTY ALBUMS including a very nice
British Europe collection in a Scott
Specialty album, a British American
collection in a Scott Specialty album, a nice
mint Israel mint tabs collection in a Scott
Specialty album, 2 volume mint Channel
Islands collection in Schaubek Specialty
albums and a small Ireland collection in a
Lighthouse Hingeless Specialty album.
VERY FINE, og

2692

SB 1,500.00
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INTERNATIONAL MINT SHEETS - An
impressive and extensive mint selection of
hundreds of complete sheets of 25 or 50
from all around the world primarily from
1950 and 1980. The selection is housed in
a large mint sheet file with particular
attention to Middle East and Latin
American states, with especially appealing
subsection of Liberian imperf sheets.
Overall the selection would add up over
$11,000 in catalog value and includes such
complete sets in sheets like Afghanistan
#604-608/C23-C25 (4 sheets of 25 each),
Brazil #1210-1213 (1 sheet of 45 each),
Egypt #273-277 (one sheet of 50 each),
Jordan #435 (complete sheets of 40),
446-453 (sheets of 25 each), Liberia
#408-409/C151 (imperf sheets of 25),
413/C157-C158 (imperf sheets of 25 each),
415-417 (imperf sheets of 25 each),
418-420 (imperfs sheets of 25 each),
Mexico #C308, VERY FINE, go, NH

2693

SB 1,250.00

*

SOUVENIR SHEETS AND BOOKLETS -
MINT SELECTION of hundreds with
individual sheets to several hundred dollars
each. Considerable catalogue value. VERY
FINE, og, NH

2694

SB 1,250.00

*

CINDERELLAS, TELEGRAPHS AND NON
SCOTT LISTED - Several thousand
different. VERY FINE

2695

SB 1,250.00

*0

HEAVY MAN-VERY HEAVY  Four large
cartons filled with 38 of the heaviest
binders we've ever sold  (except for the
time we sold that "Lead on Stamps"
thematic collection ). This lot has 38
albums, each crammed with hundreds
world wide mint  of sets and mint souvenir
sheets totaling many thousands of
complete mint worldwide sets and souvenir
sheets. Lots of material and lots of heavy
acetate stock pages as well. (we hope that
you've come away from this lot knowing
three things well-this lot has thousands of
stamps and souvenir sheets. It is in 38
large volumes. And it is heavy-very heavy,

2696

SB 1,250.00

*0

EIGHT LARGE VOLUMES IN A LARGE
CARTON INCLUDING a very nice mostly
mint New Zealand & Dependencies
collection in a pristine Scott Specialty
album, a nice Worldwide collection of
thousands in a Gibbons album, useful
Germany & area stock in a stockbook, a
nice France collection in a Scott Hingeless
Specialty album, a very nice Brazil stock
anchored by many better Dom Pedros, a
nice Hong Kong stock, a US collection with
good Revenues and more. Very high
catalogue volume and high quality
collection

2697

SB 1,250.00

*0

FOUR SCOTT INTERNATIONAL
COLLECTIONS - Tens of thousands of
different in all, 3 of the volumes are
pre-1950. Quite a few better stamps

2698

SB 1,250.00

*0

HIGH QUALITY INTERNATIONAL
COLLECTION - MOSTLY FRENCH
COMMUNITY, stored in a nice Scott
Specialty Album. The collection features
many lovely areas with desirable premium
issues typically from firsts on to the
mid-20th century, including good Laos,
Martinique, Monaco, Saudi Arabia,
Thailand, Viet Nam and more with
premium. High quality throughout and
generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

2699

SB 1,250.00

*0

2700 *0 INTERNATIONAL SELECTION - Very nice

quality stock selection of close to 5,000
mostly mint stamps with very minimal
duplication covering a wide variety of
subjects. The selection includes numerous
Western European countries, an extensive
sub-section of French and British colonial
possessions, as well as number of Latin
American countries. Bulk of the selection is
mint with minimal duplication, in some
cases blocks of four stamps are included,
but essentially due to such low duplication
numbers and high ratio of mint material,
this selection should appeal greatly to
collectors with broad range of interest, as it
could significantly bolster an
international/worldwide collection, gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH SB 1,250.00

INTERNATIONAL SELECTION -  Very
diverse selection combining stamps from a
variety of countries and different time
periods contained in a large carton. The
selection includes half a dozen volumes
with one stock book dedicated to modern
Lesotho, one modern US plate blocks, and
others, it even includes a pair of beautiful
Palo hingeless albums with slipcases for
modern US, even if empty. However the
strength of the lot is in the variety of stamps
included in glassines, envelopes, and
stockpages not organized in albums or
stockbooks. One could encounter
individual high value standouts like US mint
#238, 288 (NH), 325, 326, 327, 373 (block
of 4), 612 (block of 4, NH), 616 (2 NH),
Czechoslovakia used #2136-2138 (8 sets
of imperf sheets), Greece mint #639-648
(9), Iceland mint #14, O66, used #14,
Russian offices in China, early Brazil and a
whole lot of mint French stamps from the
last two decades of the 20th century
(adding up to well over 2,000 Francs in
face value). Overall this is a good quality lot
but so diverse that it should appeal to
collectors that have equally broad range of
interests - the world! Gen. VERY FINE,
mint og, many NH

2701

SB 1,250.00

*0

LARGE CARTON SIZED SELECTION IN
10 LARGE VOLUMES, a small Thailand
collection in a Minkus Specialty album, a
nice Newfoundland collection, a very nice
mint Australia & Oceanic collection in a
Scott Specialty album, several stockbooks
including Thailand & Switzerland, several
hundred dollars US postage and more

2702

SB 1,250.00

*0

MIDDLE EAST - HIGH QUALITY
COLLECTION, featuring the issues of
Jordan, Iraq, Palestine, and more stored in
a very nice Scott Specialty Album. Each
area of the collection typically begins with
nice examples of first issues followed by
strong coverage of the nation through the
20th century to about 1970. High quality
throughout and generally VERY FINE, mint
og

2703

SB 1,250.00

*0

2704 *0 SCANDINAVIA - Mint and used collection
of sets, singles and such, with coverage
going to the 1970s, often on Minkus
Specialty album pages. Among the better
are mint Iceland #13, 27, 84, 164, C3,
C4-8, C9-11, CO1, O4, O12, used #15-20,
86-91, 92-96, 108-28, 130-38,144-48,
O5-9, O10-11, O13-19, mint Denmark
#C1-3, used #2, 3-5, 8, 11-15, 19, 25-34,
41-52, 65-69, 79-81, 82, 97-131, 164-75,
210-19, C6-10, O2, O9, O23, Greenland
#11-18, 20-21, 22, Finland #5, 9-10, 56,
Q6-9, mint #Q1-5, Sweden used #10-12,
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14, 17-27, 34a, 66, 194-96, 221, 248-62,
O1-2, O5, O8-11, O12-25, and more. Gen.
VERY FINE, mint og SB 1,500.00

TWO LARGE CARTONS FILLED WITH 8
LARGE SCOTT INTERNATIONAL
VOLUMES - mostly pre-1950 volumes,
many thousands, some better. Also, two
volumes of Israel

2705

SB 1,250.00

*0

[BETTER GROUP OF STAMPS,]
hundreds, very high catalogue value. Well
worth a look! With values to $1000 each

2706

SB 1,250.00

*0

[EXCELLENT PREMIUM SELECTION OF
HUNDREDS OF WONDERFUL] stamps,
with many values over &100 each. Nice
quality, virtually no duplicates, very nice
group

2707

SB 1,250.00

*0

[MOSTLY MINT - PREMIUM SELECTION
OF SEVERAL HUNDRED ITEMS] Very
strong in mint British

2708

SB 1,250.00

*0

MINT SPECIALIST SELECTION Very
attractive and highly specialized selection
of thousands of philatelic oddities, mostly
minor varieties listed in specialty catalogs
like Michel or footnoted in Scott catalogs,
from a diverse group of countries including
French and British former colonial subjects
as well as a list of independent Latin
American states. This is an expansive lot
with high degree of duplication and thus
should primarily appeal to dealers looking
to bolster their 20th century international
portfolio with a diverse spectrum of minor
varieties, changed colors, imperf sheets
and many others. The portion of the lot that
is listed in catalog adds up to some
$10,000 alone, then an inclusion of unlisted
specialty material should make this lot a
great find for those looking for breakdown
and resale potential. Just some of the
notable standouts include Haiti [\#1028-43
(complete sheets of 10),] Guinea
[\#235-238 (40 imperf sets),] and many
others, VERY FINE, og, NH

2709

SB 1,000.00

*

FOUR LARGE SCOTT INTERNATIONAL
VOLUMES IN A LARGE CARTON
contains many thousands of stamps
including a pretty good Russia section with
values in Empire & early Soviet periods,
good British including Straits Settlements,
and more.

2710

SB 1,000.00

*0

HIGH QUALITY INTERNATIONAL
SELECTION - Very Fine mint and used
international selection of several thousand
stamps with German Bund issues at the
core and very diverse international group
around it. Besides the German issues from
the 20th century, selection includes an
appealing group of British and French
overseas territories, Middle Eastern
countries and many others, VERY FINE,
mint og, many NH

2711

SB 1,250.00

*0

LARGE CARTON SIZED SELECTION with
nice large values including a nice British
Oceania collection in a Scott Specialty
album, a nice World Wide Collection, a
volume of tasteless hand painted U.S.
FDC's, a very nice World Wide collection in
a clean album with sets to $100, a decent
U.S. Cut Squares collection and more.
Considerable total catalogue value

2712

SB 1,000.00

*0

2713 *0 MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL
COLLECTION An extensive mint and used
collection of close to 4,000 different issues
from all over the globe organized in four

Scott International albums. The collection
covers a very diverse geographical area
and is somewhat loosely focused on the
1940s and 50s, but in numerous cases it
includes stamps from much earlier or later
period as well. However the period of WWII
and the decade following the end the
conflict is covered in greatest detail be it
European countries, former British or
French colonial subjects, or Latin American
states. This is the type of lot that certainly
presents a work in progress, but should
appeal to collectors with an equally broad
range of interests, gen. VERY FINE, mint
og SB 1,000.00

PREMIUM SELECTION2714 SB 1,000.00*0

VERY NICE COLLECTION OF
HUNDREDS to 1940 including Sweden,
Switzerland, Tannu Tuva, Thrace and
more. Very high catalogue value

2715

SB 1,000.00

*0

VERY NICE PREMIUM SELECTION OF
HUNDREDS including good Greece, San
Marino, Hungary and more. Very high
catalogue value and quality

2716

SB 1,000.00

*0

LARGE CARTON-SIZED SELECTION OF
MANY THOUSANDS - Largely on Scott
Specialty pages and in stockbooks
including various smaller country
collections including Germany & Area, a
very nice Portugal collection, various
specialized Third Reich and Ryukyus
groups and much more. High catalogue
value and very nice specialty interests

2717

SB 1,000.00

*0

GEOLOGY Very nice international mint
collection of close to 800 different issues
from around the globe in some way
covering the field of geology. Period wise
the collection is primarily covering the
second half of the 20th century.
Geographically the collection is mostly
focused on the European issues along with
Commonwealth, but includes numerous
Latin American and Asian countries as
well, VERY FINE, og, NH

2718

SB 900.00

*

MINT INTERNATIONAL BOOKLETS -
OVER 500 DIFFERENT booklets, mostly
stored in glassines. The selection features
mainly 20th century Europe, including
booklets from Aland, Faroe Islands,
Iceland, Sweden, U.N. Prestige Booklets,
and more. High quality throughout.

2719

SB 850.00

*

BRITISH ASIA - VERY NICE
COLLECTION OF MANY HUNDREDS in a
clean Scott Specialty album. Includes
Aden, Ceylon, Burma, Bahrain and more.
Well worth a look. VERY FINE, og

2720

SB 850.00

*0

HIGH QUALITY INTERNATIONAL
SELECTION - FEATURING PREMIUM
from places like Canada, U.S., Great
Britain, including a lovely used Great
Britain #1 (EXTREMELY FINE), stored in a
nice hardcover presentation folder, a stock
page with interesting U.S. WW2 ration
stamps, mint U.S. #231 (NH), 548-550
(NH), 560, 675, 677, 678, and used #63,
149, used Canada #15, 20, and much
more. High quality throughout and
generally VERY FINE, mint og, some NH

2721

SB 1,000.00

*0

2722 *0 INTERNATIONAL SELECTION An
interesting and very diverse international
selection of several hundred different
issues from around the globe covering an
extensive time period, as one could find
early stamps from Switzerland as well as
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modern selections from as recently as early
2000s like Polar Year booklet. Some of the
individual standouts within the selection
come from Republic of China, most notably
The Emperors Set (#1355-1358) from
1962, gen. VERY FINE, mint og, many NH
(We only scanned very small sample
portion as stamps are housed in a variety
of different holding mediums) SB 900.00

INTERNATIONAL SELECTION WITH
PREMIUM issues mainly stored on stock
pages. The selection consists of a diverse
variety of material from around the world
including good British areas, particularly
Canada including better Canadian Bill
Stamps, Gas & Electric, Customs, Excise,
Law, and a variety of Provincial revenue
issues. The selection also includes on
album pages mint Fiji #110-113, mint
Canada #211-216, mint Montserrat #85-88,
mint Gibraltar #100-103, mint Malta
#184-187, mint British Solomon Islands
#60-63, mint Nauru #31-34, a group of
Korean 19th century stamps on souvenir
cards, a town and railroad cancellation
study of German East Africa #24, and
others. High quality throughout all-around
and generally VERY FINE, mint og, many
NH

2723

SB 850.00

*0

PARAGUAY & CUBA - HIGH QUALITY
FOUR VOLUME STOCKBOOK
SELECTION OF THOUSANDS, generally
with light duplication and stored very neatly
in a set of four nice Scott numbered
hardcover stockbooks. The group provides
strong coverage of these two fascinating
areas, consisting of three volumes
dedicated to Paraguay and the fourth to
Cuba. Includes Back-of-the-book, souvenir
sheets, and premium material generally all
VERY FINE, mint og, most mint NH

2724

SB 850.00

*0

[MINT & USED ACCUMULATION] of at
least 2000 issues, in four stockbooks.
Noted are better like mint Belize
[#699-714,] along with better groups of
Austria, Ireland, Equatorial Guinea,
Switzerland, Cuba, Iraq, Dubai, Korea,
Dunes, and more. Gen. VERY FINE, mint
og, some NH (we scanned one volume)

2725

SB 850.00

*0

THE CARRIBEAN & BRITISH CENTRAL
AMERICA - HIGH QUALITY COLONIAL
COLLECTION, stored neatly in a binder on
Scott Specialty and Scott quadrille album
pages, with each area featuring very good,
high quality 19th century material followed
by strong coverage of the early 20th
century, up to 2010 including
Back-of-the-book in most cases. No
duplication. The collection features
wonderful material from places like
Antigua, The Bahamas, Barbados,
Bermuda, Belize, British Guiana, Canal
Zone, British Honduras, Danish West
Indies, St. Kitts, and St. Lucia, and includes
excellent premium sets and singles like
mint Antigua #5, used #4, mint Bahamas
#92-95, used Barbados #15, and
multitudes more. High quality throughout
and generally VERY FINE, mint og, many
NH

2726

SB 800.00

*0

2727 * PITCAIRN & FAROE ISLANDS - HIGH
QUALITY COLLECTION in a beautiful,
like-new Ka-Be Hingeless Specialty Album
without duplication. Both areas begin with
high quality examples of the first issues, in
1940 and 1975 respectively, and feature
nearly complete coverage to about 2001.

High quality throughout and generally
VERY FINE, og, NH SB 750.00

CARTON-SIZED SELECTION IN NINE
CLEAN SCOTT GREEN SPECIALTY
ALBUMS. Fairly basic collection in nice
Scott Specialty albums. VERY FINE

2728

SB 750.00

*0

VERY NICE SELECTION OF NEARLY
1000 RUSSIA AND NETHERLANDS. Very
high catalogue value. VERY FINE

2729

SB 750.00

*0

ABOUT 660 STAMPS FROM BELGIUM
AND ICELAND. Very high catalogue value.
F-VF

2730

SB 750.00

*0

HIGH QUALITY INTERNATIONAL
COLLECTION COVERING "F" TO "I",
stored neatly in a well organized, but well
packed, Scott International Album without
duplication. Each area in the collection
begins with or near the first issues,
followed strongly by good early 20th
century and coverage to about 1980 with
good Back-of-the-book. The collection
features very good Finland including mint
#18, used #9-10, mint Greece #117-120,
used Iceland #23, and more. High quality
throughout and generally VERY FINE, mint
og

2731

SB 750.00

*0

MINT INTERNATIONAL SOUVENIR
SHEETS Very nice mint selection of over
50 souvenir sheets from the late 1930s
covering a diverse group of countries with
Spain being the dominant one. Individually
some of the notable standouts include
Cuba #C33, China #471, Portugal #602a,
614a, Spain #B108E (perf & imperf sheets)
and a sizeable group of Spanish Civil War
issues not listed in Scott catalog. This is a
very appealing group for international
collectors looking to bolster their holdings,
VERY FINE, og

2732

SB 750.00

*

LARGE CARTON SIZED SELECTION OF
THOUSANDS, in seven volumes, including
a nice Minkus Album collection with mint
sets, two volumes of U.S. Trust Territories
souvenir pages, a mint two volume block
collection with a couple hundred dollars
postage, a complete mint Germany
collection, 1990 to 2001 in a Minkus
Specialty Album, a small stockbook of U.S.
locals and Hawaii, all in a large box.

2733

SB 750.00

*0

MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL
SELECTION of couple hundred different
issues from a diverse group of countries
like Canada, Czechoslovakia, Eastern
Silesia, Germany, Japan & Nyasaland. The
selection starts of with early period
Canadian sub-section including individual
better like Canada mint #51, 52, 53, 72, 97,
98, 99, 101, 102, 103, 135, 139-140,
141-145, 146-148, 203, 211-216, E4, and
others while the rest of the selection is
generally focused on the later part of the
first half of 20th century, F-VF, mint og

2734

SB 750.00

*0

2735 *0 MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL
SELECTION - A massive mint and used
selection of close to 12,000 stamps in total
covering a number of countries arranged in
alphabetic order from China to Hungary
with a focus on the middle of the 20th
century. Duplication varies form country to
country and in some cases might be
higher, but generally is very manageable
and the selection as a whole is very well
organized. The sheer volume of stamps
should make this appealing for breakdown
and resale as national selections could
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easily be formed, F-VF SB 750.00

MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL Diverse
group of thousands of stamps mint and
used contained in a large carton housing
over half a dozen volumes including couple
of White Ace albums, Scott National album,
and Scott International Junior album - all
with firm focus on the first half of the 20th
century. Individually the selection covers
very broad area of topics from mint blocks
of Famous Americans, two volumes filled
with dozens upon dozens of complete mint
US sheets of fifty from middle of the
century, two White Ace albums dedicated
to Vatican City and much more. This is the
type of lot that would be most appealing to
collectors with broad range of interests,
gen. VERY FINE, mint og

2736

SB 750.00

*0

LARGE CARTON FILLED WITH FIVE
DIFFERENT SCOTT INTERNATIONAL
ALBUM COLLECTIONS with many
thousands of stamps including better
Russia and a sixth volume that is a
Czechoslovakia collection

2737

SB 750.00

BALTIC STATES - VERY NICE
COLLECTION TO 1940 in a clean
Specialty album. Includes very good
Estonia, Lithuania, Memel, Central
Lithuania and more. VERY FINE, og

2738

SB 650.00

*0

ABOUT 1000 DIFFERENT NEARLY ALL
MINT STAMPS mostly in sets. VERY FINE,
og, NH

2739

SB 600.00

*

EXCELLENT ALL MINT SET SELECTION
OF ABOUT 1500 DIFFERENT STAMPS in
a stockbook. Strong in Vietnam and British.
Worth a look! VERY FINE, og, NH

2740

SB 600.00

*

PREMIUM SELECTION OF SEVERAL
HUNDRED STAMPS in a Scott numbered
stockbook, all better including strong
Japan. VERY FINE, og

2741

SB 600.00

*0

[PREMIUM SELECTION] mostly U.S. and
BNA with values to $1100 each. F-VF

2742
SB 600.00

*0

AFRICA - Z COUNTRIES  - An extensive
selection of hundreds of mint and used
issues primarily covering the Z countries of
the continent like Zaire, Zambezia,
Zimbabwe, and Zululand stored on stock
pages and in Scott numbered glassines.
The selection includes great number of
souvenir and miniature sheets including
individual standouts like Zaire #861 (19) &
Zululand #12 (2) among them and more,
VERY FINE, mint og

2743

SB 600.00

*0

CINDERELLAS - VERY NICE OLD TIME
selection of a few hundred

2744
SB 600.00

*0

MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL A diverse
group of several thousand stamps
contained in one large carton stocked to
capacity with as many as 8 individual
volumes, including two Harris international
albums with some 5,000 stamps between
them. Pair of Harris albums like the rest of
the lot is primarily covering the middle of
the 20th century issues from a very diverse
group of countries, with sizeable portion
coming from US along with the rest of the
world. The lot includes some modern
articles primarily in the form of modern first
day covers or entire US sheets of 20 with
first day cancels, but by far the bulk of the
value is from the mid 1950s, gen. VERY
FINE, mint og

2745

SB 600.00

*0

2746 *0 MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL Very

diverse international selection combining a
huge Minkus Master Global stamp album
covering mostly the years from the third
quarter of the 20th century, combined with
modern stock of Great Britain, two year
books of Canada (1999-2000) and even
couple pounds of Canadian pennies. The
lot is housed in a large carton in a half a
dozen volumes of stockbooks and albums,
but almost entirely focused on the second
half of the 20th century This is the type of
lot that worldwide collectors tend to
accumulate in parallel to their collections
and should appeal to collectors with an
equally broad range of interests, gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH SB 600.00

REVENUES & CUT SQUARES -
COLLECTION OF MANY HUNDREDS

2747
SB 600.00

*0

OVER 500 DIFFERENT BEAUTIFUL
EMPIRE. High catalogue value. VERY
FINE

2748

SB 550.00

*0

MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL
SELECTION - An extensive mint & used
selection of close to 4,000 different issues
virtually without duplication arranged on
nearly one hundred Vario stock pages. The
lot mostly includes issues from the second
half of the 20th century from countries like
Spain, Romania, several countries from the
Commonwealth in the Caribbean region,
Middle East like Yemen or Dubai and
others. Great opportunity for worldwide
collectors as duplication is almost non
existent throughout, VERY FINE, mint og,
many NH

2749

SB 550.00

*0

MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL
SELECTION An extensive mint & used
selection of close to 4,000 different issues
practically without duplication arranged on
one hundred Vario stock pages. The lot
mostly includes issues from the second half
of the 20th century and covers a diverse
range of countries including many
European states like Hungary,
Czechoslovakia, Poland, Romania, as well
as extensive section of Philippines or
complete mint sheets from Sudan. This is a
great lot for modern worldwide collectors
with broad range of interests looking to
bolster their holdings as duplication levels
are very low throughout, gen. VERY FINE,
mint og, many NH

2750

SB 550.00

*0

STOCKBOOK WITH ABOUT 1400
MOSTLY DIFFERENT MINT STAMPS
including sets, values to $50 each. VERY
FINE, og, NH

2751

SB 500.00

*

MINT INTERNATIONAL SELECTION - An
extensive international group of over 7,000
stamps from a diverse group of countries
covering European countries like Germany
or France alongside Latin American states
like Haiti or Paraguay. The latter two
sections would account for close to 3/4 of
the total catalog value, which in total
exceeds $4,500! This is a large, duplicated
lot that would be geared towards dealers
looking for breakdown and resale potential,
VERY FINE, og, NH

2752

SB 500.00

*

2753 * SEALAND - SOUVENIR SHEETS While
there is no hard data on circulation
numbers for Sealand stamps, this selection
right here may well likely represent a
strategic reserve of Principality of Sealand.
Some 2,000 souvenir sheets neatly packed
by issues and uniformly duplicated 50 or
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100 times. This is the type of lot that should
appeal to those specializing in postage
stamps of places that UPU would say don't
necessarily do any postal deliveries and
thus don't need stamps. The selection also
includes couple hundred souvenir sheets
from Sweden and Netherlands even if
neither acknowledges the existence of
Sealand, VERY FINE, og, NH SB 500.00

BETTER SMALLER COUNTRY
COLLECTION OF HUNDREDS including
Inini, Iraq, Israel, Ivory Coast, Jamaica &
more. VERY FINE

2754

SB 500.00

*0

MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL An
extensive mint & used selection of close to
4,000 different issues virtually without
duplication arranged on one hundred Vario
stock pages (the stockpages alone worth
close to $100!). The lot mostly includes
issues from the second half of the 20th
century from countries like Austria,
Tanzania, Ecuador, Romania, Maldives,
Soviet Union and number of others, gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

2755

SB 500.00

*0

MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL
SELECTION - Very modern international
selection of close to 4,000 issues almost
without duplication from a diverse group of
countries. Entire selection is organized on
close to 80 Vario stockpages with most of
the material from the second half of the
20th century. While the lot does cover a
wide range of countries, former French
colonial subject form a core of the lot
especially French Africa like Ivory Coast,
Djibouti, Benin, Madagascar and others.
This is a fantastic opportunity for collectors
with broad range of interests to acquire
very diverse group in one shot at great
price, just the Vario stock pages would cost
around $100! VERY FINE, mint og, many
NH

2756

SB 500.00

*0

MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL An
extensive mint & used selection of close to
4,000 different issues practically without
duplication arranged on one hundred Vario
stock pages. The lot mostly includes issues
from the second half of the 20th century
and covers a diverse range of countries
from Europe like Czechoslovakia,
Switzerland, or Bolivia and Panama,
Paraguay and others, gen. VERY FINE,
mint og, many NH

2757

SB 500.00

*0

MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL
SELECTION An extensive mint & used
selection of close to 4,000 issues with
minimal duplication arranged on one
hundred Vario stock pages. The lot mostly
includes issues from the second half of the
20th century with core of the lot coming
from countries like New Zealand, Romania,
and Argentina and numerous other. Great
lot for collectors of worldwide modern
philately to bolster their holdings as
duplication is very low, gen. VERY FINE,
mint og, many NH

2758

SB 500.00

*0

2759 *0 MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL
SELECTION - An extensive mint & used
selection of close to 3,000 different issues
practically without duplication, except in the
cases where the stamps are presented in
complete sheets, arranged on one hundred
Vario stock pages. The lot mostly includes
issues from the second half of the 20th
century and covers a diverse range of
countries including numerous French

colonial possessions like St. Pierre &
Miquelon, Comoro Islands, Reunion, but
also includes stamps from Poland, Spain,
Britain, Vietnam, and even Yemen, gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH SB 500.00

MINT & USED INTERNATIONAL Very
diverse group of philatelic articles
contained in a large carton. The lot
contains four relatively sparsely populated
Scott Specialty albums, Scott International
Junior edition, expansive stock of Great
Britain (thousands of stamps!) organized in
glassines, couple of volumes with US
blocks and panes (as well as $100
Confederate bill stuck to page!), and even
separate volume dedicated Canadian
airmail first flight covers from the 1920s.
This the type of lot that collectors with
broad range of interests almost inevitably
accumulate over their lifetime of collecting,
gen. VERY FINE, mint og

2760

SB 500.00

*0

[VERY NICE WORLD WIDE SELECTION]
of hundreds, much high quality Canada
with values to $100 each

2761

SB 500.00

[SELECTION OF ALL DIFFERENT
BETTER STAMPS] including Sarawak
[\#1,] Canada [\#127] and more. F-VF, og

2762

SB 300.00

*0

SCANDINAVIA-COVERS - Group of about
400 covers, with some going to the 1990s,
in a small box. Among the better are
Iceland #209-11 (FDC), 240-45 (FDC), B6
(2), Norway #340-42, along with some
Sweden and others. Gen. VERY FINE

2763

SB 300.00

CV

HIGH QUALITY HIGH CALIBRE STOCK
OF THOUSANDS NEATLY ARRANGED
IN 13 CLEAN DEALER COUNTER
BOOKS largely Europe and with hundreds
of better individual stamps. Strongest in
Germany and area,  Scandinavia, Great
Britain, France and French Colonies and
more. Gen F-VF

2764

CO 64,000.00

*0

LARGE CARTON WITH FIVE BOXES
each filled to the gills with tens of
thousands of stamps neatly sorted by
country in glassines. We note strong British
Commonwealth, Spain, China, Russia and
much more. catalog value should be well
over the $40,000

2765

CO 40,000.00

2766 *0 HUGE INTERNATIONAL SELECTION
PACKED WITH PREMIUM, and stored
neatly and individually on Scott numbered
stock cards. The selection is brimming with
premium sets and singles, including used
Finland #111-117, used Germany
#670-685, B313, B314, B316, C46-C56,
OL13 (block of 10), S1-S11, 9N62,
9N75-9N79, and mint #347-349 (NH), 686
(NH), B59-B67, B69-B78, B144 (NH),
B313, 9N35-9N41, 9N120-9N136, used
German Offices in China #55, used
German Offices in Turkey #52, mint G.D.R.
#54-57, 80-81, mint Iran #910-914,
931-932, 1130-1132, and used
#1082-1098, 1107-1125, 1138-1151,
B22-B27, mint Great Britain #179, 203-204
(NH), 292-308, 353c-360a, 395p-397p,
J9-J17, J39-J44, and used #4 (strip of 4,
tied to piece), 7, 29 (strip of 3 plus 1 on
piece), 222-224, mint British Offices in
China #1-10/11b, mint British Offices in
Morocco #550-558, used India #6, 29, 75,
95-98, 203-206, C1-C6, mint Papua New
Guinea #48a, 139-146, 162-163, C5-C9,
C10-C15, and used #110-113, mint Italy
#48, 331-341, 349-354, 526-527 (NH),
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C4-C11, C42-C47, CE8-CE9, and used
#115-116, 117-118, 140-142, 183,
232-238, 256, 280-289, 290-305, 310-314,
315-321, 324-328, 495-506, 515-517, 518,
539, C100-C105, C127-C128, used
Tripolitania #C21-C26, mint Netherlands
#117-123, B4-B5, B25-B32, C14, and used
#18, 20, 22, used Netherlands Indies #2,
mint Norway #104-110, 275-278, 279-289,
310-317, 340-342, 360-369, 370-374,
416-430, B24, B54-B56, and used #28,
136-143, mint Peru #C6-C12, and used
#10 (pair), 13, C39, mint Portugal
#156-169, 315-345, 422-436, 437-452,
543-548, 497-519, 528-533, 534-539,
561-569, 579-586, 595-602, 605-614,
650-657, C1-C10, J1-J6, Q1-Q17, and
used #81-85, 92-93, 97-109, 110-131,
147-154, mint Azores #284-299, mint
Romania #15, 19-21, 57, 59, 158-165,
186-195, 196-206, 417-419, mint Argentina
#140, 436, 445, 446a, B6-B9, C35-C37,
and used #17, 390, C1-C19, C35-C37,
mint Austria #127, 142, mint Belgium #31,
37, 54, 251-253, B30, and used #4, 8,
B99-B105, mint Bolivia #433-450, and
used #101d, mint Brazil #64, and used #2,
27-28, 38, 76, mint Denmark #6, 7, mint
Greenland #1-9 (NH), and much more.
Thousands of different high quality,
desirable sets and singles, mainly premium
and generally VERY FINE, mint og, many
NH CA 37,500.00

DIVERSE, HIGH QUALITY
INTERNATIONAL SELECTION OF
THOUSANDS stored and organized neatly
in Scott numbered dealer's stock cards.
The selection features good material from
around the world, including very good
British Commonwealth, French
Community, Italy and Italian States, South
America, Portuguese Colonies, ex-Soviet
states, Scandinavia and more. Each area
provides coverage typically from the first
issues to about 1980, most with
Back-of-the-book. The selection features
loads of premium sets and singles
including mint Haiti #2-3, 150 ("violent"
invert), and used #4-6, used Iceland #28,
144-148, 152-154, 199-201, 203-208, and
mint #224, C3, used India #24, mint Inini
#181-185, mint Ionian Islands #1, used
Ireland #22, 117, and mint #75, mint Italy
#21-22, 133-135, 140-142, B17-B19, and
used #22, 58-63, 67-72, mint Eritrea #3,
and used #31, mint Italian States #17a,
used Rhodes J1-J9, Q1-Q11, mint Roman
States #18, used Greece #16b, 20b, 21,
28, 40, 43, 44, 45a, 97, 179-183, mint
Greenland #1-9, 33, used Guadeloupe #4,
and mint #O1-O3, and much more. We put
a selection from the overall group on a
stock pages and scanned it in order to
illustrate the group as whole. Generally
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

2767

CA 18,000.00

*0

2768 *0 [MASSIVE SELECTION OF THOUSANDS
OF HIGH QUALITY INTERNATIONAL
SETS, ]singles, souvenir sheets, and more
stored very neatly in organized and Scott
numbered dealer's stock cards. The
selection provides wonderful material from
popular philatelic specialties including
excellent British Commonwealth, French
Community, Scandinavia, Russia, Italian
Colonies, German Colonies, and much
more. Each area tends to be begin with
very nice, high quality 19th century material
followed by equally good early 20th century

and coverage to about 1980, generally
including Back-of-the-book. Including used
Lebanon [\#J44-J46, ]mint Libya
[\#47-55/57-59, 95-101/C43, ]mint
Tripolitania [\#C38-C42/CB1-CB2, ]mint
Luxembourg [\#30, ]and used [\#1, ]mint
Mexico [\#4, ]and used [\#837-851, ]used
Netherlands [\#1-3, ]mint New Caledonia
[\#330-337, 361-366, ]used New Zealand
[\#7d, ]mint North Ingermanland [\#8-14,
]mint Norway [\#279-289, ]and used [\#246,
]used Pakistan [\#O14-O23, ]mint
Paraguay [\#C134-C146, ]used Peru
[\#19a, ]mint Philippines [\#349a, ]mint
Poland [\#2K6, ]mint Romania [\#32, ]and
used [\#58-59, ]mint Chile [\#11, ]mint PRC
[\#490-493, 538-539, ]used Colombia [\#18,
]used Congo [\#29, ]mint Costa Rica
[\#C11, ]mint Crete [\#2-5, ]used Cyrenaica
[\#77, ]used Denmark [\#51-52, ]mint
Columbia [\#C96-C110, ]and much, much
more. High quality throughout and
generally VERY FINE, mint og, many NH CA 16,500.00

ALL-MINT INTERNATIONAL COMPLETE
SHEETS & SETS, stored nicely in Michel
numbered glassines. The selection
features high quality sheets and large
blocks from Brazil, Afghanistan including
#604-608/C23-C25 (complete imperf
sheets of 50), 632-633 (complete sheets of
50), Bhutan with a catalogue value of over
$1,000, Argentina with a catalogue value
nearly $1,600, a group of duplicated
singles from Venezuela carrying over
$5,000 in catalogue value, Trucial States,
Saudi Arabia, Yemen, Israel, Occupations
of Belgium, mint China #10, and assorted
others. Overall carries a catalogue value
well over $15,000. All high quality, all mint
and typically VERY FINE, og, NH

2769

CA 15,000.00

*

[HIGH QUALITY INTERNATIONAL
SELECTION OF MANY THOUSANDS ]of
different stamps from around the world,
stored neatly on Scott numbered stock
cards. Most areas features wonderfully high
quality 19th century material when
applicable, followed by very good early
20th century with coverage to about 1980,
with light duplication. The selection
features excellent British and French areas,
and typically very good Back-of-the-book
from each area. Includes mint Albania
[\#C61, C63, ]mint Afghanistan [\#369-385,
]mint Angola [\#362-381, ]mint Algeria
[\#B88-B89, ]and used [\#66, ]used
Belgium [\#1-2, B113, ]used Bolivia [\#23A,
]mint Brazil [\#528, ]and used [\#7, 9, 10,
22, 28, 39, 54a, 60, 76, 84, ]and much
more. We put a selection from the overall
group on stock pages in order to illustrate
the high quality found throughout the
group. Generally VERY FINE, mint og,
many NH

2770

CA 15,000.00

*0

2771 *0 HIGH QUALITY INTERNATIONAL
PREMIUM SELECTION stored neatly on
clean black stock pages. Highlights include
mint U.S. #288, used Canada #40, used
Belgium #3, 9-12, 16, 65-75, used
Denmark #2, 6, 14, 19, 24, 27, 31, 32-34,
37, O1, O3, P1-P10, P18, used Finland
#17-19, 30, 45, used Dutch Indies #81-98
(including #81a, 86a, & 89a), used Iceland
#3 (faults), O6-O9, and mint #17 (no gum),
O4-O5, mint Libya #135-143, mint
Netherlands Antilles #6-7, 11, mint
Nicaragua #420 (block of 6), used Norway
#7, 10, 13, 19, 20-21, 64-65, and mint #52,
55, mint Surinam #123-131, used Sweden
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#10-12, 40-49, used Switzerland #J21-J28,
and mint #60-68, used Thurn & Taxis #4,
mint Bremen #1A, used Wurttemberg #29,
mint Germany #22 (no gum), used Baden
#17, mint Gibraltar #241-272 (blocks of 4),
used Mesopotamia #N28-N41, generally
VERY FINE, mint og CA 11,900.00

[HIGH QUALITY PREMIUM SELECTION -
HIGHLY DESIRABLE INTERNATIONAL
]material stored neatly on clean black stock
pages. The selection features better
stamps from around the world including
excellent Canada, Scandinavia, France,
Great Britain, German States, and more.
Packed with notable highlights, including
stand-outs like mint Belgium [\#23
(repaired), ]mint Sardinia [\#12, ]mint
Canada [\#46, 67 (NH), 79, 103, 110, 113,
183 (pair), 198, 200 (NH), 205-206 (NH
pairs), 207 (pair), ]and used [\#177 (block
of 4, very light cancel), ]mint Lebanon
[\#275-284, ]mint Christmas Island [\#1-10,
]used Denmark [\#52, ]used France [\#96,
]used Thurn & Taxis [\#11, ]mint German
Democratic Republic [\#B17-B20, ]mint
Germany [\#693 (2, NH), ]and used
[\#C48-C55, ]mint Chile [\#17, ]mint Great
Britain [\#43, ]and used [\#1, 2, 5, 8, 8a, 26
(7), 27 (4), 27a (2), 28 (2), 42 (3), 43 (tied
to piece), ]and more. A lovely group.
Generally VERY FINE, mint og

2772

CO 10,000.00

*0

[PREMIUM SELECTION - HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION OF BETTER
INTERNATIONAL ]material stored neatly
on clean black stock pages. The selection
consists of diverse premium material from
around the world including excellent Great
Britain and British Colonies. Some of the
highlights you'll find in this selection include
used Great Britain [\#29a (2), 39, 57, 59,
67, 70, 73, 80, 81, 87, 94, 96, 103, 104,
115-120, 122, 125-126, 136, 139-141,
179-181, 309-312, ]mint Buenos Aries [\#9,
]mint Canada [\#C1 (block of 10), ]used
Antigua [\#4, ]used Baden [\#8, ]used
Bavaria [\#7, 9-14, 271-275, ]used
Bahamas [\#13, 14, 70-77, ]mint Belgium
[\#Q371-Q372, ]used Brunswick [\#25a,
]used Iceland [\#137, ]and more. High
quality throughout and generally VERY
FINE, mint og

2773

CO 10,000.00

*0

2774 * [10 VOLUME INTERNATIONAL
SOUVENIR SHEETS & BOOKLET
SELECTION ]featuring beautiful, valuable
material from around the world, includes
excellent British and French areas. The
selection is stored in binders on Scott
numbered dealer's book pages, and is
packed with premium material including
Hungary [\#859a/860a (complete booklet),
4141, ]Iceland [\#1189-1191 (mini-sheets of
10 each), ]Ireland [\#928a, 1218, ]Israel
[\#1289, ]Italy [\#1883-1886, ]New Zealand
[\#1835a/1840a, 1860, B59a/B60a,
B61a/B62a, B63a/B64a, B65a/B66a,
B69a/B70a, ]Norfolk Island [\#184a,
]Monaco [\#1369a, 1425a, 1531a, 1564a,
1624a, ]Mongolia [\#2471, 2247a,
]Montserrat [\#970-981, ]Morocco
[\#150-153 (sheets of 10), 206a,
]Netherlands Antilles [\#1233, ]Tajikistan
[\#92-97, ]Tanzania [\#1738-1749, ]Tonga
[\#979a, ]Tuvalu [\#971, ]Latvia [\#B97,
]Lebanon [\#C79a, CB12-CB14 (souvenir
sheet), ]Liberia [\#2567-2569,
]Liechtenstein [\#151, 395 (sheet of 4),
B14, ]Luxembourg [\#B131, ]Mexico
[\#896a, C234a, ]Penrhyn [\#259a, ]Qatar

[\#187a, ]North Korea [\#4883a-4883d
(souvenir sheet), 4883e-4883h, 4884-4885,
]South Korea [\#756-780, ]and much more.
We scanned two of binders to give you a
clear picture of the group as a whole. One
binder primarily focuses on PRC blocks of
four. High quality throughout and generally
VERY FINE, mint og, most NH CA 9,650.00

HIGH QUALITY WORLDWIDE
SELECTION WITH  stored in 3 stockbooks,
one nice homemade album, in glassines,
and on album pages. The selection
includes a dealer's counter book with
souvenir sheets and blocks, a larger
stockbook featuring international souvenir
sheets and mini-sheets, and a nice Norfolk
Island collection in an album, but the crux
of the selection is a very well organized
stockbook holding issues of Hong Kong,
Korea, and Thailand with a catalogue value
over $7,500, with about two thirds of the
stockbook dedicated to Korea. The
selection features many very nice premium
sets and singles including highlights like
mint Norfolk Island #15-18, 23-24, 29-41,
126-140, mint Philippines #485-496 (NH),
and much more. We scanned the large
Asia stockbook to give you a good sense of
high value found in this selection. Generally
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

2775

CV 8,850.00

*0

[SCANDINAVIA NORWAY & FINLAND]
Mint and used collection of over 3,000
stamps starting with the long perf early
period issues of Finland, as well as 19th
century stamps from Norway, and going
well into the second half of the 20th
century. The lot is mostly concentrated on
the 20th century and especially attractive
feature is the inclusion of numerous
Norwegian never hinged semi postal
issues. Both country sections are built
around dedicated beautiful Lighthouse
albums (retail value for the albums alone
would be in the region of $500)
supplemented with with several hundred
issues housed in stockbooks and individual
glassines. Overall the catalog value would
be in the region of $8,500 with 2/3 of the
coming from the Norwegian section as it
sports such individual standouts like
Norway mint [\#109, 132-35 (NH), 136-44
(NH), 150-53 (NH), 181-83 (NH), 416-30,
B1-B3 (NH), B4 (NH), B5-B8 (NH), B9-10
(NH), B24 (NH), O1-O7 (NH), O14, O22-32
(NH), O44-54 (NH),] and many others, gen.
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH

2776

CA 8,500.00

*0

2777 *0 [INTERNATIONAL PREMIUM SELECTION
]stored neatly on clean black stock pages.
Very light duplication of only a few items.
The selection features very good Great
Britain and Colonies, South America,
Scandinavia, and much more. Stand-outs
include used Great Britain [\#43, 44, 45,
45a, 46, 48, 50, 55, 57, ]mint Venezuela
[\#141, ]mint Switzerland [\#246, B4-B6,
B297, C15, ]and used [\#42, 59, 92-93,
B18-B20, C12, C13, ]mint Spain [\#C55a,
]mint Norway [\#50a, ]and used [\#5, 13,
21, ]mint Newfoundland [\#83, ]used New
Zealand [\#70-79, 77a, ]mint Netherlands
[\#368-369, ]and used [\#9, ]mint Natal
[\#14, ]mint Penang [\#55, ]mint Malta
[\#J22a-J28a, ]mint U.S. [\#1891 (plate #
strip of 3, plate #1), 2005 (plate # strip of 5,
plates #4 and# 3), ]and used
[\#U348-U351, ] mint Greece [\#C1-C4,
]Monaco [\#364 (signed artist's proof in
brown and green), ]and more. High quality
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throughout and generally VERY FINE, mint
og CA 8,250.00

FIVE VOLUME INTERNATIONAL
COLLECTION stored in a set of well
organized binders. Each area in the
collection typically begins with specialized
album pages beginning with good 19th and
early 20th century material with coverage to
about 1970, followed by stock pages with
specialty material and duplication. The
collection includes a large volume devoted
to Germany, including good Empire
material, large dedicated volumes of
Poland and Portugal, a volume covering
"M" nations, and a volume covering "T"
through "Z". High quality throughout, and
generally VERY FINE, mint og

2778

CA 8,000.00

*0

HIGH QUALITY SELECTION OF OVER
TEN THOUSAND MINT SETS, stored
neatly within individually Scott numbered
glassines, and organized in filing boxes,
along with a small international collection in
an album. The selection includes souvenir
sheets and some booklets from places like
Germany, Monaco, Great Britain, Morocco,
Maldives, Israel tabs and more. High
quality throughout and all VERY FINE, og,
NH

2779

CA 7,500.00

*

[SMALL SELECTION OF CLASSICS, ]a
few faults, most FINE

2780
CV 6,200.00

MINT INTERNATIONAL SELECTION - An
expansive mint selection of complete
sheets from a diverse range of countries
including Guinea, Malagasy Republic,
Biafra, Brazil, Philippines and a whole list
of Middle Eastern states. All of the issues
are from middle of the 20th century,
primarily 1960s. Simply because of the
nature of complete sheets, in some cases
sheets of 100, this lot would be more
geared towards dealers looking for resale
potential, VERY FINE, og, NH

2781

CA 6,000.00

*

[INTERNATIONAL BOOKLET &
SOUVENIR SHEET SELECTION, ]each
neatly and individually stored on Scott
numbered dealer's stock cards with almost
no duplication. The selection features
wonderful material from valuable early 20th
century booklets to more modern,
aesthetically beautiful items. The majority
of the selection is comprised of booklets
including many lovely prestige issues.
Premium abounds, including People's
Republic of China [\#1678a, ]New Zealand
[\#1719b, ]Sweden [\#692a, 1640a, 1748a,
]Norway [\#420, ]France [\#2631 (complete
booklet), 1952a, ]Great Britain [\#BK193,
BK191, ]Australia [\#3151a, ]Zaire [\#880,
881, ]Russia [\#7158, ]Sierra Leone
[\#1700-1703, ]Ireland [\#110A, ]St. Vincent
[\#878-881, ]and much more. All material is
of the highest quality and generally VERY
FINE, og, NH

2782

CA 6,000.00

*

2783 *0 [HIGH QUALITY INTERNATIONAL
SELECTION ]stored neatly on individually
Scott numbered dealer's stock cards. The
selection consists of very good Finland,
Netherlands Antilles, Netherlands Indies,
very good Iran, good Great Britain, and
much more. The selection features a
diverse array of premium items including
highlights such as used Finland [\#19, 52,
279, 283-284, B2, B4, ]and mint [\#41,
]mint Netherlands Antilles [\#22, 198, ]used
Netherlands Indies [\#1 (2), 6, ]and mint
[\#J4, ]used Switzerland [\#87b, ]used

Great Britain [\#121, 122, 133, 138a, 180,
210-220, 249-251A, J12-J17, O35, ]mint
Surinam [\#107, ]used Iran [\#46, 47-49,
58-59, 68-69, 90-100, 481-500, ]and mint
[\#428-433, 617-620, ]and more. Generally
VERY FINE, mint og, many NH CA 5,700.00

NEARLY ALL-MINT SET STOCK IN
SCOTT NUMBERED GLASSINES,
including highlights like mint France #1100,
B27, B76, B153-B157, B238-B243,
J93-J97, mint Brunei #43-57, mint
Denmark #304-314, mint Belgium #1N14,
mint Saar #70-79, used German Offices in
China #35, mint Malta #92, mint Grenada
#156-163, 171-183, and more. High quality
throughout and generally VERY FINE, mint
og, many NH

2784

CA 4,100.00

*

SCANDINAVIA - HIGH QUALITY
SELECTION OF MANY THOUSANDS of
different sets and singles from throughout
the Scandinavian area, stored and neatly
organized in Scott numbered glassines
with light duplication. The collection
features lovely premium material including
highlights like mint Aland #1-22, 34-54,
used Denmark #85-96, 210-219, 232-238,
used Greenland #28-38, 48-65, 136-141,
177-188, and much more. High quality
throughout and generally VERY FINE, mint
og, some NH

2785

CA 3,100.00

*0

MISCELLANEOUS LOTS

STARTER KIT Two cartons containing ten
volumes of Scott International albums,
almost empty, with coverage to 1975
(retails about $2000). Also included are
numerous mounts in varied sizes, tools like
a mount cutter, a color guide and an
ultraviolet light, plus packs of glassines
interleaf pages. Gen. VERY FINE

2786

SB 1,250.00
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